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Abstract

This work is a critical presentation of ori ginal sources relating
to the Mahyoga and Atlyoga traditions of the rNying-ma school of
Tibetan Buddhism, namely, the principal tantra-text of that
school, Guhaarbhatattvavinihcavamahàtantra, and kLong-chen Rab-
'byams-pa's commentary, vhvo2s-bcu mi.m-sel. It comprises an
introduction, an edition of the Tibetan root-text, an annotated
translation and bibliography.

1) The introduction considers: the position of the three inner
classes of tantra (nan-rvud sde-zsum) within the rNying-ma
tradition; the extant texts of the rvud-sde and szrub-sde
divisions of Mahàyoga within the bka'-'wvur and the rnvin-ma'i
rwud-'bum and the transmission of the latter from its compila-
tion until recent times; the relationship between the eighteen
tantras of the rvud-sde section and the s yu-'rhrul cycle; the
contents of the cycle and the position of the lon g , medium and
short versions of the Guhvaarbha within it; the structured
contents of this root-tantra: the controversy surrounding its
origins; the Indian historical perspective and commentaries; the
Tibetan translations; the practical synthesis of mdo-su-sems-
sum; the bka'-ma lineages with emphasis on the relevant

indigenous Tfbetan commentaries; the zter-ma related literature;
ten philosophical topics elaborated in the Guhwaarbha; the two
exegetical interpretations; and the editions of the source
materials which have been consulted.

ii) The edition of the root-text is based, in the absence of
Sanskrit ma., on extant Tibetan versions found In the bka'-'vur
and the rnin-ma'i rzud-'bum, the Karma'i Chos-agar blockprint,
and the versions utilised by kLong-chen Rab-'byama-pa and Lo-chen
Dharmar1 in their commentaries.

iii) The translation of the root-tantre is accompanied by the
full text of kLong-chen Rab-'byanis--pa's interlinear sections
(zhun-don), each of which is preceded by an overview (srwi-

iv) The bibliography has two sections, the first comprising those
texts cited by kLong-chen Rab-'byaina-pa in Dhwos-bcu mun-sel,
and the second those works referred to in the introduction and
annotations.
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Preface

Over several years. while working on the translation and edition

of the late bDud-'joms Rin-po-che's Nirinsma School 	 _______

Buddhism: Fundamentals na Historw, I became increasingly

aware of the central importance of the Guh.iaarbhatantra and the

esteem in which it is held by the rNying-ma-pa. In order to

open up and consolidate our understanding of that eighth century

tradition, clearly this basic text would have to be established

in a critical edition alon gside its commentaries, and, as more

primary sources are published in India, it would be an essential

task for Tibetologists to make some of them accessible to western

scholarship for the first time. This would also give some impetus

to the current revival of the rNying-ma communities in Nepal,

India, and indeed Tibet. where the tradition itself has been made

aware of the value of western scholarship, largely through the

efforts of K. Gene Smith. It is therefore with these two aims

that I embarked on the present stud y. Each chapter of the root-

tantra is accompanied by kLong-chen Rab-'byazna-pa'a interlinear

commentary 0 and in the course of annotation, his interpretations

are juxtaposed with those of Lo-chen DharmarI. Between them,

these commentators represent the two major exegetical traditions

of the Guhva2arbha in Tibet. Of course, this study is by no means

the definitive statement on the Guhi'awarbhatantr&. Only when all

extant commentaries have been fully translated and compared

could such a conclusive treatise ever be written. In the

meantime, it is hoped that the intricacies of kLong-chen-pa's
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exegesis will augment our understanding f the relationship

between MahIyoga and Atiyoga, and open up further avenues for

research in this field.

The problems involved in the interpretation of tantra-texta like

the Guhwaarbha are immense, and errors are virtuall y unavoid-

able. Quite apart from the absence of the ori ginal Sanskz'it

manuscripts, there are linguistic obscurities in the Tibetan

which even the surviving oral tradition is unable to resolve.

This has been explicitly stated by Dingo Khyentse Rinpoche,

who is revered as the greatest livin g authority on the rNyjng-ma

school. I would therefore ask those responsible for maintaining

this tradition to understand the underlying motivation and not to

look too harshly on my errors or omissions. Many of these

problems will be confronted in the course of the annotations, and

I wish, at this point, to acknowledge the assistance of all those

scholars who devoted time and energy to the task.

Firstly, my thanks are due to Phillip Denwood Lecturer in

Tibetan at SOAS, who supervised the research in a methodical,

sympathetic and supportive manner and offered much sound advice

on problems relatin g to language and the architecture of the

vim&na in particular. Rumble thanks are also due to H.H. Dingo

Khyentae Rinpoche who gave much of his precious time to my tire-

some questions during his sojourn in the Dordogne, in 3une, 1986.

Others scholars who assisted at that time were Dzokchen Khenpo

Thupten, Nyoshul Khen Rinpoche, Tulku Pema Wangyal, and Konchok

Tenzin. Khenpo Thupten in particular addressed himself to the

linguistic and technical problems with great enthusiasm.	 I am
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also indebted to the library of SOAS, University of London, f or

access to library and microfiche facilities, to Lama Chime of

the British Library Oriental Manuscripts Division, to Michael

O'Keefe of the India Office Library. and to Christian Bruyat at

the Tibetan library of the Association de Chanteloube in the

Dordogne for making source materials available. Additional thanks

are due to Dr Tadeusz Skoz'upski of SOAS, who kindly offered

advice on certain Indic source materials, and to Matthew Kapateiri

of the University of Chicago who in past years worked with me to

construct the technical En glish vocabulary employed in this and

other studies. Above all, I wish to express my gratitude to the

British Academy for their generous studentship awarded from 1983-

1986. to SOAS for the Millicent Harrjngton Award covering the

same period, and to Dr John Brockington, Senior Lecturer in

Sanakrit at Edinbur gh University, and Dr Michael Aria of Wolfaon

College. Oxford for supporting my initial application to the

Academy. Finally, thanks are due to Mike Farmer who provided

word-processing facilities, without which the project would never

have been completed in three years.

Gyurme Done
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Thtroduction

1. The rNying-ma School and the Three Inner Classes of Tantra:

The manda].a of the hundred peaceful and wrathful deities first

attracted attention outside Tibet through popular translations of

the bar-dp thos-rol, a section of Karma gLing-pa's	 hi-khro
1

dons-Da ran-rol. Little is known, however, of the tantre on

which this mandala and its wter-ma cycles are based. The Guhva-

arbhat pttypyinicaypmahftantrp j a principal text of the

rNying-ma or "ancient translation school" (5flp_yur rn'in-

). the oldest tradition of Tibetan Buddhism which has main-

tained the teaching-cycles and texts introduced to Tibet during

the royal dynastic period through to the epoch of the Indian

scholar Smrtijñnakirti and prior to that of Lo-chen 	 Rin-chen
2

bZang-po (958-1055). The rNying-ma-pa are those who have adhered

to this "earlier propagation" (anfa-dar) and cultivated its

traditions over succeeding centuries through study, meditation,

composition. and the revelation of concealed texts or treasures

(ter-ma). A comprehensive account of the philosophical position

and historical background of this schoo] is found in m y edited

translation of bDud-'joms Rin-po-che's modern compilation, Ih.e

Ninwma School •.f Tibetan Buddhism:	 1.t Fundamentals
3

History .	 In contrast, the adherents of the later Buddhist

lineages which spread forth in Tibet during the "subsequent

propagation" ( phyl-dar)-- the bKe'-gdams-pa, Sa-skys-pa and bKa'-

brgyud-pa-- are commonly known as gSar-ma-pa, "followers of the

new schools". While the designations "rNying-ma" and "gSar-ma"
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were retrospectively applied, by the eleventh century the two

periods of Buddhist expansion in Tibet had become sufficiently

distinguishable to prompt Rong-zom Pandita's following obser-

vation in the dkon-mcho 'rel, which attributes six superior-
5

ities to the ancient translations:

First, concerning the greatness of the benefactors who

introduced them:	 Since the benefactors of the ancient

translation period were the three ancestral rulers, who were

the sublime Lords of the Three Families in kingly guise,

they were unlike the benefactors of the later translation
6

period.

Second,	 concerning the locations in which they were

translated and established: 	 Since the ancient translations

were accomplished in such emanated tem ples as bSam-yas and

the other doctrinal centres of the past, hi gh and low, they

are unlike those translated in the monastic grottoes of
7

today.

Third, concerning the distinctions of the translators:

Those doctrines were translated by emanational translators,

the translators of the past such as Vairocana, sKa-ba dPal-

brtsegs, lCog-ro klu'i rgyal-mtshan, Zhang Ve-shes sDe, rMa

Rin-chen mChog, and gNyags Jñ&nakumára.	 Thus, they are

unlike the translations made by the translators of today,

who pass the summer in Mang-yul and travel to India and
8

Nepal for a short time during the winter.
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Fourth. concerning the distinctions of the scholars (who

supervised the ancient translations): Those doctrines were

introduced by buddhas and sublime bodhisattvas abiding on

the great levels, (namely) the scholars of the past such as

the preceptor S&ntaraksita, Buddhaguhya. the great master

Padmákara and the great pandita Vinialainitra.	 Thus, they

were unlike the scholars of today who wander about in search
9

of gold.

Fifth, concerning the distinctions of the blossoms (offered)

as the basis for commissioning (the translations): 	 In the

past the doctrines were requested with offerings of gold

weighed out in deerskin pouches, or by the measure.	 Thus,

they were unlike the requests made (by disciples of) the

present day with one or two gold bits drawn from under their
10

own arms.

Sixth, concerning the distinctions of the doctrine itself:

The translations of the past were completed at a time when

the doctrine of the Buddha reached its zenith in India.

Furthermore, there were tantras which did not even exist in

India proper,	 which were retained	 by	 bodhisattvas,

accomplished masters, awareness-holders and d&kinls who had

obtained their empowerments. They were taken from pure

lands, and from regions of Jambudvipa such as Singhala and

Oddiy&na in the west, through the arrayed miraculous powers

of the the great master Padmasambhava, Vinialamitra and

others,	 and then translated (in Tibet). 	 Thus, many

16



(doctrines) which were completely unknown to the scholars

and accomplished masters of India arrived to become the
11

meritorious fortune of Tibet.

Furthermore, concerning the translations themselves: Since

the translators of the past were emanations, 	 they

established the meanin gs correctly.	 For this reason their

works are easy to underBtand and, on p lumbing their depths,

the blessing is great.	 But the translators of the later

period were unable to render the meaning and made lexical

translations followin g (merely ) the arrangement of the

Sanskrit texts.	 Consequently, their forced terminology is

hard to understand, and on plumbing the depths the blessing
12

is slight. Therefore, they are dissimilar.

To understand Rong-zom-pa's final point, one mi ght well make a

comparison between the simple versification of the Guhiaarbha

and that of the Kàlaeakr ptantra. which is considered by many to
13

epitomise the most complex of the later translations.	 Further

linguistic distinctions between these two translation method-

ologies will be considered below in the context of the debate

surrounding the ori gins of our tantra-text.

Despite Rong-zom-pa's entrenched position which was designed

purposefully to counter the prejudice expressed against the

ancient tantras by certain advocates of the new translation

system, the rNying-ma tradition for the most part remained aloof

from the subsequent sectarian rivalries of Tibetan political

life-- whether in the conflict between Sa-skya and 'Bri-gung or

17



in the civil war between the Karma-pa-backed gTsang-pa
1I

administration and the dGe-lugs--pa hierarchy.	 Their philosophy

and spirituality have however continued to exert influence on the

later tr'sditions until recent times. Important figures such as

Karma-pa III Pang-hyung rDo-re (l28 I-1339). gYung-ston rflo-rje

dPal (128a-1365), Dalsi Lame V (1617-1682), 'Jam-dbyengs mKhyen-

brtse'i dBang-po (1820-1892) and '3ani-mgon Kong-sprul (1813-1899)

have contributed immensely to the development of the rNying-ma
15

teachings despite their affiliation with other schools. As a

study of the chos-'bvun genre reveals, Tibet's great thinkers,

scholars and meditator's from all traditions could freely teach
16

each other without sectarian inhibitions.

It is in the rNying-ma system that the Buddhist teachings are

classified into a hierarchical gradation of nine vehicles or nine

sequences of the vehicle (the-Da rim-oa .gjjj. S.G. Karmay in his

"Origin and Early Development of the Tibetan Religious Traditions

of the Great Perfection" has traced the development of this nine-

fold classification through a comparative study of the writings	 -

of Padmag ambhave, eKe-ha dPal-brtsegs. gNuba-chen Sangs-rgyas Ye-
17

shes, kLong-ehen Rab-'byams-pa and others.	 The synthesis out-

lined in the Anuyoga text spwi-mdo donws-a 'dus-Da and

elaborated by the eMin-grol-gling tradition refers to the first

three sequences (rvakay na, Pratyekebuddhayna and Bodhi gattva-

y&na) under the heading "vehicles which control the cause of

suffering" (kun-'byun 'dran-oa'i thew-va), to the middle three

(Kriyâtantra, Ubhayatantra and Yogatantr'a) as "vehicles of the

outer tantras of austere awareness" (Dhvi dka'-thub riz-ra'i

18



r yud-kyi the-Da), and to the last three (Maháyoga, Anuyoga. and

Atiyoga) as "vehicles of overpowering means" (dban-bsur thabs-
18

j thez-ta).	 According to Lo-chen Dharmari, the enumeration

of nine is itself provisional because the structure may be

simplified, e.g. into the twofold classification of Hlnayàna and

?4ah&'&na, or extended, e.g. by adding the mundane Manus yay&na or

Devay&na. Indeed, in this overview of the Buddhist path there may

be as many vehicles as there are thoughts in the mind, while,

from the resultant or absolute stand point, there is said to be no
19

vehicle at all.	 The following verses from the LanklvatIrastitra
20

(T. 107) are quoted in support of this position:

As long as there are perceptions,

The culmination of the vehicles will never be reached.

When the mind becomes transformed

There is neither vehicle nor mover.

The integrated structure of the nine vehicles is also referred to

in basic texts, such as the principle sems-sde tantra. of the

Great Perfection (rdzos-Da chen-Do) system, the All-AccomD-
21

lishinz King (kun-bred rYal-Do'i riud, T. 828):

Existentially there is only one,

But empirically there are nine vehicles.

The distinctions between the above mentioned nine sequences of

the vehicle are discussed in the many philosophical treatises of

the rNying-nia school which focus on spiritual and philosophical

systems (siddhnta or zrub-mtha'). e.g. kLong-chen Rab-'byams--pa,

rub-mtha' mdzod, Lo-chen Dharmar, 	 sanz-bdaz zhal-lun, and

19



22
bud_jome Rin-po-che, bstan- pa'i rnam-zha.	 The most funda-

mental distinction is made between the first three or' sOtra-based

vehicles which advocate a causal approach to enlightenment

(byan-chub) ox' buddhahood (sana-rwvas-nvid) and the last ix or

tantra-based vehicles which maintain the resultant view that

buddhahood is primordially or ateniporally ( ye-nsa) attained, and

realised as such by the removal of the obscurations covering

enlightened mind (bYan2-chub sems).

The term "tantra" (rud) refers to three continua of meaning and

four classes of texts forming the literary expression of that

meaning. The former are the continuum of the ground (zhi'i

rwvud), of the path (lam- yi rvud) and of the result ('bras-bu'i

rvud), which respectively indicate the abiding nature of reality

(nas-1us), the means of realising it (thabs), and the

culminating buddha-body (i.t) and pristine cognition (ye-shea)

resulting from that realisatfon. It is this structure of ground1

path and result around which the tantra-texte, both rNying-ma and

gSar-ma are developed, as we wi]]. see below with reference to the
23

Guhvaarbhatattvavinicavamahâtantra. 	 The four classes are the

texts of Kriytantra, Ubhayatantra (or Cary&tantra), Yogatantra

and Anuttarayogatantra, which are differentiated and discussed at
211

length in the above treatises. 	 The last of them, according to

the rHying-me school, comprises the texts of Mah&yoga, Anuyoga

and Atiyoga, the "vehicles of overpowering means" or three

classes of inner tantz'as (nanw-r yud sde-wum)-- which form the

principal subject matter of the rNying-ma-pa commentarial

tradition. It is im portant that the distinctions between these
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three are comprehended because, as we shall see, the Guh yp

-arbhatattvaviniheawamahàtantra has been interpreted from both

Mahàyoga and Atiyoga perspectives.

When the three classes of inner tantras are contrasted, Maháyoga

is said to emphasise the ground of the Vajrayina or resultant

mode of Buddhist experience, i.e. the abiding nature of reality
25

(zna-lu2s),	 Anuyoga the path or skillful means of realisation

and Atiyoga the result itself, the presence of buddha-body (}jj)

and pristine cognition (we-shea). Alternatively, Mah& yoga focuses

on the creation stage (bskwed-rim) of contemplation, Anu yoga on

the perfection stage (rdzozs-rim), and Atiyoga on the Great

Perfection (rdzoza-chen).

In the words of Me-nyags Khyung-grags, an eleventh-century holder
26

of the rNying-ma lineage:
27

Though the three aspects of creation and perfection 	 are

present in them all, Mah&yoga emphatically teaches the

creation stage, Anuyoga emphatically teaches the perfection

stage, and the Great Perfection is effortless in both.

kLong-chen Rab-'byams-pa, in his Mind	 Rest (sems-nwid neal-
28

.za). adds:

Mah&yoga ernphasises vital energy and the skillful means of

the creation stage.

Anuyoga emphasises the seed and discriminative awareness of

the perfection stage.

Atiyoga emphasises the pristine cognition in which

everything is without duality.
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29
And according to sKyo-ston S&k- ye of Gong-bu:

Mah&yoga lays great emphasis on conduct,

Anuyogs lays great emphasis on contemplation,

And Atlyoga lays great emphasis on the view.

As these authors state, Mgh&yoga does emphasise the ground in its

perspective, the creation stage in its meditative technique and

ritual activities in its conduct, Anuyoga emphasises the path,

the perfection stage of meditative technique and contemplation,

and Atiyoga emphasises the result, the Great Perfection or the

view itself. We shall observe however that tantra-texta such as

the Guhvaarbh ptattvavfnicavamaht pntre, despite their classifi-

cation within Mah&yoga, necessarily contain elements of all

three, and it is for this reason that divergent exegetical
30

traditions later developed.

The dispositions of those who would aspire to the three inner

classes of tantra are also indicated in the Tantra f	 Great
31

Arraw (bkod- ya ehen-Do) 4 which says:

For one who would transcend the mind

There is the creative phase.

For one who would possess the essence of mind

There is the perfecting phase.

And for those who are supreme and most secret

There is the Great Perfection.
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And by kLong-chen Rab-'byazns-pa in his Great Chariot (shin-rta
32

hen-mo)

The father tantras of Maháyoga are the natural expression of

the skillful means of appearance, 	 intended on behalf of

those requiring trainin g who are mostly hostile and

possessed by many ideas; the mother tantras of Anu yoga are

the discriminative awareness of the perfection stage which

is the reality of emptiness, intended for the benefit of

those who are mostl y desirous and delight in the tranquility

of the mind; and the Atiyoga is revealed as the natural

expression of their non-dualit y , intended for the benefit of

those who are mostly deluded and who are energetic.

When these three classes are considered distinctl y , each is

analysed accordin g to its essence,	 verbal definition and

classification, as in the following account derived from Lo-chen

Dharmagrl's	 san-bda zhal-lunz, which represents the Tibetan
33

bka'-ma tradition.

Mah&yoga:

The essence of Mah&yoga is that liberation is obtained through

union with the indivisible superior truth (lha-oa'i envis-med

bden-Da) by relying emphatically on the creation stage of

akiliful means (thabs-k,i bskied-rim). 	 The Sanskrit term ma.há-

oza is defined to mean "great union" of the mind with non-dual

truth. The classification includes the topics of empowerment

(dban-bskur) & entrance ('iuz-pa), view (ita-ba), discipline

(tshul-khrims). meditation (som), conduct (aDwod-Da) and result
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('bras-bu).

3L
At the outset, four empowerments are conferred, 	 enabling Mahà-

yoga to be practised. The vehicle is then entered through three

contemplations, namely : great emptiness (ston-t,a chen-oo) which

purifies death, great compassion (snvin-rIe cheri-oo) which

purifies the intermediate state after death (bar-do) and the

seals and attainment of the mandala-clusters (Dtwa-rwa-danz

tshom-bu tshos-szrub) which purify the three phases of life by
35

establishing one's true nature to be the maridala of deities.

The view of Mahàyoga holds ultimate truth (don-dam bden-Da) to be

spontaneous awareness (ri-Da) without conceptual elaboration,

relative truth (kun-rdzob bden-Da) to be the ideas or mental

energy of that awareness which manifest as a mandala of buddha-

body and pristine cognition, and the superior indivisible truth

to be the unit y of these two-- emptiness and pure appearance.

Discipline refers to twenty-ei ght commitments (dam-tshi) upheld

in relation to meditative practice, renunciation and attain-
36

ment.	 Meditation comprises the non-symbolic contemplation of

ultimate realit y and the symbolic meditations of the creation and

perfection stages. In the creation stage, the mandala Is gradual-

ly visualised through the three contemplations, in which deity

and thought are indivisible. In the perfection stage, visualis-

atlon concentrates on the energy channels, currents and seminal-

points (rtsa-rlunz thiz-le) in the bod y-- either in the "upper

door" of one's own body (ranz-lus stenz-so) or the "lower door"
37

(sexual centre) of one's partner's body (zhan-lus 'o-so).

The conduct of Mahà,yoga implies that defilements and conflicting
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emotions of samsIra, rites of "liberation" (Brol) and sexual

practices (abyor) can be experienced without attachment because
38

they are retained as skillful means.	 The result indicates that
39

the five buddha-bodies (sku-lna) 	 are actualised in this life-

time or in the intermediate state after death.

Anuyoga:

The essence of Anuyoga is that by relying on the perfection stage

of discriminative awareness (shes-rab rdzos-rim), liberation is

obtained through .the unifying realisation of the expanse of

reality (db'ins) and pristine cognition ( ye-shes). without
40

duality.	 The Sanskrit term anuwoza is defined to mean "sub-

sequent yoga", i.e.. that which links Mahê. yoga to Atiyoga ox'

which reveals the path of desire (chas-laxn) subsequent on die-
41

criminative awareness.

As to the aforementioned six classificatory topics, Anuyoga has

36 basic and 831 ancillary empowerments which refer to all nine
42

sequences of the vehicle, includin g the sfltras;	 and it is

entered through the spontaneously perfect non-duality of the

expanse and pristine cognition. The view is that al]. phenomena

are the primordial mandala of Samantabhadrl (g Ii-bzhin-a'i

dkwil-'khor), the uncreated awareness is the pristine cognition

ox' spontaneously present mandala of Samantabhadra (ranz-bzhin

lhun-rub-kyi dkii1-'khor), and the supreme bliss of their

offspring is the fundamental mandala of enlightened mind, without

duality of expanse and pristine cognition (b3/anz-chub sems-kwi
43

dk.vil-'khor).	 Discipline refers to the nine enumerations of
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commitments described in the sixt y-sixth chapter of the mdo
11*

don2s-a 'dus-a (NOB. Vol. 11).	 Meditation comprises the path

of skillful means (thabs-lam) which utilises the energy channels.

currents and seminal points either with reference to one's own

body or in union with a partner, and the path of liberation

(rol-lam) which comprises the non-conceptual contemplation of

reality and symbolic contemplation of the deities, who are said

to appear instantly "in the manner of a fish leaping from the
*5

water."	 In the result, the twenty-five resultant realities

('bras-bu ehos n.rer-lna) of the buddha-level are actualised
£16

within one lifetime.

Atlyoga:

The essence of Atiyoga or the Great Perfection (rdzos-a chen-

) is that liberation occurs in primordial buddhahood (ye-nas

sans-rwas-Da), without renunciation, acceptance, hope or doubt.

The Sanskrit term atiwoa is defined to mean "hi ghest union",

because it is the culmination of all vehicles and of the creation

& perfection stages. As to classification, the empowerment of the

expressive power of awareness (ri-Da'i rtsal-dban) is con-
47

ferred,	 the entrance is without activity, the view is that all

things of salns&ra and nirvmna are primordial buddhahood in the

unique seminal point (thiz-le n.'a-ci) or buddha-body of
48

reality	 (ehos-sku).	 Discipline includes	 commitments	 of
49

nothingness,	 apathy, uniqueness and spontaneous presence.

Meditation comprises the three classes- mental, spatial and

esoteric instructional (sems-klon2 man-na-1 sde-wsum)-- the

last of which includes the celebrated techniques of Cutting
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Through Resistance (khrews-ohod) and All-Surpassing Realisation
50

(thod-ral).	 Conduct is without acceptance and re j ection, and

the result is that the goal is reached at the present moment on
51

the level of spontaneously perfect Samantabhadra.

The prime distinction between these three is therefore that

Mah&yoga, the basis, cultivates the realisaton of primordial

buddhahood in a gradual manner, Anuyoga does so In a spontsnous

or perfect manner, and Atiyoga Is the Great Perfection underlying

both approaches-- the goal Itself.

2. Compilation of the bKa'-'vur rNwin-rvud and the rNvin-ma

rvud- 'burn:

Each of these three inner classes is represented in the com-

pilations of tantra-texts-- the bKa'-'vur and the Collected

Tantras .Q.f ..fl.e rNvinw-ma-Da (rnvin-ma'i rvud-'bum). The former

includes a rNvin-rGvud section (T. 828-8) which may have, as

Ngag-gi dBang-po claims, been inserted during the 11&th. century
52

by dBus-pa bLo-gsal Sangs-rgyas 'Bum.	 Therein the principal

texts representing each of these categories are contained-- the

antra fl All-AccomDlishin King (kun-bwed rYal-Do, T. 828)

which exemplifies the Mental Class (sems-ade) of Atlyoga, the

Sütra Which Gathers A1]. Intentions (mdo-dons-Da 'dus-a, T.

829) and its root the All-Gatherin g Awareness (kun-'dus rI-Da,

T. 831) along with the Flash .f Sp lendour (we-shes rnam-2log, T.

830) which represent Anuyoga, and a series of tantras belonging

to the Mah&yoga class, viz. T. 832-8, on which see below, pp.

32-61.
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Owing to the secrecy of the rNying-ma tantras, which had been

recognised in the early ninth century when the lDan-dkpr-mp
53

Catalogue was compiled,	 and in consequence of the controversy

surrounding them in the eleventh century writings of Lha bLa-ma

Ye-ahes-'od and 'Gos Khug-pa Lhas-btsaa, these texts were,

with few exceptions, not included in the bKA'-'2ur, which was

devised chiefly as a compilation of later or new translations.
55

The sra-sbyor ba.m-n.'is in fact says:

Because of their great strictness the inner tantras of the

secret mantras are not here set forth.

Certain key texts representative of the rNying-ma tantras were,

as we have already seen, inserted in the bka'-'2vur at an early

date, and the Peking edition of the bsTan-'.'ur (vols. 82-83)

contains a substantial number of treatises on these tantras.

Through the determined efforts of the Zur family , the bulk of the

rNying-ma tantras were stored at 'U g-pa-lung in gTsang. which was

the main centre of rNying-ma activit y in Central Tibet from the

era of Zur-po-che (late tenth/ early eleventh century ) until the

fourteenth century. Zuz' bZang-po dPal utilised the material

resources, which he had obtained in the form of commissions and

gifts from the Mongol emperor Buyantu (r'. 1311-1320). to prepare

printing-blocks for twenty-eight doctrinal collections of the

ancient translations which were preserved at 	 'Ug-pa-lung.

including the Guhwa2arbhatattvavinicawamahàtantra (T. 832), arid
57

its celebrated commentary by LIl&vaj ra.	 the so-called aPar

khab Cpmmentar	 (Guh,aarbhamah&tantrar&iatj, P. 11718). He
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printed a thousand copies of each and distributed them to
58

students.	 Nonetheless,	 until the fifteenth century.	 the

continuous lineages of these rNying-ma tantras were exceedingly

few.

The various transmissions of these tantras then converged in the

treasure-finder Ratna gLing-pa (i403-i7l), a native of Gru-shul

in Lho-brag. He persevered to collect texts from all quarters,

including the abbreviated set of the Collected Tantras (riud-

'bum) which was preserved at 'Ug-pa-lung. and he received, with

great difficulty , their complete transmission from the aged Mes-

sgom bSam-gtan bZang-po of gTsang, who alone held the continuous
59

lineage.	 Later, Ratna gLing-pa compiled the Collected Tantras

at Lhun-grub Palace in Gru-shul, and had new copies prepared, the

earlier ones in ink, and the later ones in gold. He transmitted

them many times to ensure their continuity. The lineage was

maintained by his elder son, Tshe-dban g Grags-pa, continuing down
60

to the present in the following succession:

TBhe-dbang Grags-pa (elder son);
Ngag-dbang Grags-pa ( younger son);
Ngag-dbang Nor-bu (grandson);
Nor-bu Yongs-grags;
rGyal-sras Nor-bu dBang-rgyal;
Pad-gling gSung- gprul III, Tghul-khrims rDo-rje;
Gar-dbang Tshul-khrims rGyal-mtahan of Bon-lung;
Pad-gling Thugs- gras IV, bsTan-'dzin 'G yur-med rDo-rje:
Rig-'dzin gTer-bdag gLing-pa of sMin-grol-gling;
Pad-gling gSung- gprul IV. Ngag-dbang Kun-bzang rDo-rzie;
Pad- gling thugs- gras V. 'Gyur-med mChog-grub dPal-'bar;
Pad-ma Don-grub Grags-pa;
Pad-gling gSung-aprul VI, Kun-bzang bsTan-pa'i rGyal-intshan;
rBa-kha Kun-bzang Rig-'dzin rDo-rje;
Pad-gling gSung-gprul VIII, Kun-bzang bsTan-pa'i Nyl-ma;
rBa-kha Rig-'dzin Khams-gsum Yong-grol;
0-rgyan Nam-grol rGya-mtsho;
bGe- 'dun rGya-mtgho;
bDud-'joms 'Jigs-bx'al Ve-shes rDo-rje.
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Other' Figures Connected with the Collected Tantras:
6a.

Gong-ra Lo-chen gZhan-phan rDo-rJe (1591$-1651$):

Gong-ra Lo-chen was a student of Pad-gling gSung-sprul III TBhU1-

khrims rDo-rje and mkhas-grub bLo-gros rgyal-mtshan and a teacher

of gSang-bdag Phrin-las Lhun- grub. He prepared copies of the

Collected Tantras ..f .tfl. rN.'iri-ma-a (rnin-ma rwud-'bum) on

three occasions, and on two of them, in consideration of the

continuity of the teaching , he sent those copies to Kham and

Kong-po, so that his transmission penetrated both Khan and

Central Tibet.

62
Rig-'dzin 'Jigs-med gLing-pa:

'Jigs-med sLing-pa (1730-1798), a native of 'Phyon g-rgyas and

student of dPal-ri monastery, is celebrated for his revelations

of the Innermost Soiritualiti kLon2-chen-ta (klon-chen

sri.,in-thi). Durin g the eighteenth century when, in consequence

of the incursions by Dzun-gar-pa Mongols. the rNying-rna monastic

centres of rDo-z' j e Brag and aMin-grol-gling had been severely
63

damaged,	 he made copies of all the tantras of the rNying-ma-pa

tradition which were to be found at sMin-grol-gling, some twenty-

five volumes, and had the first five pages of each volume written
61$

in ink made of the five precious substances, 	 and the remainder

in black ink on a white background (slu'a-choe). He was the first

to prepare a detailed catalo gue and history of this collection.

entitled the Narrative Hiatoiw	 jg Precious Collected Tantx'as

g Ancient Translation School:	 Ornament Covering. 8.11

.Yambudvioa (sna-'zyuz'	 rin-oo-che'i rto2s-ta brlod-Da
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'dzam-lin2 tha-rur khvab-ta'i rvan). All later compilers have

relied on this catalogue which Is included in the nine volumes of
65

his collected works.

'Gyur-med Tshe-dbang mChog-grub:

'Jigs-med gL.ing-pa's new redaction of the Collected Tantras was

subsequently carved on wood-blocks under the patronage of Queen
66

Ga-e-bza' Tghe-dbang Lha-mo of sDe-dge. In 1797. the Kah-thog

dGe-brtse Pandita 'Gyur-med Tshe-dbang mChog-grub, a student of

'Jigs-med gLing-pa's main disci ple and lineage-holder rDo-grub I.
67

'Jigs-med Phrin-las 'Od-zer, prepared an index for the sDe-dge

xylograph edition, entitled. bde-bar zshe-Da'i sde-snod rdo-rle

the-Da sna-'wur r2.'ud-'bum rin- po-che'i rto-Da briod-pa
68

lha'i rna-bp-che lta-bu'i 2tam.

There is an extant manuscript of the rGwud 'Bum, pertaining to

the aforementioned sDe-dge edition, in 30 volumes (ori ginally 33

vole.),	 twenty-nine of which are housed in the India Office

Library in London (Waddell Collection. l90-5), and the other

(vol. 1) in the Bodleian. Co pies of the celebrated sDe-dge xylo-
69

graph and catalogue are also to be found outside Tibet, and a

new reprint of the Collected Tantras was prepared in 1973 under

the patronage of Dingo Khyentse Rinpoche based on a manuscript
70

preserved at gTjng-skyes dGon-pa byang. This reprint comprises

thirty-six volumes, of which vole. 1-10 include the tantra-texts

of Atlyoga, vole. 11-13 include the sOtra and tantra-texta of

Anuyoga and vole. 11-33 include the texts of Mah&yoga. Volume 31

contains 'Jigs-med gLing-pa's catalogue, while volumes 35-36
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contain the index of 'Gyur-med Tshe-dbang mChoggrbub. A modern

catalogue to this edition of the Collected Tantras by Eiichi
71

Kaneko has been published in Japan.

In addition, there are other extant compilations of the rNying-me

tantras some of which correspond to sections of NGB.. e.g. the

rriiin-ma'i r2rud bcu-bdun, and other8 which contain considerable

variations. e.g., the The. R2iud-'bum .L Vairccana and the
72

Bhutanese Mtshams-braw manuscripts.

At this juncture, an advanced study of the literature contained

in vols.1- 13 would make a definitive contribution to our know-

ledge of Atiyoga and Anuyoga. The present research, however, will

focus on the texts of Mahàyoga, since it is within the Mahàyoga

category of the 'Giud-'bum that the Guhwaarbhatattvavinica..'a-

mah&tantra cycle is to be found, despite the connection with

Atlyoga which has been drawn by some later Tibetan

commentators.

3. The texts of Mahâyoga:

The texts of Mahâyoga are divided into two classes-- tantras

(r.rud-sdeY tantravara) and means for attainment (srub-sdeJ

sâdhanavara). The former (NGB. vols. 11L-19) comprise the

exoteric corpus of literature from which the latter (NGB. vol.8.
73

20-33). the esoteric practices, are drawn.	 Volumes 31-32 also

respectively contain the general tantras (sDYi-r.rud) and the

particular tantras (sos-rvud) associated with the original

zter-ma recension of the srub-chen bka'-br.vad dbe-'dus-k'J.

r'ud, from which the later ter-ma c ycles of the Eight Trans-
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mitted Precepts (bka'-brad) derive.

The means for attainment have five main sections, corresponding
75

to the five supramundane meditational deities,	 viz. Yam&ntaka

('tam-dpal £zhin-rle £shad-oa'i rud-ekor, NOB. vole. 20-22, T.

838), Hayagx'!va/ Avottama (di,el rta-m2rin t'adma dbanw-chen rta-

mcho rpl-Da'j r yud-sde-rnanis, NGB. vole. 23-211). r!heruka

(dDal an-daz thue-k,,'i rzud-sde-rnams, NOB. vol. 25), Vajr-

mrta ('chi-med bdud-rtei won-tan-vi rwud-ede-rnams, NOB. vol.

26, T. 8111), and Vajrak1la/ Vajrakumêra (beom-ldan-'das dDal rdo-

phur-D8'i rvud-sde mama, NOB. vole. 27-29). The following

three mundane meditational deities are also included: Mtar1 (nj.&

mo srid-a'1 dzon lun ehen-mo bzun-ma'i dnos-rub chen-

mo'j r.'ud-mnams-d pnw ma-mo rtea-rud 'bum-ti2-i ekor, NOB.

vole. 30-31, Vol. 33, T. 8112), LokastotrapQja/ mChod-bstod (NOB.

vo). 32, T. 81111), and Vajramantrabhlru/ Drag-engage (NGB. vol.

32, T. 8113).

The class of tantras is otherwise known as the eighteen tantra-

pitakas of Mah&yoga,a basic cycle of texts traditionally held to

have been subdivided from the Hundred Thousand Verses Q.f

Mawica].	 (svu-'ohrul ston-vhra2 brva-Da) by Kukkurja, on

whom see below, pp. 711-75. Different enumerations of these

tantrapitakas have been recorded in the works of kLong-chen Rab-

'byams- pa, dPa'-bo gTsug-lag Phreng-ba, gTer-bdag gLing-pa. Zhe-

ehen rOyal-tshab Padma rNam-rgyal and others. In the snas-kvi

EDYI-don tehane-dbyanws 'bru-swra, kLong-chen Rab-'byams-pa

classifies the eighteen according to buddha-body, speech, mind,
76

attributes, activities, and generality as follows:
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sku'i sku-r,ud lan- pa rab-'bo;

aku'i asun2-r.'ud z1an-pp hur_.ju;

sku'i thus-rvud sans-r'as mnvam--ebwor;

25un2-2i sku-rvud ri-ba brtsee-a;

sun-i £guri-r2wud adma dban-chen;

£sun-2i thu g-rvud zla-san thi-le;

thu2s-k.vi sku-rzvud rtse-mo 'dus-Da;

thus-kwi zgun2-rwud sci-las 'Dhrps-r,a;

thus-kjrj thus-r yud 2san-ba 'dus-Da;

.'an-tan-vi sku-rwud s pran-me 'bar-ba;

i'an-tan-wi 2sun-rwud bdud-rtsi sama.'a 'bum-ede;

van-tan-i thus-rvud dos1-mcho dan-po;

thrin-las-ki.'i aku-rwud dDal-Dhren2 dkar-oo;

Dhrin-las-k'i sun-r yud ma-ma ri'ud-1un;

phrin-las-kyi thus-rw.'ud bithiotamala 'bum-ede;

snw1'1 pku-r2i'ud thabs-zhas;

sDwi ' i 2sun2-r'ud dam-tshi bkod-oa;

SDY1'i thu2-ri,ud san ba syu-'Dhru1.

dPa'-bo gTsug-lag 'Phreng-ba, mkhas-r,a'i dza'-ston, enumerates

the eighteen differentl y , but with the same basic aixfold class-
77

ification:

B&ns-rias mru.'am-sbyor £1ari-chen	 1an-chen mtshar-

zhuss-te sku'i rzud sum;

zla-zs pnz this-le zcis-las 'ohro-Da du-ma 'Dhro-oa-ste £sun-zi

rvud sum;

san-bp	ri-ba brtses-a ptse-ciz	 thus-kiri

rsi,ud Leum;
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dDal-mc!ho	 dan-o bdud-rtsl mcho2 dan-oo .'id-bzhin nor-bu'i

riud-ste .'on-tan-2/i rvud zsum;

karma ma-la swron-me 'bar-ba k11aa .'iz-'bru bcu-rwis--te Dhrin-

las-k.vi r'ud sum;

Bz.'u-'Dhrul dra-ba dam-tshiz bkod-ca thabs-kyi	 Zhas-a-ste

pvwi'i riud sum.

The enumeration which gained acceptance from the time of gTer-
78

bdag gLing-pa onwards and which corresponds to the structure of

the Collected Tantras rN.'in2-ma-oa, is that given by Zhe-

chen rGyal-tshab Padma rNam-rgyal, srub-br.'ud ahiriz-rta brad-

jj b.'unz-ba briod-Da'i ztam mdor-bBdus 1e25-bshad Dadma dkar-

oo'i rdzin-bu, and inferred by bDud-'oms Rin- po-che, Th

N.'inma School	 Tibetan Buddhism	 Pundamentala .
79

Historw:

The five great tantras of buddha-body, speech, mind,

attributes and activities are respectively Buddhasam&woza

(NOB. vol. 16, T. 366-7), Candrauhratilaka (NOB. vol. 16. T.

477), Guh.'asaniâ1a (NOB. vol. 17, T. *42-3), r1Daram1dwa

(NOB. vol. 17. T. *87). and Karmam&le (NOB. vol. 17); the

five tantras concerned with means for attainment are heruka

rol-Da (NGB. vol. 18. T. 840). rta-mcho rol-oa (NGB. vol.

18, T. 839), snyin-rje rol-ca (NOB. vol. 1.8, T. 840), bdud

rtsi-rol-Da (NOB. vol. 18). and Dhur-oa chu-nwis- pa (NOB.

vol. 19); The five tantras concerned with conduct are ri-ba

brtse-oa (NOB. vol. 6). we-she g rnam-elo (NOB. vol. 12.

T. 830). dam-tshi bkod-Da (NOB. vol. 12). tin-'dz1n rtse-
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ciw (NGB. vol. 8). and lan2-chen rab-'bo (NGB. vol. 19);

the two supplementary tantras are rnam-snan sa'u-'ohrul

drva-ba (NGB. vol. 19, T. 1&66) and thabs-ki'i zhazs-Da (NGB.

vol. 19. T. 835); and the single tantra which summarises all

the others is Guhvawarbha (NOB. vola. 111-16, T. 832-837).

All these systems of enumeration in common give precedence to the

Guhvaarbhatantrp and its cycle of texts, known as the Ma1cal

XLe.t (Mâw&1â1a/ s,u-'Dhrul). whether it is classified as the

general tantra (so.'i-r'ud), the general tantra among general

tantr'as (so.vi-'i 2DYi-r/ud), or the single tantra which

summarises all the others (thams-cad-Iuii badus-don lta-bu'i.

rrud-sde ze12). This is indeed suggested in the name of the

basic tantra from which the eighteen were reputedly subdivided.
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4. The M&v&1&1a Cycle:

The Mà,&1âla cycle of texts to which the Guhvafarbhata yttyp-

vinicawamah&tantrp belongs comprises both an eightfold and a

fourfold division. This most significant c ycle of the rNying-ma-

pa oral tradition has until recently been i gnored by western

scholarB, yet it would merit the attention given to the Praiñ&-
80

&ramitâ literature by E. Conze and others.	 Early historical

and literary references to s pecific texts connected with the

Mâ.yâ&lp cycle are found in the Tun Huang manuscripts, as well as

in the writings of gNuba-chen Sangs-rgyas Ye-shes and Rong-zom
81

Chog-kyj bzang-po, as S.G. Karmay has indicated. 	 Among gNubs-

chen's compositions there is reported to have been a. Commentar.'

an X.b.e Realisation	 .b.g Eihtw ChaDter Maieal jjg..t (swu-'Dhrul
82

br2/ad-cu-D&'i mn2on-rtos '2rel) which no lon ger survives.	 The

various recensiona of the IntunetionR	 Padmasambhava (adma'i

bka'-than2) provide whet are perhaps the earliest specific

references to the ei ghtfold and fourfold divisions.	 The

Iniunctions Qf Padmasambhavp Discovered	 Cr'atal Rock (Dadma

bka'-th&n ahel-bra-ma), an extant £ter-me source attributed to

Yar-r3e O-rgyan gLing-pa (1323-c. 1360) contains the following
83

statement:

rnam-snanw 1p-sos ssvu-'Dhrul sde-bzhi-dariz

£san2-ba rdor-sems s2wu-'ohrul ede-tahan br2i.'ad
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The same text additional].y asserts that Padmaaambhava himself

drew up the eightfold division of the M,&&la cycle with the
8I

translators sKa-ba dPal-brtsegs and lCo-gro kLu'i rGyal-mtshan.

Sangs-rgyas gLing- pa (13 110-1396) in his bka'-than2	 er-thren,

provides the following complete enumeration of the eightfold

division of the Maie&l N..t.. indicating the emphasis of each
85

text:

1. sem-dan ie-shes rari-ia	 rwud s'u-'Dhrui rdo-rIe

sanz-ba;

2. Dhrin-las kh&-tshar gton-pa'i rvud svu-'thrul bzhi-bcu-ta;

3. dbari2-i no-bo mnon-du	 Dhyir s2/u-'Dhrul rdo-re

bla-ma'i r2'ud;

11. dam-tshi-dan	 lta-ba'i man-n2a gton-t,a. s2Yu-'Dhrul ie-la

don-bsdus-kyi r'ud;

5. rrud-k.'i lde-mi-tu z'ur-oa ' i rvud sz.'u- ' hru1	 u br2Yad-

6. rol-Da mn2on-du w'ur-Dar 	 Dhwir iha-mo s.'u-'Dhrul-2/i

r2ud;

7. de-rna.m-ki ma-tshan-ba kha-skon-ba' I rvud svu- ' hrul

bri' ad - bo u - ta;

8. don-dam ye-shea chen-to bahad-ta 'am-dtal sw.'u-'thrul drya-

ba'i r2wud.

This, significantly, is the enumeration of the s3'u-'thrul ade-

br2Mad to have been accepted by later historians and coinmen-

tatora, such as dPa'-bo gTsug-lag 'Phreng-ba (1504-1566), Sog-

bzlog-pa bLo-gros rGyal-mt ghan (1552-1624). and Lo-chen Dharmar1
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(165 4 -1717). dPa'-bo, mkhas-a'i d2a'-ston, describes these eight
86

primary texts in the following terms:

1. thams-cad ran-snan--du ston-ca rtse-rvud san-ba'i envinf-r)o;

2. rol-c'a mnwon-ar brlod-Da iha-mo svu-'rhrul;

3. dkvil-'khor ston-ra swwu-' yhrul brwad-t'a;

4. øhrin-las ston-ta Et2YU-'Dhrul bzhi-bcu--ta;

5. dban g t po-bor ston-ta scwu-' phrul bla-ma;

6. pn-tan mthar-chwin-oar ston-r'a eu-' phrul brved-bcu-ta;

7. sde-snod wons-la khvab- par ston-oa s2vu-'Dhrul dra-ba chen-Do;

8. dam-tahi? tso-bor ston-ta svu-'Dhrul le-a.

The same author also provides a set of four exegetical tantras

(bsh pd-rwvud), which do not correspond to the so-celled s yu-
87

'rhrul sde-bzhi, namely:

1. rol-lam rim-is ston-o p ye-shea snwin-oo;

2. cip-char ston-Da rdo-re me-lon2;

3. thabs-lem rim- yis ston-oe rdo-rle thai-ba;

IL cit-char ston-oa rdo-rie rwva-mtsho.

The standard enumeration of the g vu-'rhrul sde-bzhi is that

given by kLong-chen Rab-'h yams-pa in the following passage from

his ohwos-bci.i mun-ael, and already Implied In the writings of
88

Yar-rje O-rgyan gLing-pa:

This (cycle of the Maieal !it.) also comprises four

sections, namely, the Mawical N.e.t. Q.f Varasattva which

reveals all things of samsára and nirv&na to he self-

manifesting and indivisible; the Maieal JL .f Vairoegna

(T. 466, NGB. Vol. 19) which extensively reveals the ritual
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activity and feast-offerings; the Ma1cal QL. t Goddess

(T. 836, P1GB. Vol. 15) which actually reveals the display of

reality ; and the Magical li.t. Q.L Mañ1uri (T. 360. NGB. Vol.

15) which all-pervasively reveals the vehicle.

kL.ong-chen Rab-'byazns-pa additionally claims that the s'u-'Dhrul

sde-brvad is a eubclassification of the Ma2ieal N	 Va1ra-
89

sattva, providing us with a different enumeration:

The Magical Ne.t. Q.L Va1rasattva itself comprises eight

sections. namely, the gloriouB Secret Nucleus (T. 832. P1GB.

Vol. 1*) which reveals mind and pristine cognition to be

manifest in and of themselves; the Fort'-Chaoter Maieal lia.t

(NGB. Vol. 14) which perfectly reveals enlightened activity;

the Eiht-Chapter Maeical Pj	 (NGB. Vol. 14) which perfectly

reveals the mandala; the SuDerior Maiea1 	 (T. 837. NGB.

Vol. 14) which clearly reveals the empowerments; the

SuDolementz?a, Magical ILet (NGB. Vol. 14) which reveals the

coinniitments as supreme; the iht/-ChaDter Mazical Ng..t (T.

8314. NGB. Vol 14) which extensively reveals enlightened

attributes; the Mirror Indestructible Rea1iti (T. 833,

NGB. Vol. 15) which clearly reveals the deitys' body-colours

and symbolic hand-implements; the Oceanic Maica.l ?Lt (NGB.

Vol. 15) which clearly reveals the creation stage; and the

Penetratinz Masical	 (P1GB. Vol. 15) which clearly reveals

the path of skillful means.
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Of the texts included in the eightfold division by Sangs-rgyas

gLing-pa, and later by dPa'-bo gTsug-lag 'Phreng-ba, Sog-bzlog-pa

and Lo-chen Dharmahri, kLong-chen Rab-'byarna-pa assigns the iha-

mo swu-' phrul and the 'iam-dDal sWu-'Dhrul to the sde-bzhi,

substituting for them three exegetical tantras-- rdo-rle me-lon.

swu-' phrul rva-mtsho, and	 thai-ba.

The tantra-texta of this M.w&1&1a cycle which are now extant

comprise two complete volumes of the Collected Tantras f. th.e

rNwin2-ma-Da (NGB. vole. 1LL-15), along with a substantial portion

of volume 16 and one text in volume 19. The y are arranged so as

to include the texts accepted by both systems as root tantras

(rtsa-rwvud) in NGB. volume 111, and those regarded as exegetical

tantras in volume 15, although three of the latter are held to be

z'oot-tantras by kLong-chen-pa and another two are held to be

root-tantras by Sangs-rgyas gLing-pa and dPe'-bo gTsug-leg. The

titles of these extant tantras are listed below, along with a

brief &sum& of each. The detailed contents of the three versions

of the Guh'azarbha in particular are given in the tables which

follow, and the Tibetan chapter titles and pagination for the

entire section may be found in 	 catalogue.

KGB. Vol. D:

1. rwud sanw-ba'i sn,'inw-po, Chs. 22, pp. 1-61;

The basic tantra of the cycle, and subject of this research,

which is said to reveal all things to be manifest in and of

themselves (thams-cad ran-anan2 ston-ra), or to reveal mind

and pristine cognition to be self-manifesting (sems-danw
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90
hes ran-enan2-du ston-Da).	 Its mandala is that of the

forty-two peaceful and fifty-eight wrathful deities cele-

brated in later ter-ma. compilations. The detailed contents

of this shorter version are compared with those of two

longer versions in the tables below. Translated by gNyagg

Jñ&nakumâra and rMa Rin-chen mChog following the instruction

of Vimalaxnitra.

2. dpa]. £san-ba'i snwin- po'i Dhvi-ma, Cha. 5, pp. 62-67;

This text,	 in support of the former. eniphasises the

dependence of all attainments on the unique buddha-body, the

proj ection of the inandala, instructions on seminal points

(thiw-le) and vital energy (rlun) and the purification of
91

the components (Dhun-Do).	 Translated by ..lñânagarbha and

lots&wa Vair'ocana.

3. awu-'ohrul br'ad-bau-Da, Che. 82. pp . 67-317;

This, the long version of the aan-ba'i snwin2-Do, empha-

sises the enli ghtened attributes (won-tan) of buddhahood.

See below for a comparison between its 82 chapters and the

twenty-two chapters of the GuhvaarbhatattvaviniAcaranaahâ-

tantra in tabular form. Translated by Vimalainitra and gNyags

Jñ&nakum&ra.

4. szwu-'ohrul bzhi-hcu-Da, Cha. 46. pp. 317-415;

This intermediate length san-ba'i snirin-	 eniphasises

enlightened activity.	 Its 46 chapters are also outlined in

the table below.
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5. s2'u-'Dhrul 1e-la, Cbs. 33, pp. 115-5I9;

EmphasiBing commitments, the le-1a describes in its intro-

ductory chapter the gathering of all animate creatures and

inanimate things of the ten directions end four times in the

Great Identity, and the cycles of buddha-body, speech, mind

and rapture which are inexhaustible adornments. Then, its

thirty-two remaining chapters closely correspond in their

titles, contents and structure to those of the rdo-rle

san-ba'i sn.'in2-Do rtaa-ba'i rz.'ud in NOB. vol. 16. These

concern the gathering of all things in the expanse of the

female consort, the absorption in the seal of the insub-

stantial buddha-body, the presence of the seed of realit y in

all beings and the differences of intelligence, the

celestial palace (vimâna), transformation of all things into

the wrathful deities and purification by the fire of their

pristine cognition, the further ritual service associated

with	 the most secret wrethfu]. deities, 	 the external

revelation of the mandala-display of spirituality and the
92

burnt	 offerings associated with the four rites,	 power

over longevity, disclosure of covert symbols through sacra-

ments and mantra, activities associated with the seals, the

attainment of Vajrasattva, makin g of medicirie/ elixir (sman-

s2rub), absorption of the most secret mandala and revelation

of its hi gher contemplative images, emanation of the seals.

the attainment of Mahâdeva and of the mandala of the four
93

guardians,	 the construction of stQpas, the twenty-one
94

elements,	 gathering all things in the expanse, gathering
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of the perfections, levels, skillful means and buddhafields

in intelligence and phenomena (i.e.. in Samantabhadra and

consort), the most secret accomplishment, the emergence of

the mandala of buddha-body, basic & ancillary commitents. an

explanation of the commitments, the vision of Vajraaattva,

the commitments associated with the seals, and the con-

clusion which deals with the conferra]. of the tantra by

Samantabhadra.

6. sru-'Dhrul br yad-oa, Che. 8. pp. 549-571;

Emphasisin g the mandala, this text teaches union with the

natural Great Perfection, emanation of the cloud-like

mandala of wrathf ul. deities and of the mandala of buddha-

speech associated with the feast-offerings of the wrathfu].

deities, the conunitment of offering, and the pleasing of the

mandala.

7. svu-'ohrul dra-ba big-ma chen-Do, Chs. 13. pp. 572-638;

Emphasising empowerment, this text concerns the recognition

of the expanse and pristine cognition as the superior secret

bliss, the attainment of the nature of mind in the non-dual

disposition of expanse and pristine cognition, the emanation

& absorption of the mandala and its secret mantras,

emanation of the seals, secret commitments and conferral of

empowerment, discipline through com passion, pleasing the

mandala through the feast-offerings, subj ugation of demons

and clarification of the greatness of buddha-body, speech

and mind throughout the ten directions, the mandala of

awesome buddha-speech and the indestructible commitments,
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and the supreme bliss of bodhisattva. who have the essential
95

instruct ions.

NOB. Vol. 15:

8. bshad-bri'ud iha-mo svu-'Dhrul, Cbs. 13. pp. 1-96;

Emphasising the display of realit y , this exegetical tantra

discUsses the mandala of the tath&gatas and the removal of

all obscurations in relation to it, the blissful c ycle of

secret yoga associated with the body , speech and mind of all

the tathigatas. the introduction to non-duality, offering

dances which please all the tathâgataa. the supreme vow of

secret bliss associated with all the tath&gatas, the secret

mandala of all the tath&gatas. the Pea]. nature of offerings

among the inconceivable purificatory deeds of all the tathâ-

gatas,	 the secret buddha-body,	 speech, mind, supreme

offerings of reality and compassion of all the tath&gataa,

emanation of the wrathful tath&gatas, the wheel of pristine

cognition which revolves from the secret nature of all the

tath&gatas, the mantras among those aspects which please thern

secret nature of all the tath&gatas, the mandala which Is a

great gathering of the Herukas among all the tath&gatas, and

a key to the dissemination of the four sections of the

Ma2ieal li.t.. Translated by Lil&vaJra and rMa Rin-chen mChog.
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9. 'iam-dral swu-'ohT'u1 dra-ba, Chs. 14, pp . 97-118;

This text, also known as the Litarnr QL kg Names Mañiur1

(MañIuArinâmasanti, T. 360) in its later translation,

emphasises the cohesion of all the pitakas or vehicles. Its

topics concern the enlightened famil y, manifest awakening

through the Magical Net, emanation of enli ghtened mind,

eulogies associated with the five pristine cognitions,

enlightened attributes and mantras.

10. rdo-rie gem-doa' s2i'u-'Dhru1 dra-ba zaan-ba thams-cad-Ryi

me-lone, Chs. 13 + root-text, pp . 119-310;

Emphasising the immediate attainment accordin g to the path

of liberation (ro1-lam ci-char) or the colours and

symbolic hand-implements of the buddha-body (sku-mdo-dari

ohra2-mtshan),	 its topics include the view,	 conduct,

mandala, empowerment, commitments, attainment, enlightened

activity ,	 specific rituals,	 and spontaneous presence.

Translated by Vimalamitra and gNyaga Jñ&nakum&ra.

11. dual	 dra-ba we-shes snwin-oo'i rwud, Chs. 13.

pp . 310-338;

Emphasising the gradual aspect of the path of liberation

(2rol-lam rim-wis), it reveals the five aspects of seminal
97

"enlightened mind",	 the emergence of spirituality and

pristine cognition, the c ycle of syllables, contemplation,

arra' of the seals of supreme bliss, consecration of the

awareness of secret mantras, the radiance of the great seal.

the mandala of perfect skillful means and discriminative
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awareness,	 the descent of pristine cognition, sponta-

neous presence, and the secret mandala. Translated by gNubg

-chen Sangs-rgyae Ye-shea (rDo-rje Yang-dbang-gter).

12. svu-' phrul rva-mtsho, Cha. 22, pp. 339-420;

Emphasising the immediate aspect of the path of skillful

means (thabs--lam ci p-char) or the creation stage (bsked-

im), this text concerns the five aspects of seminal

"enlightened mind", the establishing of all things, the

emergence of the mandalas of buddha-speech and mind with

their consecrations, the mandala of feast-offerings, the

path of the secret vehicle, the secret meaning, the practice
98

of the five impurities,	 emergence of the indestructible

wrathful nature in body, speech and mind along with their

consecrations, and spontaneous rites. Translated by Vimala-

mitra and gNyags 3&nakumara.

13. svu-'Dhrul thal-ba'i rwud, Cha. 26, pp. 421-538;

Emphasising the gradual aspect of the path of skillful means

(thabs-lam rim-vis), it concerns the five aspects of

seminal "enlightened mind", the view of great skillful

means, self-manifesting buddha-body, speech and mind,

attainment of the self-manifest nature through ski]lful

means, appearance of contemplative images through "en-

lightened mind", secret mantras, expansion of the three
99

secret centres,	 the commitments, empowerments, discip]ine

of awareness, entrance into the secret path of Skillful

means, its actual skillful means, those without Skillful
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means who are unliberated, conquerors of the past & yogins

of the present who are liberated through skillful means, the

secret seminal points,	 discipline of eense-orzans and

obecta, gathering of all things in intelli gence and

phenomena ( Sainantabhadra and consort), and stability in

the Ma2ical liet. Translated by Vimalamitra and gNyags

Jñânakum&ra in 'Phan-yul.

ii. rdo-re gems-dDa' svu-'ohru1 dra-ba-la g £sayi-ba'i sn/in2-oo

de-kho-na-nid bstan-oa ol-oa gfl_Øj thal-ba'i ryud,

Cha. 13, pp . 539-649;

Its topics include the mind which emerges accordin g to the

teaching , its connection with the mandala, the pursuit of

the pristine cognition of the seals, the natural mandala.

the mandalas of contemplation and images, empowerment,

commitments, attainment, enli ghtened activity, emergence of

the mandala of wrathful deities, conduct and the concealed

secret teachings. Translated by Vimalamitra and gNyags

Jñ&nakum&ra.

1GB. Vol. 16:

15. rdo-rte £san-ba'i snwin-o rtsa-ba'i rvud de-kho-na-n.rid

nes-Da. Cha. 33, pp . 1-138;

Also entitled, r'ud-kri rval-øo chen- po svti-'thru1 drva-

, the chapters of this text correspond in number,

structure and title to those of the s'u-'Dhrul le-laz,

which have already been summarised.
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16.	 san-ba'j 8nMin-Do de-khp-na-nMid n2eB-Da'i khro-bo stobs-

j rzud-ri'al, pp . 138-142;

This text is also known as the stobs-kvi dban-Dhyu s&rub-

dka'-ba sDl'od-pp m&n-n2a-i snl,ine-Dp rz'ud. A fragment.

17. khrp-bo	 stabs-kyle rnal-'bypr dban-Dh.'uz scrub-

ppi S3.ru-'Dhrul dra-ba'i r.'ud, pp. 142-147;

Translated by Vimalamitra and Vaixocana.

18. rewud-kvi rw'al- po chen-po siu-' phrul en,inw- p bkod- pa, Che.

8. pp. 147-163.

Its topics concern cause & condition, ground & natural

expression, the quiescence of reality, the wrathful deities

who subdue thought, the net of esoteric instructions, the

cycle of wratful exorcism, the absor ption of ground, path

and result, and a most pleasing eulogy.

NGB. Vol. 19:

19. rnarn-snan siu-' phrul dra-ba, Cha. 10. pp. 289-395.

This text is also known as rz.vud-lu.'i rw3.'al- po chsn-pp swu-

'Dhrul drva-ba and is also extant as a later translation by

Rin-chen bZang-po (T. 466). Emphasising rituals and feast-

offerings, its topics concern the gradual entrance, the

mandala. secret mantras, contem plation, unfolding of the

pristine cognition of the secret mantras, the offering of

the seals,	 attainment of pristine cognition	 through

meditation on enli ghtened mind, attainment through the

skillful means of sexual practices, burnt offerings and a

revelation of all rituals.
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Table Comparing the Chapters of the Long (A). Medium (B) and

Short (C) Versions of the Guhiraa'bhatattvav1niAca,am&hâtantra,

which respectively have 82. *6 and 22 chapters, and are contained

in NGB. vol. 1*.

A. 82wu-'ohrul br'ad-bu-Da Che. 82, pp. 67-317;

Ch. 1 £1en-zhi'i le'u, pp . 67-70:	 B, pp . 317-320; C,

pp . 2-6.

Ch. 2	 len bsl&n-ba'i la'u, pp. 70-73:	 8, pp . 320-321.

Ch. 3 dpn-dam-Da-d&n kun-rdzob-k.'i b3ian-chub-k.ri sems

shes-su bski'ed-oa'i le'u, pp. 73-74:	 B, pp. 321-

323; C. pp. 6-10.

Ch. 4

	

	 hos tharns-cad tan-1a Dhab- pa'i le'u, pp. 74-78: =

B. pp. 323-326; C. pp . 10-13.

Ch. 5	 chos thamg-cpd-la ehos-nwid-k.'i rvu iod-oa-dan

ri g-rvud chad-Da-dan ris-brvud so-so Dh.'e-ba'i

mdo-bshad-Da'i le'u, pp. 78-80:	 B. pp. 326-328.

Ch. 6 ii-ws'i 'khor-lo'i 'Dhreri-ba bkod-Ds'i le'u, pp. 80-

84: - 8. pp . 328-331; C. pp . 13-16.

Ch. 7

	

	 eane-ba'i dk.il-'khor khams nwi-shu rtsa-ci-tu

badus-nas ±ha.ms-cad ma-lus-oar dbi'ins-su

le'u, pp . 84-87: - B, pp . 331-333.

Ch. 8 s.vu-'Dhru1 srub-oa'1 tinw-ne-'dzirt-ei le'u, pp.

87-89: - B. pp. 333-335; C, pp . 17-18.

Ch. 9	 shin-tu esari-ba'i dk pil-'khpr bsdug-nas 1ha-op'j

ezus-brrwan	 le'u, pp. 89-90: = 8. pp.

335-336.
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Ch. 10 dkwil-'khor gDros-Da'i le'u, pp. 90-93: - B, pp.

336-338; C. pp. 18-21.

Ch. 11 £zhA1-wps-khan dbub-oa'i thab drA-ba'i ]e'u, pp.

93-95:	 B, pp. 338-3110.

Ch. 12 £s&n- gnas-kM1 le'u, pp. 95-97: - B. pp. 340-342;

C. pp. 21-24.

Ch. 13

	

	 dkii1-'khqr bin sdug -pa'l pan-snas-kyi le'u,

pp. 97-98: - B. pp. 340-342; C, pp. 21-24.

Ch. 14 dan-drn-Da-dan kuri-rdzob byan-ehub BmB-1a DhJp -

rz'a	 un-i dki'i1-'khpr rdzo9-Da'1 le_'u, pp. 98-99.

Ch. 15 choB th&ms-e pd min-2i mthan-rwid-d .'um-vi

dbwins-su bBdu g-Da'i zan-ba'i i.e'u. pp. 99-1.01: =

B, pp. 342-344.

Ch. 16 'an-1a thama-cd dki'il-'khor-du bin-'is briabs-

n g Dha/-rPa sDrs-p&' i le'u, pp. 101-105: = B.

pp. 344-346; C, pp. 24-27.

Ch. 17 mtshpri-cha dam-tshi-2i Dhwa-r2va klu'i le'u, pp.

105-111.

Ch. 18	 vu-'Dhru1 chen-Do thabs-dan fihes-rab-du 	 ypy_

a.i ohvaz-mtshan-ii le'u, pp. 111-114: - B, pp.

346-351; C. pp . 27-32.

Ch. 19 rdo-r1e bkod-Da esarie-ba dam-tshi-i le'u, pp . 114-

118: - B. pp . 3116-351; C. pp . 27-32.

Ch. 20 1ha-Da'i zue-brrwan-ki'is dnas-rub, pp. 118-121:

- B. pp. 351-353.

Ch. 21 dban sbiin-Da'i le'u, pp . 121-123: - 8, pp. 353-

355; C. pp . 32-34.

Ch. 22 rdo-rie sems-dDa' b p2zub-Da'i le'u. pp . 123-126: =
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B. pp . 355-357.

Ch. 23 tshos-kvi dki'i1-'khor-,.'i le'u, pp. 126-129: - B,

pp. 357-359; C, pp. 34-37.

Ch. 24 tho2s bg rub-DA'i le'u, pp. 129-130: - B. pp. 359-

360; C. pp. 37-38.

Ch. 25 shin-tu san-ba'i sni'lnw-oo m&n-na- . 2i 	pp.

130-133:	 B. pp. 360-362; C. pp. 38-141.

Ch. 26	 aan-ba hen-Dp man-n& 2tan-la.	 1&u,

Pp . 133-135.

Ch. 27	 Dh17os-bcu du-bzhi'1. snod-baud bda-1a 'dus-a-

_____	 1bns-sD1I'od sku-sunz-thus mi-zad-Da'l

rg ian-vi 'khpr-lp bskôr-ba'i le'u, pp. 135-136:

B, pp. 362-364.

Ch. 28 mnyes-ba'i ls'u, pp. 136-137:	 B. pp . 364-365; C.

pp . 41-112.

Ch. 29 khr p-b 	 ri-bzhfn-vi dk,i1-'khor-vi scrin rnam-

soos-oa	 bdud brtul-ba'i le'u. pp. 137-146:

B. pp. 365-373; C. pp. 42-51.

Ch. 30 khro-bo'i tshos chen-Do aun-i dkiill-'khor sras-

Da'i 1e'u	 pp. 146-148: - 8. pp. 373-375; C. pp.

51-52.

Ch. 31 khro-bo'i Dhwa-ria sro-ba'1 le'u, pp. 148-151: =

B. pp. 375-378.

Ch. 32 khro-bo'i dlcvi1-'khar bstan-oa'i le'u, pp. 151-153:

- 8. pp. 378-379; C, pp. 52-53.

Ch. 33 di'C-D& chen- p 'i biiin-br1pbs-dpn 'on-tan mho2-j

ptøn-Da'i le'u, pp. 153-157.
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Ch. 34	 'Ms-bwed chn-Dp bod-nams gyj_ppj 1u, pp.

157-159.

Ch. 35	 dzi'es-pp ehen-Do'± dkirll-'khor dam-t2hi2-1 le'u,

pp . 159-160.

Ch. 36 '12s-b1,ed chPn-DO sn pg-ki'i bzlas-Dp 'i	 nw1nz-Dp

'blrun2-b p zhe-bi,&-ba'i 1e'u pp. 160-161.

Ch. 37 d-bzhin h-ta tha.mg -e&d-kyi. dam-tBhi2 2du-a'i

t g ho g b3/in-wii briob-Da zhe-bi'a-ba'i le'u, pp. 161-

165.

Ch. 38 rdo-rie gn.,in-Do j	 thams-ad-kvi le'u, pp. 165-

167.

Ch. 39

	

	 ehn-oo brtan- par bzun2-bp bdud-rtsi.

'bwun g -b&'i le'u 1 pp. 167-168.

Ch. 140 sman-rub-Da'i le'u, pp. 168-173: B. pp. 380-385.

Ch. 141 d-bzhin shes-oa thams-ead-Iuri bin-br1ab 'bi/url2-

zhe-biia-ba'i le'u, pp. 173-176.

Ch. 112 de-bzhin-rwld-ki,i db'ins-nas eh-ba'i yon-tan ston-

t,a'i le'u, pp. 176-181.

Ch. 43

	

	 dbab-o £sun-i 'khor-].o zhes-bya-ba'i ].e'u, pp.

181-182.

Ch. 44	 bin-bsdu-ba-dari dam-thi dbab-Da'i Biru-'hru1

dra-ba'i thuws-rle zhes-bya-ba'i le'u, pp. 182-186.

Ch. 45	 dam-tshi2-i mchod-a lonws-

sp rod zheg -bya-ba'i le'u, pp . 186-187.

Ch. 116 thub-Da chen- po bcom-1dan-'das-kvia k1u-tehos zdu-

Da'i lag-mains 'dul-ba'i le'u. pp. 187-190.

Ch. 47 sswu-'Dhrul chen-Do rab-tu br2'al-bar b1'ed-Da dam-

tshl2 bkod- pa'i l'u, pp. 190-193.
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Ch. 48 shin-tu 'dul-bar iur-a naB-dan grwjn-pp

ba'i le'u, pp. 193-196.

Ch. 49 bka'-drin drpn- p ' i le'u, pp. 196-199.

Ch. 50 dm-tshI chen-os bud-med brtul-ba'i le'u, pp. 199-.

203.

Ch. 51 mchod-sbrin dam-Da bstan- pa'i le'u, p . 203:	 5. pp.

379-380; C, p. 54.

Ch. 52	 mhod-byin-dari	 daan-tahi bstan- pa'i le'u, pp.

203-206:	 B. pp. 385-387; C. pp. 54-56.

Ch. 53 dam-tshi sum-brva-Da ztsa-ba bcp-1na mdop-bghad-

pa'i le'u, pp. 206-219: = 8, pp. 387-388.

Ch. 511	 chcs thams-cad-ki'an khro-bo-da.n khro-mo'l ran g-

bzhi.ri-du .'ur-ba-dan	 ran-ri2-ra'i ye-ahee-ki'i

sbypri2-ba'j le'u, pp. 219-220: = B, pp. 388-

389.

Ch. 55 homa thams-ead ma-lua-tar bstan-ta'i le'u, pp. 220-

221: = 8, pp. 389-390.

Ch. 56 shin-tu ean-bp 'j khro-bo nve-bar bsrub-Da'i le'u,

pp. 221-222:	 B. pp. 390-392.

Ch. 57 drag-Do homa-ri le'u, pp. 222-2211:	 5, pp . 392-

393.

Ch. 58	 thame-ad ma-lus-par dban-du bedus-nasi dban-i

homa-i le'u, pp. 224-226:	 B. pp . 393-395.

Ch. 59 r'a1-po r,a1-mdzad-kri	 homa-i'i 1e,u,

pp. 226-227:	 B, pp. 395-396.

Ch. 60 thams-oad ma-lus zhi-bar 'ur-nas zhl-ba'i homa-vi

le'u, pp. 227-228: = B, pp. 396-398.
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Ch. 61	 1hun-,i	 rub-D'1 'ohrin-l pp bin-wyis r1ob-ra

zhes-b,p-bp '1 le'u, pp . 2 2 8 -230: 	B, pp. 398-1400;

C, pp. 57-59.

Ch. 62	 tha-ro1-du rhwin-ta bcu-dn 	 a-beu-dan2!	 ga

£n'is-dan g !	 thbs-kvi mcho-dn2	 san-rvps-

Ic. j zh1n n1a-1u-Dar	 w1d-dan chos-u 'duB-tpr

bstan-'i le'u, pp. 2 30 -232 :	 B, pp. 1100-1102.

Ch. 63	 de-bzhln	 hew-pa'i dk11-'khcr n2eg-tp'i

lu g -t,ar mtshan-nwld Tned-Da'i th ya-rgypp th1m-p'j

].eu, pp. 232-23 14 : = B, pp. 1102-11011.

Ch. 614 tBhe-'i cho-a dbanw dam-D	 hin-tu 2an-ba'i le'u,

pp. 2311-236:	 B, pp. 14014-1406.

Ch. 65 Dhra dbab-D p 'l 1'u, pp. 236-239 ! 	 B, pp. 1406-1409.

Ch. 66 jh. ehen-vo berub-Da-danw! rx'a1-ra ehen-no bzhl'i

dIcvil-'khor dw,d-e1n b82r'ub-Da'i le'u, pp. 239-

2113:	 B, pp. 1109-1113.

Ch. 67 sku'i dkvil-'khor mnzon-du rthvunw-ba zhes-bv-ba'i

le'u, pp. 2143-21114.

Ch. 68 ehin-tu £Banw-br bwa-ba'i r'u dnog-rub thob-oar

bwa-ba'I le'u, pp. 21114-2147.

Ch. 69	 homa-rnm bzhi'i le'u, pp. 2117-2118.

Ch. 70 ro-1an-kyj Brub-ta thabE-kYl nan-na .!i £to-te

zhin2-chen bsrub-o p 'f ]e'u, pp. 248-251.

Ch. 71 dam-thiz rtsa-ba bco-].na mdo-rnaiiis zci-tu bBhad-

ta'l le'u, pp. 251-2514.

Ch. 72	 dam-tshI2 Rum-brvp druw-eu-lae! rnam-tar sro-

a'i 1e'u, pp . 254-278.

Ch. 73	 dam-th1 rnam-oa' 'ohros-oa'l mdo-btu-ra'i le'u,
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pp . 278-2911.

Ch. 711 sk'es-bu darn-r,a blo-rtsa]. rab-k.vis 	 rdo-p1e sems-

doa'i zhal mthon-i le'u, pp. 294-297.

Ch. 75 snwon-sbi'ans bdae-med skwes-bu-i,js1 chos-Iuii

snh/in-Do bi'ane-chub mcho mthon-bp 'i le'u, pp . 297-

301.

Ch. 76	 hi'a-rw.'a dam-tshi-zi le'u, pp. 301-303.

Ch. 77

	

	 bzhus-npg £zh1-1'as-kha.n bstan-D p 'i ie'u, pp.

303-305.

Ch. 78 bro-&r-dan rtse 'lo'i le'u, pp . 305-3111.

Ch. 79 Innl'es-Da'i le'u, pp . 3111-315: 8, pp. 1113- 1*1 11; C, PP.

59-60.

Ch. 80 yons-su zunz-ba'i ]e'u, pp. 315-316: 8, pp. 4114-

11 15; C, pp. 60-61.

Ch. 81. ri'ud irons-su ezuns-shin £tad-Da'i le'u, pp. 316.

Ch. 82	 chos-riwid mi-'i'ur-ba rab-tu bsta.n-Da'i le'u, pp.

316-317.

Of the 82 chapters of the longer' version, the first 28 concern

the mandala of peaceful deities and the remainder the mandala of

wrathful deities. The intermediate version omits onl y three of

the former (Chs. iii, 17. 26) but thirty-one of the latter (Cha.

33-39, 111-50, 67-78, 81-82) and the short version omits only

twelve of the former (Chs. 2, 5, 7. 9, 11, 111-15, 17. 20. 22, 26-

27) but forty-six of the latter (Cha. 31. 33-50, 53-60. 62-78,

81-82). It is therefore in the longer version that the mandala of

wx'athful deities reaches its fullest expression, while all three

versions differ far less in their presentation of the peaceful
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mandala. Significantly, it was the short version which was most

widely disseminated in Tibet. corroborating kLong-chen-pa's

assertion that the fully elaborate wrathful rites were carefully

guarded and not considered advantageous for the majority of

practitioners. One could also speculate, on the analogy of

teaching-cycles such as the Pra1&trâniit&, whether the shorter

versions were abridged from the longer to facilitate recitation

end niemorisation, or whether the precedence traditionally given

to the shortest is valid. However it is difficult at the present

time to make reliable assertions regarding the historical status
100

of these versions with respect to each other.

Among them the present study concerns the Great Tantra 	 he

Secret Nucleus Definitive With ResDect to Real (sanz-ba'i

snwin-Do de-kho-na-nwid fles-rb p 'i rvud cherl-Do/ Guhwaarbha-

tattvavinieawamahâtantrp , T. 832, NGB. vol. 1L, pp. 1-61), which

is considered to be the basic text of the cycle. kLong-chen Rab-
101

'byams-pa speaks of it in his Dhwos-bcu mun-sel as:

...this kin g ly and glorious Tantra Secret Nucleus

Definitive With ResDect to .tb.e Real (T. 832) -- the furthest

summit of all vehicles, the source of all literary trans-

missions, the great short-cut of th vehicle of all buddhas

of the three times, and the most secret of all.

And '3u MI-pham rNam-rgyal in his svi-don 'od-sal snv1n-po
102

elaborates:

It is known from literary sources that "tantras are to be

known in comparison with other tantrea". Accordingly, this



great tantra which completely discloses the essentials of

view and meditation according to the unsurpassed mantras is

a unique gemstone of the three worlds inasmuch as it

qualitatively establishes the intention and meanin g of the

entire vehicle of indestructible reality. It is the king of

all tantras. It is the furthest summit of all vehicles, the

source of all teachin gs, the general commentary on all

literary transmissions, the great short-cut of all buddhas.

and it is endowed with the wondrous enlightened attributes

of greatness which are the genuine innermost intention of

all the tath&gatag . There is therefore no essential point

which appears to be taught outside this tantx'a. Knowing that

those texts which have been rashly composed, giving

instruction on each profound and minute verse of

indestructible reality in the inantra- and tantra-texte as a

desirable object of sophistry to satisfy the prowess of

one's own intellect, are vacant as a lifeless corpse, it is

appropriate that fortunate beings who possess the supreme

aspiration of the vehicle of indestructible reality should

earnestly attend to the exposition of such tantras. even at

the cost of their own bodies or of life itself!

The rNyjng-ma tradition therefore regards this text as its funda-

mental tantra, whether it is inter preted as mainstream Mah&yoga

or as an Atiyoga source.
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5. Structured Contents of the Guhwarbhatattvavincarainah&-

tan tra:

The underlying structure of the tantra's twenty-two chapters

corres ponds to the three continua (rzirud-sum) of the ground,

path and result, which have been outlined above. While kLong-chen

Rab-'byama-pa presents a slightly different account in Dhwos-beu

mun-sel (see below p . 5*3), the following general structure is

observed by most bka'-ma commentators.

Title and Introductory Words

a) The Peaceful Mandala:

Continuum gf .i.b.e Ground:

Ch. 1	 The Introductory Scene (2len-zhi'i le'u)

Ch. 2 Generation of Ultimate and Relative Enlightened MInd as

Pristine Cognition (don-dam-Da-dan kun-rdzob-kvi bian2-

chub sems ye-sheg-su bskyed-Ds'i 1eu)

Ch. 3 The Establishment of All Dharmas (chos thams-cad £tan-la

pp _pp j 1u)

Continuum	 Path

Ch. 4 Cyclical Array of the Garland of S yllables (l'i-2e 'Dhren-

ba'i 'khor-i..o bkod-pa'i le'u)

Ch. 5 Contemplation that Attains the Magical Net (sw1'u-'Dhrul

dra-ba	 tin-ne-'dzin-'i le'u)

Ch. 6 Emanation of the Mandala (dk.vil-'khor aoros-Da'l le'u)

Ch. 7 Absorption of the Mandala and the Secret Mantras (dk'il-
••

!Jchor badus-ba-dan.	 le'u)
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Ch. 8 Consecration of All Limbs as the Mandala and the Subsequent

Emanation of the Seals ( 3i&n-la thams-cad dkvil-'khor-du

bvin-wi briabs-nas D ,a-rra 5ppp_pj 1eu)

Ch. 9 Secret Commitment of the Indestructible Array (rdo-rle

bkod-oa'I san2-ba'i dam-tshi2-2i le'u)

Ch. 10 Conferral of Empowerment (dban 5b3'in-oa'i le'u)

Ch. 11 Mandala of the Feast-offerings (tsho2s-kiri dk.'il-'khor-

g.j le'u)

Ch. 12 Attainment of the Feast-offerings (tshos bsrubs-a'i

le'u)

Ch. 13 Nucleus of Most Secret Esoteric Instructions (shin-tu

2san-ba man-na-i snwin-Do'1 le'u)

Continuum	 .tb Result:

Ch. 14 The Eulogy Which Pleases (mnves-a'i bstod-Da'i le'u)

b) The Wrathfu]. Mandala:
..

Continuum	 jb.g Ground:

Ch. 15 Cloud-like Emanation of the Natural Mandala of Wrathful

Deities (khro-bo ran2-bzhin-ri dkMi1-'khor-ivi eDrin

rnam-Dar gp5_pj le'u)

Continuum	 fl Path

Ch. 16 Emanation of the f4andala of Buddha-speech of the Great

Assembly of Wrathful Deities (khro-bo'i tshos chen-o'i

£eun2-21 dki,il-'khor gppg_ppj le'u)

Ch. 17 Revelation of the t4andala of Wrathful Deities (khro-bo'i

dkwil-'khor bstan-Da'i le'u)
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Ch. 18 A Teaching on Genuine Offering and Liberality (mahod-

sbin dam-Da 5pfl_pj la'u)

Ch. 19	 Commitments (dam-tshie-i le'u)

Ch. 20 Consecration of Spontaneous Enlightened Activit y (lhu

i'is	 'Dhrin-las bwin-2i'is riob-Da. zhea-byp

-ba'i le'u)

Continuum	 g Result:

Ch. 21	 Eulogy to the Wrathful Deities (khro-bo-l& bstocl-oa'i

le' u)

Conclusion:

Ch. 22	 That which is Pleasing and Retained 	 (mrmreE-Da-dari

i,on g - gu	 ls'u).

In the remaining part of this introduction this celebrated tantx'a

is to be examined in terms of the controversy surrounding its

origtns, the historical background derived from the biographies

of its Indian and Tibetan lineage-holders, and an analysis of its

philosophical content,

6. Origin of the Guhvaearbhatattvavinic&mah&tantra:

Any discussion of the historical position of the Guh'a&rbha-

tpttvpvinieayamah&tantrp must take note of the controversy

regarding its origin which prevailed in Tibet in the centuries

immediately following the later propagation of the Buddhist

teachings. We have already noted that dissemination of the
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ancient tantras was restricted in consequence of their secrecy

and the danger of their misapplication. In the eleventh century,

Lha bLa-ma Ye-shes-'od and others sought to outlaw the teaching

and practice of tantra, accusing the adherents of this tradition

of engaging in sb.'or-s2rol practices. The Guh'a2arbhatattva-

vini gea.'a, one of the main texts expounding these methods, was

subjected to criticism. Other such texts, including the Guhia-

aamàlatantra, were paradoxically exempted from this attack. None-

thelegs, as we shall see in our examination of the text itself,

the expression of these techniques in the Guhiraarbha appears to

have a particularly subtle intention when contrasted with the

overt sexual and macabre descriptions found in certain other
103

tantras.	 Further study of the Collected Tantras Qj th rNiin-

ma-Da, particularly of its Anuyoga and Ati yoga texts, would,, it

has been suggested, reveal that the the ancient translations

appear to have their own distinct terminology and a literary

Style better suited to the Tibetan language than the rigid

formalism present in many of the later translations, giving some
1

weight to Rong-zom-pa's early critique.

An incident from the life of Zur-chung-pa She g-rab Grags alludes

to this controversy with some humour. When four students of the

bKa'-gdams-pa teacher Khyung-po Grags-se were defeated by Zur-

chung-pa in debate and agreed to become his disciples, having

understood the profundity of his view,	 Khyung-po Grags-se
105

announced:

"Anyone who kills one like Zur-chung- pa, who harbours

perverse opinions and leads everyone astray, will, certainly
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attain buddhahood!" Zur-chung-pa. on hearin g this, remained

silent without thought of anger and was later seen smiling.

On being asked the reason for his mirth, he answered,

"As for doctrines, this, my secret mantra-tradition of the

greater vehicle, is it! Por it is the tradition of secret

mantras that maintains that buddhahood may be attained by

"liberation"; the dialecticians do not think so. Now, even

such a great dia].ectician as Kh yung-po Gz'ags-ae has said

that anyone who kills one like Zur-chun g-pa will attain

buddhahood. So. in his innermost heart, he has turned to my
106

doctrine. Therefore, I am delighted!"

Another eleventh century figure,	 'GoB Khug-pa Lhas-btsas,

reputedly nursing a grudge because he had been refused
107

instruction by Zur-po-che,	 in his Broadside ('bwams-.riz)

sought to refute the authentic ori gin of the tantra, imputing it

to have "four faults" (skiion-bzhi), and claiming that it was not
2.08

known in India.	 The tantra was generally considered by ' GOB

to lack the five excellencies (ohun-sum tshos-oa lna), i.e.

those of teacher, retinue, location, teachin g and time. He im-

puted it to have a flawed introduction (klon-loz). i.e., that

unlike other tantras it had no audience of bodhisattvas; a

flawed time (dus-lo), i.e., that it speaks of four times instead

of three; a flawed mandala (dkii1-'khor i.e.. that Va3ra-

aattva appears at the centre of the mandala instead of Veir'ocana;

and a flawed text (ri,ud-lo) because it refers to other tantras

when indicating the aus picious times and days for its
109

practice.
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Slight variations on these "four faults" have been reported in

the later writin gs of Sog-bzlog-pa bLo-gros rGyal-mtshan, dPa'-bo

gTsug-lag 'Phreng-ba, and others. Sog-bz].og--pa, in his dna-lan

lun-dan niz-pa'i 'bruw-ara, p . 33. holdB 'Gos Lhas-btsas to

have imputed the Guhi'azarbha to be flawed in word (sra-skvon),

flawed in meaning (don-ak.von), flawed by contradiction (al-

sk.von) and flawed by disconnection (ma-'brel-ba'J. slu.'on).

dPa'-bo gTaug-lag 'Phreng-ba, mkhas-Da'i dza'-ston, p . 179,

speaks of "four errors" (mi-nizs-ca bzhi), namely, the error of

the Guhazarbha'B introductory statement "At the time of this

explanation" ('di-akad bshad-ta'i dus-na 	 g ma-ri2s-ta), the

error of Its mandala which is said to have an immeasurable ground
110

(zhi tahad-med mi-nIs-oa).	 the error of its explaining the

three times as four times (dus-zsum-la dus-bzhir bshad-a mi.

ris- p ) and the error of Varasattva being the central deity of

the mandala instead of Vairocana (dkvil-'khor-23.'i 2tso-bo rdo-rIe

sems-doas bwas-a mi-ria-Da).

The rNying-ma response to these four flaws, faults or errors is

disclosed in the course of the appended commentary b y kLong-chen

Rab-'byams-pa. Vigorous counter-refutations have also been made.

in particular by bCom-ldan Rig-pa'i Ra].- gri, and the afore-

mentioned authors-- dPa'-bo gTsug-lag 'Phreng-ba and Sog-bzlog--pa

bLo-gros rGyal-mtshan.

bCom-].dan Rig-pa'i Ral-gri's commentary is entitled Proof Qj

Secret Nucleus (sanz- pn)/in	 srub-Da rzan-evi me-tos). No

longer extant as a distinct work, most of It survives or is cited
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in other texts, viz. rGyal-sras Thugs-mchog-rtsal, choa-'bin

rin-Do-che'i 2ter-mdod, II. f. 357-61, Dalai Lama V. &an-a'i

chu-r21'un, Vol. 4. p . 397, the Collected Writina 	 Soe-bzlo-

.a. Vol. 1, pp. 500-509 and 524-526 (- nzes-don 'bru2-swra), and

kLong-chen III bKra-shis rNam-rgyal, les-bshad dri-med an-a'i

chu-ri'un, p. 20. References to this treatise are also found in
111

dPa'-bo gTsug-lag 'Phreng-ba. mkhas-Da'i d2a'-aton, p . 178.

In Sog-bzlog-pa'B version.	 Rig-pa'i Ral-gri is quoted as
112

follows:

This tantra is genuine for the following reasons: The master

Vivamitra in his Great Commentari' on Glorious Guh'a-

samâla (dDal 2san2-ba 'dus-Da '2rel-chen, T. 1844), in the

course of his comments on the passage (from the Guhwa-

s am&1 a):

"How far does the Bein g of Pristine Cognition reach?..."

cites the GuhMaarbha as follows:

In the abode of Akanistha without extremes or centre.

on the radiant wheel of pristine cognition that is the

limitless ground, there is his celestial palace

blazing forth with jewels of pristine cognition,

completely	 uninterrupted	 throughout	 the	 ten

directiona...(Ch. 1, section 3)

And also:

In every inconceivable (world-system), he appears

universally as diveise buddha-body, speech, and mind.

(Ch. 1, section 6)
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Then, in commentin g on the (Guh sam&1 a) passage:

"The stüpa should be known to be

The palatial abode of all buddhas..."

he cites the Guhva&rbha. as follows:

Its spire iB the pristine cognition central to all,

in which all mandalas of the buddhaa of the ten

directions and four times without exception are not

distinct from one another, and are of a sin gle essence.
(Ch. 1. section 3)

Then, commentin g on the passage, "Substantial existence is

based on insubstantiality..." he gives:

Emaho! This wondrous marvelous reality

Is the secret of all the perfect buddhas.

All is created through the uncreated.

At creation itself there is no creation.

(ch. 2, 6)

Then, while explaining the meaning of "secret" he says, "The

Guh3raarbha speaks of five emDowerments." ( Ch. 10)

Moreover, he guotes the passage beginning:

Their (body-colours] are dark blue, white, yellow,

scarlet... up to:

(Pervasive] without extremes or centre,

(It is an unthinkable] spontaneously present (mandala];

(Ch. 6. 9-11)

and he says. "According to the GuKva2arbha, there are
113

three realities."

In these and all other such instances Vi&vamitra begins by

mentioning the title Guhraarbha.
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The four perverse faults. et cetera, (criticised by 'Gos

Lhaa-btsas), are also to be rejected:

1. (When

	

	 texts begin with the words) Thus Z. have
11,

exDounded,	 it	 traditionally means that	 they were

compiled by the buddhas themselves, for it is impossible

for even the tenth level bodhi gattvas to compile all the

teachings of the buddhas. As it says in the Verification

j	 Secret (r1uh.rasiddhi. T. 2217), 	 composed by master
115

Saroruha as a commentary on the Guhwasam&1a:

Most masters claim

That the most radiant tantra,

The glorious Guhwasamàla,

Had as its compiler

The spiritual warrior called Lokevara.

But by the kindness of my venerable guru

I know that the compiler of the glorious Guhvasamâla

Could not have been any other,

And so the bein g who propounded it

Was that tantra's author.

The indestructible reality of mind.

In accord with this explanation, there is a tradition where-
116

by the exponent himself is the compiler.

2. As for the immeasurable pround: the Abhidharma, too,

explains that Akanistha is immeasurable.

3. Concerning the four times: Vivamitra'B Great Commentary

(T. 1814ii) says:	 "Thus, the fourth time should be known to
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be sameness..." Moreover, the phrase, liz. &U.. X.h.e. lords g.f

e	 directions flg four timse is also found in the new

translations. Buddhaguhya ex plains that it refers to the

four seona.

4. Regarding VaJrasattva'g appearance at the centre (of the

manclala): even the new translations explain that the fore-

most figure in the mandala may change positions.

Concerning the passage: The final DunetUation dots (ti are

discriminative awareness throueh which names aotlied

(Ch. 4, 15): the Indian manuscri pt of the Guhi,aearbh p reads

sQtri Dr&n&tia'ati.	 Sfttri ("thread") is the Sanskrit word

for thi ("measuring 1ie"). S1ryaprabh&simha'B commentary

P. 11719) explains
117

( jg as being equivalent) to thi. ha is an archaicism.

As for the reference to other tantras (which is found in

the Guhi'aarbha): All the tantras expounded later on,

such as the Hevaira (T. 417-8), also refer to the Summation

g Real (Thttvasamraha, T. 479) which had been
118

delivered first.

Rig-pa'i Ral-gri's argument thus seeks to establish the

authenticity of the GuPw&earbha, citing quotations from it which

occur in celebrated Indian texts of the Guh,asamiia cycle. While

certain tantras may have been written down directly in the

Tibetan language, there is no evidence to include the Guhwaarbha
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among these.

Further criticisms levelled b y 'Bri-gung dPal-'din at the Ati-

yoga system in general and at man-yia ita-

'hren, a celebrated commentary on chapter thirteen of our text1

have been examined by Sog-bzlog-pa and '3igs-med gLing-pa, and
119

more recently by N. Norbu and S.G. Karmay. 	 The latter has

noted passages from this commentary which occur in gNubs-chen's

early work, bsam-tan mi2-sron, and translated the entire text

as reproduced by Rong-zom-pa. In addition, he has brought to our

attention	 certain	 passages from S1ryaprabhsirnha's 	 Indian

commentary, the Srt2uhwaarbhatattvanirnawavvâkhvnatfl, among
120

the Tun Wung documents.	 The early literary and historical

sources thus bring us closer to the traditional view that the

text was introduced in the eighth century.

That many of the rNying-ma tantras were unknown in eleventh

century India is not surprising when one considers that their

translations are attributed to the eighth century and that the

majority of them were considered to have been imported into

eighth century Tibet, not from the Magadha heartland of North

India, but from Oddiyna and adjacent regions in the north-west.

Ati ga, on a visit to the library of Pehar dKor-mdzod gLing at

bSam-yas. is known to have marvelled at the existence of tantras
121

which no longer survived in Central India.

The arguments raised by Ye-shes 'od and 'Gos Lhas-btsas against

the Guhvaarbha lost their Impact and controversy by the

fourteenth century. Indeed, they became dead issues for Tibetan
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historians such as 'Gos Lotswa gZhon-nu dPal (1392-11181) who

personally acquired the Sanekrft manuscript of the root-tantra
122

which had been rediscovered at bam-yas in the interim.

In consequence, Sog-bzlog-pa could credibly present the following

sixteenth century account of its introduction and translation in

his slob-doon san g-rwvas nvis-Da oadma rnam-tsr

thar-t'e wid-kvi mun-sel, p. 128: Therein, perhaps following

Sanga-rgyas gLing-pa's bka'-than 2ser-'Phren2, p, 1100, he states

that the Sanskrit manuscripts of the su-'ohrul sde-brvad were

taken from N&landa Vih&ra by Padmasambhava and then translated

through miraculous ability at rGya-dkar sGra-bsgyur gLing, south
123

of bSam-yas.	 The texts were then kept at the Ke-tehang in

bSam-yas when no longer extant in India.

'In his dna-lan lun-danw ri2a- pa'i 'bru-szra, p. 12, Sog-bzlog-

pa then repeats 'Gop Lotswa's account of the discovery of the

Sanskrit manuscript in bSan- yas by the great pandita êkyari

(1127-1225). The latter entrusted it to rTa-ston gZi-brfld, from

whom it passed into the hands of She-ge Lotswa and then'e to

bCom-ldan Rig-pa'i Ral-gni who composed the aforementioned

commentary in defence of the tantra. Subsequently, Thar-pa

Lots&wa retranslated the Sanakrit version of the root-text known

as the rwwud hyi-ma, with two additional chapters (Cbs. 23 & 24)

for the first time, and these were revised by 'Gos Lotswa gZhon-
1211

flu dPal in person.

Later rNying-ma writers like 'Jigs-med gLing-pa refuse to debate

the specific points of 'Gos Lhas-btsas, considering that the past
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refutationa of bCom-ldan Ri g-pa'i Ral-gri and Sog-bzlog-pa were

unanswerable. That this view was also held by followers of the

new translation schools is evidenced by the following dismissive

response of the Sa-skya-pa scholar, Zi-lung-pa &k-ya mChog-ldan
125

(1L&28-1507):

It is not necessary to prove laboriously that

The rNwing-ma-pa doctrines were translated from Indian

originals.

It is enough that they are proven to be

The teaching of the emanational master (Padmasambhava).

Although they do not conform with the mantras and symbols

Of those translated from India later on,

The proof of their validity is infallible accomplishment
126

Through their supreme and common attainment.

They may be compared with the doctrines taken

By supreme, accomplished masters from various, great lands.

And which were not translated in India

From their res pective volumes;

For it is said that with Va j rasattva's consent

The compilers of those transmitted precepts

Were themselves permitted to teach them

In the language of each different country.

The rNying-ma-pa doctrinal traditions that definitel y were

Translated from India re quire no proof.

Having formulated arguments one mi ght prove

The indefinite ones to be treatises,

But the great ones who came before in Tibet,

Discovering this to be an artificial, conceptual path,
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Have avoided wandering upon it,

As they themselves have explained.

7. The Indian historical tradition of the uhMaarbhatattva-

vinihtairamah&tantpa:

The present account of the Indian and Tibetan linea ges associated

with this tantra is based on sources compiled by bDud-'ioma

'liga-bral Ye-shea rDo-r j e in NSTB., Book 2. These include: 'Gos

Lots&wa. deb-ther sriOn-o; dPa'-bo gTsug-lag 'Phreng-ba, mkhaa-

Da'i da'-ton; T&ran&tha, dam-Da'i chos rin-Do-che 'ohas-wul-du

li-itar dar-ba'i tahul 25a1-bar ston-Da kun-'bininw;

kLong-chen Rab-'byams-pa, ni'in-thi ma-bu'i lo-r2'us ton-thun

chen-mo; Lo-chen Dharma&rI, mdo-dban-i sD yi-don r2/ud 1un man-

na-i £nad sel-bi'ed sron-me; 'Jam-mgon Kon g-a prul, 2ter-ston

brwa-rtsa' I rnam-thar rin-cheri bai-daria' I Dhren-mdzes; and the

aforementioned catalogue and index of the Collected Tantras by

Rig-'dzin 'Jigs-med gLing-pa and 'Gyur-med Tshe-dban g mChog-
127

grub.

Kin g Ja & Kukkurâja:

The legendary historical appearance of the Mah&yoga tantras is

associated with King Ja of Sahor, who is considered to be the

subj ect of various prophetic declarations, such as the following
128

from the aemv&roda3iottaratantra:

One hundred and twelve years from now.

When I have vanished from here.

A quintessential doctrine.
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Renowned in the three divine realms.

Will, be revealed by the Lord of Secrets

To one who is named Kin g Ja,

Who will appear by virtue of great merits

At Jambudvipa's eastern frontier.

And in the kun-bzan re-shes zsal-bar ston-a'i thabs-kvl lam-
129

mcho 'dus-a'i rwud (NGB. Vol.8):

The Mah&yoga tantras will fall, onto the palace of King

.1 g. The Anuyoga tantras will emerge in the forests of

Singhala.

While the identity of this figure is obscure-- he has been re-

ferred to as IndrabhQti the Great, his son, or even a later

Indrabhti	 contemporaneous with	 Kukkurja,	 Kambalap&da,
130

Saroruha. and 3&landharip&	 -- the tradition clearly recounts
131

that:

While the king was sitting absorbed in the meditative

cultivation of the yoga of the lower tantras, a volume con-

taining the Mah&yogatantras. including the Buddhasa.m&voa (T.

366-367) and an image of their compiler Guhyapati Vajrapêni,

reportedly fell upon the royal palace, just as in his dream.

Then, having performed prayers, he intuitively understood the

chapter entitled the "Vision of Vaj rasattva" and practised

meditation for seven months, relying on that and on the image

of Vajrap&ni. As a result he had a vision of Vajrasattva and

received from him the empowerment of pristine cognition.

Thus, he came to understand the s ymbolic conventions and

meanings of that volume in their entirety.
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King Ja first taught these tantras to Upar&Ja, the celebrated

scholar of Sahor', but without success. He then taught the master

Kukkuráj a, who intuitively understood the chapter on the "Vision

of Vajrasattva" (brzyad-beu-Da. Ch. 711), from the rdor- genis svu-

'Dhrul sde-brwvad (NOB. vol. 14), and received a prediction that

Guhyapati Vajrap&ni would subsequently reveal the meanings of

this tantra. Accordingly Kukkurâja is said to have been empowered
132

by Guhyapati and verbally instructed b y Licchavi Vimalakirti.

He then divided the Mah&'oga texts into eighteen great 	 tantra-

pitakas and taught them to Kin g Ja. The latter wrote many famous

commentaries on the tantras including the szyu-'Dhrul 1m maui-

bkod (P4737) and the	 (P. 11771)

which are connected with the M-vâiâla cycle. He himself says in
133

the sIu-'bhrul J..am rnam-bkod (P. 4737):

In the eastern domain of IndrabhOti,

At Varaküta, in India,

I, the noble Indrabhti,

Practised the Maical Net,

Having been taught by the Lord of Secrets, himself.

I actually realised Va4rapni,

With his retinue of fift y thousand.

Being empowered in wholesome action,

By the practice of disciplined conduct,

I was free from sin, and reached (an exalted) level.

Kukkurâj a, known as the "king of dogs" because he reputedly

taught the doctrine by day in the guise of a dog to a thousand
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warriors and yogini g , and by night went to the charnel érounds

with them to perform feast-offerin gs and other sacramental

practices, went to Oddiy&na where he gave a detailed explanation

of the five inner tantra-pitakas of Mah&yoga, including the

Buddhaeamkvoa, (T. 366-367) on which he had composed many

treatises. e.g., the Saduh,ârthadharav y ha (T. 1664-1669), and

the Sarvanandalânuvartiaieavidhi (T.1670). He transmitted the

eighteen tantrapitakas of Mah&yoga to akraputra, or Indrabhiti

the younger, who was the king's son; he to Simhax'&ja; he to

akrabhflti, or Upar&a; and finally to the daughter Gomadevi. As
1311

is said in the MàY&lâlaDathakrama (P. 4736):

Then, to the east of Jambudvipa,

Which rests on the Indestructible Seat.

In a holy palace of precious gems,

In an auspicious and sacred room,

Kukkur&ja and Indrabhüti,

Together with Simhar&a, Uparája,

Daughter Gomadevi, and others,

Received the empowerment of the Maiea1 Net.

They actually attained the mandala as an assembly;

And manifestly reached the level of Varadhara.

135
The lineage then descended to LIl&va j ra and Buddhaguhya.

Ltl&vajra:

The master L.lvara, a native of Samsara, was ordained in

Oddiy&na where he studied the Tri pitaka and became particularly

learned in the philosophical tenets of Asanga, the ordinary

sciences, and all the tantrapitakas, the Ma gical Lg in part-
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icular. On an island in Oddiy&na called Madhima he practised and
..

became accomplished in the MañiuAr1nm&san1ti (T. 360). During

his ten years at N&landa, he composed many treatises and ex-

pounded them in detail. Those concerning the Maica1	 include:

a Commentari' On Litarr of the Names of MañiuArI ('iam-dDal

mtahan-briod--k..vi '2rel-ba 0 T. 2533) according to the interpret-

ations of the Unsurpassed (Yoga)-tantra; the sPar-khab Commentary

on the Secret Nucleus	 P. 4718); the Inner-

most Point (Cittabindu. P. 4723); the Sixfold Seauence ( Krama-

stka, P. 4741); the Clarification	 Commitments (Samayacitra-
0 S

Drak&a, P. 47*4); and the ProDensitw for	 Commitments

(SamairânuAairanirdea 5 P. 1*7*5). Among the students of Lil&vajra,

the most prominent were Buddhaguhya and Buddhajñ&napIda, who
136

studied the M&eical iLg.t (NGB. Vole. 14-16).

Buddhaguhya:

The master auddhaguhya. a native of Central India. was ordained

at N&landa, where he and master Buddhaé&nti were both disciples

of Buddhajñmnap&da during the early part of the latter's life. On

attaining accomplishment through Mañju&ri,	 he travelled to

Oddiy&na. where he met the master Lil&vajra. and studied the
a.

Yogatantras, the Five Inner Unsurpassed Tantrapitakas, and the

M&ical Net in particular. He composed a great man y works0

including: the Anali'tical Commentarw n	 Tantra of	 Secret

Nucleus (5an_bi gni.r1n-Db-lA	 rnam-b.hadJ rnam-db3,e--

j 'rel); the Seauenee	 Indestructible Activiti' (MvL1la-

ya.irakax.makr&ma 1	P.	 4720);	 the Sisnificance of the PlandaJ.,

Doctrine (Dharmamandalasfttra.	 T.	 3705);	 the Hoiw Ornament
a.
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(Tatty&lokaparam&lamk&ra, P. 4735); the Lesser Net (sma11la,
.

P. 4734) and the Greater Net (drva-chen, P. 4733); the reater

Seauenee Path (M&iL1&laDathakr&ma, P. 4736) and the Lesser

Seauence of the Path (s'u'ohru1 lam-vi rnam-bshad c!hun-ba.,

Dz. Vol. 1); as well as treatises on other tantras.

Padmasambhava:

Another lineage of the Mah&yoga tantras also passed from King Ja

and Kukkur&j a through Sukhasidhi (=dGa'-rab rDo-rje) to Vaira-

heya and thence to Prabhàhasti of Sahor. The latter was a

principle teacher of Padmasambhava, who also received the Magical

li.e. cycle directl y from Buddhaguhya. Padmaaambhava composed the

Great Kxeesis (rnam-bshad chen-mo) on the Guhvaarbhatattva-

viniAaamah&tantra, and in Tibet he also taught his celebrated

treatise on Ch. 13 of this tantra, entitled the Garland Q.r Views.

£ Collection Esoteric Instructions (ma.n-nea lta-Dhren, P.

4726) to King Khri-arong lde-btsan and his fortunate subjects.

Vimalami tra:

A native of Hastivana in western India. Vimalemitra mastered the

sciences and their branches,	 the sQtras of the lesser and

greater vehicles, and the tantras under many masters including

Buddhaguhya. He was particularly learned in the Maieal Net

(Mv&1&l&tantra,	 KGB.	 Vole. 14-16); and he composed many

treatises, for instance: the commentary on the Secret Nucleus

entitled An Illuminatin Lemo on the Fundamental Text (s2iPu-

'Dhrul man-near sal-ba'i sron-me, P. 4739); the Removal f

Darkness: & Commentarw	 SuDerj.or' Ms21ca1	 (a)u-'Dhru1
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bla-m&'i.	 mun-gel); the EYC-oDenine Commentary Qfl

SuDDlementar! Magical ?Le.f. (Vairasattvam&y1iAlatantrakrIuhya-

arbhariáma	 stj, P. £1756); the Abridged Commentarw

Eiehtv Chatei' Magical tLej. (br2Yad-bcu-oa'i bgdus-'re1); Ot,enin

tfl.e.	 QL Ulacriminative Awareness 	 (Mahat,ra:1iA-

ravacakBuruDadeanrna, P. £1725); the Three Stases (Mâi&l-

oDade4akramatrava. p . 11742); Meditative AbsorDtion in	 Mudrs

(Mvlamudrdhw&na, P. £1732);	 a Ritual j.r Burnt Of ferins

(MvlahoniasamJsiotakrama,	 P.	 117116);	 a Cremation Ritual

P. 4748); Seauence

Seminal Point (thie-rim); and the Short Commentary (Guhvaarbha-

jndrtha, P. 11755).

The extant Indian commentaries on the c ycle of the Maeical

including the above, are preserved in the Peking edition of the

bsTan-''ur, vole. 82-83. According to Lo-chen Dharmarf, ean-

bda zhal-lun, pp. 107 ff.,	 they are divided between general

exegetical tracts (scwi'i ØQ. bghad-pa) such as Lflvara's

thus-thi and Vimalam.1tra'a ko-szhun 2gal-g2pon. and

commentaries ('rel-oa). The latter include root-commentaries

(rtsa-'rel) and exegetical commentaries (bshad-'rel). The first

group comprises the great Indian treatises on the Guha2arbha-

tattvaviriihcaatantra itself, i.e., Ll&vajra. 'rel-oa aoar-khab

(P. - 4718). Si3ryaprabh&eimha, ra-aher 'rel-ba (P. 4719).

Buddhaguhya, rn&m-dbwe 'srel, Padmaaambhava. rnam-bahad chen-mo1

and Vimalamitia	 'rel-ehun Qjndrtha ( p . 4755). The second

includes commentaries on the other texts of the cycle such as

Vimalamitra's bla-ma'i 'rel-Da mun-sel 	 le-la-i svYan-'2r51
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( p . 11756), and brvad-eu-Da'i bedus-'2rel.

In addition, each of the "ten aspects of mantra" (m&ntradaa-
137

tattya), which form the subject-matter of the tantra-text, 	 has

its own conimentarial tradition:

1. View (ita-ba):

dGa'-rab rDo-rje's la-shan lta-ba'i sron-ma (P. 11727). Padina-

sanibhava' g man-na 1ta-vhren ( p . 11726), Vimalamjtra's shes-rab

sron-nie'i 're1 (P. 11 725), N&g&rjuna's Yu-than-ma kras-d,u (P.

11729), and sY(a-ba dPal-brtsege' Tibetan treatise ita-rim snan-ba

beu-bdun-Da (p. 11728).

2. Conduct (spwod-oa):

s pvod-bsdus sron-ma (P. 5357?), rdo-rie '.iam-mon.

3. Mandala (dkvil-'lthor):

Buddhaguhya's rdo-rle las-rini 2nwis-RYi stod (P. 11720). dkvll-

'Rhor chos-don (T. 3705), and Vimalamitra's thi-sum-var rva1

(P. 11733-11. 11738?).

1*. Empowerment (dban):

Buddhaguhya's rdo-rle las-rim-kvi sniad ( p . 11761), a1-t'o (P.

11721, *762), nfea-'bved che-chun (P. 11722), this-oa aum (P.

11738).

5. Comnitment (dam-tshiz):

Lfl&vajra's dam-tshi wsal-bkra (P. 1171111), dam-tshi Dhra-r2vas

(P. 117115).

6. Activity (Dhrin-las):

Vinialamitra's sbiin-sre (P. 1*7*6), ro-sre (P. *7 117), BKu-2dun

1as-Dhren (P. *7*9), dur-khrod bde-ba'i dDe-ehun2 ranr-nas (P.
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117118).

7. Attainment (Bwrub-oa):

IndrabhOti'a lam-rnam-bkod (P. *737), rim-Da nvis-oa (P. *771),

Buddhaguhya's lam-rim che-chunw (P. 11736, DZ. Vol. 1), L1l-

vajra's rim-dru2 (P. *7111), Vimalamitra's rim-wsum (P. 117*2),

'ad-rim (P. 11731), drva-cthen ( p . *733), Buddhaguhya's drva-c!hun

( p . 117311), dam-Da rvan (P. *735).

8. Contemplation (tin-ne-'dzin):

Vimalainitra's oh yaw-r2ya bsam-tan (P. 11732), khro-bo Dhva-rwa

ci-oa (P. 11779), rtse- g ciw badus-Da t'hwa-rzva bzhi-ra'i bsam-

tan (P. 11778).

9. Offering (mchod-ra):

Padmasamhhava's za-tehos ( p. 11750), dur-khrod, bde-ba	 tor-

ehun,	 ho-chen, ho-ehun,	 Yos-wi	 che-ehun, Vinta3 amitra 'S

thabs-mcho dpp -i mi-lanw-ba, dbwi-i sfron-ma.

10. Mantra & Seal. (snaws-dan Dhwaw-rYa):

thrin-la c shar-ba br2vad.

8. Appearance & Translation of the MLy&j&1.a Cycle in Tibet:

'Jigs-med gLing-pa, in his Catalogue th Collected Tantras .f

the rNwin-ma-a. p. *611, 1-3, states that the Guhawarbha was

definitively translated by Vimalamitra. gNyags 3i&nakum&re and

rMa Rin-ehen mChog. Previously, it had been translated by Buddha-

guhya and Vairocana, and in an intervening period by Pedma-

aambhava and gNyags Jñ&nakum&ra.
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At Mount Keilash, Buddhaguhya instructed eBas 'Jam-dpal and Bran-

Ice Mu-kti among others on texts belonging to the Guhva2prbhp

cycle, including the man-nza rnein-ar bkod-e (P. 737). In

collaboration with Veirocana, he made the earliest translation of

the root-tantra.

Padmasambhava instructed gNyags Jnakurnra in the Guhwe2rabha

and in his own Garland .f Views: A Collection .f Esoteric Inst-

ructions (man-na 1ta-Dhreri, P. 726). Together they made the

intermediate translation. Jinakumra instructed the Sogdlan

dPal-gyl Ye-shes; 	 and,	 with Zhang rGyal-ba'i Von-tan, he

instructed gNubs Sangs-rgyas Ye-shea.

Vimalamitra then expounded the Ei ght Sections	 Maca1 Let

Vairasattva (awvu-'thrul sde-brad, NGB. Vols. 111-15), in-

cluding the Guhwazarbhatattvavinicavatantra, which is the root

of the Eighteen Great 'Fantra-pitaka g . ife expounded them to rMa

Rin-chen rnChog, and translated them with the latter's assistance,

and that of gNyags Jfi&nakumra. Their version is therefore the

latest of three, and it is known as the basic translation.

Later, the manuscript was translated by Thar-lo Nyl-ma rGyal-

mtshan and 'Gos lotswa gZho-nu dPal. Their version is called the

"creative translation" (rtsal-'wvur) because they had no super-

vising pandita. In addition, the twenty-third and twenty-fourth

chapters were also trans'ated by Thar-lo in accordance with the

rediscovered Sanskrit manuscript.
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kLong-chen-pa (1308-1363), having examined the extant Tibetan

version in gueat detail, made the following observation in his

Dhwos-bu mun-sel concerning certain appended verses of the
138

tan t ra:

Now, certain persons hold that these a ppendices are absent

in this root-tantra but were extracted from other texts in

the cycle of the Mazical Nt and inserted into their

respective chapters by rMa Rin-chen mChog, and that (the

versions of the text) were divided by gTsug-rum Rin-chen

gZhon-nu into those which have appendices and those which do

not.

Again, there are some who hold that the version without the

appendices was translated by gNyags Jñ&nakum&ra 1 and that

the version with appended passages had them inserted into

the translation by rMa Rin-chen mChog. There are even some

who say that rile, himself concealed them out of envy at La-
139

gaum rGyal-ba Byang-chub.	 But the truth of the matter is

that the appendices are lacking in both the earliest

translation made by Buddhaguhya and Vairocana and in the

intermediate translation which was made b y Padmasambhava and

gNyagg 3ñ&nakum&ra. They are present in the later trans-

lation which was made by Vimalamitra, gNyags Ji3&nakumâra and

rMa Rin-chen mChog. Therefore it is clear that the Sanskrit

manuscripts themselves had a number of redactions. Should

anyone wish to know that this is the case, the Transcend-

ental Perfection f Discriminative Awareness in Kiht
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Thousand Lines (T. 8) itself had a number of manuscripts.

extant in the three redactions of the Darivrâtika gZo-

sbyangs, 'Phreng-ba-can, and sDe-can; and in certain texts

such as the Sit&tâoatra (T. 3083. 592) a number of

redactions is similarl y found. Therefore it is not certain

that these (variant passages) were inserted by the Tibetans.

One should know that the discrepancies in the translations

of this tantra were to be found in the Sanskrit manuscripts.

Numerous redactions of Sanskrit manuscripts occur because

there is a distinction between those (versions) in which the

meanin g is clearly expressed and those in which it is not.

rMa Rin-chen mChog instructed gTsug-ru Rin-chen gZhon-nu and Kye-

re mChog-skyong . who both instructed Zhang rGyal-ba'i Yon-tan and

Dar-re dPal-gyi Grags-pa. The former taught this tantra many

times in Central Tibet, gTsang. and Khazna, and the lineages

descended from him became known as "the transmitted precepts of

mChims-pu", or as "the lineage of esoteric instructions".

9. The bka'-ma lineage:

The succession known in Tibet as the "distant lineage of trans-

mitted precepts" (rin-brvud bka'-ma) encorporates all those

texts and instructions of MahLyoga, Anuyoga and Atiyoga which

were introduced from India and gradually passed down in an oral

and literary tradition. It is contrasted with the "close lineage

of treasures" (nye-brwud ter-ma). which comprises those cycles

discovered anew in each successive generation. This "distant

lineage" is identified preeminently b y its synthesis of Mah&yoga,
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Anuyoga, and Atiyoga, named mdo-s gi'u-semg---sum after the titles

of the princi pal text of each-- the Mazical (syu). the Stra

Which Gathers I&]J. Intentions () and the AU. AccomDliehinw King

(sems) which represents the Mental Class (eems-sde) of Atiyoga.

This common heritage of all the rNying-ma-pa linea ges in Tibet

fell first to gNyags Jñânakum&ra, secondly to gNubs Sangs-rgyas

Ye-shes and finally to the Zur family.

gNyags Jñânakumâra:

gNyags ñânakum&ra was fully ordained b y ântaraksita and he

became a celebrated adept of Vajrâmrta and VajrakIla. He followed

the most learned and accomplished masters of India. and acquired

great learning In grammar, logic, dialectics, and in the outer

and inner mantra-texta. He translated many stras and tantras.

becoming the confluence of of the "four great rivers of the

distant lineage" which derived from the teachin gs of Padma-
iLiO

sambhava, Vimalamitra, Vairocana and gYu-sgra sNying-po.

gNyags mastered the mdo-swu-sems-sum, and above all, through

his interpretations and expositions, he transmitted the Magical

.N. to numerous students. The foremost were known as the "eight

glorious adepte of Vajrakila", namely, his four earlier disciples

the Sogdian dPal-gyi Ye-shes, '0-bran dPal-gyl gZhon-nu.

gNyan-chen dPal-dbyangs, and Thag-bzang dPal- gyi rDo-rje --- and

his four later disciples --- Lam-mchog dPal-gyi rDo-re. Dar-rJe

dPal-gyi Graga-pa, Gra dPal-gyi sNying-po, end Lha-lung dPal-gyl
141

rDo-rj e.
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gNube-chen Sangs-rgyas Ve-sheB:

gNubs-chen Sangs-rgyas Ye- ghes, a native of Grage 1 wa empowered

and accomplished in the mandala of MaFiur!. Re studied many

outer & inner tantras including the Guhiraarbha and their

esoteric	 instructions	 under Padmeeambhava,	 ri	 Simha,

Vinialamitra, Vasudhara and Kamala!la,	 as well as the Tibetan

translator gNyags 3fi&nakum&ra, Sog-po dPal-gyl Ve-ehes and Zhang
1112

rGya].-ba'i Von-tan in particu]ar. 	 M1s compositions include:

- the Armour aainat Darkness, which is a vast commentary on

the Stra Which Gathers All Intentions (mdo'i 'rel-chen mun-

Da'i o-cha);

- the DisDutant's Sword	 Which Cuts Throu gh Difficulties

(dka' eod smra-ba'i nitahon-cha);

- the Commentary on the Realisation QI t	 Eihtv-Chater

Maical Ni (s2yu-'Dhrul brYad-cu-Da'i mnon-rtos 'rel); and

- the	 Lamt for the Ke of ContemDlation-- wflich	 j	 .

esoteric instruction	 t. Great Perfection (rdzos-ehen-yi

man-na2 bsam-ten lfli2-s2rOn).

gNubs-chen's most authentic student was Khu-lung Von-tan rGya-
1113

nitaho,	 who received all his empowerments,	 tantras, and

esoteric instructions, and passed the lineage on through:

Ye-shea rGya-mtsho and Padma dBang-rgyal (his eons);
Lha-rje Hüm-chung (the former's son);
Nyang Shes-rab mChog;
Nyang Ye-shea 'Byung-gnas of ('boa-lung;
Lha-rje Zur-po-che.
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This lineal descent is known as the tradition of Rong, or else

the tradition of Nyang. after their elan name. Before eonsiderng

the importance of the Zur family which maintained this "distant

lineage" down to the seventeenth century it is appropriate to

examine the role of Rong-zom Pendita, who was a contemporary of

Zur-po-ehe, and that of ktong-chen Rab-'byams-pa in relation to

the Guhvaarbhatattyavinieavpmph&tpntrp.

Rong-zom Pandita, Chos-kyi bZang-po:

Chos-kyi bZang-po of Rong, the celebrated eleventh century mah-

ndj of the rNying-ma school, was a native of sNar-lung-rong,

Ru-lag,	 in lower gTsang. He received the lineage of the

instructions	 of Padmasambhava,	 which had been transmitted

successively from the latter through:

sNa-nam rDo-rje bDud-'jome;
mKher-chen dPal-gyi dBang-phyug;
sGra rDo-rje gZhon-nu;
Zhang-zhang Yon-tan Grags;
Rong-ban Yon-tan; and
Rong-ban Tshul-khrims Rin-po-che (i.e. his father).

In his youth, while studying the ancient translations under one

mDo-ston Seng-ge, he once dreamed that he was eating a porridge

he had prepared of the Guhvaarbha, with a vegetable broth made

of the Buddhasam&voa.	 He told this to his master, who said,

"How wonderful!	 It is a sign that you have completely inter-

nalised those doctrines.	 You should compose a commentary on

each." Among his compositions therefore was the first major

Tibetan commentary on the Guhvaarbha (san-sn.'in 're1-pa)--

the Precious Jewel Commentary (dkon-co 'rel, NMKMG. Vol. 25),

so called because of its introductory words which say:
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The nature of the Three Precious 3ewels

Is enlightened mind.

This commentary and kLong-chen-pa'a DhPo2s-bc!u mun-sel (NMKMG.

Vol. 26) are regarded as the two major ex positions of the tantra

according to the Atiyoga standpoint, in contrast to those of the

"distant lineage" which emphasise the Mah&.yoga position. bDud-

'joins Rin-po-che sa ps of these:

The commentary by the great, all-knowing kL.ong-chen--pa.

entitled DisDsllin Darkness f n Dirtions

( phwos-bcu mun-sel) clearly elucidates (the Guhwaarbha),

commenting on it according to the tradition of the "kin g of

vehicles" (i.e.	 Atiyoga).	 On the other hand,	 this

commentary by the all-knowing Rong-zom-pa appears like a

great chest that is sealed ti ght, vastly commentin g on the

expanse of reality. Knowing that these two are the main

Tibetan commentaries on the Guhazarbha provides the

intellect with the potential for great power.

Rong-zom-pa's role as the first major Tibetan commentator was
iL5

criticised by scholars from the four Tibetan provinces,

including the noted opponent of the rNying-nia tantras 'Gos Ithu g

-pa Lhas-btsas, but he is reported to have subdued these critics

in debate. One could argue that Rong-zom-pa merely revived the

cominentarial tradition established in Tibet by sKa-ba dPal-

brtaegs, gNyan dPal-dbyangs, and gNubs-chen Sangs-rgyas Ye-shes

prior to the later dissemination of the teaching. Yet, despite

the novelty of indi genous composition in the eleventh century,

his critics in fact found that he adhered to the scriptural
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authorities, could bear logical examination, and that he contra-

dicted neither syllogistic proof nor the teachings of their

gurus.	 Concerning this controversy, 	 bDud-'joms	 Rin-po-ch
1A6

adds:

This reasoned argument appears to be a learned axiom, when

scrutinised fairly. 	 In general, a doctrine is no more

important	 merely because it originated in	 India.	 A

dietineton of good and bad treatises on the basis of country

is not known in learned circles. 	 If the author was one who

abided on the level of accomplishment 1 the treatises composed

by him should be valid. So, it is proven that whether they

ori ginated in India or Tibet makes no difference. Sometimes,

too, Tibetan treatises are better than Indian treatises. One

should regard as reliable those composed by accomplished

Tibetans, whose pristine cognition was manifest, rather than

those written by ordinary Indian scholars, who based them-

selves on iearning in grammar and logic.

kLong-chen Rab- 'byams-pa:

The celebrated rNying-ma-pa master kLong-chen Rab-'byams-pa

(1308-1363), a native of Ngan-lam, studied the mdo-svu-sems-sum

and the Collected Tantras f . hg rNin-ma-oa under four

teachers, including Dan 'Phegs-pa, gZhon-nu Don-grub, and Myos-

mthing-ma-ba Sangs-rgyas Grags-pa. His life story is presented in
1I7

some detail by bDud-'Joms 'Jigs-bral Ye-shes rDo-rje in NSTB,

Among his many compositions which firmly estab3ished the termin-
1 1L8

ology of the Great Perfection system,	 there is an inter-

pretation of the Guhvawarbhatantra from the Ati yoga perspective,
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entitled the Trilo.r Which Disoela Darkness (mun-sel skor-gsum).

This work comprises the bsdus-don ma-rig mun-oa sal-ba (NGKMG.

Vol. 27). which in 14 folia provides an anal ysis of the chapter-

divisions of the Guh'aarbha, the so.'i-don yid-mka' mun-oa sel-ba

(NGKMG. Vol. 27), which in 89 folia analyses the scope and

structure of the Buddhist and non-Buddhist teachings, and the

£zhun-d pn oh,c,s-bcu'i muri-oa sel-ba, which in 313 folia (pp.

629) provides both general introductory ex planations of each

section of the uhvaarbha and a detailed interlinear commentary

of its "verses of indestructible realit y" (rdo-rle'i tshi). The

translation of the Guhaarbha contained in the present study is

based on and accompanied by this interlinear commentary.
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The Zur family:

Lha-rje Zur-po-che &k-ya 'Byung- gnes, a native of YaT'-rdzong or

gSar-ino in inDo-khams, received the three stages of ordination
1119

from bLa-chen dGongs-pa Reb-geal.	 Under his grandfather, Rin-

chen rGya-mtsho, he studied the sOtra & tantra-texte, including

the cycle of the Mawioal Net (NGB. Vole. 111-16). Then he

received instruction on the Maical .tLe.f end the Mental Class

(sems-sde) from Nyang Ye-shes pyflg_gfl99 of Chos-lung, on the

m.Q. d2ons-oa 'dus-a, the sPar-khab Commentar y,' ('zrel-va oar-

khab) and the Great Perfection from Nam-mkha'-sde; and on the

M&.vâ1&1aoathakrama (P. 11736) from 'Bre Khro-ehung of upper Nyang.

Zur-po-che is known to have brought together the root 8.

exegetical tantras; the root-texts and their commentaries; the

tantras and their means for attainment; and he applied them in

practice.
150

Foremost among his disciples were the four "summits":

- Zur-chung Shes-reb Grags, who had arrived at the summit of
the view, and intention;

- Me-nyage Khyungs-grags, who had arrived at the summit of
the exegesis of the Guhawarbha

- Zhang 'Gos-chung. who had arrived at the summit of vest
knowledge; and

- bZang-egom Shes-rab rGyal-po, who had arrived at the
summit of meditative practice.

Zur-po-che inhabited 'Ug-pa-lung in the Shange valley for many

years, and constructed his temple in that place, where he had

visions of the Forty-two Peaceful Deities and of the Fifty-eight
151

Blood-drinkers. As he himself said:

I perceive all the earth, stones, mountains and rocks of

'Ug-pa-lung to be the host of peaceful and wrathful deities.
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But in particular, I always see this southern peak of dRen-

ser-mo as the Buddhas of the Five Enlightened Families.

Therefore, I shall build a temple of the peaceful deities."

Since in the past, the great accomplished masters were

completely mindful of preserving secrecy, Zur-po-ehe said

that it was improper to make images according to the secret

means for attainment in places where many people would

congregate, and commissioned images according to the

tradition of the tantras. The frescoes painted to the right

were of the peaceful deities of the Ma gical ?je.t, and those

on the left were of the blazing wrathful deities.

Ris main student and nephew, Zur-chung-pa Shes-rah Graga (1O1I-

107 1t ) mastered and widely propagated the "distant lineage".

including the Guhvaarbha. Foremost among his students were the

"four pillars": sKyo-aton Sk-ye of Gung-bu who was the pillar of

the Mental Class; Yang-kheng bLa-ma of sKyong-lung who was the

pillar of the ma dons-a 'dus-Da; gLan k-ya bZang-po of
Chu-bar who was the pillar of the Magical Net (NGB. Vols. lft-16);

and tnDa'-ti g Jo-&k of Nag-mo--re who was the pillar of ritual and

means for attainment.

It was Zur-chung-pa's son, Zur aGro-phug-pa k-ya Seng-ge (b.

1O7) however who effectively popularised the Guhyaarbhatattva-

vinieaxvamahêtantra in Tibet. Me began his study of this text in

his fifteenth year under gLan &k-ya bZang-po of Chu-bar, and

received the entire exegetical tradition of the Zur family from

the other three main students of Zur-chung-pa, who were invited

to his residence. His accomplishment in the Guhvaarbha is
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illustrated by the following incident:

Once, when he wee teaching the doctrine in eGro-phug, he eat

on a backless teaching-throne, and students surrounded him

on all sides. He appeared to be facing his audience in all

direction g . Therefore, they were convinced that he was

actually the representative of the lord of the mandala of

the Magical Net of Vatrasattva (NGB. Vole. ia-i6) and he

became renowned as an undisputed emanation.

Despite the recent criticisms of Lha bLa-ma Ve-shes 'od and 'Gos

Khug-pa Lhas-btsas, sGro-phug-pa could reportedly gather five

hundred literate students during the summer and winter and three

hundred during the autumn and spring. Owing to his mastery of

this tantra, the two mainstream lineages diverged from him, i.e.,

the Zur lineage of Central Tibet and the Khams lineage of Eastern

Tibet.

10. The Zur Lineage in eentral Tibet:

In Central Tibet, Zur sGro-phug-p's principle disciples were

known as the four "black ones"; the four "teachers"; and the four

"grandfathers". The four "black ones" (na g-Do, so-called because

their names all contained the element fl. g, "black") included ICe-

eton rGya-nag of Upper Nyang, the main lineage-holder of the

Central or "Upper Zur Tradition".

rGya-nag studied under eGro-phug-pa from the age of thirty for

eleven years, and owing to his Intellectual abilities and

devotion, aGro-phug-pa bestowed upon him the fundamental texts

and practical instructions for Mah&yoga, Anuyoga and Atiyog.
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For this reason, he became the most complete lineage-holder of

the Zurs. His many students included dBus-pa aTon-&k, dBus-pa

Zhig-po, and his own nephew, Yon-tan gZungs (b. 1126) who studied

the three classes of inner tentra under him for thirteen years.

The lineage thus descended as follows

- iCe-ston r3ya-nag;
- Yon-ten gZungs and dBus-pa Zhig-po;
- Zhig-po bflud-rtsi;
- rTa-ston 7o-ye (compiler of the former's teachings);
- rTa-ston gZi-brjid (compiler of the biographies of this

lineage)

The latter also composed his own extensive commentary on the

GuhwaarbhatpttvayjnThcpypmphtpntrp.

gYung-ston-pa rDo-re dPal, however, In his commentary on the

Guhaarbha (eYun-'rel), digresses to provide us with the

following divergent lineage, based on the exegesis of the

sPar-khab Commentary (Guhyearbhamah&tantrar&:1atj, P. p1718):

- eGr'o-phug-pa;
- Bying-ston of gTsang and Nye-aton Chos-kyl Seng-ge of aGong-

drings;
- gTsang-nag 'Od-'bar;
- Mes-ston mGon-po;
- bLa-ma Srong;
- Pak-shi &k-ya 'od;
- PTa-nag bDud-'dul;
- mDs' &k-ya 'Phd;
- Zur Byams-pa Seng-ge;
- gYung-ston-pa rDo-rje dPal.

Zur Byams-pa Seng-ge

gYung-ston-pa's own teacher, Zur Byams-pa Seng-ge, was the son of

Zur Nyl-ma Seng-ge and great grandson of Pak-shi &k-ya-'od. In

his fifteenth year, at 'Ug-pa-lung, he studied the Guhaarbha

under' mDa' &kya 'Phel, and then, 	 in his seventeenth year, he
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composed a Definitive Presentation of the Tantras (rvud-kvj

rnam-bzha2). Re subseuent3y received the Mây&i&la-athakrpmp (P.

*736) and the Great Perfection from iCe-ston Grub-pa 'Bum, the

empowerments of beneficence, ability, and profundity according to

the Zur tradition of the Magical Nat (swu-'chru1 zur-lus-Rvi

r!an-nua-zab-sum-wi dbans) from rTa-ston gZt-brfld of La-stod,

end many other teachings. Byams-pa Sang-ge himself had numerous

disciples, including sixteen who had mastered the M&&1âls-ath&

krama (P. 11736), the Guhwaarbha and the ePar-khab Commentarw

(Guhwaarbhamah&tantrarâ1atj, P. 11718). Foremost among them

were gyung-ston rDo-rje dPe), the senior disciple of his early

years, and rTa-nag aGrol-me-ba bSm-gruh rDo-re, the foremost

disciple of his later years.

gYung-ston rDo-re dPal:

gYung-ston-pa of the gLen clan (12811-1365) was learned in

dialectics, Abhidharma, and the mantra-traditioris, ancient and

new. Re became the genuine spiritual son of Ker'-me-pa III. Rang-

byung rDo-r3e . From Zur Byams-pe Sang-ge, however, he obtained

the mdo-s yu sems-sum, representative of the "distant lineage",

and he composed the Illuminatin g Mirror (dral wsan-ba'i sn'in-

oo'i r'ud-don £sal-bved me-lone, NGKMG. Vol. 28), a commentary

on the Guhvawarbhatantra which surpassed other exegetical

traditions in its popularity. His approach is described as clasi-

ficatory and he rearranged the fifth chapter, which became a

focal point of study for later masters such as Zur Chos-dyl.ngs

Rang-grol. Later commentators such as Rin-chen, Lo-chen

Dharmg r!, Kah-thog dGe-brtse Pandita and 'Gyur-nied Phan-bde'i

9*
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'Od-zer were frequently influenced by his interpretations.

rTa-nag sGrol -ma-ba bSam-grub rDo-r e:

bSam- grub rDo-re from rTa-nag gNas-gsar (1295-1376) studied

extensively under Zur Byams-pa Seng-ge and became learned in the

Mazieal li. He also received its empowerment from gLan N ya-

t ghal-pa bSod-nama mGon-po. Among his students were Zur' Ham S&k-

ya 'Byung-gnas of Yang-dben, from whom issued the go-called "Zur

lineage" (zux'-brvud) and his own son, Sangs-rgyas Rin-chen, from

whom issued the "son's lineage" (sras-bryud).

Zur Ham &k-ya 'Byung-gnaa:

Zur Ham was the son of the aforementioned Zur bZang-po dPal. In

his fifth year he delivered an astonishing public exegesis of the
1511

Guhi'aarbhatantra. Under Sa-bzang Mati Pan-chen,	 gYung-ston-

pa, and '7ain-dbyangs bSam-grub rDo-rj e he made a general study of

dialectics, Btras. tantra g and esoteric instructions, including

the M&&IâlaDathakrama (P.	 11736), the	 rizuhiazarbhatattva-

vinicaamah&tantra (T.	 832). and the gPar-khab Commentary

(Guhwaarbhamah&tantrar&iatj. P. 11718). He extensively

propagated the mdo-sru-sems-zsum to his students, including

Sangs-rgyas Rin-chen and gNyal-pa bDe-legs-pa.

Sangs-rgyag Rin-chen rGyal-mtshan dPal-bzang-po:

Sangs-r'gyas Rin-chen, eGrol-ma-ba bSam-grub rDo-rje's son (1350-

1431).	 mastered the doctrinal	 cycles of the Magical IL

including the Guhva2arbhatantra under his own father and Zur Ham

S&k-ya 'Byung-gnas. At the age of fourteen, he was able to confer

empowerment on others. He then composed a Great Commntar' n. Ifle.
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Guhi'aarbha (san-sn,inw 'zrel-hen), and a Detailed ExDosition

g Arra' QI lb.g Path	 j,g Ma2ical Net (1	 rnam-bkpd-la

rnam-bzhaz) when he was about forty. His other compositions

include an Extensive Descriotive Basis (for 	 Rites) QL tb

Wrathful Deities ( khro-bo-la mn2on-Oar-rto2s-oa r2 yag-oa) and a

Detailed Ceremonw the Rite .f T.jg g Hi gher Realms

(nps-lunw-lp 'an cho-2a rwas-oa). In his seventieth year he

accepted 'Gos-lo gZho-nu dPal, the author of the Blue Annals as a

disciple and granted him the empowerment of the peaceful and

wrathful deities according to the Mazical Net (sw'u-'ohrul zhi-

khro'i dban); the longevity-empowerment of the Ma gical Net

(swu-'ohrul-2 yj tshe-dbanz); the exe gesis of the Guh'aarbha-

tantra and its commentary; and an extensive exe gesis of the Arrav

of the Path of the Mazieal Net (man-naz rnam-oar bkod- pa, P.

*737) according to his own commentary. He also bestowed on him

the transmissions of the Illuminatinz Lamo .f the Fundamental

Text (kho-zhun	 pal-sron, P. *739); the Forty-Chaoter Maical

(swu-'ohrul bzhi-bcu-oa, NGB. Vol.1*); the Eizhtw-Chaoter

Maieal N.e.t. (swiru-'ohrul br.'ad-bcu-oa, T. 83*) and the Suoerior

Maical	 (s'u-'ohrul bla-ma, T. 837).

'Gos LotsIwa gZhon-nu dPal:

'Gos gZhon-nu dPal (1392-1*81) was a student of Karma-pa V, De-

bzhin gshegs-pa, rNgog Byang-chub dPal, and the great pandita

Vanar'atna. He corrected and retranslated the Mañiukr!n&masam1tj
1

(T. 360), the Guhraarbha, and other texts. 	 He received the

"distant lineage" from aGrol-chen Sangs-rgyas Rin-chen, and so

became a master and lineage-holder of the rNying-ma school. He
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himself Bald:

"I acquired exceptional devotion towards the tradition

renowned as the rNylng-ma-pa school of secret mantra g . So, I

was never polluted by the defilement of re j ecting (true)

doctrine."

BIB main students were Karma-pa VII. Chos-grags rGya-nitsho and

Zhva-dmar-pa lv, Chos-kyi Grags-pa, the latter being the

principal lineage-holder.

Zhva-dmar-pa IV, Cho g-kyi Grags-pa (1453-1525):

A native of Tre-shod Khang-dmar, he studied the tantras of the

Ancient and New Translation Schools under 'Gos Lots&wa gZhon-nu

dPal, and conferred the former on Zur-pa Rin-chen Phun-tshogs of

Bri-gung.

'Bri-gung Rin-chen Phun-tahogs:

Rin-chen Phun-tsho ga from 'Bri-gung sKu-gnyer-sgang mastered both

the transmitted precepts (bka'-ma), exemplified by the mdo-rwxrud-

sems-asum; and the treasures (ater-ma) associated with the Eizht

Transmitted Preceots ( bka'-brz,ad);	 the Four-Dart Innermost

SDirItualitl' (sniin-thi 'a-bzhi); and the Earlier	 Later
157

Treasure-trovee	 (ster-kha on2-'o2).	 In accord with the

tradition of the mNga'-ris Pan-chen Padma dBang-rgyal, his custom

was to disclose the central points by means of the transmitted

precepts, and to adorn them with the esoteric instructions of the
158

treasures.	 From him, the lineage descended through:

- Rang-grol Nyi-zla Sangs-rgyas
- Tshe-dbang Nor-rgyas, a master of the 'Khon family;
- 'Khon-aton dPal-'byor Lhun-gz'ub (the former's son).
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'Khon-ston dPal-'byor Lhun-grub (1561-1637):

dPal-'byor Lhun-grub studied the Guhwaarbhatattveyjnieeyp-

tantra, its commentary composed by gYung-ston-pa, and the other

commentaries of the Maice1 Net cycle, such as kLong-chen Reb-

'byams-pa's thwos-hcu niun-sel under his father, and in

conseguence of his learning in this cycle, he was regarded as

emanation of sGro-phug-pa. We instructed O-rgyan bsTan-'dzin, the

doctrine-master of Brag-sna and Zur Chos-dbyings Rang-grol. The

former composed a memorandum of the first five chapters of the

uhvaarhha according to gYung-ston-pa's Commentary (wYun-

'rel). Late in life, dPal-'byor Lhun-grub instructed Dalal lame

V at his retreat in Pha-veng-kha.

Zur-ohen Chos-dbyings Rang-grol (16011-1669):

He was the son of Zur-chen gZhon-nu Don-grub and a direct

descendant of the Zur linea ge. From dPal-'byor Lhun-gruh he

received in particular two deily sessions of instruction which

combined the Guhvaarbhe, the sPar-khab Commentar y (Guhvaarbha-

mahâtantrarâiatj, P. 11718), and the Tibetan commentary by

gYung-ston-pa (bod-'2rel Yunw-tjk, NMKMG. Vol. 28). He composed

a memorandum of the teaching he had received on the first five

chapters. In 1622 he studied kLong-chen Rab-'byems-pa's comment-

ary on the Guhwa2arbhe-- th yoe-bcu mun-sel. Then, in 16211,

Choe-dbylngs Rang-grol expounded the Guhvaarbha to rDor-bra
159

Rig'dzin III Ngag-gi dBang-po 	 and others at the seminary of

rTses-thang, where he definitively established its exegesis, and,
160

to sTag-bla Padmamati of Kah-thog,	 he taught kLong-chen Rab-

'byams-pa's commentary-- Dh.'os-bcu mun-sel. Padmamati, in turn,
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offered this exegetical transmission to Lho-brag gSungs-sprul.
161

ensuring	 its future continuity.	 Late in life, Chos-dbyings

Rang-grol lived in Gung-thang, where he instructed gSang-bdag
162

Phrin-las Lhun-grub	 in the Guhvazarbha, Dalsi Lama V also

instructed Phrin-las Lhun-grub in accordance with the sPar-khab

Commentary (Guhvaarbhamahâtantrar&iatjKA, P. a718), and gY'ing-

ston-pa'S Commentary (Yun-tjk, NMKM(L Vol. 28). The "distant

lineage" therefore continued from:

- Zur Choa-dbyings Rang-grol and Dalsi Lama V;
- gNyos-ston gSang-bdag Phrin-las Lhun-grub;
- Lo-chen Chos-rgyal bsTan-'dzin.

From this time on,	 the momentum of this Central Tibetan

exegetical tradition baa continued without interruption, owing to

gSang-bdag Phrin-las Lhun-grub's two sons, Rig-'dzin gTer-bdag

gLing-pa 'Gyur-med rDo-re (16b6-1711i) and Lo-chen Dharmari

(165 11 -1717), from whom a great many lineages spread forth,

emphasising the mdo-svu-sems-faum.

11. The Khams Tradition of Kab-thog:

Vairocana t-ranalated master SOryaprabh&simha's Rxtensive

Commentary on ..e Secret Nucleus (riuhvaarbhatattvavin1eava-

vkh,ânatj, P. 11719) at the Byams-chen temple of 'O-rdu in

Khams end he expounded it there. It was Kah-thog-pa Dam-pa bDe-

gahegs, however, who originally made the teaching of the Ancient

Translation School well-known in that region.
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Kah-thog-pa Dam-pa bDe-gshegs (1122-1192):

A maternal cousin of Phag-mo-gru-pa and a native of Bu-'bur-sgang

in mDo-khazng , Kah-thog-pa studied the Guhwaarbha, the Mental

Class, and so on, under 'Dzam- gton 'Gro-ba'i inGon-po, a student

of Zur sGro-phug-pa. Dalai Lama V also states in his Record of
163

Teachins Received	 ( lna-Da ehen-Do'i san-y i2) 	that Kab-

thog-pa met eGro-phug-pa in person. Kah-thog-pa also studied the

exegesis of the Illuminatin g L&mo (kho-zhun sal-sron, p.

£739) under dPal- gyi dBang-phyug of La-stod. In 1159, at Kah-

thog , on a site which resembled the letter KA, he founded the

temple of Kah-thog. There, to students from A-mdo, Tsha-ba-rong,

Mustang, and Mon. he skillfully revealed the Great Perfection and

the Guhawarbhatantra (T. 832). includin g all its major and minor

Indian and Tibetan commentaries and texts, all according to the

ZUZ' tradition. In addition, he expounded the Ma gical Net of

Mañiur! ('Iam-dDal svu-'ohrul drva-ba, NGB. Vol. 15, T. 360)

and other tantras. In this way , he laid the foundation for the

teaching of the secret mantras in the province of mDo-khams. The

Khams lineage beginning from Kah-thog-pa continued through:

- gTaang-ston-pa;
- Byams-pa 'bum;
- sPyan- gnga Mang-phu-ba bSod-nams 'Bum-pa;
- dBu-'od Ye-shea 'Bum;
- Byang-chub dPal-ba;
- bSod-nams bZang-po;
- Kun-dga' 'Bum-pa;
- dBang-phyug dPal-be;
- bLo-gros 'Bum-pa;
- bLo-gros Seng-ge;
- Byang-chub bLo-grog;
- Byang-chub Seng-ge;
- Byang-chub rGyal-mtshan;.
- mKhas-grub Ye-shea rGyal-mtshan.
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At Kah-thog, the "distant linea ge" of the mdo-svu-sems-sum was

propagated during the fourteenth-sixteenth centuries, in i.e.,

the period between the greatness of 'Ug-pa-lung and the rise of

the later monastic centres in Central Tibet.

mKhas-grub Ye-shea rGyal-mtahan:

Ye-shea r(3yal-mtshan, the learned and accomplished master of Eu-

'bor, was a student of Byang-chub rGyal-mtshan and Bra'o Chos-

'hum. He reelarified the root-text and commentaries of the Guh yp -

£arbhatantra in Khams. His compositions included a Commentarv on

te Peaceful .en Wrathful Deities (zhi-khro'i 'rel-ra); a

commentary, outline and synopsis of the Secret Nucleus (sanv-

ba'i snwin-Do-la 'rel-oa L se-bead Z badus-don); a Commenter

and Annotations on	 Arraw of the Path of t.b. Maieal Net (

rnam-bkod-la t!-k-dans mehan-bu); Annotations , 	 sPar-khab

Commentary fl.Q.	 Innermost Point (soar-khab-danz thus-thi-

la mehan-bu); a Commentary n.	 Clarification .f Commitments

entitled	 Clear Mirror (dam-tshiw ssal-bkra-le 'rel-oa ael-

bp 'f me-]. pnz); the Text on	 Means	 Assuming	 Mudrs Dl.

j Peaceful and Wrathful Deities (zhi-khro'i vhwa-rwa bein gs-

thaba-kwi vi-e); the Commentary Q. Dani-a Rin-to-ehe's General

Exoosition of	 fl.g Vehicles (dam-Da rin-o-che'i the-oe sovi-

bain2-2i 'rel-a); and the Detailed Exrosition .f. tfl. Feast-
161i

offerin (tshow-kyi 'hhor-lo'i rnam-bshad).

Among Ye-shea rGyal-mtehan'a students, Kha-ba dkar-po-ba Nam-

mkha' rGya-mtsho also composed commentaries on the GuhYaarbha
165

and the Arra' .f 	 Path ..f the Magical fl	 (jim rnam-hkod).
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12. The resurgence of the bka'-ma lineage in Central Tibet:

Rig-'dzln gTer-bdag gLing-pa:

Rig-'dzin gTer-bdag gLing-pa (16116-1713) from D&r-rgyas Chos-

gling in Gra-nang, was the son of gSang-bdag Phrin-las Lhun-grub.

is studies of the doctrine covered all extant transmitted

precepts of the Ancient Translation School, including the cycle

of the Ma.2ical . In his thirteenth year, he memorised the

(3uhyaarhhatantra and received its oral exegeses from his father.

Later, he mastered the scriptures of the gNubs tradition, the Zur

tradition and of Rong-zom Pandita; bCom-ldan Rig-pa'i Ral-gri's

Definitive Order	 Tantraitakas (hoorn-idan ral-ri'i sry-

rnem); and other texts. In particular 1 he is said to have

obtained unimpeded powers of intellectual analysis by diligently

investigating the scriptures of kLong-chen Rab-'byams-pe.

gTer-bdag gLing-pa restored the "distant lineage of transmitted

precepts", exemplified by the mdo-swvu-sems-sum, at sMin-grol-

gling, which he himself founded in 1659 at a time of decline in
166

Central Tibet. Indeed, it is due to his efforts and to those

of his successors that the "distant lineage" has continued as a

living tradition. Ie transmitted the Collected Tantras (rGvud-

'bum), to Dalal Lama V. Sangs-rgyas rGya-mtsho, Rig-'dzin IV

Padma Phrin-las of rDo-re Brag, rDzogs-chen Padma Rig-'dzin

'Gyur-med Theg-mchog bTan-'dzin, Kah-thog rGyal-sras bSod-nams

lDe'u-htsan, and a multitude of other students from Tibet and
167

I(hains. The closest students were his younger brother Lo-chen

Dharm*rt, his sons Padma 'Gyur-med rGya-mtsho, Zhabs-drung Yid-

bzhin Legs-grub, Drin-chen Pin-chen rNam-rgyal; and his daughter,
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z'.7e-btaun M1-' gyuz' dPal-sgr'on.

Lo-chen Dharmarf:

The translator Dharma gx' (16511-1718) was fully ordained by Dalsi

Lama V. and given instruction by his elder brother, gTer-bdag

gLing-pa, in the works of kLong-ehen-pm, Rong-zom-pa, and those

of the Zux' lineage. He received the entire mdo-seru-sems sun and

their root-- the Collected Tantras •.f 	 rNiri-ma-oa (rniin-

r,,ud-'bum). Subsequently, he taught the Guhaurbhatantra on

behalf of about sixty members of the community at sMin-grol-

gling, and eight times he conferred the empowerment of the peace-

ful and wrathful deities of the Ma1cal .e.t. In order to

perpetuate the distant lineage of transmitted precepts and close

lineage of treasures he composed the ei ghteen volumes of his

Collected Works (bka'-bum). including commentaries on the

d2on25-Da 'dus-pa and the Maicl JL. When, in particular, he

heard his brother deliver an oral exegesis of the Guhiraarbha

which combined the sPar-khab Commentary (Guhvawarbhamahtantra-

rS.iatfl, p . 11718) and gYung- gton-pa'e Commentary (Vun-t,

NMKMG. Vol. 28) he understood the overt and hidlen meanings of

that tantra and composed a voluminous series of texts, collect-

ively known as the ssu-'vhrul skor-vi yiz-cha, NMKMG. Vols. 11-

12, 32-311). Among them are two authoritative commentaries on it

according to the "distant lineage"-- dual san.e-ba'i snvin2-po

de-kho-ria-nvid nes-ua'j rwvud-ki'i rz.'a1-uo si'u-'uhrul dra-ba

sDyi-don-2vi so-nas	 tan-l& 'babs-uar 'bi'ed-ua'i le2-bghad

san-bda zhal-luri, NMKMG. Vols. 33-311, pp. 881. which appraises

the role of this tantra within the rNying-ma tradition as a
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whole, and the da.1 san-ba'i BmFifl-Do dekhOfl&TlVid flp_pj

r,ud-ki,i	 8&rIz-bda2 don2s-rv&n, HMG. Vol. 32. pp.

365. which provides definitive readin gs for the root-verses them-
169

selves.	 There are also extant commentaries on the latter by

his student, O-rgyan Chos-' phel (b. 1676), viz, the doal-sarg

bda dons-z.wan--wi,i sD,i-don w&n-ii bshad-Da'i zin-brie bla.-

ma'i. ma.n-na. pin-chen 'Dhren-bA which was composed in 1730, and

the døa1-san-ba'i snwin-Do de-kho-na-rwid nep-Da'i ri'ud-kvj

r.ra1-Db	 aan-bda d pns-ri,an-vi bsdua-don aa-bc!ad nor-bti
170

'Dhren-ba (NMKMG. Vol. 32).

In sMin-grol-gling, the "distant lineage" was transmitted in the

following succession:

- Lo-chen Dharmari:;
- r'Gyal-erae Rin-chen rNam-rgyal;
- mKhan-chen O-rgyan bsTan-'dzin rDo-rje;
- Khri-chen Phrin-laa rNam-rgyal;
- Khri Padma dBang-rgyal;
- Khri Sange-rgyas Kun-dga';
- mDo-sngags beTan-'dzin Nor-bu;
- 'Gyur-med Phan-bde'i 'Od-zer;
- bDud-'Joms 'Jigs-bral Ye-shes rDo-rje.

Among them, 'Gyur-med Phan-bde'i 'Od-zer, c. 19214, com posed a

commentary on the uhi'aarbhata.ntra entitled zab-dan so-br'a
171

'b31ed-a'i 1de'u-mi (NMKMG. Vol. 36).

13. Extensive Propagation of the "distant lineage" in Khains:

From the time of Dalal. Lama V. the "distant linea ge" was

extensively propagated thr'oughout Khams. After the depradations

of the Dzun-gar-pa incursion and during the era of 'Jigs-med
172

gLing-pa,	 the main centre of activit y for the rNying-ma

tradition in fact moved eastwards to ((hams, where the sMin-grol-
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gling lineages stemming from rGyal-sras Rin-chers rNam-rgyal and

mKhan-chen O-r'gyan bsTan-'dzin were propagated in the Khama-pa

monasteries of Kah-thog, dPal-yul, Zhe-chen. and rDzogs-chen,

spreading as far as rGyal-mo-rong in eastern Khama and the mGo-

log region of A-mdo. In these regions, the "distant lineage" of

the mdp-s'u-sms--sum continued without decline until recent

times.

Kah-thog:

The monastery of Kah-thog rDo-rje gDan, a stronghold of the

rNying-ma teaching in Khams from the twelfth century onwards, was

expanded in the sixteenth century by Ri g-'dzin bDd-'dul rDo-rje

and kL.ong- gsal sNyjng-po. The latter's student, bSod-nama lde'u-

btsan, received the Central Tibetan lineage from gTer-bdag gLing-

pa of sMin-grol-gling, and revitalised the exe getical traditions

of Kah-thog. Through his successive incarnations, beginning with

Dri-med Zhin g-skyong mOon-po, and through the efforts of Rig-

'dzin Tshe-dbang Nor-bu (1698-1755) and dGe-brtse Pandita, 'G yur-

med Tahe-dbang mCho g-gr'ub, this lineage has continued down to

recent teachers, e. g . Kah-thog Si-tu II Kun-gzigs Chos-kyi rGya-

mtsho (1880-1925), mKhan-chen Ri g-'dzin Ngag-dbang dPal-bzang

(1879-1941). mKhan-po Nus-idan, mkhan-po 'Byor-idan, and Bya-bra].

Sanga-rgyag rDo-rje. Among them, Kah-thog dGe-brtse Pandita,

'Gyur-med Tshe-dbang mChog-grub catalogued the Collected Tantras
173

.L X.hg rN3Pin-ma-Da,	 and in c. 1764 composed a commentary on

the Guhwa.&rbhatantra, entitled sane-sn&s n&riz- g i lam-rim

rxra-cher sane-ri'ae flyjg_pj don2s-r pa.n (NMKMG.

Vol. 35).
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rDzogs-chen:

Padma Rig-'dzin of rDzogs-chen (1625-1697) went to mDo-khajn g at

the behest of Dalai Lama V. and founded the retreat centre of

bSam-gtan Chos-gling at Ru-dam sKyid-khram in 1685. The seat was

maintained by his students, gTer-chen N yi-ma Grags-pa. dPon-siob

Nem-mkha' Od- gsal, and Zhe-chen Rab-'b yams bsTan-pa'i rGyal-

mtshan, and thereafter by his successive incarnations-- rDzogs-

chen IX 'Gyur-ined Theg-inchog bsTan-'dzin. rDzogs-chen III,

rDzogs-chen IV Mi-' gyur Nam-mkha'i rDo-r j e (b. 1793), rDzogs-chen

V Thub-batan Chos-kyl rDo-r j e (b. 1872), rDzogs-chen VI 'Jigs-

bral Byang-chub rDo-rj e, and now in India by rDzogs-chen VII.

During the lifetime of rDzogs-chen IV, rGyal-sras gZhan-phan

mTha'-yag or eKu-zhabs dGe-mang (b. 1800) founded the r1sinha

College at rDzogs-chen and, at the request of sMin-gling Khri-

chen Sangs-rgyas Kun-dge' and dPal-sprul Padma dBang-rgyal, he

established a compendium of the "distant lineage of transmitted

precepts", includin g the cycle of the Maieal e.j, in about ten

volumes. Iis incarnation, rGya-kong mKhan-po gZhan-phan Chos-kyi

sNang-ba, alias inKhan-po gZhan-dga' (1871-1927). wrote

commentaries on thirteen maj or texts, including the Guhvaarbha.

the latter entitled swu-'Dhrul drva-ba'i rwud-kvi mehan-'rel

nvi-zla sn.rin-oo) being a repetition of the interlinear sections
1711

of kLong-chen Rab''byams-pa's Dhwos-bcu mun-sel.

Zhe-chen bsTan- gnyis Dar-rgyas gLing:

This monastery was founded in 1735 as a branch of rDzogs-chen by

Zhe-chen Rab-'byams II 'Gyur-med Kun-bzang rNain-rgyal. The seat

was maintained by his successive incarnations, includin g Zhe-chen
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Rab-'byams III Rig-'dzin dPal-'byor rGya-mtsho (1771-1809). Zhe-

chen Rab-'byams TV 'Gyur-med mThu-stobs rNsm-rgyal, and by the

Zhe-chen rGyal-tehab I gSang-sngags bsTan-'dzin and rGyal-tsheb

'Gyur-med Padma rNam-rgyal (1871-1927).

dPal -yul:

In 1 665, Rig-'dzin Kun-bang Shes-rab founded the doctrinsi

centre of rNam-rgyal B yang-ehub gLing at dPal-yul, where his

successors upheld his teaching tradition,	 emphasising	 the

treasure-cycle of Ratna gLing-pa. At dPal-yul, 'Jam-dbyangs

mKhyen-brtse'i dBang-po end inChog-'gyur gting-pa encouraged r3ya-

sprul	 Padma mDo-sngags bsTan-'dzin to Institute the annual

szrub-chen ceremony associated with the twenty-seven extant

mandalas of the "distant lineage", and he founded the branch-

monastery of Dar-thang mDo-sngags bShad-sgrub gLing in A-mdo. The

lineage of dPal.-yul is now maintained in South India by the

incarnation of dPal-yul Padma Nor-bu '3am-dpal Gruh-pa'i bLo-

gros. The extant texts constituting the "distant lineage of

transmitted precepts" were republished in some twenty vo]umes by

O-rgyan mDo-sngegs Chos-kyl Nyl-ma, and these have been reprinted

twice in India by bDud-'joms '3igs-bral Ye-shea rDo-r j e (b.

190 1i). The second of these Indian editions, the rNvine-ma bka'-ma

ras-oa comprises hO volumes, of wh1eh volumes 21-hO Include

newly incorporated commentarial literature within the original
175

collection.
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'3aTn-dbyanga mKhyen-brtse' 1 dBang-po:

',Tam-dbyangs mKhyen-brtse'i dBang-po (1820-1892) from gTez'-lung

Dhl-mgo, sDe-dge district, mDo-khams, was directly responsible,

along with 'Yam-mgon Kong-sprul end mChog-'gyur gLing-pa, for'

the resurgence of the rNylng-ma and other' traditions in nine-

teenth century Khams. In his twenty-first year he was fully

ordained by Rig-'dzin bZang-po. a preceptor' of sMin-grol-gling,

and from the Se-skye-pa rDo-rje Rin-chen end others he received
176

the vows of the cultivation of the enlightened attitude.	 He

studied all the existing exgetical traditions of	 sOtras,

treatises end tantres including the Guhwazarbha over thirteen

years, and received the transmissions of the bKa'-'vur, the

Collected Tantras .f rNvin-ma-re (rrtwin-ma rvud-'bum), and

the bsTan-'wur. In particular, he received teaching on the

peaceful and wrathful deities of the Maical N1 (svu-'hr'ul

zhj-khrp ). along with its empowerment, from 'Gyur-med mThu-stobs

rNam-rgyal of Zhe-chen. His foremost students were '3u Mi-pham

rNam-rgyal. Kah-thog Si-tu II Chos-kyl rGya-mtsh o (1880-1925), A-

'dzom 'Brug-pa (18tI2-192&), rDo-grub III '3ige-med bsTan-pa'i

Nyl-ma (1865-1926), gTer-ston bSod-rgyal (1R56-1926), mkhan-po

Kun-bzang dPal-idan, dPal-yul Padma Nor-bu 'Jam-dpal Grub-pa'i
177

rDo-re, and r'Dzogs-chen V Thub-batan Chos-kyl rDo-rje. 	 Among

them,	 rflo-gruh III '3ige-med b pTan-ps'i Nyl-ma composed a

commentary on the Guhvaarbhatantra, entitled doal	 sariw-ba'i

srtvin-oo'i rvud-kwi sovi-don nvun-nu'i nza-is rnam-oar

'bwed-oa rin-chen mdzod-kvi lde-mi, pp. 211k, 	 which has an

elaborate discussion on the meditative techniques. The text was
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written down by gTer-ston bSod-rgyal at rDo-grub Chen's

dictation. In the Guh yaarbha Temple at rDo-grub Monastery, the

exegetical tradition of this tantra according to the "distant
178

lineage" was taught durin g winter seminars.

Mi-pham rNam-rgyal (181L6-1912):

A native of 'Ju, near sDe-dge, he received instruction in this

tradition primarily from '3am-dbyangs mkhyen-brtse'i dBang-po and
179

dPal-sprul Rin-po-che (1808-1887). Renowned for his analyses

of Buddhist sOtra and tantra-based philosophy, his writings

include an important commentary on kLong-chen Rab-'byams-pa's

DhYos-bcu mun-sel, entitled svi-don snwinw-Do, NMKMG.

Vol. 27, ff. 137, which examines the Guhvaarbha in terms of the

ten aspects of mantra.

ilL The Treasure-Doctrines associated with the uhvararbha?

In addition to these holders of the "distant lineage of trans-

mitted precepts" (rinz-brrvud bka'-ma), who disseminated and

composed commentaries on the Guhvawarbha, we must also take note

of the various ter-ma traditions inspired by the original

tantra-text. Canonical support for the practice of concea3ing and

rediscovering texts in the form of treasure-doctrines (fter-ma)
180

is found in many sOtras and tantras. The rationale is that,

whereas the vitality of the distant lineage is inevitably

weakened by the vicissitudes of time, the purity of the ancient

translations is said to be retained in the "close lineage of

treasures" (nye-brvud zter-ma), a series of doctrines which are

revealed or discovered anew in each generation and which have a
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more immediate impact. Such doctrines are classified as earth-

treasures (sa-ter), treasures of intention (donw-rtsr), pure

visions (da-anari), recollected treasures (r1es-dran-vi £ter),

or rediscovered treasures (wan-fter). Among these, the earth

treasures are prlmarily associated with	 Pedamagambhava who

transmitted a mass of teachings on Mah&yoga, Anuyoga and Atiyoga
181

to his consort Ye-shea mTaho-rgyal. 	 She is said to have

retained these, rearranging them on five kinds of yellow src'll

(symbolising the five buddha-families) in the symbolic script of

the d&kinTh. and to have inserted them in various sealed

treasure-chests, to be rediscovered in future generations.

Padmasambhava, King Khri-srong lDe-btsan, Ye-shea mTaho-rgyal, as

well as Vjma].emitra, Vairocana, gNuhs Sange-rgyas Ye-shea, Nam-

mkha'i sNying-po, gNyags Jñênakum&ra, sNa-nam rDo-r'e bDud-'joms,

Nyang-han Ting-'dzin bZang-po and others are similarly regarded

as concealers of wter-ma, while the future rediscoverer's are
182

their emanations.

Concerning treasures of intention and pure visions, it is said

that owing to past aspirations bodhiaattvas continually hear the

sound of the doctrine in the elements and in the sounds of wild

beasts. Buddhaa and bodhisattvaa may reveal themselves in visions

and teach	 the doctrine, as it says in the 	 Arwaaarvat'un.
183

samuccavasamâdhisOtra (T. 131$):

0 Vimalateas! the great bodhisattvae who are desirous of

the doctrine and who are endowed with perfect aspiration and

reverence, will behold the visage of the Transcendent Lord

Buddha and hear his doctrine even though they reside in

another region of the universe.
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This 2ter-ma literature also developed a s ynthetic tendency,

corresponding to the mdo-swu-sems-sum of the "distant lineage".

In general the major discoveries should include texts concerning

Guru Padmasambhava, Great Perfection and Mah&k&runika (bia-

rdzos-thus wsum). and the foremost of these should also contain

texts concerning the Efht Transmitted PreceDts, the Gathering

Intentions, and Valrakila (bkp'-dzonsohursum).

Among the treasure-finders (2ter-ston) there are some whose dis-

coveries include texts associated with the mandala of the hundred

peaceful and wrathful deities, which is that of the Guhvaarbh-

tantra and the cycle of the Maicai lift. The most notable of

these are mentioned below, on the basis of their biographies

recorded	 in	 'Jam-mgon	 Kong-sprul's nineteenth	 century

compilation,	 the Lives .f j	 Hundred Treasure-finders: .a

Beauteous Rosari Q.f Precious Ber'l (ter-ston brva-rtsa'i rnam-
1811

thar rin-chen bai-c10ra'i ohren-mdzes).

Var-ne O-rgyan gLing-pa (1323-c. 1360):

Behind Shel-brag in Var-lung, in a cave on Padma brTsegs-pa Rock,

once frequented by Padmasambhava, there were natural stone images

of the peaceful and wrathfu]. deities, guarded by an image of

R&hula. From the heads and other body-parts of that ima ge of

R&hula, O-rgyan gL.ing-pa extracted several cycles of texts. From

the throat specifically he discovered the Gatherin2 QL	 Trans-

mitted Preceots .f	 Peaceful	 Wrathful Deities (zhi-khro
185

bka' - 'dus).
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Karma gL.ing-pa:

Karma gLing-pa (C. 1327-1387) extracted from Mt. aGain-po-gdar in

Dvags-po the Peaceful Wrathful Deities: Natural

Liberation •f Intention (zhi-khro don2s- pa rang -rol 1 RTD. Vol.

li, pp. 1-281). the Great Comoassionate One: ..t	 Peaceful .an.g
186

Wrathful Deities .f Padma (thus-rIe chen-Do adma zhi-khro),

and other treasures. 	 He gave the last mentioned to fourteen

students, but conferred the Peaceful	 Wrathful Deities:

Natural Liberation	 Intention (zhi-khro dons-op ran2-rol) on

his son Nyi-zla Chos-re alone; demanding that for three

generations it should be transmitted to only a single person.

Then, it was disseminated by Nam-mkha' Choa-kyi rGya-mtsho, the

third generation successor, and the lineage of its empowerment,

transmission and guidance has continued until the present. One

section of it. the Great Liberation 	 Hearin durin	 Inter-

mediate State (bar-do thos-srol chen-oo), is known in its English
187

translations as the Tibetan Book .f .tX Dead.

Shes-rab 'Od-zer (b. 118):

He discovered the Point 	 Liberation: 1e Peaceful in.. Wrathful
188

Deities (wrol-ti zhi-khro, RTD. vole. 11, 1.1),	 the practice of

which was emphasised at his monastery in 'Phyon g-rgyas dPal-ri.

'Ja'-tshon gNyjng-po (1585-1656):

Among the many treasures which he discovered, especially in the

Kong-po region, there is the Peaceful g Wrathful Deities:

Nucleus .f Definitive Meanin g (zhi-khro nes-don sn1.'in-oo, .ITPD.
189

Vol. *).
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bDud-'dul r'Do-re (1615-1672):

He obtained the cycles of the Peaceful 	 Wrathful Deities

Mazieal li.e.t and of the Ei ght Transmitted PreceDts along with

the protectors of these transmitted precepts (sevu-'nhrul zht

lchro dene bke'-br2ypd skor bka'-sr'un beas), which had been

extracted from Mount gNam-lcags 'Bar-ba in sPu-bo by the yogin
190

Dung-phreng-can.

gNam-chos Mi-' gyur rDo-rje (17th century):

His prolific discoveries ammounting to twenty-three volumes
191

include the wnam-chos zhi-khro. RTP. Vol. 611.

mChog-'gyur gLing-pa (1829-1870):

mChog-'gyur gting-pa received from '3am-mgon Kong-prul most of

the rNying-me traditions, including the peaceful & wrathful

deities of the Maica IL (s.'u-'rhrul zhi-khro). He end 'ZLm-

dbyangs mKhyen-brtse'i dBang-po were both endowed with sever'

successions, which concerned the "distant lineage" of the mdo-
192

s'u-sems-wsum, the treasures, and pure visions. 	 Among his

profound treasures,	 there are some such as the Great

Comoassionate One: 	 Maieal	 ..f	 Lotus (thuws-rie chen-
193

Do padma svu-'Dhrul drva-ba),	 discovered from mkha'-'gro

'Bum-rdzong, and the Maica1 ?Lt. aecordinz	 th.g Seven Profound
19*

Cycles (zab-bdun svu-'Dhrul), 	 which uphold the terminology
195

and philosophical structures of the "distant lineage".
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'.7am-dbyang' mkhyen-brtae'i dBang-po:

He was a prolific di 'overer of treasures, including the C'cle

.t.h Maieal li..t .f

	

	 Three Roots (rtsa-2sum svu-'Dhrul drva-
196

ba'i skor, RTD. Vo]. 7)	 which he extracted from Si-ngu gYu-

mtsho. Also, in a pure vision, while residing at rD,ong-shod bDe-

gshegs 'Dus-pa, he visited the StOpa of ankarakQta where he was

empowered and instructed by Padmasambhava'a eight emanations into

the Ei2ht Transmitted PreceDts .f Great Attainment (srub-chen

bka'-brvad) and the Peaceful Wrathful Deities . Maeieal

lie.t (szwu-'rhrul zhi-khrp).

15. Ten Philosophical Topics of the Guhvaarbha:

The philosophical content of the Guhvaarhhatattvsy tnicaya-

mahâtantra is generally expounded in accordance with the ground,
197

path and result of Mah&yoga. which have been outlined above,

and it has also been examined in terms of the three continua
198

(rzud-sum).	 By contrast, the present analysis will seek to

examine the Guhvaarbha in terms of the ten practical aspects of

mantra (mantradaatattva), an approach followed by Mi-pham Rin-

po-che in his svi.-don 'od-sal snvin-Do. These ten aspects are
199

said to be:

A view of the real, determinateconduct, mandala array,

successive gradation of empowerment, commitment which is not

transgressed, enlightened activity which is displayed , ful-

fillment of aspiration, unwavering contemplation, offerings

which bring the goal to fruition, and mantra recitation
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accompanied by the seals which bind (the practitioner to

realisat ion).

Vi.w (lt&-ba), gD,i-don, pp. 66-113:

This is generally defined as the intellectual perspective of

reality once exageration and depreciation have been cut through

by means of discriminative awareness (ahes-rab). The status of

sentient	 beings	 is established,	 in terms of the	 true

establishment of this view, to comprise those of no under-

standing, those of wrong understanding, and those who do not

fully underBtand genuine reality (i.e., the adherents of the

causal vehicles), as well as those who understand the meanin gs of

discipline, intention, secrecy, and the naturally secret truth

(i.e., the respective adherents of Kriy&tantra, Ubhayatantra,
200

Yogatantra and Mah&yogatantra).

In particular the view of Mahàyoga epitomised in this tantra is

that phenomenal existence is ascertained to be fundamental

reality by means of four axioms, namely, the axiom of the four

kinds of realisation (rtos-Da bzhi), the axiom of the three

purities (da-Da r.eum), the axiom of the four modes of sameness

(mruiajn-bzhj), and the axiom of supreme identity (bda-m,id chen-

i) The four kinds of realisation are indicated in Ch. 11, 2:

The single basis and the manner of seed-syllables.

The blessing and the direct perception:

Through (these) four kinds of excellent realisation,

All things are the great king, manifestly perfect.
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The axiom of the single basis (r.ru ci2-Da) establishes all

things to be naturally present and uncreated, that of the manner

of seed-syllables (wi-'bru'i tahul) establishes all things to be

an unceasing display of pure appearance, that of blessing or

consecration ( b3'in-.vis briabs-Da) establishes all things as an

indivisible essence of uncreated sameness and pure appearance1

and that of the direct perception (mnori-sum) establishes all
201

things to be without intellectual characteristics.

ii) The axiom of the three purities establishes the container-

world, its sentient contents and the mind-stream as a great
202

purity.

iii) The axiom of the four modes of sameness, namely, emptiness,

coalescence of appearance & em ptiness, freedom from conceptual

elaboration and sameness itself, establishes all thin gs subsumed
203

in relative and ultimate truth as a great sameness.

iv) The axiom of supreme identity establishes all things to abide

primordially in the identit y of a single pristine cognition (e
20L1

shea) or mind-as-such (aema-nyid).	 The ascertainment of this

abiding nature (nas-lus) is indeed the fundamental view or goal

of Mah&yoga, and its lo gical proof is explored by Mi- pham Rin-po-
205

che in three topics which he outlines as follows:

1) The view of apparitional reality is the view that the

container-world and its sentient contents are a great purity

in the mandala of supportive buddha-body and supported

pristine cognition. ii) The view of reality itself is that
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all things are a great indivisible sameness. iii) The view

which beholds intrinsic awareness is that in which one is to

become individually aware that the superior truth øf the

indivisibility of purity and sameness is the great buddha-

body of reality (mahâdharmak&va).

In soyl-don 'od-sal snvin-oo, pp. 69-107. he sets forth the

proof of the view, comprising a proof of the su periority of the

mantra view over that of the sOtras and a proof of sameness,

purity and indivisibility with reference to the mantra-view

itself. In conclusion ( pp . 107-113) he shows how each of the

other ten aspects of mantra depends on purity and sameness of

view.

Contemplation (tin-nwe-'dzin), pp. 113-127:

This Is essentially defined as the balanced Intelligence abiding

one-pointedly with reference to or in harmony with a visualised

obj ect, without obscuration or a gitation. At the outset, contem-

plation is attained through appropriate inclination, effort,

recollection, awareness of the present, and equanimity. Then, the

experience of tran quility (amatha/ zhI-nas) is refined by nine

kinds of skillful means which enable the mind to abide in Its

natural state, giving rise incidentall y to experiences of bliss,
206

radiance and non-conceptualisation.

According to the inner classes of	 tantra,	 contemplation

specifically refers to the contemplation of the creation stage

(bskyed-rjm) and the contemplation of the perfection stage

(rdzos-rim). The former has four modes: an extensive one which
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refines propensities associated with the four places of birth,

develops the five awakenin gs in life and the four rites of
207

indestructible reality; 	 an intermediate mode which enacts the
208

three rites;

	

	 an abridged mode which creates the spontaneously
209

perfect contemplation according to Anuyoga; 	 and an extremeli

abridged mode which applies the instantaneous recollection in
210

accordance with Atiyoga.	 The latter includes the path of

skillful means (thabs-lam) on which the energy channels, currents

and seminal points (rtsa-rlur thiz-le) in the body are con-

trolled and the coalescent path of liberation (zrol-larn) or non-

conceptualising yoga. Here, contemplation occurs in three steps,

known as the yoga of blessing or devotional meditation, the yoga

of the imaginary or effective meditation, and the yoga of

perfection or instantaneous contemplation.

Conduct (swod-a), pp . 127-136:

Conduct is essentially defined to include all activities of body,

speech and mind which are to be performed in the a pplication of

skillful means (thabs) and discriminative awareness (sheg-rab).

It is classified into the conduct of discipline on the path of

skillful means (thabs-larn brtul-zhus-kii sDl7od-va) and the

conduct of careful restraint on the path of liberation (rol-lam
211

ba-'od-k.'i sDwod-Da).	 In periods of meditative absorption,

conduct is said to refer to contemplation itself, but in the
212

aftermath of meditation	 it concerns the phenomenal display

which arises before the mind. The particular conduct of Mahâyoga

includes the rites of "sexual union" (abyor-ba) which generate

delight and rites of "liberation" (rol-ba), which are the
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213
wrathful application of compassion.

Nandala (dki'il-'khor). pp . 136-1144:
..

Mandala is essentially defined as a central deit y embodying

fundamental reality surrounded by peripheral clusters of deities.

or as the basis on which the essential enlightened attributes are

apprehended. It is classified accordin g to the mandalas of

ground, path and result, the first referring to the primordial

presence of the container world and its sentient contents as the

supportive deity and supported pristine cognition, the second to

the symbolic or illustrative images of meditation and the genuine

mandalas of buddha-body, speech and mind, while the third refers

to the conclusive result, the "rank of Samantabhadra" whereon

buddha-body and pristine cognition are without con j unction or
214

disjunction.

Epowez.nt (dbanw-bskur), pp. 144-152:

Empowerment is essentially defined as the initial disipation of

stains covering the body, speech and mind and the conferral of

mature pristine cognition. It is generally classified into the

vase-empowerment ('bum-dban) which purifies the bod y and its

energy channels into the emanational body (sDrul-sku), the secret

empowerment (&ne-db&ne) which purifies the speech and vital

energy into the buddha-body of perfect rapture (lona-sD1rod

rdzos-Da'i it), the empowerment of discriminating pristine

cognition (shes-rab e-shPs-kMi dban) which purifies the mind

and seminal point into the buddha-body of reality (ehos-sku); and

the empowerment of word and meaning (tshi-don-vi dban2) which

purifies these three in equal proportion into the essential
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buddha-body (nwo-bo-.rnrid-kvi	 JL). Accordin g to Mah&yoga in

particular,	 there are three categories of empowerment--

beneficence ( phsn-dbpn), ability (nus-Da'i dban) and profundity

(zab-db&n), the first two of which correspond to the vase
215

empowerment and the last to the three higher ones.

Commitment (dam-tshi2), pp . 152-185:

Commitment is essentially defined as an object not to be

transgressed. When classified there are general commitments

includin g the vows of Drâtimoks,, the cultivation of enlightened

mind (sems-bskired) and the commitments of the gSar-ma-pa mantra-

traditions, and in particular, according to Mahâyoga, there is an
216

enumeration of twenty-eight commitments,	 or one of five basic

and ten ancillary commitments. The five basic ones are not to

abandon the unsurpaseed, to venerate the bla-ma, not to interrupt

the continuity of mantras and seals, to have loving kindness for

those entering the genuine path, and not to expound the secret

meaning to unworthy recipients. The ten aniellary commitments are

not to abandon the five poisons and to gather the five
217

nectars.

Attainment (srub-Da), pp. 185-202:

Attainment is essentially defined as the acquisition of supreme

and common accomplishments through the extraordinary skillful

means of the secret mantras. It is classified accordin g to accom-

plishments (supreme & common), supports (material sacraments,

verbal mantras, mental contemplation, and physical postures),

essences (creation & perfection stages), and modes of attainment
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(ritual service and rites of attainment). In particular, it is

classified according to the extraordinary attainments of the

feaBt-offerin gs (tshos), whereby male & female yogirks attain the

rank of the awareness-holders by the four aspects of ritual
218

service and rites of attainment.

Offering (mchod-ta). pp . 202-215:

Offering is essentially defined as the means for venerating and

producing delight in the deities because it precedes all virtuous

deeds and the attainment of all activities. Offerin gs are

classified into outer offerin gs of en j oyment (ohvi n'er-swod-kvi

mehod-Da), inner offerings of commitment (nanw dam-rdzss-kvi

mehod-pa), secret offerings of sexual union and "liberation"

(sanz-ba sbyor-s'ol-.'i mehod-oa), and real offerings of great

sameness (de-kho-na-n,id mn.'am-oa chen-Do'i iehod-oa). These are
219

integrated in the course of the feast-offering ceremony.

Enlightened Activity (vhrin-las), pp. 215-226:

Enlightened activity is essentiall y defined as the extraordinary

action, learned in skillful means, which is expressed for the

sake of others through the four inuneasurables	 (tshad-med
220

bzhi).	 It is claBsified according to its objects of attainment

into supreme and common activities, the former generating the

seed of liberation in other minds and the latter manifesting

provisional blissful results. Then according to its supports,

there are outer activities dependent on external sacraments and

inner activities of body, speech and mind. According to its

aspects, there are activities of benefit to sentient beings and
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those which eradicate obstacles, i.e. the four rites of pacifica-

tion (z.bj), enrichment (rvas), subjugation (dban2) and wrath

(dra2). According to motivation or attributes, there are common

self-centred activities and supreme other-oriented activities.

These may be attained through the perfection stage, the creation
221

stage or through the recitation of mantras.

Sealing (rhaw-rva), pp . 226-237:

Sealing is essentialy defined as the means of resolutely securing

the buddha-body, speech 1 mind and activities. It is classified

generally according to the seals of ground, path and result, and

in particular according to the seals of the path, which in the

case of the creation stage of Mahêyoga include the great-seal of

buddha-body (1iu hva2-rwva chen-oo), the doctrinal-seal of

buddha-speech (.sun chos-kwi Dhwqw-rsa), the commitment-seal of

buddha-mind (thuvs dam-tshi-i phyas-rfva) and the action-se3

of buddha-activity (thrin-las las-kyl rhyas-rva). In the case of

the perfection stage, these four seals are secured by means of a

female consort (wzunsa-ma), by the cultivation of the path, or by
222

the four resultant pristine cognitions.	 These seals are
223

symbolically made effective by the hand-gestures.

Mantra (snass), pp. 237-759:

Mantra is essentially defined as the extraordinary skillful means
22h

which protects the mind or discriminative awareness. 	 Its

topics consist of the syllables, their four kinds of attainment,

and their result: The vocalic and consonantal syllables have four

modes, according to which they either abide as basic syllables in

the body, as the syllables of the divine palace, as the syllables
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of miraculous emanation, or as syllables of symbolic sound. Their

four attainments are associated either with the essential nature

of reality, with the nature of apparitional reality, with the

consecration of the buddhas, or with their unimpeded potency and

force. The result includes provisional and conclusive levels of
225

realisation.

In terms of their practical application, mantras are said to be

of three kinds: secret mantras (aan-nAw), gnostic mantras

(ri p-snzas) and retentive mantras (2zuns-snaw9), the first

so-called because its skillful means is secret, the second

because its essence is awareness or pristine cognition, and the
226

third because consecration occurs when it is retained.

In the course of this analysis, Mi- pham Rin-po-che concludes each

section with a statement indicating the interrelated nature of

these ten aspects.

16. Mah&yoga and Atiyoga Interpretations of the Guhwaarbha:

In Tibet the commentarial literature associated with the Guhva-

arbhatantra broadly falls into two categories-- texts which

interpret the Guhi'azarbhatantra in the context of the "distant

lineage of transmitted precepts", according to which this tantra

is representative of Mahêyoga, and texts which interpret it in

terms of the resultant vehicle, Ati yoga, the Great Perfection. As
227

Mi-phant rNam-rgyal B&YS in his sp ii-don'od-sal snirine-D0:

The exegetical methods which a pply to the meaning of this

tantra comprise two great traditional paths of conveyance,

namely the exegetical method which is extensive and common,
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and the expository method which is profound and uncommon.

The former refers to the wondrous tradition of the trans-

mitted precepts of the glorious Zur famil y who were kings

among all the holders of gnostic mantras. and is explained

in accordance with Mah&yoga'a own textual tradition. The

second refers to the unsurpassed tradition of the two lions

of speech-- Rong-zom Pandita Chos-kyi bZang-po and kL.ong-

chen Rab-'byams-pa. Because this tantra is classified as the

Ati or hi ghest division of Mah&yoga, it is essentially

identical to the Mah& classification of Atlyoga, among the

three divisions of the Great Perfection. For in the secret

Great Perfection there are three cate gories of teaching.

namely that which reveals the mandala in which creation &

perfection are indivisible and mind & pristine cognition are

manifest in themselves, that which reveals mind-as-such to

be the natural expression of primordial buddhahood without

regard for creation or perfection, and that which reveals

pristine cognition in its essence, manifesting in and of

itself as the nature of buddhahood. Among them, this

exposition accords with the first.

And he continues:

While these two exegetical methods are of a single savour in

that their intentions are directed towards the conclusive

essential meaning, in the context of this work, the exegesis

accords with the latter tradition, possessing the essentials

of profound esoteric instruction.
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These two exegetical traditions do not therefore uphold contra-

dictory dogmas but they indicate a subtle difference of emphasjs.
228

In the words of Lo-chen Dharmairl:

Mah&yoga realises all things to be the miraculous events of

mind-as-such in which appearance and emptiness are indivis-

ible, Anuyoga realises all things to be the expressive power

of mind-as-such, in which the expanse and pristine cognition

are indivisible; and Atlyoga realises all things to be

manifest in and of themselves as mind-as-such, the naturally

present pristine cognition which is without creation or

cessation from the beginning.

229
And Zur-chung-pa Shes-rab Grags:

Mah&yoga appears as the miracle of awareness. Anuyoga

appears as the expressive power of intrinsic awareness.

Atiyoga is awareness, manifest in and of itself.

While the standard techniques of Mah&yoga, stressing the nature

of the ground and the gradual visualisation of the creation

stage, are of course present, this text equally demonstrates the

integration of creation and perfection stages and the self-

manifesting nature of mind and pristine cognition, which are

features of Atiyoga. Indeed, the tantra-text comprises both

creation	 and perfection stages, 	 and the seeds of Great

Perfection, indicating that there is no fundamental contradiction
230

between these exegetical approaches.
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The first method is exemplified by those treatises derived from

the "distant lineage", namely the Indian commentaries by LX]à-

vajra, 'rel-a SDaY'-khpbi

(P. 4718), and Buddhaguhya, rnam-dbMe 'x'e1, and the extant

Tibetan commentaries by gYung-aton rDo-rj e dPa]. (1284-1365), dDal

snwin-po'1 rzMud-don s&1-b3red me-lone (NMKMG. Vol.

28). z'Ta-nag sOrol-ma-ba bSant-grub rDo-rje, kho-dbub (NMKMG.

Vol. 28).	 Nam-mkha'i Rin-chen Cc. 1653).	 an-ba'i gnvfn-oo

de-kho-na-njd I riud-kiri !rel-bshad ri'ud-don 2a.3_-bar

b'ed-Da'i sron-ma l'id-bzhin-2w1 nor-bu (NMKMG. Vole. 29-30).

sMan-lung-pa, Mi-bekyod rDo-rJe, 2 gpn-gnvin '2rel-Da-darI sr.ri-

(NMKMG. Vol. 31), Lo-chen Dharmakri (1654-1718), dDal 8an-

ba'i anvin-Do de-kho-na-nvid	 r2irud-k3,i ral- po B1IU-

dra-ba	 swo-naa tan-1a.

les-bahad	 an-bda zhal-luri (NMKMG. VolB. 33-34), and a&n-

bdaz donwe-r'an (NMKMG. Vol. 32), Padma 'Gyur-med rGya-mtsho.

DMi-don mthon2-bas dn-rto	 (NMKMG. Vol. 35), Kah-thog 'Gyur-

med Tshe-dbang mChog-grub (c. 1761$), 2B&flS-sfl&2a nan-i lam-

.r_i ri'a-her 'r'el-Da eana-r1ras dona-r.ran

(NMKMG. Vol. 35), rDo-grub III 'Jigs-med bsTan- pa'i Nyi-ma (1865-

1926) • dDal san-ba'I en1,In-Do'j r yud-kyI so3.,i-don

n&-is rnam-oar 'bxied-Da rin-chen mdzod-k.wI lde-mI (NMKMG.

Vol. 35), and 'Gyur-med Phan-bde'i 'Od-zer (c. 192*). Lab-don

e2o-br1ra 'bired-Da'i lde'u-mi (NMKMG. Vol. 36).

The second is exemplified by Saryaprabh&simha, dDal an-ba!i

srii/in-Dp r ra-cher 'zrel-D& (P. 4739), Padmasambhava. ma.n-naaz

lta-Dhren.	 (P. 4726) and rnam-bahad eherk-mo, Rong-zoin-pa (c
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1100), rrud-r3Fal £s&n-ba'i snyin-Do'i	 dkon-mcho

'rel (NMKMG. Vol. 25), kLong-chen-pa's mun-sel ekor'-zsum (NMKMG.

Vole. 26-27). 'Ju Mi-pham rNam-rgyal (18a6-1912), BDWI-dOfl 'od-

e&i nPin-Do (NMKMG. Vol. 27). and gzhan- phan Chos-kyi eNang-

be (mKhan-po gZhan-dga', 1871-1927), siru-'Dhrul drva-ba'i ri'ud-
231

mehan-	 nwf-zla' I en3ine-Do )

In the course of the textual annotations, the reader's attention

will be drawn to specific points which differentiate these two

approaches, the first tendin g towards reductionism and classi-

fication with emphasis on the structural basis of Mah&yoga. the

second elaboratin g the essential, often covert meanings.

This edition end translation of the Guhvaarbh&tattvavinicayp-

ma.hâtantra largely follows the interpretation of kLong-chen Rab-

'byams-pa (1308-1363) in his celebrated interlinear commentary,

hi'oe-bcu mun-sel, which accompanies our text. The variant

readings of the extant manuscript and x ylograph editions raise

further difficulties, which have often been resolved by

consulting the varaD&das established by Lo-chen Dharniari in his

definitive £sari-bdae deons-r&n. The approach adopted is

clearly a traditional one of philological,	 literary and

historical emphasis in contrast to the phenomenological inter-

pretatione pioneered by H.V. Guenther. Nonetheless the legacy of

the latter has left its imprint in the rendition of certain key

terms-- pristine cognition (,e-shes) and diBcriminative awareness
232

(ehea-rab) among others.
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17. The editions consulted in this study:

a) Guhva&rbhatattvayjnjAci,am&h&tantrp:

In the absence of the ori ginal Sanskrit manuscripts, this edition

of the root-tantra is derived from the following extant Tibetan

versions:

A. The Karma Chos-s gar Block-print

B. The sDe-dge bKa'-'ur -- T. 832

C. The Peking bKa'-'vui -- p . 457

D. Collected Tantra	 rNM±n-ma-a-- NGB. Vol. 14 (Thimphu

edition of Gtin- gkyea Dgon-pa-byan Monastery ins.. 1973-75)

K. Collected Tantras QL. th.e. rNi'in-ma--oa--- NGB. Vol. 14 (IOL,

ma. )

F. The version utilised by kLong-chen Rab-'byams-pa in Dh1'oa-bcu

mun- eel

G. The root-verses given in Lo-chen Dharmari,	 aan-bda2

deona -ri,an.

b) Dh3Foa-bcu mun-sel:

i) The sPa- gro edition, which is a 1975 reprint based on the

xylographa of the A-'dzoni 'Brug-pa Chos-s gar, prepared by A-

'dzom 'Brug-pa (1842-1934).

ii) The dGa'-ldan Phun-tshogs-gling edition 	 (British

Library, Waddell Collection).
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18. Annotations:

On the life and works of this wter-ston, see 'Jam-mgon

Kong-sprul. ter-ton brwwa-rtsa'i rnam-thar rin-chen bai-

drya'i ohren-mdzes, pp. 12&a.3-121Lb.3, bDud-'joms 'Jigs-

bral Ye-shes rDo-rje,	 anS-lton2s rs.'al-bstan rons-

rdzos-kvi ohyi-mo snsa'-'wvur rdo-rle thew-ta'i bstan-t,a

rin-Do-ehe	 i-ltar bvun-ba'i tshul da-einz	 sal-bar

briod-a lha-dban Yul-las rval-ba'1 rna-bo-ehe'i s2ra-

dbyanws, Ch. 6, pp. 588-589, and the edited translation of

the latter contained in Dudjom Rinpoche, G. Dorje & M.

Kapstein,	 .fl.e Nwinma School ..f Tibetan Buddhism: ..g

Fundamentals	 History, Book 2, Pt. 6. The most com-

prehensive edition of the Tibetan text of zhi-khro dons-

p ran2-rol appears to be that published in 3 vols.:

Delhi: Sherab Lama, 1975-1976, but refer also to RTD. vol.

11, pp. 1-281. The translations of the bar-do thos-rol are

of course those by Kezi Dawa-Samdup, in W.Y. Evans-Wentz,

ed., The. Tibetan Book Q. be. Dead. London/ Oxford/ New

York: Oxford University Press, 1927; and by Francesea

Freemantle and Chgyam Trungpa, I Tibetan Book

Dead. Berkeley/ London: Shambhala. 1975. See also Detlef

Ingo Lauf, Secret Doctrines Qf. the Tibetan Books Q.f. tbe.

Dead. Boulder/ London: Shambhala, 1977.
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2	 On the early kings of Tibet, see K. }Iearh, The Yar-lun

Dwnastw and NSTB, Book 2, Pt. 3. Precise dates for Smrti-

ñ&nak!rti are unknown. According to bDud-'onis '3igs-bral

Ye-shea rDo-rje, pp. 1J52-3, he is held to have

been either a previous emanAtion or teacher of ong-zom-pe

Chos-kyl. bZang-po, whose floruit wee in the eleventh

century. As stated in R.A. Stein, Tibetan Civilization, pp.

72-73. he was also a teacher of 'Brom-aton-pe. It appears.

therefore, that very 'ittle time actually elapsed between

SmrtijFi&nak!rti and Lo-chen Rin-chen bZang-po.

3 This edited translation, prepared in collaboration with Dr.

Matthew Kapetein, contains two texts which were compiled by

bDud-'jome Rin-po-che from older sources, viz, the afore-

mentioned	 anws-lionwe rwal-betan yone-rdzows-ky1 Dhvi-

n1 sna-'2vur rdo-rie th-a'i batan-Da rin-o-ehe ii-ltar

bwun.-ba'i tahul da-cin sal-bar br.iod-ra lha-dben Yu1-

j.g rva.l-ba'i rna-bo-cha'i swra-dbwans [short title:

rnvjn2-ma'i chos-'bvunw3. and the zsan-anas snza-'wur

rnvin-ma-ba'i rnam-zha mdo-tsam briod-Da

les-bshad snan-ba'i da'-ston (short title: bstan-ta'i

rnam-zha3. Henceforth the work will be referred to as

NTB. Note, however, that since the final pagination of the

English version has not yet been determined, the given page

references accord with the original Tibetan texts.

Note that this designation "gSar-ma-pa" also applies to the

bKe'-gdams-pa school. Here there is no connection with the
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lam-rim bla-br2i'ud of the ciGe-lu gs-pa. in which the dKa'-

gdams-pa masters who preceded Tson g-kha-pa are referred to

as the ancient ones (rrwin-brvud) when contrasted with

his successors, the holders of the dGe-lugs-pa lineage, who

are described by the term 2Ear-br2'ud.

5	 Rong-zom-pa, dkon-mcho 're1, as quoted in NSTB. Book 2.

Pt. 7, pp . 723-726.

6	 The three ancestral rulers are the celebrated three

religious kings of the royal dynasty, namely: Srong-btsan

sOam-po who is revered aa an emanation of Avalokite*vara,

the bodhisattva of compassion; Khri-sron g lDe-btsan who is

revered as an emanation of Mañ j uâri, the bodhisattva of

discriminative awareness; and Khri Ral-pa-can. who in turn

is revered as an emanation of Vajrap&ni, the bodhisattva of

power. See NSTB, Book 2, Pt. 3, pp. 151-169.

7 The expression "hi gh and low" (stod-smad) doctrinal centres

refers respectively to those in Lhasa (the Jo-khan g and Ra-

mo-che) and near bSam-yas (the dPal bSam-yas Mi-' gyur Lhun-

grub Lha-khan g ), the former being earlier and at a higher

elevation than those around bSain- yaa. See NSTB, Book 2, Pt.

7, p . 723.

8	 Extant translations prepared by each of these illustrious

eighth and ninth century figures in rGya-dkar sgra-'gyur

gLing at bsam-yas and elsewhere are preserved in the bKa'-

'wi'ur, bsTan-'irur and rNirt-ma rvud-'bum. See NSTB, Book

2, Pts. 3-5, DapSim.
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9	 The contributions of the last three figures to the trans-

mission of the Guhvaarbha are outlined below, pp . 76-78.

For more details, see NSTB, Book 2, Pts. 2-6; and also for

information on the role of S&ntaraksita in Tibet, see NSTB,

Book 2, Pt. 3, pp . 154-166.

10	 mehan-nas bton-nas: Literall y, drawn from the underarm

pocket of the Tibetan garment.

11	 India, in this context, refers to the Magadha region alone.

Refer also to Táran&tha, History g.f Buddhism jfl India, p.

332.

12	 The charge is commonly made b y the rNying-ma-pa that those

translations of Vajrayàna texts made during the earlier

propagation and unaltered by the ninth century revisions

read more lucidl y in the Tibetan language than those which

conformed to the strict conventions of lexical translation.

don-'ur, or translation of meaning, is here contrasted

with szra-'vur, or translation of word. See below, pp . 61-

62; also '1iga-med gLing-pa, rvud-'bum dris-lan, pp . 285-

288.

13 The standard seven-syllable verses of the Guhyaarbha are

reproduced below in transliteration. Contrast the twenty-

one syllable verses of the Kálacakratantra (T. 362), on

which see .7. Hopkins, Th.g Kalaehakra Tantra, and the San-

skrit edition: K&laaakra-Tantra 	 Other Texts, Ed. Dr.
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Raghu Vira and Dr. Lokesh Candra. Pt. 1.

111	 The conflict between Sa-akya and 'Bri-gung developed out of

a personal quarrel between Qubilal Qan, who exercised

authority in Tibet through his association with Sa-skya,

and his elder brother Hleg	 who had founded the Ilkhan

dynasty in Iran in 1258 and extended his own patronage to

the 'Bri-gung-pa by 1267. The military campain which began

in 1285 led to the victory of Sa-skya and the sacking of

'Bri-gung in 1290. See T.W.D. Shakabpa, Tibet: Political

History, p . 70. and R.A. Stein, Tibetan Civilization, pp.

78-79. The civil war waged between the dGe-lugs-pa hier-

archy. with the military support of Guri Qan of the Qogot

Mongols, and the Karma-pa with their patrons, the lords of

gTsang, led to the enthronment of Dalal Lama V in Lhasa in

16111. See R.A. Stein,	 . cit., pp . 82-83.

15 Karma-pa III Ran g-byung rDo-rje was a maj or lineage holder

of the esoteric instructional class of the Great Perfection

(rdzos-a chen-oo man-ria-i .g.g). See NSTB. Book 2, Pt.

IL, pp . 236-238. gvung-ston rDo-rj e dPal contributed greatly

to the propagation of the bk p '-ma lineage, and the Guhyp-

arbhatantra in particular, as we shall see below. Dalal

Lama V Is revered as one of the ma j or discoverers of ter-

• ammountng to twenty-five volumes in his £san-ba r ya-

c.n. mKhyen-brtse and Kong-sprul, with Sa-akya and bKa'-

brgyud affiliations respectively, were the architects of

the na-med or non-sectarian movement in nineteenth century
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Khains. Both were major holders of the rNying-ma lineages.

See NSTB. Book 2, Pt. 6, pp. 658-693.

16	 There are countless incidents of this free exchange of

ideas and instructions, and these were by no means confined

to the aforementioned masters or to the ri g -med activities

in nineteenth century Khains, e.g., the relationship between

Sa-skya and the Zur fanily of 'Ug-pa-lung. Se-skye

Pandita's association with the yogin 'Dar-phya-ru-ba, or

the role of 'Bri-gung Rin-chen Phun-tshogs and Zhva-dmar-pa

IV in the bka'-ma lineage, to name but a few. Refer to

NSTB, Book 2, Pts. 11-6. Dassim.

17	 S.G. Karmay, "Ori gin and Early Development of the Tibetan

Religious Traditions of the Great Perfection", pp. 2511-3111.

18 The basic Anuyoga text stwi-mdo dsons-ta 'due-Da, T. 829.

is the subject of many commentaries by Lo-chen Dharmar1,

'dus-oa rndo-ekor- yi wi-cha. LCSB. vols. 10-12. NMKMG.

vols. 111-16. The sMin-grol-gling monastery, founded by his

brother gTer-bdag gLing-pa in 1659, quickly became the most

influential centre for the study and development of

rNying-ma philosophical ideas. Its branches covered Western

and Eastern Tibet, and the treatises associated with this

tradition have become the established authorities of the

school. See below, pp. 102-105.

19	 Lo-chen Dharmari, san-bda zhal-lun, pp . 17-19.
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.
20	 L&nk&vat&rasItra: Ch. 2. v. 202 a-d; Ch. 10. v. 458 a-d.

21	 kun-bwed rval-oo'i rzi pud, T. 828. This verse is quoted by

several authors, e.g., Lo-chen Dharma*ri. 	 cit.. p . 19;

NSTB, Book 1. Pt. 1. p. 23b.

22 ktong-chen Rab-'byama-pa. rub-mtha' rin-oo-che'i mdzod.

Ed. Dodrup Chen Rinpoche. Gangtok, Sikkim, Ca. 1969. Lo-

chen Dharmart, rvud sanw-b&'i 5r1.'in-Do'i 'zrl-chen

san-bda2 zhal-lun, NMKMG. Vol. 32. bDud-'ome 'Jigs-bral

Ye-shes rDo-rie. btan-Dp'i rnam-zha.. Kalimpong, 1966.

See the edited English version of the latter contained in

NSTB. Book 1.

23	 See below. pp. 59-61.

24	 See kLong-chen Rab-'byams-pa. erub-mtha' mdzod. pp. 257ff.;

Lo-chen Dharmari.	 san-bdaz zha1-lun, pp. 59-83; and

NSTB. Book 1. Pt. 4, pp. 152ff.

25	 For a definition of this term, see H.V. Guenther, Matrix g.j. 	 -

Mwsterw, p. 229. n 5. It also forms the title of a

treatise by kLong-chen Rab-'byams-pa on the commitments

associated with Atiyoga, the enas-1us rin-Do-ehe'i mdzod.

The definition of the term varaw.na as the means of

realising the fundamental unchanging buddha-nature is that

given, for example, in NSTB, Book 1, Pt. 4, pp. 146a-b.

Buddha-nature is described as a v-1r& in the sense that it

is held to be undivided (mt-ohved) and imperishable (j

ehia).
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26	 Quoted in L.o-chen Dharmar1., zsan-bda zhal-lun, p . 69.

27 The three aspects of creation and perfection (bsk'ed-

rdzos-sum) are the meditative techni ques of the creation

stage (bsked-rim, Skt. ut pattikrama), the perfection stage

(rdzozs-rim. Skt. samDannakrania), and the Great Perfection

(rdzoss-ta chen-Do, Skt. mahsandhi). For the distinctions

between these techniques, see below, pp. 23-27, and the

appended commentary DhYoe-bcu mun-sel, Cha. 11-13. See

also NSTB, Book 1, Pt. 4, pp. 156a ff.

28	 kLong-chen Rab-'byams-pa, seis-nyid nal-zso 1 Ch. 9. verses

AVIII as translated by H.V. Guenther in Kind1 Bent t.. Ease

j , Part One. p . 158.

29	 Quoted in Lo-chen DharmagrI. zsan-bda zhal-lunz, p . 69.

30 See below. pp. 123-127. Also refer to the structure of the

Guhazarbha's chapters. outlined on pp . 59-61, which clear-

ly indicates that creation stage, perfection sta ge and

Great Perfection are integrated in this tantra.

31	 This is a frequently cited quotation, e.g., in Lo-chen

Dharmabrl,	 san2-bda zhal-lun, p . 70; NSTB, Book 1, Pt.

4. p. 220b.

32
	

Quoted in Lo-chen Dharmagrl, £san-bdaz zhal-lunz, pp. 69-

70.

33
	

The source for the entire section which follows is Lo-chen

Dharniart, san-bda zhal-lun. pp. 70-83.
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311	 On the four empowerments. ace below, pp . 119-120. Also

refer to the appended commentary Dhvos-bau mun-sel Ch. 9.

pp . 313-332 and Ch. 10 for a detailed explanation of their

role in the Guhvaarbha.

35 The three phases of life or birth (akye-ba'i rim-sum) are

respectively those from conception in the womb to the

moment of birth (mnal-du skye-ba bzun-Da-nas btsas-oa'i

from the moment of birth to adult maturit y (btsas-nas

nar-son-va'i baa). and from adult maturity to old age

(nar-son-nas rari-oo'i	 See NSTB, Book 1. Pt. Li, p.

159a.

36	 These twenty-eight commitments (dam-tshi2 nyi-shu-rtsa-

brwad) are outlined by LIl&vajra, dam-tshi aal-bkra, P.

*7411, pp. 147-8. They comprise three basic commitments of

buddha-body , speech and mind (sku-2sun-thus-kvi rtsa-ba'i

dam-tshi sum) and twenty-five ancillary ones: five of

which are practised (sowad-oar bwa-ba lrs), namel y five

kinds of ritual concerning rites of "liberation" and sexual

practices; five not to be renounced (sDan-Dar mi-bwa-ba

1na), namely the five conflictin g emotions; five to be

adopted (blanz-bar byp-ba 1na), namely the five nectars;

five to be known (shes-Dar bra-ba lna), namely the corn-

ponents, elements. sense-objects. sacraments of meat, and

the propensities in their pure nature; and five to be
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attained (bsrub-oar bwa-ba lna), namely, bod y , speech,

mind, enlightened attributes and activities.

37	 A clear account of the distinctions between these practices

is given in the appended commentary Dh.'ozs-bcu mun-sel, Ch.

13, pp. 1153-4&63.

38	 These practices see described in Dhvozs-bcu mun-sel, Ch.

11, pp. 386-1L02. Also see below, pp . 61-62 and note 103.

For a biographical account of how the wrathful rites of

"liberation" (srol) were practically applied, see the life

of gNyags Jñnakum&ra in NSTB. Book 2, Pt. 5, pp . 281-289.

39 The five buddha-bodies (sku-lna) are those of reality

(chos-sku, Skt. dharmakLva), perfect rapture (lons-sovod

rdzos-oa'i gJjj., Skt. sambhoakva), emanation (sDrul-Da'l

gjsja, Skt. nirm&nak&.i'a), awakening (mnon-bvanz-wi 	 Skt.

pbhisambodh1k&.'a), and indestructible reality (rdo-re

Skt. va1rakàLa). For the distinctions between these, see

YISTS, Book 1, Pt. 2, pp. lLlb-66b, es pecially 60a-63a.

IO dbyins, the expanse of reality, represents the emptiness

aspect (ston2-ha) of the fundamental buddha-nature, while

ye-sties, pristine cognition, represents the apparitional or

mental aspect (srian-eha). See note 43 below. Also refer to

!4STB, Book 1, Pt. 14 pp. 162b-163a.

41	 The integration of the sexual practices (sbwor) or path of

desire (ehas-lam) with discriminative awareness is a

significant part of the perfection stage, according to
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Anuyoga. kLong-chen Rab-'byams-pa, £rub-nitha' mdzod, pp.

292-11, discusses the general integration of the four kind

of desire ('dod-chaws tshul-bzhi) in the tantras. For Anu-

yoga in particular refer to NSTB, Book 1, Pt. 11, pp. 162b-

166b.

112 For an appraisal of these empowerments, refer to 'am-mgon

Kong-sprul, shes-bwa kun-kh.'ab mdzod, Vol. 2, pp. 7118-7119,

and for a discussion of the application of Anuyoga empower-

ments to all nine vehicles, including the sOtras, refer to

NSTB. Book 2, Pt. 7, pp . 758-764.

43 The emptiness aspect of phenomena, represented by Samanta-

bhadrt, is united with the pure apparitional aspect of

intelligence, represented by Samantabhadra, to produce the

fundamental enli ghtened mind or buddha-nature. Refer to

NSTB, Book 1, Pt. 11, pp. 162b ff. Also, see the present

tantra-text, Ch. 2. and the appended commentary, Dhwows-bcu

mun-sel, Ch. 2, pp. 97.6 ff., which speak of Samantabhadrl

as b'a-ba-mo, the objective aspect of phenomena or reality,

and Samantabhadra as b.red-a-Do, the subjective aspect of

intelligence.

1111	 flgQ. donzs-oa 'du g-ta, P. 452, Vol. 9, Ch. 66. 190:3:3-

192:3:11. These comprise four definitive commitments,

twenty-eight common commitments, four su perior commitments,

twenty-three relating to discipline, twenty concerning

attainment, four relating to continuity of the path of

conduct, five M&ras which are to be renounced, four enemies
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to be destroyed, and the commitment of the view. See 'Jam-

mgon Kong-sprul, shes-bwa kun-kh'ab mdzod, Vol. 2, pp. 182-

192. Refer also to NSTB, glossary of enumerations, under

their respective entries for an English version.

45 The ability to visualise the deities instantly is

associated with the perfection stage. It is contrasted with

the gradually constructed visualisations of the creation

stage. See NSTB. Book 1, Pt. 11, p. 165a.

46 These twenty-five realities of the buddha-level comprise:

the five buddha-bodies (sku-lna) which have been

enumerated above; the five modes of buddha-s peech (wsun-

lna), namely, uncreated meaning, intentional symbols,

expressive words, speech of indestructible and indivisible

reality , and the s peech which has the blessing of aware-

ness; the five kinds of buddha-mind (thuzs-1na), namely

the pristine cognition of reality 's expanse, the mirror-

like pristine cognition, and those of sameness, discernment

and accomplishment; the five enlightened attributes (ron-

tan 1n2a), namely, pure buddhafields, limitless celestial

palaces, pure li ght-rays, thrones, and rapturous enjoyment;

and the five enlightened activities (Dhrin-las lna), name-

ly, pacification of suffering and its causes, enrichment of

excellent provisions, overpowering those who require

training . wrathfully uprooting those who are difficult to

train, and spontaneously accomplishing whatever emerges

without effort. See also NSTB, Book 1, Pt. 4, p. 162a.
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*7 On this empowerment and its aspects, through which the

Great Perfection is entered, see kLong-chen Rab-'byams-pa.,

zrub-mtha'i mdzod, pp . 370-372. For the Indian historical

background refer to NSTB, Book 2, Pt. 2, pp. 130-137.

118	 The term thi-le (Skt.	 jndi.), rendered here as seminal

point, in this context refers to the seed or nucleus of

enlightened mind. The term also indicates the white and red

seminal fluids within the physical body and the subtle

seminal points of light which appear internally and before

the eyes during the practice of All-Surpassing Realisation

(thod-r2al, Skt. vyutkrntaka). See NSTB, glossary.

119	 I.e. meci-Da, DhYal-ba,	 ci2-Da, and lhun-rub. For a de-

tailed explanation of these commitments according to the

Great Perfection, see kL,ong-chen Rab-'byams-pa, nas-lus

mdzod, passim; and H.V. Guenther, Matrix f M,stery , p.

238. The terms nothingness and apathy are, of course,

unrelated to their usage in mundane doctrines.

50	 On these classes and meditative techniques of the Great

Perfection, see NSTB, Book 1, Pt. 11, pp. 190a.5-211b; and

for their respective lineages, ibid., Book 2, Pt. 2, pp.

120-1113, Pt. LI, pp. 187-277.

51	 This refers to the sixteenth buddha-level, otherwise known

as ye-shea bla-ma, on which see the appended commentary

Dhvoa-bcu mun-ael,	 Ch.	 12, p. 1130. The celebrated
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commentary by 'i gs-med gLing-pa. on rdzos-ehen meditation,

khrid-i'i 'e-shes bla-ma, is named after this highest of

buddha-levels.

52 S.G. Karmay in his "Ori gin and Early Development of the

Tibetan Reli gious Traditions of the Great Perfection", p.

276, has brought to our attention this claim made by N gag-

gi dBang-po in the rol-nan low-rto 	 bzlo-Da'i bstan-

bcos. Even if the assertion were true, the inclusion of

these texts would have coincided with the floruit of Bu-

ston Rin-chen-grub (1290-1361L) who helped compile the bRa'-

'zwur in its later form.

53 The bKa'-' yur dkar-ahaw lDan-dkar-ma (T. L136L1), compiled

by sKa-ba dPal-brtsegs and Nam-mkha'i sNying-po during the

ninth century, is a catalogue of those texts which could be

widely disseminated. See M. Lalou, "Le g Textes Bouddiques

au temps du Rol Khri-sron-lde-bcan." The same translators,

who had been involved In the translation of texts relating

to the three inner classes of tantra 4 were advised to

employ the utmost secrecy with respect to these highest and

most potent of instructions. Consequently these texts were

neither revised nor catalogued. See 'Jigs-med gLing-pa,

rziud-'bum dris-lan, pp. 285-288. Indeed, the lineages

associated with the three classes of tantra were not widely

propagated before the late eleventh century in sGro-phug-

pa's time. See also NSTB, Book 2, Pt. 5, p. 360 ff.
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511 The polemics of Lha-bla-ine Ye-ehes 'od and the prince of

Gu-ge, Pho-brang Zhi-ba-'od, heve been discussed by S.G.

Karnisy, "The Ordinance of Lha Bla-ma Ye-shee-'od"; "An Open

Letter by Pho-brang Zhi-ba-'od to the Buddhists of Tibet":

"A Discussion on the Doctrinal Position of rDzogs-ehen from

the 10th to the 13th Centuries"; and R.A. Stein, Tibetan

Civilization, pp. 71-7 2. On their objections to the

practice of sbvor-sro1 and on the 'bvams-vi of 'Gos Khug-

pa Lhas-btsas, see also below, pp. 61-72.

55	 sra-sbwor bam-nwis, T. 113117, pp. 6-7. !d. Sonam Angdu, in

Tibeto-Sanskrit Lex1coraDhica1 Materials.

56	 On the founding and development of 'Ug-pa-lung, and for the

biographies of the Zur famil y which maintained the bka'-ma

lineage through to the seventeenth century, see NSTB, Book

2, Pt. 5, pp. 3011-1129. On the location of this monetery

near gZhis-ka-rtee and of the retreat centre of the Zurs in

the Shangs valley, see A. Ferrari, mK'en brtse's Guide

holi' Dlaces .f Central Tibet, pp. 60, 66. 11111, 159.

57 The conventional rendering of L1lvajr'a has been challenged

by R.M. Davidson. "The Litany of Names of Majur," p. 6.

n. 18, where he argues that Vil&sevajra is the correct

Sanskrit name.

58	 On the activities of Zur bZang-po dPal, see NSTB. Book 2,

Pt. 5, pp. 1100-1105.
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59 The story of Ratna gLing-pa's successful salvage of the

Collected Tantras in gTsang is recounted in 'Jam-mgon Kon g

-sprul, zter-ston brira-brtsa, pp. 127a.3-128b.1. and in

NSTB. Book 2. Pt. 6, pp. 580-583. Accordin g to tradition,

the act of obtaining the books would have been meaningless

if he had not managed to receive the spiritual transmission

connected with them from Mes-egom.

60	 Refer to NSTB, Book 2, Pt. 5, pp . 501-502 for this lineage.

61	 Refer to NSTB, Book 2, Pt. 5, pp . 483-486.

62 Refer to NSTB. Book 2, Pt. 6, pp. 636-646; also S.D.

Goodman, "Rig-'dzin 'Jigs-med gLing-pa and the Klon-Chan

sNwinw-Thi2."

63 In 1717 the Dzungar Mongols occu pied Lhasa and killed

Lha-bzang Qan. the Qoot leader who had previously murdered

the regent Sangye Gyamtso and helped the Chinese to remove

the Dalal Lama VI in 1706. A great persecution of rNying

-ma-pa monasteries followed, resulting in the deaths of Lo-

chen Dharmar!, Ri g-'dzin bZhi-pa Padma Phrin-las of rDo-

ne Brag, and others. See L. Petech, China 	 Tibet iE

Earlw XVIIIth century.

64	 The five precious substances (rin-ehen g 	 lna) are gold,

silver, turquoise, coral and pearl.

65	 The catalogue is included in NGB. Vol. 34, no. 407. and in

JLSB. Vol. 3.
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66 It was largely throu gh the efforts of 'Jigs-med gLjng-pa's

student. rDo-grub I. 'Jigs-med Phrin-lss 'Od-zer (1743-

1821) that the Queen of sDe-d ge offered royal patronage to

the rNying-ina tradition and s ponsored the carving of the

woodblocks. This alignment of the Queen with her

preceptor, rDo-grub Rin-po-che, led to the 1798 aDe-dge

civil war, after which both of them were exiled. See E.G.

Smith, Introduction t.Q Kontru1's KncreloDaedia, pp. 23-24.

67	 On rDo-grub I, Phrin-lae 'Od-zer, see Tu].ku Thondup. I.e

Tantric Tradition	 t	 Nvirimaoa, pp. 88-93.

68	 This index is contained in NGB. Vole. 36-36. Regarding this

figure's	 other composition on the Guhi'a&rbhatattva-

viniAcavamA.h&tantra, see below, p . 105.

69 The sDe-dge xylograph edition in 25 volumes plus catalogue

is preserved in Rome and elsewhere. See J. Driver, "A

Preliminary Survey of the Tantras of the Old School", un-

published ma.

70	 rNvin-ma'i r2wud-'bum. Vole 1-36: Thimphu: Ngodrup. 1973-

75.

71	 Eiichi Kaneko, Ko-Tantora zenahü kaidai mokuroku. Tokyo:

Kokusho Kankôkai. 1982.

72	 The publication detailB of these alternative collections

are as follows: Rfiin ma'i rud b.ia, bdun. 3 vole. New

Delhi: Sane Done, 1973-1977. 1-Tib 73-906438. Ibg R,ud-

'burn Z Vairocana. 8 vole. SSS. 16-23 (1971). I-Tjb 70-

924557. The Mtshains-brag manuscript. 46 vols. 1982,

Thimphu. Bhutan, National Library, Royal Government of
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Bhutan. Bhu-Tib 82-902165.

73 The distinction between the esoteric s&dhana class and the

exoteric taritra class is emphasised by the account of Zu p

-pc,-che's construction of 'Ug-pa-lung monastery. See below.

pp . 90-91.

7	 This is the Tantra	 .be. Gatherin2	 Eight Tra

mitted Preceots, which Padmasamhhavs introduced into Tibet.

It was subsequently revealed in the context of many

important ter-ma cycles, such as Nyang-ral Nyl-ma 'Od-

zer's bka'-brvad b1e-ehes bder-'dus (RTD. Vol. 21), (3u-

ru Chos-dbang's bka'-brwad fsanw-ha wones-rdzoee (RTD.

Vole. 22-23),	 Padma gLing-pa's bka'-hrfwad thus-kwi

lonz (RTD. Vol. 23), and mChog-gyur bDe-chen gling-pa's

bka'-brwad bde-2shees kun-'dus (RTD. Vol. 25)

75	 The meditational deities (wi-dam) Yamntaka, Hayagriva,

!rheruka, Var&mrta, and Valrakum&ra are said t	 be

supramundane in the sense that they confer gupreme accom-

plishments (mcho-i dneos-rub) of enlightenment and

buddhahood. They are contrasted with the three mundane

meditational deities-- Mtari. StotrapOa, and Varamntra-

bh1ru-- who confer common accomplishments (thun-mc,n-i

dn2os-rub). On the Indian historical background to these

practices, see NSTB. Book 2, Pt. 2, pp. 103-112. On their

structure, see NSTB, Book 1, Pt. h, p. 162.
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76 Ed. Tarthang Tulku. Varanasi, 1968, pp. 27-28. The text is

also published in vol. 4 of Dodru p Chen Rinpoche's edition

of nal-so skor-sum. For an earlier Yogatantra tradition

of eighteen tantras which resembles this in a few cases,

see Amoghavajra's Memorandum on	 g Va1r'ahekharatantra,

Taishô, 869 (vol. 18).

77 Ed. Lokesh Candra, Delhi. p . 238. There exists another

Delhi edition: Delhi Karmapae Chodey G yalwae Sungz'ab Partun

Khang, 1980.

78	 On the life and works of gTer-bdag gLing-pa, the founder of

the aMin-grol--gling (16146-1714) tradition which penetrated

Khame and Western Tibet from its stron ghold in Lho-kha and

became the dominant rNying-ma school durin g the nineteenth

century. see NSTB. Book 2. Pt. 6. pp . 620-636. '1igs-med

gL.ing- pa in his rmrin-ma'i rvud-'bum-'i rtos-briod, p.

117. however follows the earlier enumeration of dPa'-bo

gTsug-lag • Phreng-ba.

79 The first of these texts is contained in the zhe-chen

r yal-tshab-ki,i 2sun-'bum, vol. 2. Paro: N godrup . 1975

onwards. The second reference is to NSTB. Book 2, Pt. 2, p.

83.

80	 ff.V. Guenther's study. Matrix g Mirsterl7, is the first

western work to draw heavily on the Guha&rbhatantra.

Among E. Conze's works, one might note Ib.g Larse Sutra .

Perfect Wisdom, 1 Perfection	 Wisdom	 Kiht Thousand
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Lines .g j, Verse Summar'i', and Materials	 Ditionar

.aL .tb.e Pra1ADârsmit& Literature. See also L. Lancaster,

PRS.

81	 S.G.Karmay,	 elt.. p . 2311. notes references in Macdonald

and Imaeda, 118-c2 ]. o-61. to the effect that Pelliot

PT. 42. Pta. 1. VIII & IX correBpond to sections from the

Guhi.raarbhatantra. Among them, most of Pt. VIII corresponds

to Sryaprabh&aimha's rira-cher 're1-Da (P. 11719), ff.

308-317. On Karmay 's references to the writings of gNuba-

chen Sangs-rgyas Ye-shea arid Rong-zoni Choe-kyi bZang-po,

see below, p . 69. note 120.

82	 See NSTB, Book 2. Pt. 5, p. 298.

83
	 The reference given here is to the translation from the

French of Gustave-Charles Touissant by K. Dou g].as and G.

Bays,	 g Life	 Liberation of Padmasambhava, Part II, p.

537. See the bibliography under Inuntion QL Padma di g -

covered	 Crirstal Rook for further details of the xylo-

graph edition and the French translation.

81t
	 Yeshe Taogyal, Zb.g Life g Liberation	 Padm&sainbhava,

Part II, p. 416.

Sanga-rgyaa gLing-pa, bka'-thaner-ohren, pp . 399-400.

Kalinipong : Duj ont Rinpoche, 1970.

86	 dPa'-bo gTsug-lag Phreng-ba. mkhaa-oa'i da'-aton. pp . 238-

239.

87	 oo..cit., p . 239.
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88	 ace the appended commentary Dhvos-bcu mun-sal, p. 6.

89	 phwoa-bau mun-sel, p . 6.

90 This phrase indicates, in the view of kLon g-chen Rab-

'byama-pa, that the text is representative of the Mahi

division of Atiyoga. See below. p. 124, and Dhl'029-bcu mun-

.ae.1.. pp . 5-6. The term self-manifesting or manifest in and

of itself (ranw-anari) implies that the pure appearances of

the buddha-level are manifest to buddhaa alone. It is

contrasted with the term "extraneously manifest" (zha.ri-

znan) which refers to the perception of other bein gs--

tenth level bodhisattvaa and so forth. See NSTB. Book 1,

Pt. 2, p. 46b; Book 2, Pt. 2, p.64.

91	 On the significance of thi-le and rlun, see the appended

commentary rh.vo2s-beu mun-sel 	 pp.	 453ff.; and H.V.

Guenther. 7g Life	 Teachin j N.pona. pp . 270-275. The

purification of the components refers to the añcask&ndha,

namely form (zzu2R-kI/i 	 Dhun-Do,	 Skt.	 rftDaRk&ndha),

feelings (tshor-ba'i Dhune-oo, Skt. vedan&Rkandha).

perceptions ('du-ehes-kvi Dhun-Do, Skt. g.i&skandha).

habitual tendencies which are psycho-physical ('du-bias-kiii

Dhun-Oo, Skt. £imskâr&skandha). and consciousness (rnam-

hes-kvi hun-oo, Skt. vitñ&naskandh&).

92	 The four rites are the first four of the five kinds of

enlightened activity enumerated above. p. 140. note 46..

viz, pacification (z j), enrichment (r'as). subjugation
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(dbarie) and wrath (drag). See also pp. 121-2, note 221

below.

93	 These are the four guardian kings of the four direct ions

(r2,&1-chen bzhi, Skt. caturm&hâr4lika), namely, Dhrta-

r&stra in the east, VirQdaka in the south, VirO pakea in the

west, and Vai&revana in the north.

911 The standard enumeration of ei ghteen psycho-physical bases

(khams beu-brvad) is given in Mvt. 2040-2058, viz., those

of the eye, form, and the consciousness of the e ye; of the

ear, sound and the consciousness of the ear; of the nose,

smell and the consciousness of the nose; of the tongue,

taste and the consciousness of the tongue; of the body,

touch end the consciousness of the body; and of the

intellect,	 phenomena and the consciousness of	 the

intellect. In addition, the present enumeration of twenty-

one includes: 19) the identity of all the tath&gatas which

is the source of the preceding eighteen; 20) the field in

which enlightenment is accomplished; and 21) the causal

base which gives rise to bliss. See e. g.. the Eihti

Chaoter Magical £e. (s.vu-'Dhrul br2irad-bcu-Da), T. 834, P.

1157, bKa-'2 pur, Vol. 10, 39.3.1.

95	 At the end of Volume 14, the compiler of the new edition

has inserted a version of the thu2s-kl'i thiws-Da'I man-

near, pp. 639-665. This treatise has three central topics.

namely, a brief instruction on the appearances of mind in

its natural state, the appearances of bewilderment, and the
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appearances which purify those to be trained. In P. 4738.

Vol. 10, 129.*.1-13 11 .1.3. a text of this titl. is attri-

buted jointly to Buddhaguhya, Vimalamitra and Lil&vajra.

96	 There are now two useful editions and translations of this

text, viz. R.M. Davidson, "The Litany of Names of Mañ j u-

sri." MCB 20 (1981). pp. 1-69. and A. Wayman, Chanting

Names 1 M&tiuArt. aoulder/ London: Shambhala, 1985.

97 The five aspects of seminal "enli ghtened mind" (bvan-sema

1n2a) may be explained according to either rol-lam or

thabs-lam. In the former context, they refer to an elabora-

tion of the five verses on non-creation, non-cessation,

non-abiding, non-reference, and absence of motion, which

respectively give rise to the añca1'âria (GuKvaarbha, Ch.

2, 6-10). As such the five are known as eYo-ldan bian-

chub amon-Da b,a.n-chub gems, '.lu-a bvan2-ehub

sems, enas- pa bwan-ehub sams, and mthar-Dhwin-Da bi.'a.n-

chub sems. In the latter case, as described below, p . 1016.

in connection with the abvor-ba practices and in kLong-chen

rab-	 dDal	 san-ba' I snvin-Do'i sDlri-don 1ea-

bshad-Da'i snane-ba.s yid-k.vi mun-Da than,s-cad sal-ba,

p. 69b, these five refer to the arousal of the seminal

fluid ("enlightened mind") from its natural position

(bian-chub-Kvi sema znas-nas sYo-ba). its descent and

coming to rest in the secret centre (arias-au babs-cas adad-

, sic), its retention in the penis (r p-rez' bzun-baa

fnaR-Da), its induction upwards (aan-du dranas-Das '1ua

and its pervasion of the body (lus-la khrem-Das don-
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dam-DA bwane- phub-kipi same). See Dh/oe-bcu mun-cel, Ch.

13, PP. 453 ff., and Lo-chen Dharmar, ean-bd& dons-

riP&n, pp. 106-108.

98	 The five impurities (ewis-ma lna, Skt. oañcak&s,) are

impurity of life (tshe'i sni'ie-ma, Skt.	 .ah.kas1..a),

impurity of view (lta-ba'i sniee-ma, Skt.	 rati-kasâw.a),

impurity of conflicting emotions (nvon-morire-Iu.'i sni'ie-m&,

Skt. kleAa-kas .g). impurity of sentient beings (same-can-

gj an.Pia g-ma, Skt. sattvA-ka gã), and impurity of time

(dus-kvi sru.'is-ma, Skt. kalDa-kAsà.). Mvt. 2335-2340.

99	 The three secret centres (ean-ba sum) are the mdcc-

tructible realities of buddha-body, speech and mind.

100 This assertion regarding the wrathful mandala is made by

KLong-chen Rab-'byame-pa. Dhvozg-bcu mun-sel, Ch. 1, p. 87.

E. Conze claims e.g., in g Perfection	 Wisdom j Kiht

Thouaarid Lines azlg L. Verse Summarw, pp. x-xi. that on the

evidence of the Sanekrit the basic Prajñip&ramitl sOtra is

the version in ei ght thousand lines (T. 12). and that both

the longer and shorter versions are derived from it. Since

the Sanskrit manuscripts of our text, which were formerly

housed in the Pc-bar dKor-mdzod- gling library at bSam-yag,

are not available, the problem of chronological sequence

cannot in this case be resolved. The Tibetan translations

of the three versions are all attributed to the eighth

century. See below, pp. 80-83; and forthe traditional

account of their ori gin in India. pp. 72-75.
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101	 Dh/os-beu mun-sel, p. 6.

102 'Ju Mi-pharn rNem-rgyal, gøvi-don 'od-sa1 nvinw-oo, pp.

10-11. The three worlds ('.1i-rten sum) referred to in

this passage are those of the desire realm ('dod-oa'i

khams, Skt. k&madhâtu), the form realm (zus-ki khams,

Skt. rDadhatu), and the formless realm (zufs-med-kwi

khams, Skt. arvadhàtu). Refer to NSTB, Book 1, Pt. 1, pp.

1b-7b.

103 Reference has already been made to these polemics. p. 28,

note 511. 'Jigs-med gLing-pa, rnin-ma'i rzvud-'bum-2vi

rtos-br1od, pp. 1117-1118, however, cites a relevant passage

from chapter sixteen of the Guhwasamiatantra, indicating

that the byor-szrol practices are also prominent in

tantras respected by the later schools. Yet there is

clearly a distinction in purpose between the apparently

shocking coded or twilight language (sandhbhásA) found in

tantras like the ndamahàrosazi, and the Guhyaarbha's

elaborate	 and lucid presentation of the sbor-sero1

practices within the context of advanced meditation. 	 One

can only speculate that it was the clear and direct

expression of secret teaching in this text which caught the

attention of Lha bLa-ma Ye-shes-'od, thereby causin g him to

link it with the abuse of sbwor-srol in eleventh century

Tibet. Incidentally, coded language also occurs in the

early translations, and a detailed examination of its usage

and metaphor would be a valuable study in itself.
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104 Lo-chen Dharmari, wsanz-bda zhal-lunz, pp. 102-103, dis-

cusses the distinctive terminology of the Anuyoga and Ati-

yoga texts. His argument that the language employed in

higher vehicles is not the same as that current in lower

vehicles is taken up by bDud-'joms 'Jigs-bral Ye-shes rDo-

ne, NSTB. Book 2, Pt. 7. p . 735, who emphasises that the

doctrinal terminology of the pratñâoâramitâ is absent in

the râvakaDitJ and in the lower mantra texts, while the

language of the lower mantr'a-texts is not found in the

Anuttaratantras such as GuhvasamAa. and the terms of the

latter do not much occur in Anu yoga and Atiyoga. Reference

has already been made. p . 17. n. 12-13; p . 28. n. 53, to

the early translators who sought to render meanin g rather

than word. Their ori ginal translations of tantra-texts are

contrasted with the revised translations of stra-texts,

e.g., in 'Jigs-med cling-pa, r.'ud-'bum dris-lan, pp. 285-

288.

105	 NSTBI Book 2. Pt. 5, pp. 352-353.

106 Zur-chung-pa, in jest. associates Khyung - po Grags-se's

mundane self-interested desire to have him killed with the

forceful rite of "liberation" (srol). which is explained

to transfer the consciousness of another from the body into

a buddhafield, acting out of compassion. See	 hows-bcu

mun-sel, pp. 396-1100; also NSTB. Book 2. Pt. 5, pp . 281 ff.
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107	 NSTB. Book 2. Pt. 5, pp. 31I0-3L1, Pt. 7, p. 76s.

108	 'Gos Khug-pa thas-btsas's work is contained in gnag-1p

gun-'bwin skor, pp . 18-25: Thimpu, 1979. India, as stated

above. p. 132. note 11, refers in thin context to the

Magadha region alone.

109 The tantra clearly has no audience of bodhisattvas because

it is held to be a self-manifesting expression of buddha-

nature, i.e. it manifests in and of itself (ran-snan) to

the buddhas alone. This problem is discussed by kLong-chen

Rab-'byams-pa in ohvos-bcu mun-sel, Ch. 1. pp. 16-28.

where he also explains that the introductory phrase 'di-

skad bshad-Da'i dug-na refers to the fourth time, i.e.

sameness throughout past, present and future. On the third

of 'Gos Lhas-btsaa's points, kLong-chen-pa states	 the

central deity of a mandala may rotate. Interestingly,

he is the only commentator on the Guh'a2arbha who insists

on Vairocana being the central deity, rather than Va j ra-

sattva. His reasons for so doing are outlined in Dhvo2s-

mun-sel. Ch. 1. pp . 60-72. As to the fourth point, he

claims, hro g-bcu mun-sel, Ch. 11, pp. 417- 1118, that there

many precedents for tantras referrin g to others which had

been delivered earlier in time.

110 kLong-chen-pa, cit., Ch. 1. asserts that in the view of

the new translation schools the ground of Akanistha is also

considered to be immeasurable.
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3.11	 Refer to S.G. Karmay. g.,. jj ., p . 277. note 23. The first

of these texts is commonly attributed to kLong-chen-pa.

112 The followin g reproduces almost the entire text of this

short work as preserved in Collected Writines	 So-bzlo-

Vol. 1, pp. 52-26.

113 The five empowermenta referred to are also known as the

five empowerments of ability (nus-Da'i dban2 lna), which

are included among the fifteen ordinar y sacraments of am-

powerment. See oh,os-bcu mun-sel Ch. 10, pp. 372-376.

They are namely, the empowerment of the listener (nwan-c&'i

dbpne) which is that of Ratnasainbhava, the empowerment of

the meditator (bszom-Da'i dban) which is that of Akeobhya,

the empowerment of the expositor (chad-o&'i dban2) which is

that of Amit&bha, the empowerment of enli ghtened activity

(Dhrin-laa-kili dban) which is that of Amoghasiddhi. and

the empowerment of the king of indestructible reality (rdo-

.g rral-oo'i dbane) which is that of the five enlightened

families. The three realities (de-kho-na-rnrid ggum) in

question are explained in SQryaprabh&simha'a commentar y (P.

I719). pp . 2-3. to be the uncreated reality which is the

causal basis of the mandala, the resultant reality which is

the spontaneous Samantabbadra, and the reality which

appears as a chain of seed syllables and is the causal

basis of the Becret enlightened mind.

13.4 One should note that these are not the actual words of

introduction employed in this tantra-text. The particular
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reason behind the Guhvazarbha's usage of the words:

Thus, at the time of this explanation

is discussed by kL.ong-chen Rab-'byams-pa in oh1'os-bcu mun-

.ae1. Ch. 1. pp . 16-28.

115	 rizuhypsiddhi, T. 2217, P. 3061. Vol. 68. 228.4.7-8. Note

that the last verse of the Peking version reads thuzs-r

cX for thugs rdo-rIe. The author Sororuha. or Padmavaira Is

regarded as a form of Padmasanibhava.

116 The exponent is identified with the compiler in the sense

that such advanced tantras are said to be manifested in

and of themselves (ran-snan2). See the above explanation

of this term, p. I2, note 90.

117	 The punctuation dots, which delimit or measure the Sanskrlt

word are, of course, the visara. See the explanation in

Dh.'os-bcu mun-sel, p . 189.

118 See the above note 109. The Yogatantras, exemplified by the

Tattvasanrah p (T. L79), are considered to be earlier than

the Anuttara'ogatantrag. See D.L.. Snellgrove,	 Hevaira

Tantra, II, v. 57 for this s pecific reference.

119	 'Bri-gung dPal-'dzin's text, chos-dari chos ma-win-o p rnam-

p	 dbwe-ba'i rab-tu bwed-oa, Is reproduced in Sog-bzlog-

pa, nes -don bru-sra, p . 265, where his contention that

the man-nzaw lta-' yhrenw is a commentary on the Guhwa-

samàlatantra and his re1ection of the rdzos-chen termino-
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logy are refuted. 'Jigs-med gLing-pa, rwvud-'buyn-i

rtos-br1od, p . 133, repeats the refutation 1 pointing out

that Buddhajr&nap&da's Mukhama, p . 2716, Vol. 65, p.

10.1.2, refers to Atlyoga in a celebrated line! rdzo-oa

chen-Do 'e-shes gpyi-,j zus. In the rwvud-'bum drig-lan,

p . 127, he also quotes mNga'-ris Pan-chen Padma dBang-

rgyal's rejection of 'Bri-gung dPal-'dzin's position. On

this verse and inNga'-ris Pan-chen's repetition of it at the

beginning of his sdom-sum rnam-nwes, a commentary on the

integration of râtimoks, bodhisattva and mantra vows, see

NSTB, Book 1, Pt. 11, pp. 1911b-195b, Book 2, Pt. 6. pp. 706

ff.	 For recent criticisms, see N. Norbu, I	 Small

Collection f Hidden PreceDte, pp . 8-9, and S.G. Karmay,

.Qa.. . jt.. pp. 2116251.

120	 Karmay notes,	 cit., p. 2311, that two passages from man-

naw lta-ohrenf are cited in gNubs-chen Sangs-rgyas Ye-

shes's	 bsam-tan mf2-Bron, Ch. 6. The entire text is

reproduced in Selected Writins	 Ron-zom chos-kvi bzan-

. For the Tun Huang references, see above p . 37, note 81.

121 The comments of Atia on this subject are recorded in his

biography. See ii. Elmer, Rnaiii thar ras	 ,, vol. 2, p. 53.

passage 076.

122 For perhaps the earliest surviving account of its redis-

covery, see 'Gos Lots&wa gZhon-nu dPal, deb-ther anOn-o,

stod-eha, p . 136; and G. Roerich, Blue Annals, pp. 103-1011.
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'Gos himself W8B involved in the retranslation of the root-

text.

123 However the colophons of the szi'u-'Dhrul sde-brad and

biographical sources concur that Vimalamitra was the

translator of the whole collection. See NSTB, Book 2, Pt.

4, p . 179.

124	 According to G. Roerich, Blue Annals, p . 104, the twenty-

third and twenty-fourth chapters of this later version are

contained in the sDe-dge xylograph edition of the rnvin-

ma'i rrud-'bum, Vol. XII (Na). The text does not appear to

be contained in NGB.

125 On Zi-lung-pa âk-ya mChog-ldan and his contributions to

philosophical controversy in Tibet, see L..W.3. van der

Kuijp, Contributions j DeveloDment Tibetan Buddhist

Eistemolov, pp . 10-22. This particular passage is cited

by Sog-bzlog-pa in his Collected Writin gs, vol. 1, pp. 519-

520.

126	 I.e.. supreme and common accomplishments (mcho-danz thuri-

mon-1 dn2os-2rub), on which see above, note 75.

127 See the bibliography for further information. These and

other sources are listed in a s pecial section at the end of

NSTB, Book 2, Pt. 2, pp. 835-837.

128 On this verse, see S.G. Karmay. "King Tsa/ Dza and Vaira-

y&na," pp . 197-199.
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129	 NGB. Vol. 3, no. 116. For a traditional account of the

appearance of Anuyoga in r' Lank&, see NSTB, Book 2, Pt.

2 pp. 72-77.

130 The traditions concerning this fi gure and the intermediate

IndrabhOti have been studied by S.G. Karmay, "KIng Tsa/ Dza

and Vajray&na." For other references to intermediate Indra-

bhOti, see Thran&tha, Histor y .f Buddhism in India, pp.

2111, 1110; and NSTB, Book 2, Pt. 2, pp . 78-79.

131	 NSTB, Rook 2, Pt. 2, p. 80.

132 Vimalaklrti is best known to the Buddhist world through the

magnificent Mahây&na sOtra bearing his name, i.e. the

Vimalakirtinirdeastrp , T. 176, on which see E. Lamotte,

L'Enseinement Vimalaktrti; R. Thurman, Hol y Teaching 2.f

Vimalak!rti; and the translation from Chinese by Charles

Luc.

133	 Peking bsTan-'vur, Vol. 83, p. 120.2.8-120.3.2.

1311	 Peking bsTan-'wvur, Vol. 83, P. 103.5.5-103.5.7.

135	 See N. Norbu,	 e Small Collection j Hidden Preceots, pp.

38ff. S.G. Karmay,	 pp. 109-112, states that the

biographies of the tantra-master Buddhaguhya and of the

exponent of the Great Perfection Buddhegupta were confused

by 'Gos Lost&wa gZhon-nu dPal in the deb-ther snon-Do.

Even If this were the case, it is probable that the figure

in question here is Buddhaguhya since the texts outlined in

the biography are based on Mah&yoga. See NSTB, Book 2, Pt.
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2, pp. 87-90.

136	 See NSTB. Pt. 2, Book 2, p . 87.

137	 These ten aspects are discussed below, pp. 1111-123, within

the framework of '.lu Mi-pam rNam-rgyal's commentary sovi-

'od-sal snvinz-oo.

138	 ohwos-bcu mun-sel, Ch. 6, pp. 2116-2118.

139 La-gsum rOyal-ba Byang-ohub, who, like rMa Rin-chen mChog,

was one of the ei ght manor translators and one the seven

monks who were originally tested for ordination, was em-

powered by Padmasambhava at Khra-brug, and in consequence

was able to assume a meditative posture in the sky. See K.

Dowman, Dancer, pp. 283- 11. and passim; Yeshe Tsogyal,

Ih.e Life and Liberation f Padmasambhava, Part 11, p. 592;

also NSTB, Book 2, Pt. 11, p . 185.

1110	 These so-called "four great rivers of the distant lineage"

comprise: the river of conventional textual exegesis, along

with the commentaries and lecture notes; the river of

instruction of the aural lineage, along with the essential

writings and the guidance which lays bare the teaching

(dmar-khrid); the river of blessing and empowerment, along

with the means for conferral. and the introductions; and the

river of practical techniques, rites of enlightened act-

ivity and attainment, along with the wrathful mantras of

the protectors of the teaching.	 See NSTB, Book 2, Pt. 5,

p . 282. On the translators Vairocana and gYu-sgra sNying-
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po, see S.G. Kax'Tnay, "The Origin and Early Development of

the Tibetan Religious Traditions of the Great Perfection".

pt.1, which is a summary of the BioraDhY j Vairocana

(rie-btsun thams-cad mkhwen-r'a bai-ro-tsa-na'i rnam-thar

'dra-'baw ehen-mo); also NSTB I Book 2, Pt. 11, pp . 187-190.

1111	 On these figures, see NSTB, Book 2, Pt. 5, pp . 289-290.

Among them,	 gNyan-chen dPal-dbyangs was a prolific

commentator, his works including treatises on the Guhva-

arbhatantra, viz, the thus-kvi sron-ma (P. 5918), the

ita-ba van-da sron-ma (P. 5919), the thabs-shes sron-ma

(P. 5921). and the ita-ba rin--che sron-ma (P. 5923).

1112	 On rI Simha see NSTB, Book 2, Pt. 2, pp. 130-137, Pt. It,

pp . 187-190. On Vasudhara, 	 cit. • Book 2, Pt. 5, pp. 290

ff., and on Zhang rGyal-ba'l Von-tan,	 cit., Book 2, Pt.

5, p. 291. Kamalatla's role in the bSam-yas debate is

recorded in sBa-ggal-snang, sha-bzhed; 	 R.A. Stein, J1D

Chronioue Ancienne	 bSem-was; 0. Tucci, Minor Buddhist

Texts, Pt. I!; and 3. Broughton, "Early Ch'en in Tibet.".

See also S.G. Karmay,	 cit., pp . 153-190 on the relat-

ionship between the Tibetan cif-car-ra tradition and the

Hva-shang.

1113	 On this figure, see NSTB, Book 2, Pt. 2, pp . 300-3011.

11111	 NSTB. Book 2, Pt. 5, p . 1159.

1115	 The four provinces of stod mna'-ris skor-sum, dbus-

wtsan, a-mdo. khanis.
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1116	 NSTB. Book 2, Pt. 7, p. 770.

1117	 NSTB. Book 2. Pt. 11, pp . 238-277.

1118 According to NSTB. Book 2, Pt. 11, p . 235, kLong-chen Rab-

'byams-pa's teacher Kum&rdza also played a major part in

the establishin g of rdzos-chen terminology. In addition to

the Trilow,r Which Disoels Darkness, which occupies most of

the present study, the most celebrated treatises by kLong-

chen-pa, are the Seven Treasuries (mdzod-bdun), the Trilo

.f Rest (n&l-so skor-sum), the Trilov .f Natural

Liberation (ran-frol skor-sum), and the Three C,eles	 ..f

Further Innermost S1ritualit ( yan-ti skor-sum).	 See

the bibliography for details.

1119	 The three stages of ordination are those of the renunciate

(ravratw&), the novitiate (ramane..a), and full monkhood

(uDasamoadâ). On bLa-chen dGongs-pa Rab-gsal, who

maintained the Vinaya lineage in north-eastern Tibet after

the persecution of gLang Da p-ma, see NSTB, Book 2, Pt. 3.

pp . 169-173.

150	 NSTB, Book 2, Pt. 5, p. 313.

151	 NSTB. Book 2, Pt. 5, p. 315.

152	 NSTB, Book 2, Pt. 5, p . 3611.

153 It was gYung-ston-pa's commentary which picked up the

Mah&yoga themes of the Guhvaarbhatantra, and gave vitality

to subsequent generations of scholars within the lineage of
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transmitted precepts, Lo-chen Dharmar1 in particular.

1511 Sa-bzang Mati Pan-chen was a leading Sanskriti gt, who made

the final revisions of the Kâlacakratantra. He also wrote

several influential commentaries on philosophical works.

See G. Roerich. Blue Annals, pp. 776 & 10115-6.

155	 'Gos Lotsâwa, deb-ther snon-o. stod-cha, p . 136, (G.

Roerich. Blue Annals, p . 104.), states that he had in his

possession the remaining fragments of the Sanskrit manu-

script for the Guhaarbha.

156	 'Gos Lots&wa. deb-ther SnOfl-DO, stod-cha, p. 191*; G.

Roerich, Blue Annals, p . 153.

157 Among the ter-ma cycles there are diverse collections

based on the unified form of the ei ght meditational deities

known as the Ei ght Transmitted Preceots (bka'-br,ad). Some

of these have been enumerated above, p . 1116. note 711. See

also NSTB, Book 2, Pt. 6, passim. The Four-E'art Innermost

Soiritualiti (sn,in-thiz a-bzhi) comprising 13 volumes of

the esoteric instructional class of the Great Perfection

(man-nzaz-i was compiled by kLong-chen Reb-'byams-pa.

It includes the texts of the Indian and Tibetan oral

tradition which he received (bi-ma srLvin-thi, vole. 3-6,

mkha'-'ro snwin-ti2, vole. 10-11) and his own £ter-lna

cycles known as bla-ma an-thiz (vol.5. 1-2), mkha'-'.ro

wanz-ti (vols. 7-9, and zab-m wan-ti (vols. 12-13). The

Earlier flg Later Treasure-troves (ter-kha £onz-'o) are

those discoveries of Nyang-ral Nyi-ma 'Od-zer (1136-1204)
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and Gu-ru Chog-dbang (1212-1270) respectively.

158 mNga'-ris Pan-chen Padma dBang-rg'al (1487-1543) was an

important fi gure in the lineage of transmitted precepts,

and also the £ter-aton who discovered an important work

entitled bka'-'dus Dhwi-ma x'iz-'dzin wons-'dus-kii chos-

skor go1-'debs le'u bdun-ma'i szrub-thabs (RTD. vo].s, 6.

pp . 123-140. 11, pp. 1-112, 30. pp . 61-227). His major

treatise on the inte gration of monastic, bodhisattva and

mantra vows, the gdom-sum rnam-Dar nes-a'i bstan-bcos

(NMKMG. Vol 37), has been hi ghly influential within the

rNying-ma tradition.

159	 In the seventeenth century it was this fi gure who re-

established the monastery of rDo-r j e Brag at its present

location in dBus after that community had endured a long

period of persecution at the hands of the governor of

gTsang, Tshe-brtan rDo-r j e. On this dis pute, see NSTB I Book

2, Pt. 6. p. 567.

160 sTag-bla Padmainati of Kah-thog was an im portant figure in

East Tibet, particularly influential in connection with the

lineage of the zter-ston Zhi g- po gLing-pa. See NSTB. Book

2, Pt. 5, p. 422.

161 The L.ho-brag gSung-sprul II, Tshul-khrima rDo-r j e (1598-

1669) was an emanation of the buddha-speech of Padma gLing-

pa (1450-1521). See NSTB. Book 2. Pt. 5. pp . 422, 501.
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162	 On gSang-bdag Phrin-1aa Lhun-grub (1611-1662). see NSTB,

Book 2. Pt. 5. pp. 486-489.

163 This is the zsan-.'i chen-mo £anz-â'i chu-rz'un in four

volumes, an enumeration of texts studied by Dalai Laxna V.

Pub. Delhi: Nechung and Lhakhar. 1970.

164 The commentaries by Ye-shea rGyal-mtshan are not presently

available. For more details of his life, see NSTB. Book 2.

Pt. 5, pp. 443-445.

165	 The texts are not presently available. On the lineages of

Kah-thog monastery in general, see H. Elmer and P. Tsering,

"Abte und Lehrer von Kah-thog..."; and "A List of Abbots of

Kah-thog Monastery ..."; also NSTB, Book 2. Pt. 5, pp. 430-

451.

166 In the seventeenth century , and increasin gly in the

eighteenth century, the propagation of the bka'-ma lineage

was concentrated in east Tibet. When the lineage had all

but disappeared in the central region, gTer-bdag gLing-pa

and his brother Lo-chen DharmabrI became res ponsible for

its restitution. See NSTB. Book 2, Pt. 5, pp. 498-506.

167 On Dalal bLa-ma V, see NSTB. Book 2, Pt. 5, pp. 1124-425,

Pt. 6. pp. 6111-620; and on Rig-'dzin IV, ibid., Pt. 5, pp.

1177-479.

168 Among the children of gTer-bdag gLing-pa, it was his

daughter. Mi-' gyur dPal- ggron, who was largely responsible

for the restoration of sMin-grol-gling monastery following

the Dzungar invasion of 1717. She was a brilliant teacher

in her own right and the author of several important
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meditation manuals.

169 These texts have both been repeatedly consulted in the

course of the present research, the first for background

information and the second for its presentation of the

Tibetan text.

170 These commentaries on the san-bda dons-r2ian are

published in Commentaries , Guhra2arbha Tantra and

other rare H'inma Texts from tb.g Librarw L Dudom

RinDoche, Vol. 1.

171 He is an important recent figure in the lineage of the

transmitted precepts and a teacher of bDud-'joms 'Jiga-bral

Ye-shes x'Do-r j e. See NSTB. Book 2. Pt. 6. p. 1199.

172	 See above. p. 30. note 63.

173	 See above. p . 31.

1711 On this mchan-'re1, which is still hi ghly regarded in

rDzogs-chen monastery, see H.V. Guenther, Matrix L

Matery , p. 213. note 8.

175 The twenty volume edition, accordin g to an oral communica-

tion by bDud-' j oms 'igs-bral Ye-shea rDo-rje, had been

published xylographically at dPal-yul monastery. It was

partially reprinted in a fourteen volume edition from 1969

onwards. However, the first twenty volumes of the new

definitive forty volume bk&'-ma edition. NMKMG.. maintain

the content and structure of the ori ginal compilation.
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176 This is the bodhiaattva vow (bi'an-chub sems-dDa'i adom-p)

maintained by all Buddhist traditions in Tibet. Within the

rNyirig-ma-pa tradition, the rites for the conferral of this

vow are found in NMKI4G. vol 1. The author of hi'o-bcu

muri-sel, kLong-chen Rab-'byams-pa himself gathered together

three such traditions, namely, the tradition of Manjugrx

via t4g&r'juna and Candrakirti, the tradition of Maitreys

via Asanga and Vasubandhu, and the tradition of MañjurX

via N&grjuna and/ or Slntideva. See the Gsan jg Gter-

bd&-elin-a, pp . 15-16.

177 On these figures, see T. Thondup, The. Tantric Tradition Q.•

.t.be NwinemaDa, ø&sslm.

178 There is a good account of rDo-grub III's activities in

T. Thondup, Th Tantric Tradition ..f	 th,1nmaca, pp. 98-

102. 121.

179	 On dPal-aprul Rin-po-che, see NSTB. Book 2, Pt. 6, p. 691&;

T. Thondup , .. p. 100. He is the author of a cele-

brated conentary on preliminary meditation practices, the

kun-bzan bla-ma'i zhal-1un, on which see the French

translation by Christian Bruyat et. al., and excerpts in

Khetsun Sangpo Rin-bo-chay and J. Hopkins, Tantric Practice

j Ni'in-ma.
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180 For example,	 it says in the ArYasarvaDunwasamueea.'a-

samIdhis0tra (T. 134. P. 802. Vol. 32. P. 140.2.1/2):

0 Vimalatejas! the doctrinal treasures of bodhisattvas,

great spiritual warriors who desire the doctrine, have been

inserted in mountains, ravines, and woods. Dhâranis and

limitless approaches to the doctrine, which are Bet down in

books, will also come into their hands.

And:

For one whose aspiration is perfect the doctrine will

emerge from the midst of the sky , and from walls and trees,

even though no buddha be present.

181 On Ye-shea Tsho-rgyal. see the biography by sTag-sham NuB-

idan rDo-rje (b. 1655), translated in K. Dowinan, Sky.

Dancer; also I Life Liberation Padmasambhabva, 542

ff. and oassim; NSTB. Book 2, Pt. 5. pp . 465 ff., Pt. 6. p.

519.

182 On these figures see Yeshe Tsho gyal, Th Life

Liberation .f Padmasambhava;	 T. Thondup. The Tantria

Tradition Qf NinmaDa; NSTB. Book 2, pasaim. For

Nyang-ban Ting-'dzin bZang-po and his role in the lineage

of the Great Perfection, see NSTB, Book 2, Pt. 4, pp . 215-

216. Future ter-ston or discoverers of treasure-doctrines

are considered to be emanations of these masters. See the

biographies in NSTB. Book 2, Pt. 6.

183	 Peking bka'-'vur, Vol. 32. P. 802. PP. 110.1.7-140.2.1.
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1811	 'Jam-mgon Kong-sprul, 2ter-E'ton brQva-rt9&J. rnam-thar rin-

chen bai-dtirwa'i Dhren-mdzes, RTD. Vol. 1, pp . 291-759.

185	 This text is no )onger available, but * rediscoverei

treasure based on it, the bka'-'dus snwin-Do mdor-bsdus

skor by '3am-dbysngs mKhyen-brtse ' i dBang-po, is in RTD.

Vol. 23. pp. 209-1129. On O-rgyan gLing-pa in general, see

NSTB, BooK 2, Pt. 6. pp. 557-563.

186 On the first of these texts, see above p. 111, note 1. The

thuws-rIa ehen-ro Dadma zhi-khro is no longer available.

However, there is a rediscovered version (wanw-ter) of a

treasure by this name, RTD. Vol. 311, pp . 235-1132. the

origins) discoverer of which was a descendent of Karma

gLing-pa, named Nyl-ma Sang-ge. The rediscoverer was 'Jam-

dbyangs mKhyen-hrtse'i dBang-po.

187	 See above, p . 13, note 1.

188	 On Shes-rab 'Od-zer, see 'Jam-mgon Kong-sprul, 	 ter-ston

br ya-rtsa'i rnam-thar, pp . 135a.6-137a.6.

189	 On 'ja-tahon sNying-po, see 'Jem-mgon Kong-sprul,

pp . 88a.1-91a.2; NSTB, Book 2, Pt. 6, pp. 598-6011. His

collected works, the '.la-tshon ood-druz, now comprise seven

volumes.

190	 NL. On bDud-'dul rDo-rJe, see 'Jani-mgon Kong-sprul,

pp. 1115a.3-1118a.2; NSTB, Book 2. Pt. 6, pp . 604-610.
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191 On Mi-' gyur rDo-rje, see 'Jam-mgon Kong-sprul,

pp. 211a.6-213a.3. Re. received fifteen volumes of collected

visionary teachin gs, known as "celestial doctrines" (nam-

chos) from the ege of twelve until his death at the age of

twenty-four.

192 These seven successions (bka'-babs bdun) comprise

transmitted precepts (bka'), earth treasures (sa-wter),

reconcealed treasures (wan-2ter), intentional treasures

(d2onwg-ter), recol1ected treasures (rfes-su dran-pa'i

zter), pure visions (daf-snan), and aura] transmissions

(snvan-brvud). See NSTB, Book 2, Pt. 6, p. 651.

193
	

See CLTC. Vols. 11-12, RTD. Vol. 39

1911	 See CLTC. Vole. 111-19, RTD. Dassim.

195	 On mChog-'gyur gLing-pa, see '3am-mgon Kong-sprul,

pp. 177a.11-1811b.1; NSTB, Book 2, Pt. 6, pp. 6116-658.

His collected rediscovered teechings, the niehoz-wlinz ter-

chos, occupy thirty volumes. See the bibliography for

details.

196	 RTD. Vol. 7, pp . 119-90. On the life of '.7em-dbyan gs mKhyen-

brtse'i dBeng-po, refer to 'Jam-nigon Kong-eprul, . 	 .^jt..

pp. 185a.11-195a.2; NSTB. Book 2, Pt. 6, pp. 658-676.

197
	

See above, pp. 20-25.

198
	

See above pp. 59-61.
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199	 '3u Mi-pham rNam-rgyal, gDwi-don 'od-sal sn.'in-r, p , pp.

65-66.

200 The reIatonshi p between these qualities and the adherents

of the nine vehicles is explored In Chapter Thirteen of

hyos-bcu mun-sel, on the basis of the opening verses of

the corresponding chapter of the root-tantra. See h'os-

mun-sel, Ch. 13. pp. 4110-11118. In kLong-chen-pa' g view,

the naturally secret truth refers to Atlyoga as	 an

extension of Mahàyoga.

201 On these axioms, which form the introductory verses of

Chapter Eleven, and their application, see Dhwos-bau mun-

.e..1. pp. 380.1-3811.1; also for a s ynopsis see NSTB. Book 1,

Pt. 11, pp. 156a ff.

202	 This axiom also occurs in Ch. 11. For an explanation see

Dhwos-bcu mun-sel, pp. 1108.2 ff.

203 MI-pham Rin-po-che's definition slightly differs from that

given by kLong-chen-pa In phwog s-bcu mun-sel, Ch. 11. pp.

1108-1109, according to which there are two ordinary axioms

of sameness, namely, that all phenomena of Bams&ra and

nirv&na are the same In their inereated disposition and

relatively the same In the manner of a ma gical apparition;

and two superior axioms, namely that the five components

are buddhas and the eight aggregates of consciousness are

pristine cognition.
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2011	 On this axiom, see Guhi,aax'bh&, Ch. 9. 35; also NSTB. Book

1, Pt. 1$, pp. 156b-157a.

205	 'Ju Mi- pham rNam-rgyal, sDi-don 'od-wui	 in-ro, p. 69.

206 These nine kinds of skillful means, otherwise known as the

nine kinds of balanced absorption (an,oma- par '.iU-Da

Skt.. nay&samâDatti), are discussed by Mi-pham Rin-po-che

in detail. pp . 117 ff. They are as follows: absorption

('Io-Da) which is effected by study, continuous absorption

(rwun-'Io) which is effected by thought, Joint absorption

(blan-te '-va) and further absor ption (ru,e-bar 'O-Da)

which are effected by recollection, disci pline ( gui-ba) and

quiescence (zhi-ba) which are effected by awareness of the

present, continuous quiescence (n.ve-bar zhi-ba) which is

effected by perseverence, 	 and contemplative equlpoise

(mnvam-tar bzha2-Da) which is effected by experience.

207 For an explanation of the ways in which the creation stage

purifies and transforms livin g creatures at different

stages of development, see NSTB. Book 1. Pt. 11, pp. 158b-

160a. The four places or stations of birth (skie-naa riws-

bzhi) are womb-birth (mnal-nas akie-ba, Skt. i&râwuia),

egg-birth (so-n2a-las ski'e-ba, Skt.	 nd&f.aj. birth from

moisture (drod-sher-las aki'e-ba, Skt. jsvedaia), and

miraculous birth (brdzus-te ak,e-ba, Skt. uo&o&duka). The

five awakenings (mnon-b3,ar1 1p), or steps in creative

visualisation, are emptiness (stone-ra-m,id), the lunar

throne (zia-dan), the seed-syllables of buddha-speech
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(zsun wi-'bru), the hand-im plements symbolic of buddha-

mind (thu2s phva2-mt ghan), and the complete bod y of the

deity in question (ftkJa yons-rdzos). The four rites of

indestructible reality (rdo-rle cho-za bzhi) here refer to

the four miracles (cho-'Dhrui. bzhi), namely, contemplation

(tinz-ne-'dzin), consecration or blessing (bin-rlabs),

empowerment (dban-bskur), and offering (mchod-Da).

208 The three rites (cho-a zsum) in the intermediate mode of

creative visualisation are the body of the deit y in

question in its entirety (.Iti,& 'ons-rdzos), the buddha-

speech in the form of seed-s yllables (sun '12-'bru). and

the buddha-mind of meditative concentration (thu gs bsam-

tan). See NSTB. glossary of enumerations.

209	 On the contemplations of Anuyoga. see NSTB. Book 1. Pt. IL,

pp. L6ILb ff.

210 On the meditative techniques of Cuttin g through Resistance

(khre2s-chod), refer to dPal-Bprul O-rgyan 'Jigs-med Chos-

kyi dBang-po's commentary on dGa'-rab rDo-r j e, fshi-sum

nad-du brde-Da, and its English translations by T.

Thondup and K. Dowrnan. On All-surpassing Realisation (thod-

real), see NSTB. Book 1. Pt. 4, pp. 190a-211b; also Dh1'os-

ci.a mun-sel, Ch. 13, pp. 463-477.

211 On the distinctions between these modes of conduct in

Mahâyoga. see NSTB. Book 1, Pt. 4. pp. 160b-161a. There are

said to be eight divisions of the conduct of careful self-
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restraint,	 namely,	 faithful perseverence, conduct in

harmony with discriminative awareness, conduct in harmony

with compassion, one-sided conduct, elaborate conduct,

conduct concerning the provisions, conduct concerning

miraculous abilities, and immediate conduct.

212 The aftermath of meditation (rtes-thob) is a technical term

referring to the experience of pure appearances when

periods of meditative absorption have been interrupted.

See, e.g., dPa]-sprul O-r gyan 'Jigs-med Chos-kyi dBang-po,

tshi-2sum nad-du brdew-Da.

213	 A detailed and clear explanation of these rites is given in

phvoe-bcu mun-sel, Ch. 11, pp. 386-402.

214	 The structure of the root-tantra itself corresponds to the

arrangement of the mandalas of ground, path and result. The

"rank of Samantabbadra" refers to the sixteenth buddha-

level, e-shes bla-ma, on which see above, p. 141, note 51.

215	 For a detailed exp]anation of these empowerments and their

correspondence, see øhwos-beu mun-sel, Ch. 9, pp . 313-332,

370-379. Ch. 10.

216	 See above, p . 211, note 36.

217 The five poisons are the five conflicting emotions (nvon-

mons-lna), namely, desire, hatred, pride, envy and

delusion. The five nectars (bdud-rtsi lnza) are excrement.
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urine, blood, semen, and flesh. See 'Ju Mi-pham rNam-rgyal,

soul-don 'od-spl srLYin-Do, p. 166.

218 On the feast-offerings (tshos), see ohwos-bcu mun-sel,

Che. 11-12, pp. 379-439, esp . 402-408. The four aspects of

ritual service and rites of attainment (bsnwen-srub u'an-

l. g bzhi) are ritual service (bsnven-oa, Skt. sevâ),

entailin g the recitation of mantra and one-pointed prayer-

ful devotion to a deity that is visualised; further ritual

service (flue-bar bsnwen-oa, Skt. uoasev&), entailin g the

prayers that the deity 's blessings will, descend and

transform the mundane body , speech and mind into the three

syllables of indestructible realit y ; attainment (szrub-c'a,

Skt. aâdhana), entailin g that accomplishments are absorbed

from the Su gatas of the ten directions into the deit y and

thence into oneself, either in actuality, meditation or

dreams; and great attainment (s2rub-chen, Skt. mahâ-

s&dhana), which is the ultimate realisation of primordial

purity experienced when body , speech and mind are identical

to those of the deity . See 'Ju-Mi-phain rNam-rgyal, tshi-

gQ rnam-bzhad oadma dkar- po, Pp . 22-23.

219	 As 'Ju Mi-pham rNam-rgyal, soui-don 'od-sal snvin-oo, pp.

204-206, adds: The outer offerings comprise dance, song,

mental	 contemplation,	 desired	 raptures,	 wondrous

appropriate sacraments, superior skillful means, and the

establishment of phenomenal existence as the ground. The

inner offerin gs include many aspects corresponding to the

outer offerin gs, and in particular the pure offerings of
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the body of indestructible reality (rdo-rle'i with its

network of energy channels, currents and seminal points.

The secret offerings of sexual union and "liberation"

transform the five poisons into five pristine oognitjons

and the three poisons into offerings of buddha-body, speech

and mind. The real offering is described as "the supreme

bliss of purity and sameness."

220	 The four immeasurablee (tshad-med bzhi) are loving kindness

(bwams-Da, Skt. maitr!), compassion (snwin-rte, Skt.

karun), sympathetic oy (dza'-ba, Skt. mudit), and equa-

nimity (btan-sn,oms, Skt. ueksá). See e.g., Sgam.po. pa .

The Jewel Ornament ..f Liberation, pp. 91ff.; NSTB, Book 1,

Pt. 1, lOa-llb.

221	 These four rites are explained in oh'os-hcu mun-sel, Ch.

9, pp. 313-315, within the context of the homa ritual. See

also Tadeusz Skorupski. "Tibetan Homa Rites" and S. Beyer,

I.b. Cult	 T&r&, pp. 257, 2611-275.

222 The four resultant pristine cognitions, as explained in

NSTB, Book 1, Pt. 2, p. 118s, are respectively outer, inner

and secret awareness of the outer, inner and secret major &

minor marks on the buddha-body; and the pristine cognition

of reality (de-kho-na-nvid ve-shes) which is aware of the

supreme marks of the Great Perfection.
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223 On the formation of hand-gestures, see hiros-bcu mun-sel,

Ch. 8, pp. 276-294; also S. Be yer, The Cult	 Târ&, pp.

143ff.

224 On this definition, which derives the Skt. mantra, from

man ge, mind, and tr&wa. to protect, see NSTB, Book 2, Pt.

4, p. lLL3b.

225 The realisations referred to are those of the four kinds of

awareness-holders (ri-'dzin pnam-bzhi), which are dis-

cussed in phi' s-bu mun-sel, Ch. 9, pp . 331-332; Ch. 12,

pp. 424-435. The first three-- the awareness holder of

maturation (rnam-smin ri-'dzin), the awareness-holder with

power over the lifes pan (tshe-dban ri-'dzin) and the

awareness-holder of the great seal (haz-ehen ri-'dzin)--

are considered to be provisional results in relation to the

conclusive awareness-holder of spontaneous presence (ihun-

grub ri-'dzin). Both this text and NSTB. Book 1, Pt. 4.

pp. 161a-162a, distin guish, however, between the latter and

the complete buddha-level.

226 Alternatively, retentive mantras are the essence of die-

criminative awareness, originating from the teachin gs of

Pralñâoâraxnit&, gnostic inantras are the essence of skillful

means, originating from the Kriy&tantra, and secret niantras

are the non-dual pristine cognition, originating from

Mahâyoga, Anuyoga, and Atiyoga. See e.g., 'Jigs-med gLing

-pa, r'ud-'bum dris-lan, p . 91, who gives this description

on the basis of a quote from the don2s-Da rub-a'i rzud.
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227	 'Ju Mi-pham rNam-x' gyal. swi-don 'od-2sl anMin2- po, pp.

11-12.

228	 Lo-ehen Dharmari.	 an-bda zha1-1un, p . 68.

229	 Lo-chen Dharmari, aan-bda zhal-1uri, pp . 69-69.

230 Within the section on the mandala of peaceful deities, Ch.

13 concerns the perfection stage and the Great Perfection.

231 Lo-chen Dharmari. £san-bda2 zhal-lun, pp . 83 ff., is a

major source for this discussion on the two exegetical

traditions. On the mKhan-po gZhan-dga' commentary, see

above p. 106. note 174.

232 Whenever English technical terms are not ex plained or

accompanied by their Tibetan equivalents, the reader should

refer to the glossaries of technical terms and enumerations

in NSTB. along with the definitions provided in NSTB. Book

1. As far as the two terms mentioned here are concerned.

the expression "wisdom" does seem inade quate. Accordin g to

bod-rva tshi-mdzod chen-mo, the term ire-shea is variously

described as pristine or primordially abiding cognition

(ire-nas nae-Da'1 Rhes-DA) or the awareness of coalescent

emptiness and radiance abidin g naturally in the minds of

all, beings (sema-an thams-cad-kiri rirud-la rane-bzhin-i'ia

erlas-D&'i stane-sal-iri ri-o&). As indicated by the

definitions of the five kinds of pristine cognition in

NSTB, Book 1. Pt. 2. pp. 60a-63a, it is the perception of
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the buddhas rather than an accumulation of factual wisdom

or knowledge. The term ghea-r&b is described as the

discriminative awareness of the essence, distinctions.

particular & general characteristics, and advantages &

disadvantages of any object of reference within one's own

perceptual range, at the conclusion of which doubts are

resolved (ran2-1rul-v1 brta2-b.Pa' i dnos-o-la dmis-n&a

de'i rizo-bo-d&n	 khvad-Dar-dan ran-sovi'i nitshart-nvid-

d&n blsn2-dor les-oar 'bved-a'i shes-oa r&b-kiii mtha-

son-op the-tshom z10-oa.'i bved-oa las-can-no). Discritnin-

ative awareness is said to be produced throu gh study.

thought or contemplation. See Sgam.po.pa ,	 g. Jewel Orna.-

ment	 Liberat1on pp. 202ff.
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Part Two

Adition of Tibetan Root-text
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The Title

[rgya-gar	 akad-du	 SrIguhyagarbhatattvavinica,yainah&tantra-

n&nia]

bod-skad-du	 dpal gsang-ba'i gnying-po de-Rho-na-nyid rnam-par
1

nges-pa'i rgyud chen-po Cl)

bcom-ldan-'das dpal kun-tu-bzang-po-la phyag-'tshal-lo [2)

Chapter One

'di-skad bshad- pa'i dus-na(i] de-bzhin gshegs-pa yang-dag-par

rdzogs- pa'i sangs-rgyas bcom-ldan-'das longs-spyod chen-po

p hyoga-bcu dus-bzhi'i de-bzhin gg hegs-pa thams-cad-kyi sku-dang

gaung-dang thugs rdo-rje'i bda g-nyid ma-lus mi-lug lus-pa ined-

pa thams-cad-dang so-so ma- yin tha-ini-dad dbyer-med-pa'i rang-
1

bzhin-te(2] 'o g-min---gyi gnas mtha'-dang dbus-med-pa-na	 gzhi
2

tshad-med- pa'i ye-shes-kyi 'khor-lo gsal-ba-1a ye-shea rin- po-

che 'bar-ba'i gzhal-yaa-khan g rgya-phyogs bcur yonga-su ma-
3

chad-pa: yon-tan dpag-tu med-pa rgyas-pa'i phyir gru-bzhir gyur-

p sI	 lhag-pa'i ye-shea rin-po-che'i glo-'bur-gyis mdzes-pa

rtse-mo phyogs-bcu clus-bzhi'i san gg -rgyas-kyi dkyil-'khor ma-lus-

pa thams-cad

	

	 go-go ma-yin ngo-bo-nyid gcig-pa'i ye-sheB kun-tu
5

'khyil-pa ye-shes bsam-gyi g ml-khyab-pal ye-sheg rin-po-che'i

dbyibs-dang kha-dog la- gogs-pa rnam-pa tha-dad- pa'i bye-brag-dang
6

Rhyad-par-du gyur- pa 'phags-pa	 tshad dpag-tu med-pa(3) ye-
7

shes rin-po-che sna-tshogs-kyi phreng-ba-dang	 chun- 'phyang-
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8
dang	 ehar-bu'i rgyan-dang gzgs ana-tshoga-dang agra gna-

tahogs-dang	 dri ana-tahogs-dang ro ana-tahoga-dang reg-bya
9

ana-tahogs-kyis phyoga-beur 'khrigs-par rang-byung-1a ml-sgx.jb-
10

par gaai-ba'i rgyan bsam-gyis mi-khyab-par klubs-pa 	 rnam-par
11

thar-pa bzhi'i ago-nas 'jug-pa'i sgo-khyud-can

	

	 rnam-par thar-
12

pa brgyad-kyj. rta-babg -dang idan- pa phyl-dang nang med-pa kun-

tu yang nang-du gyur-pa-na(] mi-'jigs-pa seng-ge'i khri-dang

atobs giang-po-che'i khri-dan g : rdzu-'phrui rta-yi khri-dang

dbang rma-bya'i khri-dang thogs-pa med-pa nam-mkha' iding-gi
13

khri-dang rang-bzhin-gyis	 'od-gsai-ba nyi-zia'i dkyii-'khor-

dang	 gos-pa med-pa padma rin-po-che'i gdan-1a[5) sku mdun-

dang rgyab- med-pa tharns-cad-du zhai thai-ic-bar ggai-zhing
14

mtshan-dang dpe-byad-du idan-pa

	

	 baam-gyia mi-khyab-pa tharns-
15

cad-du sku-gaung-thugs Bna-tshogs-par kun-tu Bnang-ba	 thabs-
16

dang ahes-rab-kyl zhabs-gnyis mnyam-pa'i brtui-zhu gs-kyi skyil-

mo-krung-du bzhugs-pa	 ye-shea drug-gi phyag ye-shea rin-po-

che'i phyag-rgya 'bar-ba-can:	 sku-gaung-thugs bsam-gyis ml-

khyab-pa'i dbu-gsum-dang idan-pa(6] bcom-idan-'das de-bzhln

gahegs-pa rnam-par Bhes-pa'l. rgyai-po-dang de-bzhin gahegs-pa

gzugs-kyi rgyal-po-dang cie-bzhln gshegs-pa tshor-ba'i rgyai-po-

dang	 de-bzhiri gahegs-pa 'du-ahea-kyi rgyai-po-dang	 de-bzhin

gahegs-pa 'du-byed-kyi rgyai-po-dang de-dag kun-kyang mthing-
17	 18

Itha-dang	 dkar-po-dang ser-po-dang le-brgan-dang 	 hang-

khu'i mdog-tu 'tsher-ba[7) btsun-mo dam-pa anang-ba'i dbyings-
19

dang	 ara-ba'i dbyings-dang mnyen-pa'i dbyinga-dang dro-ba'i

dbyinga-dang bakyod-pa'i dbyings ia-cogs-pa btsun-mo'i tahogs-

dang gnyia-su med-par chos-kyi dbyinga kun-tu mtha'-yas-par
20	 21

khyab-pa-ni	 'di-lta-gte	 dper-ne til- gyl gang-bu	 bzhin-du
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gang-nag khyab-par bzhugg-o	 [8]

22
de-nae byang-chub ehen-po rdo-rje mthong-ba-dang 	 byang-chub

ehen-po rdo-rje thos-pa-dang byang-ehub chen-po rdo-rje snom-
23	 21L

pa-dang	 byang-ctiuh ehen-po rdo-rje myong-pa-dang 	 (9) bt g un-
25

mo mthong-par bya-ba-dang mnyan-par bya-ba-dang banam-par
26

bya-ba-dang	 myong-bar bya-ba'i tshoga-dang[1O]	 byang-chub

chen-po rdo-rje mthong-byed-dang byang-ehub chen-po rdo-re
27

thog-byed-dang	 byang-ehub chen-po rdo-rje snom-byed-dang

byang-chub chen-po rdo-re myong-byed-dang (11] btun-mo 'das-
28	 29

pa-dang da-ltar-dang 'byung-ba-dang	 ma-byon-pa'i	 tshogs-
30

dang(12]	 'zloms-pa chen-po rdo-rje	 reg-pa-dang	 'joms-pa
30	 30

chen-po rdo-rje reg-byed-dang 	 'joms-pa chen-po rdo-rje 	 reg-
30

bya-dang	 'joms-pa chen-po rdo-rje 	 reg-sheg-dang(13] btsun-

mo rtag-par ma-yin-pa-dang chad-par me-yin-pa-dang	 bdag-tu
31

ma-yin-pa-dang	 mtshan-mar ma-yin-pa 1a-sogs-pa de-lta-bu'i
32

tshogs brjod-kyis	 ml-lang-ba-dang	 gnys-su med-par bzhugs-
33

so	 (1]

de-nas de-hzhin gehegs-pa btsun-mo'i	 s-dang gnyis-n med-

pa'i gsang-ba'i dkyii-'khor de-dag-nyid-kyl g gang-be 'di-nyid
3Z1

sku-clang gsung-dang thugs-dang yon-tan	 phrin-las rdo-rje-las

phyung-ngo	 (15)
35

e e-ma c-ma-ho:
36

de-bzhin-nyid-kyi dbyings-nyid dbang-sgyur ye-shes dkyl1-

'khor thugg-rj e'i ngang	 (16]

rang-snang-ba-nyid ting-'dzjn gzugs-brnyan sgyu-ma rnam-dag

gsal-ba-n1	 [17]
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37
•%cu-gBung-thuga-dang yon-tan	 'phrin-las Bel-med-pa-yi

yon-tan yid-bzhin rin-po-che
38

mi-zad- par idan-pa rgyan-gyi 'khor-lo rdo-r j e mchog-i
39

gnas-nyid-do

-zhea rdo-r j e gBang-ba'i t ghig-tu'o(18]	 gsan-ba'i snying-po

de-Itho-na--nyld nges-pa-laa g lenz- gzhi'i le'u- g te dang-po'o:	 (19)

Chapter Two

1	 2
de-nag bcom-ldan-'das byed-pa-po rdo-r j e yid kun-tu bzan-po

3
thaina-cad ma-lua-- pa'i rang-bzhin-gyi tBhul rdo-r j es	 bteun-mo

bya-ba-mo chos kun-tu bzang-mo-la 'jut-par gyur-to zhugs-pas

phyogs-bcu dus-bzhi'i de-bzhin gshes-pa ma-lus-pa thanis-cad

&cig-gi rang-bzhin-du dbyer-med-pas de-bzhin shegs-pa-nyic1 de-

bzhin gshegs-pa-nyid-la ched-du br j od- pa 'di brjod-do	 (1)

e-ma--ho

rdo-rje phung-po yan-lag-n1

rdzoge- pa'i eangs-rgyaa inga-ru grage

skye-mched khams-rnanis mang-po kun

byang-chub semg -dpa'l dkyil- ' khor-riyid

sa-chu epyan-dang má-ina-kX

me-riung gos-dkar Bgrol-ma-ste

nam-inkha' dbyings-kyi dbang-phyug-ma

Brid- gsuni ye-nas aangs-rgyas-zhing

thams-cad ma-lus chos-eo-cog

g angs-rgyaa-nyid-].as gzhan ma-yin

Banga-rgyas-nyid-las gzhan-pa'i Ch08
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5	 6
Bar1s-rgyaB-nyid-kyiB mi-brnyeg-so

-zhes brjod-pas	 de-bzhin shegg -pa thains-cad mnyes-par gyur-

to:	 (2)

7
de-nag btaun-nio bya-ba--nio chos kun-tu bzang-mos	 bcom-ldan-'das

8
y id (byed-pa- po] kun-tu bzang-po-dang n yis-su nied-par yur-nas

9
ched-du brjod-pa 'di brjod-do	 (3]

awe -ma ' 0
10

phyogs-bcu ston-khams ye-nas dben
11

arid-pa sum-ni	 dag-pa'i zhing
12

snyigs-ma lnga-riyid	 bde-1dan gnas
13

phung-po inga-nyid rdzogs sanga-rgyas

thams-cad mohog-gi snying-po-bas
i.Ii

gzhan-du rgyal-bas	 chos nii-btsal

nyid-las gzhan zhes-bya-ba'i chos
15	 16

btsal-kyang rgyal-bas mi-brnyes-so

-zhea briod- pas thams-cad ye-nag gangs-rgyas-par de-bzhin g g hegs-

pa-nyid-kyi g mkhyen-to	 (U

dc-nag gnyis-su med- pa'i bdag-nyid chen-pos ye-nsa g angs-rgyas-

pa'i aems ye-shea-au bskyed-pa 'di gsungg -so	 (5)

c-ma-ho ngo-mtshar rmad-kyl chos

rdzoga-pa'i sangs-rgyas kun-gyi gaang

skye-ba med-las thams-cad skyee
2.7

gkyes-pa-nyid-na akye-ba-med	 (6]
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c-me-ho ngo-mtshar rmad-kyl ch09

rdzogs-pa'i sange-rgyea kun-gyi gseng

'gas-pa med-lee theme-cad 'sag
18

'gag-pa-nyld-na	 'gag-pa-med	 (7]

e-ma-ho no-mtehar rined-kyl chos

rdzogs-pe'i sange-rgyae kun-gyl gsang

gnas-pe med-las theme-cad gnas
19

gnas-pa-nyld-na gnas-pa-med	 (8]

e-ma-ho ngo-mtshar rmad-kyl chos
20

rdzogs-pe'l gangs-rgyas kun-gyl	 ggang

dmigs-pa med-lee theme-cad dmigs
21

dmlge-pa-nyid-na dm1 gg-pa-med	 (9]

e-ms-ho ngo-mtehsr rmad-kyl chos

rdzogs-pa't sange-rgyas kun- gyl gsang

'gro-'ong med-las 'gro-dang 'ong
22

'gro-'ong-nyid-na	 'gro-'ong-med	 (10]

-cee brjod-pas	 de-bzhln gehegs-pa thams-ead-dang btsun-mo'l

tehogs thains-ead-kyang mnyes-pae kh yab-par gyur-to	 (11]

23
de-nas de-bzhln gehegs-pa theme-cad 	 btsun-mo'i tshogs (theme-

211
cad)-dang	 bees-pee ched-du br1od-pa 'di brjod-do	 (12]

e-me-ho ye-nag ggang-ba'i chos

sna-tshoga snang-la rang-bzhin gsang

ngo-bo-nyid-kyis rab-tu gsang
25

gzhan-du mm-lag	ehin-tu geang
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-zhe	 brjod-pap(13] de-bzhin gshegs-pa thame-ead-dang 	 ohos

thams-cad ye-nsa	 aengs-ryaa-pa'i ngo-bo-nyid-du 	 gcig-pa'i
26

mtahan-nyld yln-pas dbyer-med-na'anZ

	

	 'ro-ba'i main-par rtog-
27

pa ma-rlg-pa-las	 'gro-ba lnga'i na	 bsam-gyls mi-khyab-par
28

smln-pa-1a	 thugs-rze cthen-po	 aenga-rgyas-kyj ye-shea ehen-po

skyes-nas	 ched-du brlod-pa 'di bnj od-do	 (1k]
29

e-ma-ho bde-gahegs	 snying-po-las

rang-gi mnam-. rtog las-kyls gprul

ana-tahoga lus-dang longa-epyod-dang

gnas-dang sdug-bsngal Ja-aogs-pa

bdag-dang bdag-gir so-sor 'dzin 	 (1.5]

sus-kyang ma-bclngs bctngs-med-de
30

bclng-bar bys-ba yod-ma-yin
31

rnam-rtog bdag-tu 'dzin-pa-yls
32

nan-gyis mkha'-la mdud-pa 'dor	 (16]

bcings-rnecj main-par grol-med-pa'i

ye-nag lhun-rdzogs sangs-rgyas chos

batan-phyip spro-ba sna-tshogs mdzad

-caB de-bzhin gahega-pa-nyid de-bzhin gahegs-pa-nyld-la ched-du

gleng-ngo	 (17]

gaang-ba'i snying-po de-kho-na-nyid ngea-pe-las don-dain-pa-dang
33

kun-rdzob-kyi byang-chub sems ye-shea-gu bakyed-pa'i le'u-ste

gnyis-pa'o	 (18]
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Chapter Three

1
de-nas de-bzhin gshega-pa thams-cad-las:	 thuga-rJe chen-po'I

2	 3
byin-gyis briabs	 zhes-bya-ba'i	 rig-pa'i	 skyes-bu thub-pa

4
drug:	 de-bzhjn gshegs-pa'i aku-dang gsung-dang thugs rdo-rje-

las 'thon-to(l) 'thon-nas-kyang las-kyi dbang-gis snrel- gzhi-
5

dang yan-man-gyl 'Jig-rten drug-gi phyogs-bcu mtha'-yas mu-med-
6	 7

pa'l stong-gsum-gyi stong-chen-po re-rer	 thub-pa chen-po
8

bcom-ldan-'das re-res 'dul-ba main-pa bzhis 'gro-ba lnga'i don
9

mdzad-de[2] bltams-pa-dang	 rab-tu byuri g-ba-dang	dka'-thub
10

mdzad-pa-dang gangs-rgyas-pa-dang bdud-btul-ba-dang 	 chos-
11

kyi 'khom-lo bskor-ba-dang cho-'phrul chen-po ston-pa-dang
12

mya-ngan-las-'das la- g o gs-par ston- pa'i thub-pag	(3) dus-bzhi

kuri-tu mkhyen-pa-dang	thanis-cad-kyi Bems-kyl rgyud kun-tu

mkhyen- pa-dan g	mdzu-'phmul-gyi apyan-gyis thams-cad kun-tu
13

gzigs-pa-dang

	

	 rdzu-'phru].-gyi snyan-gyi g kun-tu gsan-pa-dang
14

rdzu-'phrul-gyi tahogs kun-tu don-spyod-pa-dang 	 zag-pa med-
15	 16

pas kun-tu bzang-po'i spyod-pa rdzogs-pa'i mngon-pam shea-pa

chen-po drug-dang (U 	kun-tu sku bsazn-gyia mi-khyab-pa-dang

kun-tu thugs bg am- gy is mi-khyab-pa-dang kun-tu gzhal baam-gyis
17

mi-khyab-pa-dang	 kun-tu gsung	 bsam-gyis mi-khyab-pa-dang
18	 19

ldan-pa	 bsam-gyia mi-khyab-pa	 grariga-med-pa phyogs-bcur

anang-bar gyur-to	 (5]

thams-cad-kyang

	

	 di-lta-ate: 'dul-ba'i dbang-gis iha-dang mi'i
20

theg-pa-dang	 nyan-thos-kyl	 theg-pa-dang rang byan g-chub-
21

kyi	 theg-pa-dang byang-chub senis-dpa' i theg-pa-dang	 bla-ne
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22
med-pa'i theg-pas	 (6] ma-rig-pa'i rnam-par rtog-pa nyon-mongø-

23
pa	 stong-phrag brgyad-cu rtBa-bzhi'i gnyen-por chos stong-

phrag brgyad-cu rtsa-bzhl gaungs-00 	 gsung-ngo:	 gaung-bar

'gyur'-ro	 (7]

24
de-dag thams-cad-kyang gzung-ba-dang 	 'dzin-pa'I	 phyl-nang-gi

25
rten-cing 'brel-bar 'byung-ba 'dzin- pa	 'khrul-pa-lag 'dogs-pa

26
(rtogs-pa)-dang	 las-dang las-kyi 'bras-hu chud ini-a-ba-dang

las-dang las-kyl 'bras-bus mi-gos	 gos-par ml-'gyuv	 gos-su

nied-par ston-pa'i mthar-thug-go 	 [8)

de-nas de-bzhin gahegs-pa thams-oad-kyis ched-du briod-pa 'di

brjod-10	 (9]

31-snyed 'jig-rten 'khrul-ba'i chos

ma-rig rtog-pa'l gzung-'dzin-gyis

phyl-nang rten-'brel gnyis-su 'khor
27

mi-mthun bde-sdug myong-bar 'gyur	 (10]

rang-bzhiri nyid-las nyams-pa-med

yang-dag sgyu-ma' i tghul-gnyis-su

bdag-dang bdag-gi gzhan-med-de

rnam-dag dbyings-nyid tahul-gelg-go 	 [11)

bdag-dang bdag-gi gzhan-rnams-n1
28

log-par rtog-pa tsam-nyld-1as

phra-zhln g zab-pa'ang yod-ma-yin
29

Iog-rtog nyid-la nyid spyod-pas
30

gzhan-du gYo-ba el-yang med	 (12)

log-rtog rgyu-'bras rgyun-nyid-kyang
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gzhi-rtaa-med dbyinga Bkad-cig-ma
31

main-par dag-pa'i	 dbyinga-nyid-tghul	 (13]

nyid-la dbang-sgyur-nyid spyod-phyir

bdag-dang gzhan-dang rtog-pa'i rgyun

mnarn-dag bla-med theg-pa'i mehog : •(i]

32
theg-pa bzhi-yls	 ngea-'byung-la

33
theg-pa gcig-gi	 'bras-bur gnaa	 [15]

yang-dag rtoga-pas rab-brtags-na

rang-bzhin med-lag elm-yang ' grub: [16]

3I
sanga-rgyas mya-ngan yongs ml-'da'

35
choa-kyang nub-par mi-'gyur-te

ma-rig Bmin-mdzad 'dul-ba'i phylr

byung-nas mya-ngan 'da'-bar ston	 (17]

'clul-ba mdo-ade choa-mngon-dang

dam-t ghig agrub-dang grub-pa-dang

sku-dang gsung-dang thuga-kyl rgyud
36

phyogs-bcu mnazng - gu rab-grags-pa

gsang-ba'i snying-po las-'phros-te 	 (18)

rang-bzhin gg ang-ba'i snying-po 'di:
37

ade-anod kun-dang rgyud-kun-gyi

'byung-gnas gtan-la ngeg -par 'bebs	 (19]

38
choa-mnams min g-du btags-ba tsazn

aton-psa don-clang mthun-phyogs-su

ming-dang tahi g-tu btaga-naa batan
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39
Bton ming-tshig-la dngoa-po med

40
-eec	 brjod-do	 (20]

de-nag de-bzhin gahegs-pa gnyi g-au med-pa'i dkyil-'khor de-dag-

nyid-kyi geang-ba 'di-n yid sku-dang gcung-dang thugs-dang von-
41

tan	 'phrin-laa rdo-rje-laa phyung-ngo	 (21]

a-ho:
42

srid-rtsa'i nyes-dmiga bdag-tu rtog-las 'phroa

rgyud-drug skye-' gag luc-dang longs-spyod-dang

gnas-dang edug-bangal 'khrul-'khor la-Bogs-pa:
43

log-rtog-nyid-las gzhan-du	 ei-yang-med	 (22]

ston-n1d bdag-med ye-mkhyen rang-rig thugs:

dmigs-bya dmigs-byed med-par dran-dbang-bsgyur
44

ngo-mtshar sku-gsung yon-tan zhing-khams-1as

gzhan-na med-de de-nyid de-itar yin

-zhea rdo-rje gaang-ba'i tshig-tu'o 	 (23)

-zhea-brjod-pas	 thub-pa drug-gi sprul-pa grangs-med-pa-dang
45

de-bzhin gahegs-pa thams-cad-kyis gaunga-pa yang de-clag-tu

'dus-par de-bzhin gchega-pa-nyid-kyis mkhyen-to 	 gsang-ba'i

snying-po da-kho-na-nyid nges-pa-laa chos thams-cad gtan-la phab-
46

pa'l	 le'u-ste gsum-pa'o	 [24]
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Chapter Four

dc-nag de-bzhin gahege-pa thama-cad dgongs-pa geig-tu gyur-naa

mnyam-pa chen-po'i tahul rdo-r1e'i dbyings- gu	 chos thams-cad
1

ye-nag gangs-rgyas-pa'i ting-nge-'dzin-las mi-gyo-bar 	 chos

thams-cad ining-team-du gnas-pa'i yl-ge 'phreng-ba'i 'Rhor-lo

zhes-bya-ba 'di: aku-dang gaung-dang thugs rdo-rje-las phyung-

ngo	 (1]
2

A:
3

rab-tu brtan-gyur a-dkar-las
a

ehin-tu phra-ba'i a-mama gpro
5

phyoga-bcu gang-bar gaa].-gyur-naa
6	 7

b gdua-kyang 'phel-'grib med-par brtan

dc-lag ming-tehoga gsal-'bar kun

apro-zhing badu-ba'ang de-bzhin-n0 	 [2]

'di-ni rdo-rje dngoa-grub-kyU
8

brtan-'byung ye-shea rgyu-yin-no	 (3]

A: KA KHA GA GHA NA:

CA CHA JA JHA NA:

TA THA DA DMA NA:

TA THA DA DHA NA:

PA PHA BA DMA MM

YA VA RA LA:

SA SA SA HA:

K SA:

I I U UI

EAIOAUI [U
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'di-dag phyung-bas	'jig-rten drug-gi phyogs-bcu mtha'-yaa-pa
9

main-pa drug-tu gYos rab-tu gYos	 kun-tu gYos-nas	 chos
10

thams-cac ming-gi mtshan-nyid-taazn-du gyur-to ho	 (5]

de-nas de-bzhin gg hegs-pa thams-cad-kyis ched-du brz j od- pa 'di

brjod-do	 (63
11

a-ni stong-dang mi-stong-gi

dbu-ma'ang dmigs-su yod-ma-yin

thains-cad ming-tsam sangs-rgyas kun

yi-ge 'phreng-ba-nwid-la gnas	 (73

a-nyicl gna-t ghogs-par snang-ba'i

ka la-Bogs-pa bzhi-bcu-gnWiS

ggra-yi ming-gis thams-cad bsdus
12

mngon-rdzogs rgyal-po de-nyici nges 	 (83

e-ma-ho ngo-mtahar ya-mtshan-gyi

'phrul-chen bzhi-bcu-rtaa-ln ga'i ming
13

tahig-mnams ma-lug 'dzin-pa'i gnas

g na-tshogs don-chen gmra-zhing ston	 (9]

dngos-med yi-ge'i rang-bzhin gems:

bdag-med mtha'-bral mi-dmiga-kyang
111

dbyibs-dang kha-dog ming-tshogs-kyiB
15

rol-pa cir-yang sprul-cing ston	 (10]

16
phyogs-bcu dus-bzhir gshegs-pa-yi

ye-ehes sems-d pa' i	 gku-gsung-thugs

dkyil- 'khor bzhi-bou-rtsa-lnga-nyid

yl-ge mgo-nas ksa-la rdzogs 	 [ii]
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aems-kyi rang-bzhin yi-ge-ate
18

yl-ge dngos-po yod-ma-yin 	 (12]

dmiga-med de-nyid ena-tehogs-pa' Ii

aku-gsung-thUgs-Iwi 'khor-].o che

sku-gsung-thugs-ni ngo-mtshar-gyi
19	 20

ya-mtshan	 'phrul-chen rab-'gugs-pa'O 	 (13]

dbyibs-la dbyibs-kyia bris-pa-ste

yi-ge zhes-ni de-phyir brj od	 (hi]

mgo-ni ma-nor lain-yin-te

tig-ni shes-rab ming-du smra

shad-ni thabs-chen t ghi ge-su gaod	 (15]

21
a-ni skye-med de-bzhin-nyid	 (16]

tha-ni agyu-'phrul rdo-rje-nyld
•	 22
ta-ni snang-ba'i	 agyu-'phrul-nyid

cia-ni agyu-'phrul yid-bzhin-nyid
•	 23
ciha-ni ggyu-'phrul rnam-dag-nyid
•	 24
na-ni kun-tu sgyu-'phrul-nyid 	 (173

25
tha-ni dra-ba mngon-rdzogs-nyid

25
ta-ni dra-ba brtan-pa-nyid

25	 26
cia-ni dra-ba lham-me-nyid

25
dha-ni dra-ba	 'khril-ba-nyid

25
na-ni dra-ba kun-tu ' gyur	 (18)
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ka-ni •pyan-gyi thuga-kyi mchog

kha-ni snyan-gyi thuga-kyj mctog

ga-nj ehanga-k'i thuge-kyi mchog

gha-ni ljaga-kyi thuga-kyi mctog
27

na-ni thuga-kyang 'jig-byed-pa'o	 (19]

ca-ni Bpyan-gyi BRu-yi mchog

cha-ni anyan-gyi Bku-yi mehog

ia-ni Bh&flgB-kyi Bku-yi mchog
28

iha-ni ljaga-kyi sku-yl mchog
29

ha-ni Bku-yang 'jig-byecl-pa'o	 (20]

pa-ni Bpyan-gyi gaung-gi mchog

pha-ni anyan-gyi gaung-gi mchog

ba-ni ahangs-kyl gaung-gi mchog

bha-ni ljaga-kyi gaung-gi mchog
30

ma-ni gaung-yang 'Jig-bar byed	 (21]

ya-ni akye-ba rnam-par dag
31.

va-ni gnaa-pa rnam-par dag
32

z'a-ni 'Jig-pa dag-pa-ate
33

la-ni stong-pa dag-pa'o
31*

ka-ni rtag-pa dag-pa-ate
35

Ba-ni chad-pa yod-ma-yin

ia-ni mtha'-bral bdag-med-pa

ha-ni mt.han-ma med-pa-nyid 	 (223

36
ku-ni ye-BheB thuga-k.yj thugs

i-ni rdul-anyed lha-rnama-au
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I-ni rdul-snyed lha-ma-yin

u-ni rclul-snyed ml-rnams-8u

0-ni r'dul-anyed byol-sont-rnams

e-nl rdul-anyed y1-dva&-u

al-ni rdul-anyed dmy&1-ba-pnams	 (23]
37

o-ni thamg-cad 'Jig-par byed
38

au-nt thams-cad zhig-pa-yln	 (2*)

39
yi-ge 'khor-lo tshog-ohen 'dis

110
aku-gaung-thugs-kyl phreng-ba bsdua

-zhes brjod-do	 a-ho: (25]

de-naa de-bzhln gahegs-pa btaun-mo'i tahogs-dang gnyla-eu med-
111

pe'i dkyil-'khor' de-dag-nyid-kyl	 gsang-ba 'di-nyid	 aku-gsung-
112	 113

thuga	 yon-tan 'phr:in-laa rdo-rJe-Iae phyung-ngo 	 [26)

a-ho
1111	 115

thabg -dang ahes-rab d gyea-aprin	 byang-chub aema-tahogs

rgyu 'khor-lo
116	 117

'bras-bu rgyal-ba smin--grub	 ngo-mtsha ming-tahogs 	 bzhl-

hcu-gnyia
118

'dus-ma-byas-nyid ' dus-byas rdo-rje	 dkyl]-'khor 'byin-pa'l

dam

'da'-bar tni-mdzad dbeng-med rgyu-rkyen tshogs-pa'i mthu-chen

yin
119

ho:	 rdo-rje gaang-ba'i tahig-tu'o 	 (27]
50

-zhes brjod-pag	de-bzhin gshegs-pa thams-cal yi-ge'i	 'khor-

br gyur-to gsang-ba'i snying-po de-Rho-na--nyid nges-pa-las yi-

ge 'phreng-ba'l 'khor-bo bkod-pa'i ].e'u-ste bzhi-pa'oH (28]
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Chapter Pive

1
dc-naB wi-ge 'khor-]o'i sprin bkod-pa-las Bgyu-' phrul rnam-par

'phro-ba 'di ched-du brjod-do	 (1]

rtsa-ba med- pa'i Bems-nyid-nU

chos-rnamg kun-gyi rtBa-ba yin

gema-nyld yi-ge'i rang-bzhin-te

	

wi-ge yid-bzhin rin-chen eprin	 (2]

egyu-'phru]. dkyil-'khor bzhi-bcu gnyis

dra-ba' I dkyil- 'khor mngon-rdzogs-pes

phyoge-bcu dus-bzhi rdzogs-pa-yi

dkyil-'khor thams-cad 'grub-par 'gyur	 [3]

2

	

	 3
bdud-rtslr 'gyur-zhing 'byung-ba-dang

5
bzhi-brgya rtaa-bzhi'i nad-sel-zhing

6
longg - gpyod 'byung-zhIng ngan-song sbyong

7
cl-wang gzhan-du 'gyur-ba 'grub	 (4]

nam-mha' rdo-rje Bra-' byung-zhing
8

'bar-nas me-yang 'tshig-pa-dang
9

chur- ' gyur 'bab-pa' ang de-bzhin-te
10

'jig-rten khams-ni 'thor-ba-dang
11

thams-cad stongs-shing	 itung-bar ' gyur	 (5]

12
dgug-dang btang-dang bcing-dang dgrol

gso-dang bsad-dang 'pham-dang rgyal

ting-'dzin 'di-yls byed-par ' gyur	 (6]
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de-nyid ye-shes ran-gnang-be'11
13

ming-tshig gzug-eos yid-bzhin-gyis
113

mun-la anan g-byun g ji-bzhin-du:
15

'gyur-ba	 ser-'gyur snian-gyi tahul	 (73

ston-pa mchod-brtson z'togs-pa gsal

dam-tsh1 snags-dang phya-rgya-rnams

m-nyams shes-shing yo-byad-ldan
16

'grub-'gyur mi-idan don-med	 brlag	 (8)

dus-gsum rgyal-bas thugs-ohud-pa'i
17

dngos-grub mehog-gi snying-po-n1

zad-pa'i dus-med yid-bzhin mdzod

'phel-'grib me1-par 'byung-ba-stel

dngos-po med-las dngos-po'i	 sprtn

sna-tshgs rnam-par 'byung-zhing gyur	 (9]

29
dngos-rnams nyid-na dngos-med-par

20
rtogs-pa'1 dbang-bsgyur 	 ting-'dzln yin	 (10]

gang-gi g dmiga-med nai-shee-pa

de-yis chos-kyl dbyinge ini-shes
21

de-phyir dngos-dang dngos-med-pa
22

'jig-peg	 dmigg-med shes-par-gyis	 (11]

gzhi-rtsa med-pa'i sems-nyid-n1

pho-mo ma- yin ma-ning min
23

mtshen-med me-yin ri.gs-rgyud minI

Rha-dog ma-yin dbyibg ma-yin:
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21&
gnaa-au ma-yin gang-yang-min

de-bzhin-nyid dbyings ye-shes-te

thabs-kyi phyag-rgya kun-gyi rgyu	 (12]

25
thabs-las thabs-byung thabs baain-yas

26
tha-dad mm-las	 tha-dad-pa'i

nang-dang nan g-gi phyi-rol-gyi

dkyil-'khor bsam-yas ye-shea rol

'jigs-med kun-bzang phyag-rgya'i mchog	 (13)

gang-gia glang-chen myoa-'dra'i sema

mnyam-par bzhags-paB btul-naa-su
27

angags-dang phyag-rgya rab-brtan-na

dngo g-grub ya-mtshan chen-por ' gyur	 (14]

-zhes brjod-pas	 de-bzhin gshegs-pa-nyid gzigs-mos mnyes-par

gyur-to

	

	 gsang-ba'i anying-po de-kho-na-n yid nges-pa-las sgyu-
28

'phrul (dra-ba] ba grub- pa'i ting-nge-'dzin-gyi	 ].e'u-ste inga-

pa'oH (15]

Chapter Six

de-nas de-bzhin gahegs-pa thams-cacl-kyi rang-bzhin geig-dang du-
1

ma med-pa'i bdag-nyid tharna-cad-kyis	 'jig-rten drug-gm phyogB-

bcu	 thams-cad-1a	 nyid-kyl che-ba'i dkyil-'khor dbyung-bar

bzhed-nae	 ched-du briod- pa 'di brj od-do	 (1]

2
ye-shea phyoga-bzhi dbus-brtaga-te

3
dkyil-'khor baazn- yas lhun-grub-ni

rdzogs-chen rtoga-pa' i rnal-' byor-pas
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kun-'byung dkyil-'khoi, chen-por epyod: [2]

'khor-lo rteiba bzhl mu-khyud-bcag

gru-chad bzhia brgyan baz'-khyams-dang

kun-tu gru-bzhi sgo-khyud-ldan	 [31

rol-mo ana-tshogs aprin-phung-bzhln

dkyil-'khor bzhi--bcu gnyla-kyis brgyan	 (Ii]

seng-ge glang-chen rta-dang khyung

nam-mkha'-lding-gI khri-chen-1a

nyi-zla padma rin- po-che	 (5]

gdan-la rdzoga-dang semg -dpa'i tshul	 (6]

'khor-lo rgyal-po rgyal-mo-dang
5	 6

gYas-nas mthong-thos snom-pa-dang
7

myong-dang btaun-mo'i tahogs-su bcas

gru-chad-la-ni mthong-byed-dang

thos-byed snom-byed niyong-byed-rnams
8

btsun-zno'i tshogs-dang beas-par gnas

bar-khyams-la-nI thub-drug-dang
9

mdun-dang rgyab-tu byed-pa-dang

bya-ba-dag-ni gnas-par batan
10

g go-khyud bzhi-la 'joms-pa-ni
11

btsun-mo'i tshogs-dang idan-par gnas 	 [7]

rdo-rje 'khor-lo rin-po-che

paclina ral-gri dril-bu 'bar

ut-pal klu-shing la-sogs mtshan

mdzes-tshul mnyee-pa'i yo-byad 'dzin	 (8]
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12
mtblng-kha dkar-po ser 1e-brgan

13
ljang-khu 1a-sos ana-tshogs-pa'l	 (9]

mnyen-lcug 'khrll-ldem gzhon-tshul-can
iLl

sa1-'tsher ihun-adug gzi-byln-ldan	 (10]

'od-zer 'phro-ha'i tshogs chen-po
15

'bar-ba9 phreng-bas 'khyil-ba-ste

mtha'-dbu med-par Ichyab-pa-yU

dkytl-'khor baam-yas ihun-gyis grub	 (ii]

sku-yl phyag-rgya che-mchog-n1
16

de-bzhin dbyings-ias ma-gYos-kyaflg

yang-dag thar-pa'l gzugs-sku-dang
17

'gro-ba ma-lus gdul-ba'l phyir

mthun-byas sku-ni sna-tahogs ston 	 (12]

18
gt,n-nyjd sgyu-nia mig-yor	 tshul

19
tahul-nyid	 dbyings-las gYos-pa-med

me-gyos bzhln-du sna-tshogs-pa'U

de-tahe mi-mthuri sna-tshogs-1a
20

so-so	 'dra-bar snang-ba-ni
21

de-bzhin-nyid-laa ma-bcos-kyang
22

las-'phro'i	 dbang-gis so-sor sn8flg
23

dper-na me-long chu-zla-bzhin	 (13]

de-tahe 'gro-drug thams-cad-la
211

slig-spong gzugs-su rnam-par bsten 	 (1*]
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25
nyan-thoa-rnamg-la	 dgra-bcom gzugs	 (15]

26
rang-rgyal-rnams-la bse-ru'i tBhul	 (16]

gzhan-yang theg-mchog rim-pa--bzhin
27

'og-min bla-med gnas-mchog-tu

sku-ni rnam-par snang-mdzad-tBhul:

byang-chub sems-pa' i 'khor'-rnams-la

de-bzhin gsung-mchog mi-smra-te
28

sku-yis chos-rflaxnB mz j al-bar ston	 (17]

29
me-long bstan-pa'i	 tshu]. bzhin-du

30
dngos-kyi mdog-ngan tharna-cad Bel:

31
'khor-gyis de-bzhin sku bltas-na

byan g-chub sgrib-pa gting-dpag-rned

me-long bzhin-du sku-la snang
32

de-nas sa-bcu rim- gyis 'byang
33

bla-med byang-chub yang-dag 'thob	 (18)

chos-sku dpag-med brjod-du-med
3L

longs-sku (/spyod) zad-meci yid-bzhin (/rin-chen) gter
35

sprul-pa bye-ba b g am-mi-khyab	 (19]

mtshan-dang d pe-byad thams-cad rdzogs

spyod-yu]. kun-tu mandala
36

tshogs-chen gnyis-kyang rdzogs-par rol	 (20]

thabs-dang shes-reb sa-yi mchog
37	 38

de-la- g ogs-pa bgain-yas mchog	 (21)
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39
Bkye-ahi nied-pa'i	 gYung-drung gku

nyon-mongs kun-gyi zhin g-du gnas

zaci mi-shes- pa'l gter-du 'gyur
40

rdo-rj e rig- pa 'dzin-pa'i 8ku

thains-caci dbyer-med mnyain-pa'i sku

thains-cad mkhyen-pa'i ye-gheg-sku
*1

de-tshe sku-inga kun-kyang rdzogs	 [22]

-zhes brjod-pas	 'jig-rten cirug-gi phyogs-bcu mtha'-yas inu-med-

pa thams-cad-du clkyil-khox' br j od-kyis mi-lang-ba	 zhing-gi
42

rdul-snyed-du	 gasi-bar gyur-to	 (23]

de-nas de-bzhin gahegs-pa bteun-mo'i tshogs-dang gnyis-eu med-

pa'i dkyi].-'khor de-dag-nyid-kyi gsang-ba 'di-nyid sku-gsung-
43

thugs	 yon-tan ' phrin-las rdo-rje-las phyung-ngo	 (24]

a-ho

dmigs-bye dmig g -byed mi-dmigs dpag-med bsam-mi-khyab

ye-shea rang-rig dkyil-'khor ana-tahogs brjod-mi-lang
44

mnyain-darig mi-mnyam kun-khyab khyab-med khyab-pa'i dbyings
45

ye-nas kun-gsal dkyi].-'khor rnam-'phro spros-pa-med

ho

46
-zhea	 rdo-rje gaang-ba'i tshi g-tu'o (25] g gang-ba'i snying-po

de-kho-na-ny j cl nges-pa-]as dkyil-'khor spros-pa'i Le'u-ate drug-

pa'oH (263
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Chaptet' Seven

de-nas de-bzhin gshegs-pa bt gun-mo'i tshogs-dang beas-pa thams-
1

cad-kyi sku-dang gaung-dang thugs rdo-rje-laa 'di-dag phyung-

ngo	 (ii

BHRUM vIvAvIsuDDHE: [2)

IfflM vAJRADHRK:

OM JINAJIK

SVA RATNADHRK

AM AROLIK

HA PRAJRADHRK:

MUM DHATVISVARI

LAM DVESARATI

MAJ1 MORARATI
.2

PAM RAGARATI

TAM vAJRARATI: (3]

KSIM HI RAJAYA

TRAM A GARBHAYAH

HRIH HA HUM PADMABHATAMAH

JIM KURUPANA HRIR

HUM LASYE SAMAYAS TVAII

TRAM MALYE SAMAYA HOR

RRIH GITI RAG0/HAM:

AH NRTI RAGAYAMI (U

MAX DHARANI SVAHA

THLIM NISARAMBHAYA SVAHM

HUM SARAJAYA SVAHA
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MUM RX AM RAGAYA svAHM
•	 .

JAH DHUPE pRAvEA:

HUM PUSPE AvEA:

yAM DIPASUKHINI

HOE GANDHE CITTA HOR [53

HUM YAMANTAKRT PHAT

HUM VIGHNANTAKRT PHAT
•	 .

HUM PADMANTAKRT PEAT:
•	 .

HUM PRAJRANTAKkT PEAT:

OM MAHAVAJRADHARO MAHAKRODHIVARX .JVALINX HUM PHAT

OM MAHARATNADHARO MAHAKR0DHIVARI .3VALINI HUM PEAT:
•	 S

OM MAHAPADMADHARO MAHAKRODHXSVARX JVALINI HUM PEAT:

OM MARAKARMADHARO MAHAKRODHISVA1kI JVALINI HUM pEAT: (6]

HUM HUM HUM VAJRA CITTA oM

A A A VAJRX BHADRASAMANTAAH: (7]

014 MUNE KRIM SVAHA

OM MUNE HUM TRUM SvAHA

014 MUNE SRUM SVAHAI
•	 S

OM MUNE PRAM SvAHA:
•

011 MTJNE KSAM sVARM

OM MUNE YE SVAH& (8]
•

OM EHYEHI BHAGAVAN MAHAMARUNIKA DRYA HOE SAMAYAS TvAM:
•	 •	 •	 •

3 All HUM vri Hoij: (9]

OM RH HUM SVAHA
•	 .	 S

VA VA VA VA VA:

JRA JRA JRA JRA JRA:

SA SA SA SA SA:

MA MA MA MA i:
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YA YA YA '(A YA

3
AH WJ?4 svAHA:	 (to]

a
OM ye-Bhes rgyal-po sKu-gBung-thu

yon-tan ' phrin-las rmad-po-ohe
5	 6

da-nyld-du-ni mnyam-gbyor-baa
7

phyag-rgya chen-po bdag-sbyor-olg

O4 VA3RA SAMAYA HUM

OM VAJRA SAMAVAS TVAM

OM VA3RA SAMAYA R0H

JAH Ht7M VAM HOE (113

-zhes-brjod-pas	 gsung-t dkyiI-'khox 'd1-dag-s 	 'j1-rten
8

drug-gi phyogs-bcu thama-cad-du khyab-per grags-so 	 rab-tu

grags-so	 kun-tu graga-so	 (12)

de-naa bcom-ldan-'das byed-pa-po rdo-rje-dang bya-ba-mo rdo-rje
9

gnyia-su med-pa'i dkyil-'khor-la thim-par mdzad-do

10	 11
de-na phyogs-bcu dus-bzhi'f	 de-hzhln gheg'-pa tham-cad-kyi

bdag-nyld chen-pos bdag-nyid chen-po'i ye-shes--dang hyin-bdu-ba
12

zhes-bya-ba 'dl sku-dang gsung-dang thugs rdo-rje	 sgyu-'phrul

dra-ba-las phyung-ngo	 (13]

OM MAHAflNYATAJRANA VAJRASVABHAVATMAKO/HAM

CM MAHADARSAIRANA VAJRASVABHVATMAKO/HAM

OM MAHAPRATYAVEKSANAJSANA vAJRAsvABMAvATMAK0/HAM:

OM MAHASAMATAJRPNA VAJRASVASRAVATMAKO/HAM

OM MAHAKRTYTJPASTHANAJRANA VATRASVABHAVATMAKO/BAM [14)

OM SARVATATHAGATA MAHAKAVA VA3RASVABHAVATMAKO/HAM
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OM SARVATATHAGATA MAHAVAG VAJRASVABHAVATMAKO/HAM

CM SARVATATHAGATA MAHACITTA VA3RASVABHAVATMAKO/HAM

OM SARVATATHAGATA MAHANURAGANA VAZTRASVABHAVATMAKO/HAM

CM SARVATATHAGATA MAHAPtTJA VA3RASVABHAVATMAKO/HAM 	 (15]

13
-zhes brj od-pas	 thjni-pap-gyup gsel-bar-gyur 'bar-bar-gyuP-to

(16]
Ill

e-rna-ho ngo-mtehar rmad-kyi chos
15

rdzogs-pa'i sangs-rgyae kun-gyl	 gsung

agra-dang ming-tshig kun-las- 'dee

ena-tshoga agra-rnams gsal-bar 'byun g	(17)

geung-gclg dkyll-'Ithor yan-lag-n1

bsayn-gyie ni-khyah kun-tu khyab
I

sgra-dang ming-tshig so-sop grags

theme-cad geung-gi phyag-rgya'i mchog	 (18)

pgyud-mchog sgyu-'phul dra-be-las
16

bde-lclan gaung-gi don 'byung-ba'ang

theme-cad padma'l ngang-gyur-na

grol-thar lam-dang 'khor-ba'i egra
17

i-eked brjod-kyang geung-inchog-ete

theg-pa mtho-dman thame-oad-dang

Iog-'gro ma-lus theme-cad skad
18

byang-chub rdo-Pje'l	 gaung-du bsdua	 (19)

bsdua-nyid phyoga-bcur rnam-par grags
19

agra-nyid ma-ahags ngang-du gsungs
20

gsungs-pa-nyld-na brjod-du ined
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21
btjod-med cle-nyid	 na-thog sgra

22
Run-la gra-shing so-sot' mjal

23
dper-na de-bzhin sbrid-sangs-bzhin

2L1
gsun-gaig sgra-yis go-sot' go

25
de-ni	 gsun-mcho pgyal-po yin: (20)

26
theg-pa mtho-dman bsam-yae-Ryang

de-bzhin-nyid-ias ma-gsungs-te
27

gdul-bya'l	 thabs-su so-sot' thos
28

ji-ltar gsung-rab	 kun-bt'zJod-kyang
29

de-bzhin-nyid-kyis	 gsungs-pa med	 [21)

yl-ge med-dang rig-pa'i gsung

ljags-kyi rt se-mot' nia-phyung-yang
30

thugs-rje gsung-gi byin-rlabs-kyis

'gpo-don sna-tshogs so-or gsal	 (22)

gsal-nyid gsung-gi rdo-r j e'i mchog
31

de-bzhin gsung-gi	 'gro-don-rnams
32

de-bzhln ngang-las ma-gYos-kyang

dper-na brag-ee'i sgra-bzhin-no	 (23]

gsang-ba'i	 snying-po de-Rho-na-nyid nges-ps-las 	 dkyll-'Ithor

bedus-he-dang gsang-sngags-kyi ]e'u-ste bdun-pa'o	 (2*]
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Chaptei Eight

de-na de-hzhln gehegB-pa tham-cad-ky

	

	 yan-lag thams-cad
1

dkyil-'khor-du ihun-gyls grub-par b y1n-gy1 nob-ps zhe-bye-bg

'dl ched-du hnjod-do	 [1)

2	 3
sgyu- ' phrul dra-baa mngon-rdzoga-pa

thama-cad byang-chub mehog-gl rgya

gsang-ba de-nyid nges-pa-y1
5	 6

snylng-po'i phyag-rgya 'da'-dka'o	 (2]

7
mi-bAkyod nyl-ma'i dky Il yl-ge

nin-chen zla-ba'i dkyll yl-ge

lnga-gnyis zung-du sprad-pa--a

sbyar-bas phyeg-rgya 'byung-pa'i rgyu 	 (3)

om-dang mfin-gny1 g rtse-sbyar-te
8	 9

'br'u-brgyacl bsnol-nas rtse-gprad-pa

rgyal-ba kun-dang mnyam-shyor-ba' I
10

bde-ba chen-po sbyin-pa'I rgya 	 (]

'bru-bzhl sbas-na thugs-kar bkan
11

hOm-bsgneng r'tse-mor rdo-rje 'bar
12

zla-brtul	 'bru-sbas clnIl-gsil-zhing
13

'khnii-ba'i tshul-gyls chos-le-brten	 (5]

'bru-bhi ebas-nas thugs-ken bkan
111.

,iu3m-bsgneng	 rtse-mor dnil-gsil 'bar

nyl-ma 'bru-inga las-su 'kh'i1
15

btud-de 'dzum-pa'i mdangs-kyls 	 b1ta	 (6)
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'bru-bzhi abas-naB thugs-kar bkan
16

om-hagreng rtse-mor 'khor-Io 'bar

zla-brtul 'bru-abas dril-gsil-zhiflg
17	 18

'khril-be'i	 tshul-gyis chos-la-brtfl	 (7)

'bru-bzhl abas-nas thugs-kar bkan
19

lãm-bagreng	 rtse-mor dril-gall 'bar:
20

nyl-ma	 'bru-inga las-au 'khril

btud-de 'dzum-pa'l mdangs-kyis blta 	 (8]

'bru-bzhl abas-nas thuga-kar bksn
21

gv&-bsgreng rtse-mor rin-cen 'bar:

zla-brtui 'bru-abas dril-gsil-zhing
22	 23

'khril-be'l	 tahul-gyis chos-la brten	 (9]

'bru-bzhi sbas-nas thugs-kar bkan
2i1

mám-hagr'eng	 rtse-mor dril- gail 'bar:

nyl-nia 'bru-inga las-au 'khril

btud-de 'clzum-pa'l mdanga-kyis blta 	 (10]

'bru-bzhi sbe.s-nss thugs-kar bkan
25	 26

&m-bsgreng rate-mor padma	 'bar:

zla-brtu]. 'bru-abas drll-gsi1-zhing
27

'khril-ba'i tahul-gyls chos-la-brten	 (ii]

'bru-bzhl. sbas-nas thugs-kar bksn
28

pêm-bsgr'eng	 rtae-mor drIl-gsil 'har

nyl-ma 'bru-inga las- gu 'khrll

btud-de 'dzuni-pa'i mdang g -kyls blta	 (12)
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'bru-bzhl abae-nas thugs-kar bkan
29

h&-bggreng	 rtse-mor ral-gri 'bar

zla-brtul 'bru-abas dri]-gBil-zhing
30

'khril-ba'i tshu1-gy1 choa-la-brten	 (13]

'bru-bzhi abas-nag thugs-kar bkan
31

têm-bsgreng	 rtse-mor dril-gail 'bar

nyi-ma 'bru-inga las-au 'lthril

btud-de 'dzum-pa'i mdangs-kyis blta	 (1*)

32
ut-pal klu-shln g la-sogs	 nitshan

rin-c!hen myu-gu ral-gri 'bar:
33

padma dkar-po rdo-r j e 'bar:

chos-kyi. 'khor-lo rin-cen gnye

gzugs-mdzes rin-cen phreng-ba-dang

p1-yang gar-mkhan mchog-nyid-de
311

me-tog 'phreng-dang spos-mchod-ma

mar-me byug-pa la-sogs-pa'i
35

las-la 'khril-zhlng chos-la-brten
36

dbu-rnams 'byo-zhl ng	'dud-pa'i tshul

gong-gi phyag-rgya ehen-po-bzhin
37

gnyls-med dbylngs-kyl ngang-du 'khril 	 (15)

38
sgo-bzhl '1	 khro-bo' I phyag-rgya-ni

39
nr-mgo gdengs-dang rdo-rje gnon

110
thod-abrul chen-po gnon-pa-dang

rdo-rje rgya-gram las-kyls gnon
111

leags-kyu zhags-pa apho-ta ho
112

sgo-bzhlr gnaa-pa de-dag-kyang
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43
'dud-thu1 'khril-ba gong-ma-bzhin	 (163

thub-drug phyag-rgya ana-tghogs-te
ALl

mdor-bBdus phyag-rgya drug yin-no:
45

yum-ni dmigg-med	 chos-kyi dbyings 	 (17]

kun-bzang mnyam-bzhag ye- ghes 'phro
46

yum-'gyur mnyam-rdzogg padma'i dkyil 	(18]

gzhan-yang phyag-rgya sna-tghogs-te
117

yang-na de-bzhin gshegg-nyid-dam

yang-na rdo-rje tha1-no-nyid	 (19]

phyag-rgya chen-po' I tahogs-mchog-ni

thabg-dang shes-rab-idan 'byor-na
48

ma-bgkyod ma-bBgu].	 thams-cad kun

phyag-rgya chen- po'i ngang-du gnas	 (20]

yan-lag bzhi-bcu rt ga-gnyia ldan	 (21]

de-nyid yan-lag apros-bdag-ste

bzhj-bcu rtsa- gnyj a gsum 'phror-'gyur	 (22]

de-itar ldan- pa'i gtso-mchog-gis

rgya3.-ba rgya1-uchog de-bzhin-du

bcu-griyis dru g-gi 'od-'phro 'bar: (23]

119
de-la-sogs-te	 bsaxn-mi-khyab	 (24]

phyogs-bcu dus-bzhi bsam-yag-su

'dul-ba'i don-rnams so-sor ston 	 (25]
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theg-pa mtho-dman thams-cad-dang
50

phyin-ci-log-rnams bgam-yas-dang
51

zhi-}thro'i	 tahogs-chen thams-cad-1a
52

so-sor mthun-byaa kun-tu gnangi	 (26]

dper-na gar-mkhan-nyid 'dra-ba
53

lus-las ma-bkod	 sna-tahogs ston	 (27)

mdor-na phyag-rgya thams-cad-ni

'di-zhes gcig-ces	 brjod-du-med

gnyis-dang gsum-du rnam-par 'phro
55

bskyod-dang spro-ba'ang de-bzhin-nyid 	 (28]

56
mdor-na bsgul-bskyod thams-cad kun

phag-rgya chen-po'i ngang-du gnas
57

gnaa-nyid mi-gnas gnas-pa'ang min

de-skad-dag mchog-nyid-kyis bahad 	 (29)

gsang-ba'i snying-po de-kho--na-nyid nges-pa-las yan-lag thams-
58

cad	 dkyil-'khor-du byin-gyis briabs-nas phyag-rgya spros-pa'i

le'u-ste brgyad-pa'oH (30)

Chapter Nine

de-nas de-bzhin gahegs-pa d gyes- pa chen-posll rdo-rj e gsang-ba'i
2

dam-tshig bkod-pa-la snyoms-par zhugs-nas	 ched-du brod-pa 'di

brjod-do	 1:1]

shin-tu phra-ba'i dani-tahig mchog

phyag-rgya chen-po'i phyag-mthil-du	 (2]
3

thugs-kyl dkyil-'khor dam-pa-ste
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cor-ni bzhl-yl tehad-du bya	 (3)

'bru-inga epoe-lnga rin-cen lnga

snying-po ings-dang sman-lnga-dang
5

bdud-rtei-lnga-nyid rab-bsnyame-1a

rig-pas thig-ni gdah-par-bya 	 (ft]

6
ite-ba rtsibe-dang ldan-pa-y1

rteibs-bzhi 'khor-lo mu-khyud-bcas
7

gru-chad bzhi-dang gru-bzhi--yi
8

bar-khyams ego-khyud 1dan-pai--bya 	 (5]

aen-zium-team-gyl nyi-zl&--1a

tea-na'i 'bru-team padma'i gdan
9	 10

yunge-'bru team- gyl yi-ge-Iae

phyag-rgya til-'bru team-du bri	 (6)

11
bcos-bu't rae-ni	 sna-tehogs-dang

12
brgyan-' phreng btung-dang bro-bae bskor

glu-tehig bro-gar rol-mo-yi

sprin-phung tehogs-kyi g rab-tu mchod
13

yum-dang ego-ma geme-ma-yis

ji-Itar 'dod-pa'l 1a-b2hin mchod	 [7]

dbyiba-dang kha-dog mtshan-ldan-har

zhal-du gyur-pa'i. mc-boe-1a

bza '-btung bro-ba 'i tshoge-rnams--kyia
:111

laa-bzhi'i mehod-pa rab-tu abyin 	 [8]
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khro-bo' I dkyil- ' khor de-bzhin-te

shin-tu phra-la gbyanga-pa-yIsl

baam-yas clag-la'ang de-bzhin-bya

rig-pea dpag-pa-tsarri du'o 	 [9]

mchod-pa'i phyag-rgya chen-po-ni

sema-kyi yid-bzhin gprIn-tghoga-kyiB

phyogs-bcu thama-cad sangg-rgyas-zhing
15

mnyen-' j axn reg-na bde-ba-y1

sna-tahogs rin-po-che-yl gzhi
16

mdzes-par brie-shins spras-pa-dang

kun-'byun g rin-cen phung-por 'bar
17

dbyibs-legs rdzing-bu bro-mchog bsil

rin-cen khang-pe sna-tshogs-deng

rgyan-dang dpag-bsarn ljon-pa'i tshul
18

glu-dbyan gs tahigs-su bcad-pa'i sgra
19	 20

bla-re rgyal-mtshan na-bza' 	 gduga

do-shal dpung-rgyan ae-mo-do
21	 22

bza' -dang btung-ba' I	 inchog-rnams-dang

rang-la mdzes-par brgyan-pa-ylj

iha-dang iha-ino rdul-snyed-kyIs
23

bro-gar la-sogs bsam-yaa-kyIs

phyogs-bcu nam-mkha'I khams bkang-nas
211

dkyil-'khor kun-la rgyas-par dbul	 [10]

skal-idan gsal-ba' I khyad-par-gyis
25	 26

rim- gyis yang-na cig-car-du
27

chos-kyl dbylngs-dang mnyam-sbyor-zhiflg	(11)
28

mchod- pa'i phyag-rgya chen-por bagom	 [12)
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gsal-ldan-ma'am byinzblabsla
29

eton-gBum yungs- 'bru gzhug-tshul-du
30

dbyins-nag dkyll-'khor epyan-drangs mchod

mnyes-nas grub-pa'i dam-tshig mcho 	 (13]

31
bdag-nyid chen-po mchod-pa-yis

sans-rgyas dkyil-'khor ma-lu g mnyes

srid-&aum 'gro-ba thams-cad-1a

clga'-ba chen-pos khyab- par-' gyurl [1A]

32
s gyu-' phrul dra-ba brtan-pa-yis

phyoga-bcu dus-bzhir gahegs-pa--yl
33

sangs-rgya g dkyil-'khor ma-lus-dang

khams-gsum 'gro-rnams mngon-du-'gyur	 [15]

lue-ngag-aems-dang chos thajna-cad
3LL

gang-la'ang ini- grias mi-dmigs-te
35

mi g-yor tshul-du sbyor-ba-yis
36

nain-mkha'-la-ni nam-mkha' bsgom 	 (16]

37

kun-byas dbang-phyug rig-pas 'zug
38

de-nas slob-ma gzhug-par-bya 	 (17]

de-nas rigs-kyi bu-mchog des

rgyal-srid-dang-ni rang-gi lus

bu-dang chung-ma nor- gyi dbyig

rab-tu gces-dang yid-'thad dbul	 (183
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clbang-phyug longs-Bpyod ingaB mchocl-na

dkyii-'khor thaina-cad inchod-pa yin:

nye-ba' I dkyil- ' khor gmos-ci-dgog

nyes-pa thamB-cad dag-par ' gyur	 (19)

39
dad-brtaon brtu]-zhugs rab-rtogs-na

phan-pa'i. dbang-sbyin

	

	 nus-pa'I dbang
*1

rIm-pa-bzhln-du sbyin-par-.bya

snying-rjes chud-nia--zo-par gzung 	 (20]

112
yang-na thai-mo rab-banoi-nas

113
phyag-rgya ehen-po'i pheng-du-n

114
dkyil-'khor mdzub-gang t8had-du yang

115
mkhas-pae cho-ga 1i-bzhIn-bya	 (21]

116
yang-na Ba-gzhi rab-mnyam-1a

117

dkyil-'khor khru-gang tehad-du 	 bya

yang-na lua-gang tehad-du-ste

yang-na lue-ni. geum-gyl thad
119

phur-bu srad-bu tshon-phye-dang

gos-rgyan md7e-pa'i yicl-'ong grogs

thlg-gdab eho-ga phun-aum-thogs

mkhaB-ldan chen-pos bsgrimF-te bya	 (22]

yang-na khru-ni beu-drug-dang

nyf-shu'am nyl-shu-rtsa-]ngar bya

rigs-kyl dkyil-'khor lnga-rnams bsgom
50

sku-gaung-Phugs-idan gzugs-kyang dgod	 (23)
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51
yang-na rgyang-graga dpag-tshad-dam

nam-mkha'i cibyirlgB-ni bsam-yas-par
52

g angs-rgyas dkyil-'khor ana-tshogs bagom

ma-mthong rmongs-la bstan-phyir mtshon

kha-dog nyi-shu rtea-lnga'am

inga-yl tahon- gy iB bri-bar-bya
53

'dul-ba'i cho-ga bzhin-du d gye	 (24)

ting-'dzin rol-mo mtha'-yas mchog
5L

yi-ge'am brda-am gnying-po'ain
55

phyag-rgya' am aku-gsung-thugs ldan-per

byin-riabs ya-mt g han rmad-po-che
56

'grub-'gyur Bangg -rgya8 kun- gyl	 dazn
57

sa la-sogs-las phyag-rgyar byas

rnam-gx'ol rim-pa thob-par-'gyur
58

dag-pa' I ye-shes-kyis sbyangB-pas
59

gmos-ci-dgos-te 'di-nyid	 yin	 (25)

phyogs-dus dkyil- 'khor bdag-nyid-che:
60

mI-dmi gs thuga-kyi dkyIl- 'khor-las
61

dky il-'khor thania-cad spyan-drang-ngo 	 (26)

rang-snang dbyer-med dkyil- 'khor-la

jug-pa' I mtshan-nyid mnyam-sbyor-bas

phyogs-dus kun-nas gshegs-pa-y1
62

bsnyen-pa'i	 clkyil-'khor rab-tu rdzogs

nye-bar gyur-ba'i dam-tshi g mcho g	 (27]
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dpag-bsam-shing-dang yid-bzhin-gyi

rin-po-che-dang 'byung-bakun

de-dag rdzaa yod-ma-yin-te

rang-aems baod-nams brtan-pa yin 	 (28]

63
ngo-mt ghar c!ho-'phrul rmad-kyi chOs

611

gzhan-na yod 'ongs ma-yin-te
65

thabs-la brtan-pa'i	 shes-rab-nyid
66

de-].ta-bu-yi ngang-du byung

ahes-rab dbyings-kyi de-bzhin-nyicl

thabs-kyi phyag-rgyar gyur-pa'i phyir:

ye-shea-la-ni ye-shea rol
67

ye-Bhes rol-pa-nyid-kyang gaog	 (29]

68
rgyal-ba nrngon-byung akyob-pa-dang

69
byin-rlabs	 ston-pa'ang de-bzhin-te

70
bya-byed nus-pa'i gzi-byin-gyis

71
sgyu-ma rdo-r j e btsan-po'i mchog	 (30)

cho-ga inga-ni rdzogs-byas-shing

yo-byad inga-ni rdzoga-par ldan

Bngags-kyi yan-lag-inga rdzoga-pas
72

ma-nyams 'jug-la rab-brtson-na	 (31)

zhag-ni. sum-cu phrag-drug-gazn

bcu-gnyi g bcu-bzhi bcu-drug-gis
73

dbang-bsgyur rigs-kyi dam-pa 'grub:

de-tshe bcu-drug tshun-chad-kyis
711

Bku-lnga ihun-gyis rdzogs-pa-n1	 (32]
75

ye-shea thig-le de-nyid-1a
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ye-ahe g thig-le-nyld snang-ba

bsam- gy iB mi-khyab mtha'-yas mchog
76

phyogs-bcu clus-bzhi mngon-rdzogs-pa'i 	 (33]
77

zhlng-khama rnam-dag baam-yaa-dang
78

rgya-dang bral-ba' I gzhal-yaa-khang
79

'khor-lo'i rgyan-dang ro]-mo'i tahogs
80

dkyil-'khor ma-lus bsam-yas kun
81

mthong-naa riye-bar brnyes-pa-dang
82

rgys-chen gaung-las don-'byung-ba'ang

mthun-pa'i ye-shea rang-snang-ba'o	 (3*]

gcig-dang du-mar brai-ba-yU

mtha' -clang dbue-med de-hzhin-nyId

sangs-rgyaa--kyis-kyang nil-gzigs-te

rang-byung ye-shea gnaa-med anang 	 (35]

83
log-par r'tog-brtaga 	 rnam-dag-cing

ye-shea dbyinga-laa mI-gzhan-phyir

thugs-r3e ehen-pos 'bre1-paa-na

'gro-drug dua-gnaa nia-lua snang	 (36]

bde-ba chen-po'I dkyI1-'khor-na

stsnge-dbyal gnyis-san, yang-na lnga
85

byaa-te dad-idan rab-zhugs-na
86

'dod-pa yid-'ong mnyam-par 'gyur
87

akal-ba mnyam-pa'I ye-ahes-de
88

gnyer-na nye-bar 'byung-ba-yI

ya-mtshan chen-po 'byung-har nges

dad-med nyama-na phung-bar 'gyur
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-zhes ched-clu brjod-do(37) gaang-ba'i snying-po de-kho-na-nyld
89

nges-pa-las rdo-rje bkod-pa'i gsang-ba'f 	 dani-tshig-gl le'u-ste

dgu-pa'o	 [38]

Chapter Ten

I
de-nas bcom-ldan-'das d gyes-pe chen-pos rgyal-po abyin-pa zhes-

bya-ba'l tlng-nge-'dzin-la snyoms-par zhugs-nae ched-du brjod-pa

'dl brjod-do	 [1]

shes-rab thabs-kyl phyag-rgya-las
2

bde-ba'i 'bru-tahogs gsal-ba'i rgyun
3

rdo-rje'l lam-nas padmar 'khyll
5

rtse-nas batim-zhing dkyll-'khor bs gyur	 [2]

6
nyan-byed 'khor-lo' I gzhal-yas-su

7
gsal-be'l thig-je ngo-bo-nyld

8
trm-gl phyag-rgya' I tshogs-mchog-las

9
rin-cen dkyil-'khor gsal-apro thim

10
TRAM gsang-ba gsang-chen gsang-mchog-gang

11
ggang-ba kun-la mnyan-par-bya

12
gsang-ba'i don-nyld brtag-pa-1as

13
gzhan-du smra-par bya-ba mInt	 (3]

gsal-ba'i 'khor-lo'i	 gzhal-yaa-su
15

gsa]-be'I thl g-]e'i	 ngo-bo-nyid

yl-ge 'phreng-ba'I tshogs-mchog-las
16

rigs-kyl dkyil-'khor gsal- gpro thim

OM due-gsum rgyal-ba'i ares chen-po
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17
5kU-guflg-thu8-ky1 rdo-rje gzung

rgya -ba thams-cad mnyes-mohod-1a
18

rgyal-ba kun-dang mnyani-par sbyoz	 (U

lag-pa'i 'khor-lo'i gzha1-yas-u
19

ga1-ba'1 thig-le'I 	 ngo-bo-nyld
20

h&m-gl	 phyag-rgya'i tshogs-mchog-las
21

las-kyl dkyil-'khor gaal-spro th1m

OM khyod-ni rdo-rje laB yin-gyis
22

laB-rnamg ma-luB kun-gyiB	 shlg

pho-nya mang-po'j 'du-'phro kun

khyod-kyi dgos-pa byed-pa yin	 (5]

Bmra-byed 'khor-lo'l gzhal-yaB-9u

gsal-ba'l thig-le'I ngo-bo-nyid
23

hr5.h-yl	 phyag-rgya' I tshogs-mchog-las
24

chos-kyl 'khor-lo	 gBal-spro thIm

OM chos-kyl bdud-rtBl b1a-med-kyiE

dad-idan skyes-bu ngorns-par byos

rab-'bring tha-ma'I blo-aan-1a
25

mthun-par gang-bsgr'ag	 gzhan-du mIn	 (6]

26
bskyod-chen	 'khor-1o'I gzhal-yas-Bu

27
gp al-be'I	 thig-le'I ngo-bo-nyld

28
hQm om av& &ni hâ-rnania-las

29
dkyll-'khor inga-dang khro-'phreng bsgom

OM phyogs-bcu dus-bzhi thams-cad-kyi

sku-gsung-thugg-kyj rdo-zje che

dkyll-'khor kun-gyi byed-pa-po
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dkyll-'khor kun-gyi by1n-pa epyod 	 (7]

1ob-dpon mnye-par ma-byaB-Rhtnt
30

dbang-rname thob-pr ma-byag-par

nyan-pa 1a-ogs rtom-pa-TnamB

'bras-bu med-cin br'lag-par 'gyur 	 (8]

31
dbu-ryan cod-pan phreng-ba-dang

o-ch rya1-mtshan phya-rya-danz

gdugs-dang bum-pa bz'-btun-dang
32

nying-po inga-yls dbang-bkur-na	 (9]

33
c1u-'d1 phy n-chad	 rya1-ba'1 !Ira

ngan-aong thems-ead med-p-dang
3LL

the-r'1n bde-ba	 phun-sum-tshos

mtho-r18 thar-pa'l bdag-por 'gyur

-zhe hrjod-do(1O)	 sang-ba'i 8nyin-po de-kho-na-nyid nges-pa-

las dbang by1n-pa'1 le'u-ste beu-pa'o 	 (11)
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Chapter Aleven

1
de-nas de-bzhin gahega-pa dgyea-pa chen-pos sgyu-'phrul dra-ba'i

rgya].-po ba gyur-ba zhea-bya-ba'i ting-nge-'dzin-la anyoms-par

zhugs-nas	 ched-du brjod-pa 'di brjod-d0 	 (1]

rgyu gcig-ps-dang yig-'bru'i tshul
2

byin-gyis briabs-dang mngon-sum-par
3

rab-tu rtogs-pa rnam-bzhi-yis

thams-cad mngon-rdzogs x'gyal-po-che 	 (2]

yan-lag dbang-po rnam-shea kun
A

rnani-amin om-du shea-par bya

rdzogs-pa'i dkyil-'khor-nyid-du bagom

yang-na khro-bo'i dkyil-'khor bsgom	 (3]

gzuga agra dri ro reg la-gogs
5

rnam-smin mm-du shea-par bya

yum-gyi dkyil- 'khor-nyid-du bsgom
6

yang-na khro-mo'i dkyil-' khor bsgom	 (*1

gos-rgyan bza'-btung glu-dang tshig
7

bro-gar tshoga-kyi sprin-phung-la

him-du shes-pas rab-spyad-na

ngo-mtshar 'byung-ba'i dkyil-'hhor mnyes	 (5]

8
iha-mo klu-mo ri gs ngan-mo

9
dbye'ain yang-na mi-dbye-bar	 (6)

10
banyen-pa-daflg-flI nye-bgnyen-dang

11
agrub-pa-dang-ni sgrub-chen-p0 	 (7]
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yum-gyi padma'l dkyil-'khor-du

bcle-ba thugs-kyi dkyil-'khor gpro
12

aanga-rgyas gprin-tshos (dkyil-'khor]	 ma-lus-1a
13

dgyeg -innyam mahog-gi	 sbyln-pas bstim	 (8)

14
ggrub- pa'i nyl-zia gnying-po-de

dkyil-'Ithor rdo-rzj e lce-yie blang	(9)

mkha'-'gro gsal-'bar tshe la-aogs

yld-bzhln epr'in-gyi bdag-por 'gyur	 (10)

15
zhing-gyur mahog-dang mahog-phran-rnams	 (11]

16	 17
nyi-zia'i steng-du mithas-pas gzhag

nga-rgya]. lag-gi 'du-byed bsgom

hcIm-du gyur-pas rnam-par-dag

dbyingg-su thim-nas phyag-rgyar 'bar:

skur-gyur 'od-zer 'phro-bas braid
18

gtaug-tu main-par rgyal-bar bsgom	 (12]

ngo-mtahar ngan-'gro thar- pa'i thabs	 (13)
19

ye-nas skye-med de-bzhin-nyld
20

sgyu-mar snang-ba mig-yor tshul

sbyor-sgro]. bya-ba kun-byas-kyang
21

rdul-cha tsazn-yang byas-pa-med	 (1$)

snod-bcud rgyud-mnams dag-rtoge-shing

mnyani-gnyis lhag-pa'i mnyam-gnyis-kyisl

dkyil-'khor kun-tu bzang-po'i zhing 	 (153
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byed-epyod thogs-ohen gnylB gyur-naB

yan-lag ma-nyams yo-byad ldan
22

cho-ga rdzogs-par gheg-pa-yt

rnal-'byor tshogs-pa'i dkyil-'Ithor-gytB

nges-par lege-pa'i dgos-pa 'grub	 (16]

23
inga-dan g inga-yl byor-ba-yis

24
tBhom-bu inga-yl	 lha-bkod-1a

khro-ho bcu-dang khro-mo bcu

'khor-lo'l tahul-du rnam-par bagorn	 (17]

25
de-bzhin y lga-dang	 rdo-rje'i rigs

padma'l rigs-ta sku-gaung-thugs
26

khro-bo'l tahogs-dang	 ldan-pa--yi
27

tsoni-bu gaum-gyt lha-rnams bsgom	 (18]

rigs-kyi rigs-te rigs-kyl gtao

thugs-kyl thugs-te thuga-kyi mchog
28

khro-bo'i	 tshog-dang lden-pa-yi

tahom-bu gcig-pa'i lha-rnams bsgom	 (19]

29
khro-bo khro-mo'i tahogs chen-po

30
pho-nya p hyag- brnyan bka'-nyan tshogs

31
ci-bgyi	 la-sogs tshogs-rnams-kyI a

32
dngos-grub las-mania rdzogs-par-byed 	 (20]

rnal-'byor sngags-'chang (21] dngos-grub-n1

innyam-rdzogs ihun-grub ngang-gnas-shing
33

spyod-pas ci-la'ang thogs-med-pa'i

thams-cad ye-nas dbye,-med-pa'o
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34
pclo-rje'l rigs-eu	 thama-cad dkyil

35
'od-'phro 'bar-bar rab-tu bsgom

36
chags-med tehul- gyis bstim-par-bya

gnyis-med gyur-nas phyag-rgya che	 (22]

yang-na gLu-gsung-thugs nyid-de

theme-cad ma-lus sku-gBung-thugs
37

t j ng-'dzin gsal-'bax'	 'od-zer 'phro

gnyis-med dbyings-kyi ngang-du thim

rigs-'dzin dngos-grub mchog thob-'gyur
38

dkyil-'khor ma-lus 'bar-ba 'grub:
39

nyon-mongB sdug-bsngal sel-bar-mdzad
40

rdo-rj e'i rigs-eu	 skye-ba'i gnas	 (23)

engage-' chang dngos-grub yang-dag-ni
41

thabs-dang shes-rab thams-cad-kyis
42

dkyil-'khor inga-dang khro-'phreng begom
43

chags-pa med-pa'i tghul-gyig-nU
411

gnyis-su med-par bstim-par-bya

dngos-grub mchog-gi snying-po 'grub: (24]

rnal- ' byor thabs-dang ehea-rab-kyis
45

de-bzhin-gshegs-dang yum-du bsgom
116

sems-dpa' gems-ma nyld-du bsgom
47

'od-zer rnam-pa mang-po 'phro 	 (25)

118
so-so'i	 sngags-dang phyag-rgya-dang

ting-'dzin yang-dag so-sor gsal	 (26]
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gnag-dang longs-apyod ei-bde-dang

ma-nyams blo-ni rab-ldan-pas
49

dang-por dam-nos bzhin-du bya
50

le-lo agyid-anyoms-med-pa-yi
51

the-tahom med-par begrub-byas-na

dkyil-'khor thama-cad 'grub-par 'gyur
52

rdo-rj e gaang-mchog dam-pa 'thob	 (27]

53
bagrub-pa' i	 zhag-dang chos-grangs-ni

rgyud-las amos-pa bzhin-du bshad 	 (28)

54
rdo-rje	 gsang-ba'i tghig-tu'o

55
-zhes de-bzhin gahegs-pa-nyid-la de-bzhin gshegs-pa-nyid ched-

du gleng-ngo	 gsang-ba'i snying-po de-Icho-na--n yid nges-pa-las

tahogs-kyl dkyil-'khor'- gyi ]e'u-ste bcu-gcig-pa'o	 (29)

Chapter Twelve

1
de-naa de-bzhin gahega-pa dgyee-pa chen-pos rol-mo'i spriri rnam-

par apros-te	 rgyan bkod-pa'i ting-nge-'dzin-la anyoms-par

zhuga-naa ched-du brjod-pa 'di br j od-do	 (1]

2
• phrul dra-ba' i mngon-rdzoga-pa' i

3
dkyil-'khor brtan- pa'i ting-nge-'dzin	 (2]

4
bro-gar 'du-' phro' I phyag-rgya-yis

'dzul-lam nam-mhhsr 'gro-bar ' gyur	 (3]
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5
glu-t ghig sgra-yl phyag-rgya-yis

chos-kyl dngos-grub thob-par ' gyur	 [*1

6
rgyan-dang bgo-ba'i phyag-rgya-yls

'bar-ba'i rgyal-po thub-med 'grub: (5)

7
bza'-dang bturig-ba'i phyag-rgya-yis

8
yicl-bzhin gku-dang bdud-rtsi 'grub 	 (6]

a-li k&-li'i phyag-rgya-yis

thams-cad thains-cad 'grub-par 'gyur	 (7]

9
shes-'jug mtshan-nyid 'byor-ba'i gzungs

'bras-bu smin-byed rgyu-dang rkyen

nus mthu-can-du gang-gyur-pa	 (8]

rig-'dzin rgyal-ba'i zhing-du grags	 (91

mi-dang lha-dang tshangs-pa-yU
10

skye-ba rnam-dag 'dzin-mod--kyang	 (10]
11

khyad-par ga-la gnas-'gyur yin:

pha-rol phyin-pa kun-tu rdzogs	 (11)

thabs-dang ahes-rab thabs-kyl mchog
12

ahea-rab mchog-gi mchog-gyur-pa'i

aa-yi khyad-par bcu-dang gsum

rgyu-'bras khyad-par ihun-gyis rdzoga 	 [12)

13
mkha'-dkyil dang-ba'i	 dbyings nyi-zla

ye-shea rgyal-po atan gs-dpyal bsgom
15

rgyal-ba'i dkyil-'khor thania-cad	 kun
16

ma-lug-par-ni bagom-par	 'gyur	 (13]
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17
dus-bzhi phyogs-bcu gan-nas-kyang

18
rdzoga-pa'l ans-rgyaa nyed	 mi-'gyur"

8ema-nyid rdzoga-pa 'i eangs-rgyas-te
19

sang-rgyas gzhan-nas ma-'taho1-zh1g	 (1*]

20
dkyll-'khor kun-tu	 r'ab-sbyor-bae

dkyll-'khoi, thams-cad 'grub-par gyur	 [15]

21
ohO-ga ihag-gam ma-tahang-na'ang

22
kyon-ny1d dag-ate nyea-pa-med	 [16]

-ces ched-du brjod-pas rol-mo'i eprin-gyla mnyes-bar gyur-to

gsang-ba'j snying-po de-khri-na-nyid nges-pa-las tahogs hagrub-
23

pa'i	 le'u-ste bcu-gnyia-pa'o	 (17]

Chapter Thirteen

I
de-nas phyogs-bcu dus-bzhi'l de-bzhln gahegs-pa sku-dang gaung-

2	 3
dang thug8	 rdo-rje'l. dkyil-'khox' thama-cad gci g-tu 'du-nas

dgyes-pa ohen-pos ehos thama-cad ye-naa rdzoga-pa chen-por

ihun-gyis gruh-pa'l dam-tahig shin-tu gsang-ba'i snying-po aprin

bkod-pa'l t1ng-nge-'dz1n-1a snyoms-par zhugs-nas ched-du brjod-pa

'di brjod-do	 (ii

ma-rtogs-pa-dang lo g-par rtoga

phyogs-rtogs yang-dag-nyid ma-rtogs

'dul-ba dgongs-pa gsang-be-dang

rang-bzhin gsang-ba'i don-rnams-ni 	 (2]
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1*
wi-ga sgra-btage ming-tehoga-1a

5
brteri-pa'i tehig-gis rab-mthon-te	 [3]

6
khong-nas gab-aba g don 'byin-pa

Bton-pa rdo-rje'i thugs-la gnas	 (*1

7
dkyil-'khor ldan-pa'i dkyil-'khor-gyjg

8	 9
dkyil-'khor-la-nl. dkyil-'khor bsgom	 (3)

dkyil-'khor dkyil-'khor-las byung-bs.

thugs-kyl dkyll-'khor dkyil-'khor mhog	 (6)

gsang-ba'i thig-Le dkyil-'khor' dbyings	 (7]

'byung-ba ehea-rab rlgs-kyi yum
10

ehen-po riga-kyi de-bzhin-te

byang-chub sems-ni rdo-rje'i tphoga

dbang-po yul dus rig-pa x'nains

kun-tu bzang-po'i dkyf1-'khor-la
11

bdag-nyid chen-po lhag-pa-y1
12

thugs-kyl ye-shea ingas blta-zhing 	 (8]

13
snying-po thig-le mnyam-sbyor-bag

bde-ba9 ye-shea rol-mo-yla
lit

ye-shea d gyes-la mchod-pa 'bul	 (9)

zag-pa med-pa'i baod-nams-kyja
15

ye-shea sgyu-ma rang-anang-bs
16	 17

rol-mo'i	 dkyil-'khor mtha'-yas	 mchog	 (10]
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eang-ba' I thlg-le-nyld--kyj dbyIng

de-nf ang-rgyae kun-yI dngo 	 (11]

phyog -beu dus-bzhjr mngon-rdzogs-pa

sku-gsun yori-ten 'phrin-las thugs
19

ma-lus bda-nyId zha1-mthon-ba
20

dbang- pgyur mehog-nyld dam-pa yln

dkyil-'khor-la gnas dkyil-'khor-nyld

rdzogs-pa'l dkyil-'khor ihun-gyls grub:

rgyan-du dkyll-'khor ma-lus thoga: [12]

21
rdzoga-pa' 1 dkyll- 'khor mnyam-abyor-laa

thuga-rje9 dkyi!-'khor yong-kyis 'byung
22

phyoga-du dkyli-'khc,r 'dul-ba'l mgon

sgyu-ma'l dkytl-'khor Bgrol-be-yis

bya-byed med-par dkyll-'khor epyod	 [13]

ye-ahes rdzoga-pa'i dkyil-'khor-la
23

thos-bsam-sgom-p g ' I mnyam-abyor-gyla
211

rang-byung kun-ngam ihun-gyls grub
25

'di-ni sang-rgyas thams-cad-kyis

'da'-bar mf-mdzad dam-tahig mehog	 (1k]

26
gang-zhig 'di-la mos-gyur-pa

27
sangs-rgyas dkyll-'khor thams-cad-kyls

phyogs-dus kun-nas thams-ead-du

dkyil-'khor ma-lus bsnyen-pa-y1

nye-be'i ares-au dgongs-par ' gyur	 (15]
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28
bakal-pa	 zhing-1 xdu1-anyed-du

29
shin-tu abyangs-la rab-gnas-ahing

dkyll-'khor ma-lue bsnyen-pa-y1

'bras-bu gaan-ahen 'di-yln-te	 (16]

'Jig-rten drug-si phyogs-bcu-na

'da p -dang da-itar byung-ba-yi

rgyal-ba'i dkyil-'khor ma-lus-pa
30

brnyes-nas	 sku-ings ihun-gyis rdzogs	 (17)

31
byung-dang ma-'onga thams-cad kun:

'di-yls ihun-gyis 'gz'ub-par 'gyur	 (18]

'di-ni gsang-ehen nges-pa-y
32

'bras-bu lam-du gyur-pa	 yin: (19]

rgyal-ba9 dkyi]-'khor ma-lua-1a

'di-las gsang-ba'i nges-don mecl
33

btsal-kyang rgyal-bas mi-brnyes-so 	 (20)

kun-gyl. phyag-rgya chen-po'i mchog
311.

thos-bsam-bagom-1 a rab-abyan ga-pa' I
35

ahea-rab mlg-ldan-rnama-kyIa zung
36

snod-idan ngang-tshul bzang-la brten
37

lus-dang longs-apyod gtong-la gbyin	 (21]

38
gzhan-du nam-yan g	abyin nii-bya

39
rmonga-la 'phyar-bas ga]-te byin

dua mm-par-ni arog-aO-nas
11.0

baregs-dang abreba-par yun-ring gnas 	 (22]
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Al
-zhes de-bzhin gaheis-pa-nyid de-bzhin gahega-pa-nyid-la ched-

*2
du brj od-do

	

	 gsang-ba'i anying-po de-kho-na-n yid nges-pa-laa
1&3

ahin-tu gsang-ba man-ngag-gi (snying-po'l] 	 le'u-ate bcu-ggum-

pa'oH [23]

Chapter Fourteen
1	 2

de-nas de-bzhin gahegs-pa thama-cad-nyid-kyi	 dkyil-'khor-la	 -

dgyes-pa chen-po'i glu-'di biangs-Bol (1]

CM phyogs-bcu dua-bzhi rdzogs-pa-yi

ye-shea dkyil-'khor thig-le che

bsod-nams dkyil-'khor sku-yi tshogs

snang-atong thi g-le kun-tu rdzogs H0H	 (2]

OM rdo-rje bsod-nazns thig-le che

rdo-rje ye-shea dkyil-'}thor-ldan
3

rdo-rje agra-chen mtha'-yas-pa

rdo-rzje r'gyal-po thig-le-che 140H 	 [3)

CM aku-geung-thugs-kyl rdzogs-pa che

yon-tan 'phrin-las kun-tu rdzogs

ye-nag lhun-rdzogs kun-tu bzang

'dus-pa'i tahogs-chen thlg-]e-che H0H 	 [*3

CM mi-dmi ga sgyu-'phrul mnyam-pa ' i dbyings
£1

mtha'-yaa kun-nas sna-tshoga 'phro

mtha'-yas kun-nas ihun- gyla thim

ana-tahogs sku-gsung thugs chen-po HOH 	 (5]
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OM phyog8-bcu'l ' j ig-rten rdu1-nyed-du

rgyal-ba' i don-mama rdui -pbran-snyed
5

Bprul-pa rdul-phx'an baam-yas-kyia
6

skad-cig yud-la ihun-gyis grub HOlfl [6]

OM thams-cad ma-lug aku-ggung-thuga

sku-gaung-thugs-kyj bdag-nyid-che

ku-gsung-thuga-ky1 g kun-tu khyab

sku-gaung-thugs-kyl thlg-le che H0fl	 [7]

7
-zhea ched-du bsgrags-ao	 gsang-ba'l nying-po de-kho-na-nyid

8
nges-pa-laa mnyes-pg 'l (batod-pa'i]	 le'u-ate bcu-bzhi-pa'o

(8]

Chapter Fifteen

de-nes de-bzhin g!hege-pa thema-cad-kyi bdag-po aengs-rgyas
1

thams-ead-kyl ngo-bo--nyid-kyle khro-bo'i dkyIl-'khor-du 	 mngon-

par 'du-mdad-de(i] de cl'i phyir zhe_na(2]f/bda_tu rmongs-

pa'i rtog-p,-dang	 brtags-pa-lg mngon-par zhen-pas 	 yeng-deg-
5

pa'l lam-dang bra1-ba-dag 	 gab-pa'i geang-ha me-rtogs-par abas-

pa' j gsang-ba-la mngon-par 'chel-nas 	 rgyu-dang 'bras-bu-la
6

rmongs-pas [3]	 srld-pa'l	 se-ban	 rtaub-mos	 'phangs-nas

mtshams-med-pa'i mab-tu tsha-ba'i dmyal-bar ekyea-so' de rab-tu

tsha-ba'i adug-bengal drag-poe gdungs-pa-dang	 'di-bas ahln-tu
7

grang-yang ci ma-rung snyam-pa'i mod-1a	 rab-tu sbrebs-pa-dsng

padma-itar ga-pa'i adug-bangal drag-po dag-gis rab-tu gdung9-pa
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8
de-lta-bu'i	 edu-bana1 rab-tu tBha-ba la-BogB-pa brgyad-dan

9	 10
ahin-tu grant-ba la-sogB-pa brgyad-po-dag-tu	 'jig-rten-gyi

1].
khams brgyud-cin	 bBkal-pa chen-po Btong-phrag bcu-gnyjg-Bu

12
myan-no	 (]

de-nas rnam-par smin- pa-de zad-pa-dang	 yi-dvas 1tos-pa-
13

dang	 akom-pa'i adug-bengal--gyis nyen-pa-dang	 'dod-pa'i

dngo g -po--rnaina	 yid-du mi-'ong-ba-dang	 gdug-cing ztsub-pa'i
15

dngos-po sna-t ghogg-su 'gyur-ba-dang yang med-par 'gyur-zhing
1.6

BhIn-tu rj ng-c j ng skam-pa-dang	 lus-dang yan-lag-dang dbang-po
17

mi-'tahams- par gyur-par	 bska].-pa chen-po drug-tu gkyes-so	 (5]

18
de-nas las-kyi egrib brtsub-mo'l	 rnam-par smin-pa-de khad-kyis

19
bsrabs-pa-dang	 angon-gyl srid-pas mtshams-sbyar-nas	 WI-

20	 21
dvagg srin-po chen-po rab-tu gdug-pa gtum-po lus-gcig-la mgo

22	 23
brgya-pa-dang	 mgo-bo sna-tshogs-dang	 lus brgya-la mgo-bo

gcig-pa-dang	 lus sna-tBhogs-pa-dang	 wan-lag mang-po-dang

wan-lag Bna-tshogs-pa-dang gdug-pa'i lag-cha sna-tahogs thogs-
24

pa:	 'khor rab-tu mang-po-dang 	 'igs-pa'i gzugs sna-taho ga-
25

dang	 'jigs-pa'I nga-ro sna-tshogs sgrogs-pa	 gzugs-dang nga-
26

ro-dang	 dri-dang kha-rlangs-kyis	 theme-cad ekyl-bung zhes
27

byed-pa	 rab-tu 'jigs-pa'i rlung-nag-dang	 grang-ba-dang

	

28	 29
tsha-ba'i dbugs-kyis phyogs-bcu kun-tu khams 'Rhrug-par byed-

30
pa:	 nad-bzhi brgya-rtsa-bzhis	 'deba-par byed-pa	 inyos-shing

31	 32
nyams-par	 byed-pe'I mthus	 klu'i ri g -dang	lha-ma-yln-gyl.

32	 32	 32
ris-dan g	lha'i ris-dang	 tshanga-ba'j ris-dang	 'od-

33
gsal-dang dge-rgyas-dang	 'bras-bu che-ba man-chad dbang-du

bsdue-eo	 (6]
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34
de sngon bgten-pa'i Ptob-ky1a	 thains-cad mkhyen-p88 gzis-nas

35
thug-rjes 'dul-bar gyur-te	 (7]

36
de-nas de-bzhln gahegs-pa che-ba'i r10-rje bkod-pa'i	 sgyu-

37	 38
'phrul dre-be	 'flg-rten drug-gl	 phyogs-bcu'i srid-pa gsum-

gyl bdag-po 'dul-ba'i nga-rgyal chen-po'1 gzl-brjid bstan-pa'l
39	 40

phylr	 de-bzhln gahega-pa thams-csd-kyi sku-gsung-thugs	 rdo-
111

rje'l bdeg-po	 bcom-lclan-'das dgyeB-pa ehen-pos 	 chro-bo'i
42

rgyal-po'l dkyil-'khor-gyl sprin-chen--po rnam-par 'phro-ba'i

sgyu-'phrul thva-ba'1 rgyal-po'l ting-nge-'dzin-la snyom-per

zhugs-te	 [8)

43	 44
de-bzhln-nyld-kyi dbylngs-nas	 khro-mo dbang-phyug	 chen-mo

45
mngon-du phyung-ste	 hl-hl-zhes dgyes-pa'l gzi-mdangs-ky1s

116

rin-cen	 padnia rgyes-par mdzad-nas	 gnyis-su med-par 'khril-
117

ba'i dgyes-pas thin-nas	 (9] byang-chub sems-kyl sprin-las

HtTM RtTM HflM VIVAVA3RA KRODHAJVALA MANDALA PHAT PHAT PHAT
48

HALA HALA NALA HUM	 (10]

-zhea brzjod-pas	 'lig-rten drug-gi phyogs-bcu	 mtha'-yas-pa

khyab-par khro-bo'i dkyil-'khor-gyi tehogs stong-gsuin-gyi 'jig-
49

rten-tsam	 phyogs-hcu'i rdul-phra-mr' snyed 'thon-par gyur-
50

pas	 (11) 'jig-rten drug-gi phyogs-beu thems-ead gYos	 rab-
51

tu gYoa	 kun-tu gvos-sol 'ur-'ur	 reb-tu	 urur	 kun-tu
51

'ur-'ur	 cheni-ehein reb-tu chem-chem	 kun-tu	 chem-chem-mo
51

shig- ghig	 rab-tu shig-shig	 kun-tu	 shig-shig-go	 gtor-
52	 52	 51	 52

gtor	 reb-tu gtor-gtor	 kun-tu	 gtor-gtor-rot	 'jig-
53

rten drug-gi phyogs-bcu'i stong-khams thani g-cad-na	 gnaa-pe'l
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dban& che-ba-dang gzi-brid ohe-ba-dang mthu che-ba'i dbang-
511

phyug chen-po la- gogs-pa thamg -cad	 brgyal rab-tu brgyal
55

(kun-tu brgyal]-bar gyur-to	 (12]

de-nas bcom-ldan-'clas dgyea-pa ahen-po-nyid	 'jlgs-byed chen-po
56	 57

shin-tu rngam-pa	 skyi-bung-zhes byed-pa'l	 'bar-ba chen-po'j
58

khra-'thunt aku smug-nag dr- yang ' gyur-ba dbu-dang phyag-dang

zhabs gtong-khams-gyl rdul-Bnyed mtshon-eha sna-tahogs 'dzn-pa-
59

de	 clbu-gsum phyag-drug zhabs-bzhir gyur-te	 dur-khrod chen-por
60

dgyea-nas khrag-gj rgya-mtsho'i dkyil-na	 keng-rus chen-po'i
61

ri-rab-kyl steng 'bar-ba chen-po'i kiong-gi 'khor-lo'i 	 dkyil-na

dbang-phyug ehen-po-dang dur-khrod-kyi bdag-po dregs-pa chen-
62	 63

0	 khyo-shug-gi gdan-la brk yan ga-bskums-au bzhugs-so	 (13]

611	 65
khro-bo'i dkyil-'khor--gyi sprin-phung	 de-dag-kyang	 la-la-ni

66
dpal

	

	 khrag-'thung chen-po (rdo-rjer] gyur-te 	 ehar-phyogs-su
65

bzhugs-so la-la-ni

	

	 dpal khrag-'thung chen-po rin-po-cher gyur'-te
67

Iho-phyoga-su bzhugs-ao

	

	 la-la-ni dpal khrag-'thung chen-po
67

padmar gyur-te nub- phyogs-su bzhugs-so	 la-la-ni dpal khrag-
68

'thung chen-po kun-tu	 las-au gyur-te byan g-phyogs-su bzhugs-so

de-dag kun-kyang 'ig-byed chen-po'i cha-luga-dang

	

	 rngam-pa'i
69

nga-r'o-dang	 'bar-ba'i klong-na dbu-gsum phyag-drug 	 zhabs-

bzhis	 dri-za-dang	 gr)od-sbyin-dang	 srin-po-dang	 gshln-rje
70	 71

la-Bogs-pa khyo-shug-gi 	 gdan byas-pa-la (brkyang-bakum-su]
72

bzhugs-ao	 btsun-mo khrag-'thung chen-mo'i tshogs-(rnams]-kyang
73

so-so'i aku-la	 'khril-ba'i tahul-gyis bhuga-ao 	 (111)

711
(rigs-lnga'i he-ru-ka geig-tu bstima-te bsdus-nas 	 geig-gis mang-

75
p0 'dul-ba'i ngo-mshar-te] 	 (15)
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76
de-naa dregs-,a chen-po 1&-aoga-pa gtum-pa'i	 .em.-kyi. gdug-pa'i

77	 78
rdzu-' phrul chen-po ana-tahogs batan-naa mgrin gaig-tu gdug-

79	 80	 81
pa'i nga-roa	 brlang-po'i gtum-tshig-tu amras-pa	 thong-

82	 83
thong enying-rj e'i bdag-po ci de-itar byed-dam Ihea-zer-zhjngl

84
ihin-tu gdug-pa'i ceme-kyis khros-naa	 rngain-mo	 (16]

do-nec bcon,-ldan-'daa dgyes-pa chen-po dbu-dgu phyag-bco-brgyad

zhaba-brgyad-du gnac-naa zngam-pa'i skad-kyic thuga-rSes 'dul-
85

ba'i thabs-kyic chin-tu khros-nea

HUM HUM HUM HA HA HA KHAHI KHAHI KHAHI

-zhea brjod-pas(17]	 dbang-phyug chen-po la-Bogs-pa:	 gdug-pa
86

chen-po'i tahoge	 de-dag-gi enying-dang dbang-po kun phyung
87	 88

nang-khrol kun drangc yen-lag kun bcad-gtuba-nas cha kun os
89	 90

khra.z kun 'thunge-nas 	 rus-pa kun 'chOc-Bol 	 (18]

do-nec

HUM HUM HUM BHYOR E ARALI JAH JAR

-zhes brjod-pac

	

	 phyogg-bcu'i 'jig-rten-gyi khamc-na nani-mkha'-
91

dang boac-pa yunge-'bru gcig-taam-du chud- par bsdua-ao	 (19]

do-nec 'byung-po ma-lua-pa'i rgyal-po'i yang rgyal-po dragc-pa
92

chen-po 1a-soga-pa'i chung-ma 'byung-mo	 thama-cad-kyi rje-mo'i
93

yang rje-nio: arm-mo chen-mo'i mi'i	 arin-mo-dang	 tahanga-ma-

dang	'khpug-rno-dang dbang-mo-dang	 'Jug-ared-mo-dang gzhon-
94

nu-mo-dang	dmar-mo-dang	 bdud-rtei-mo-dang zhi-ba-mo-dang
95

be-con-mo-dang	.rin-mo-dang za-ba-mo-dang dga' -ba-mo-dang
96	 97

ra-ro khx'ag-'thung-myoc-ma-dang 	 gcig-pur apyod-ma-dang yid-

phrog-ma-dang	 grub-mo-dang	 rlung-mo-dang	 gaod-byed-mo-
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98	 99
dang	me-mo-dang phs.g-mo-dang rgan-byed-mo-dang 	 sna-chen-

100
mo-dang	 chu lha-mo--dang nag-mo chen-mo-dang	 ra-mgo dmar-

101	 102
e.z chen-mo-dang	bum-ma engo-nag chen-mo-dang	 SBus-

'din gem-nag chen-mo 1a-.oge-pa bran-dang yang-bran-dang gYog-
103

dang yang-gYog 'khor-zhing-gi rdul-anyed-kyang badus-eo	 [20]

dc-nsa bcom-ldan-'daa dgyee-pa chen-po dpa]. khrag-'thung chen-
104	 3.05

poe	 'dul-ba'i thaba-kyie yang rige-lnga'i 'jiga-byed 	 chen-
106

por anang-bar byae-naa de-dag kun-kyang dgyes-paa 	 rol-pa'i
107	 108

dkyil-'khor-gyi	 sprin 'byung-ba	 zhea-bya-ba'i ting-nge-'dzin-
109

la anyome-par zhuge-naa	 [21] eku-dang gaung-dang thugs mdo-
110

ne-las 'di phyung-ngo

ON AU HUM VARA PRAVESA ALALAHOH (22]

111
-zhes brjod-paa	 'byung-mo'i	 rgyal-mo-mnams ehin-tu chaga-pa'i

yid gYos-naa padma'i dkyil-'khor edud-cing rgyaa-paz' gyur-naa

dper-na khab-len-la icage 'du-ba'i tshul-du bcom-ldan-'daa dgyea-
112

pa chen-po dpal khrag-'thung chen-po rdo-r3e'i aku-1a 	 arm-mo
113

chen-mo mi'i srin-mo-dan g	dmar-mo-dang	 dga'-ba-mo-dang
114

gaod-byed-mo-dang	nag-mo chen-mo-dang	dmar-ser chen-mo-
115

dang	 engo-nag chen-mo-dang eer-nag chen-mo-mnama 'khril-lo

beom-ldan-'das dpal khrag-'thung chen-po de-bzhin gehegm-pa'i eku-
116	 117

1a	 tehange-ma-dang	 'khrug-mo--dang	 dbang-mo-dang
118

'Jug-ared-mo-dang gzhon-nu-mo-rnanie	 'khril-lo bcom-ldan- 'das

dpal khrag-'thung chen-po rin-po-che'i eku-1a bdud-rtsi-mo-dang
119

zhi-ba-mo-dang be-con-mo-dang	 a-ba-nio-dang	 arm-mo-mama

'khril-lo	 bcom-ldan-'dae dpal khrag-'thung chen-po padma'i aku-
120	 121

1a	 khrag-gl. myog-ma-dang	 gcig-pur apyod-ma-dang 	 yid-

'phrog-ma-dang	 grub-mo-dang	 rlung-mo-mnama 'khnil-lo	 boom-
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ldan-'das cipal Ithra-'thung chen-po kun-tu las-kyi Bku-1a	 me-mo-
122	 123

dane:	 pha-mo-c1an	 rgan-byed-mo-dang	 ena-chen-mo-dangl

chu-lha-mo-rnanis 'khril-lo 	 C23]

de-nas bcom-lden-'clas dgyes-pa chen-po khro-bo'i dkyil-'khor de-
1211

dag-gls	 NOM-zhes brjod-pas 	 padme'i dkyil-'khor-kyi tehoga
125

bedu g -nag ahin-tu baum-par gyur'-to	 (2*3

126
de-nas cl gyes-te HA-zhe g	brjod-pas	 byang-chub sems-kyi s prin-

127	 128
las:	 dkar-mo'i tshogs-dang rkun-mo'i tshoga-dang	 rmongs-

129
mo'l.	 tghogs-dang	 thal-byed-mo'l tshogs-dang 	 apos-mo'l

tshogs-dang gtum-mo'i tahoge-dang sme-aha-can-gyl tshogs-dang
130

ma-tshogs ma'l tshogs-rnams rang-rang-gi lag-cha-dang	 ngo-
131

mtshar-dang-bcag -nag 'thon-to	 'thon-nas-kyang 'bar-ba chen-
132	 133

0	 'khor-lo'i rteib g -mchan	 shar-phyogs-nas 'khor-bar 'jigs-
134

pa'l. gzugs ran g- g i lag-cha-dang-bcaa-nas 'khod-do 	 (25]

135
de-nas shin-tu dgyea-nas HE-zhes 	 brjod-pas	 seng-gclong chen-

mo'i tahogg -dang	 stag-gdong chen-mo'i tshogs-dang 	 va-gdong

chen-mo'l tshogs-dang khyi-gclong chen-mo'i tshogs-dang 	 bzhad-

gdong chen-nio'i tshogs-dang kang-ka'i gdong chen-mo'i tshogs-
136

dang	 dur-bya'i gdong	 chen-mo'i tshogs-dang 	 'ug-pa'i gdong
137

chen-mo'i tshogs-dang bcas-pa-rnams 	 rang-rang-gi lag-aha-dang
138

ngo-mtshar-du chas-nas	 'thon_par gyur-to	 'thon-nas-kyang 'bar-
139

ba chen-po'i 'khor-lo'i phy i-rol shar-phyo gs-nas	 'khor-bar

rngsm-pa'i mdangs-kyia 'khod-do 	 (26]
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1110	 1111
de-naB shin-tu	 dgyea-pas phyogs-beu'i zhin	 me-1u-par khyeb-

nas PHAT-ces hrjod-pas	 rdo-je 8rinZ-'ZPo-Tfla'l tBhogB-dan 	 rdo-

ne	 don-mo'i tshogs-dan	 rdo-rje '1.g-x'ten-ina'i thog-dang
1112

rdo-rje no-langg-ma'i thogs-nnams	 rang-rang-gi lag-eha--dang
143

no-mthar-du hes-nas	 'thon-par gyur-to	 'thon-nap-kyanZ 'bar-
11111	 1115

ba'i	 dkyil-'khor-gyi gor' ahin-tu rngam-pa'i gzugs-kyi	 gnaa-

ao:	 (27]

1116
de-nag dgyep-pa'l	 pn1n-1aB phyog-bcu-nas PHAT-ee bsgrag-pas

1117
thams-cad khro-nag	ma-mo thamB-cad-kyang rang-rang-gi gnaa gal-

148
ba-den yud-tam-gy1a phyin-par bk ye'o	 (28]

1119
de-nas bcom-lclan-'daa

	

	 dgye8-pe chen-po dpal khrag-'thung chen-po
150

de-deg kun thuge-rje chen-po bdud-rt g i	 'byung-ba zhes-bya-ba'i

ting-nge-'dzin-la 8nyorn-par zhugs-nas	 Bku-dang geung-dang thugs
151

rdo-rje-las 'di-dag	 phyung-ngo

OM VA3RA MAHAMRTA MAHAKRODHA AM AM AM (293

-zhes brJod-paa dbang-phyug chen-po la-soge-pa thams-cad	 beom-
152

ldan-'daB khro-bo chen-po de-dag-gi anam-nas bton-tO 	 ml-
153	 1511

gt8ang-pa'i 'dam-gyi rgya-mtshor 	 chud-pa-1a	 nam-nas	 u-tRu-
155	 156	 157

ama	 kr'o-ddha phyung-naa 'dam	 kun 'thunge-te	 dran-pa elan-
•	 158	 159
rnyed-nas	 (30]	 khro-bo'l dkyil-'khor-gyi	 tehoge de-dag

160
thama-ead-kyang	 dbu dgu-brgya phyag etong-brgyad-brgya	 zhabs

161	 162
brgyad-brgya	 aku 'bar-ba chen-po'i klong-dkyil-na	 bzhugs-

par mthong-ngo	 (313
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163	 1611
de'l dus-su	 'jlg-rten dru-g1 phyogs-beu'i Brid-pa kun-tu

165
dregs-pa'i dbang-phyug	 thams-ead 'dul-ba'f thabs sna-tphogs

166
bsam- gyls mi-khyab-Lar so-sor snang-has dus-geig-tu btul-10

(32]

de-nas de-deg shiri-tu 'der-zhin g bred-pas rab-tu zhum-pa'i nge-
167

ros

'bengs-su-mohU 'bangs-su-mohi.

'bangs-su nan-tan tia-brgyie-na
168

mgo-deng lue-ni brgyar 'gas-shing
169

snying yang-'gas-shing gtubs-gyur-01g
170

rul-myags	 tshig-nas briag-pa-dang

dmya] -bar itung-nas 'bod-par-shog

171
-ces 'bangs-au mehi-bar mns'-bor-nas 	 dkyi1-'khrr-gy1 gden-du

bzhag-go	 (33]

172	 173
thams-cad-kjis	 nigrin geig-tu yang-smras-pa

bdag-cag-rnamF-kyi mchis-brang-dang
1711

ma-dang sring-nio bu-mo-rnama

dkyil-'khor chen-por' bzhea-su gs01
175

dpa'-bo lha-rje	 bzhea-su gsol
176

bdag-oag so-so 'khor-bcas-kyis
177

tshoga-kyi dkyll-'khor chen-po 'di'i

ming-tsam 'cizin-par byed-pa-yang

gteug-gi nor-bu 'bar-ba-ltar

gYo-sgyu-med -ci ng gus-Idan-pa' i
178

sems-kyls blangs-te spyi-bo-yi
179

gtsug-tu bzhag-ste bkur-bar bgyi
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de-yi dgos-pa oi-yang-rung
180

ma-1UB r'dzoge-par bdag-cag bgrub	 (3*]

gal-te dpa'-bo'i apyan-enga 'dir
181

amraa-pa bzhin-clu ma-bagrube-na
182

bdag-cag-rnama-kyi	 mgo lus snying
183	 184

bKas-gtuba	 dum-bur rul-bar mchi

-zhea smras-ao	 (]

185
de-nag de-dag-gi	 chung-ma'i t ghoga-dang ma-dang aring-mo-

186
dang	 bu-mo'i tahogs tharng-cad dkyil-'khor-du yud-taan-gyia

'onga-nag thama-cad-kyis mgrin-gcig-tu amrae-pa

bdag-cag 'khor-tahogs thama-cad kun

dpa'-bo chen-po'i 'banga-su mchi
187

dpa'-bo chen-pos bdag-cag-1a

las-kyi dn goa-grub atsal-du ggol

-zhea-Bmraa-ao	 (36]

de-nas bcoin-ldan-'das dgyes-pa chen-poa lag-tu x'do-rj e byin-nas
188

ming-gi dbang-bskur-te	 dkyil-'khor-gyi phyi-r'ol-du bkod-do

(37]

gaang-ba'i anying-po de-kho-na-nyid ngea-pa-las khro-bo ran g-bzhin-
189

gyi dkyil-'khor	 sprin main-par epros-pa'i le'u-ate bco-lnga-

'::	 (38]
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Chapter Sixteen

de-naa bcom-ldan-'daa dgyes-pa chen-poe dkyil-'khor- gyj tshogs

chen-po 'di-dag dam-tahig-giB grub-par bya-ba'i phyir	 6e-bzhin
1

gghegB-pa Ithro-bo khrag-'thung chen-po btsun-mo-dang bcaa-pa'i
2

tshoga de-dag-gi aku-dan g gaung-dang thuga rdo-rje ye-Bhes rngam-

pa-las gaung-gi dkyil-'khor 'di-dag phyung-ngo	 [1]

OM SARVATATHAGATAMAHASRIHERUKA MAHACANDASARVADUSTANTAKA NANA

DANA PACA HUM HUM HUM PHAT:
.	 S	 •

OM VA3RAMAHARXHERUKA MAHACANDASARVADUSTANTAKA HANA DANA

PACAHUMHUMHUMPHAT

	

•	 .	 S	 •

OM RATNAI4ANARIHERUKA MAHACANDASARVADUSTANTAK.A HANA DANA

PACA HUM HUM HUM PHAT I
CM PADMAMAHARIHERUKA MAHACANDASARVADTJSTANTAKA HANA DANA

PACA HUM HUM HUM PRATI

	

•	 •	 S	 •

OM KARMAMANARIHERUKA MAHACANDASARVADUSTANTAKA HANA DANA

PACA HUM HUM HUM PHAT

	

•	 .	 S	 S

CM SARVATATNAGATA MAHAKRODHISVARX SARVADUSTAN HUM PHAT:
•	 ..	 .

OM MAHAVAJRADHARA MAHAKRODHISVARI JVALINI HUM PRATI
•	 .	 .3

014 MAHASORYARATNA MAHAKRODHXVARI VIDAMA HUM pHAT:
•	 S

CM HRESITASAMANTAPADMA MAHAKRODHXVARX KHAHI HUM PHAT
•	 5	 5	 .	 .

014 SARVAMOGHA MAHAKR0DHXVARI VIVA HUM PHAT (2]
•	 .	 .

OM VAJRAGAURX HA:

OM VA3RACAURI HA:

OM VAJRA PRAMOHA HAl

CM VAJRA VETALX HAl

OM VAJRACANDALX HA:
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ON VAJRA PUKKASX HA:
.

ON VAJRA GHASMARI HA:

ON VAJRA SMAANI HA:
•	 6

ON VA3RA SIMHAMUKHI HE
• 	 0

ON VAJRA VYAGHRAMUKHX HE:

ON VAJRA RGALAMUKHX HE:
•

ON VAJRA SVAMAIWKHI HE

ON VAJRA GRDHRAMUKHX HE
•	 .•

OM VAJRA KANKAMUKHI HE:

ON VAJRA KAKAMUKHX HE

ON VAJRA ULOKAMUKHI HE: (3]
•	 •	 7

ON VAJRA ARYATEJATEN ii:
•	 8

ON VAJRAMOGHA NON:
•	 •

ON VAJRA LOKA VAM
•	 •	 9

ON VAJRA BHASMI VALAYAVATI 110111	 (]

BHYOH BHYOH BHYOH BHYOH BHYOHBHYOM
•	 •	 •	 0	 •

BHYOK BHYOH BRYON BHYOH BHYOH BHY0H:
•	 •	 .	 .	 .

BHYOH BHYOH BHYOH BHYOH BHVOH BNYOHI

BHYOH BHYOH BHYOH BHYOH BHYOH BHYOHI
•	 S	 S	 S	 •	 S

EHYOM BHYOH BHYOH BHY0R: (53
•	 •	 1.0

ON RULU RULU RULU HOMI

EHYZHI ANAYA JAN HUM VAN 11011

RAM1 (6]
•	 11

ON VAJRA KRODHA SAMAYA HUM:	 (73

12
ON Ithro-1a Kbros-ba8 zhi-mdzad-pa

thug.-rje khro-dpai. rngam-pa'i tBhog8
13

'b&x-ba'i byin-rlab5 rmad-po-che
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da-nyid-du-ni bda-1a etaol

CM VAJRA KRODHA SAMAYAS TVAM

OM VAJRA KRODHA SAIIAVA PHAT
•	 .15

CM VAJRA KRODHA SAMAYA HOH 	 (8]
•

ALl ULI TALl TAPALI:
16

DAMsTRAGANARAuDRA:

KHARAM YOGINI J(HAHI H0H:
17

HUM HA HE PHAT	 (9]

18	 19
-cee br3od-paa 'Jig-rten drug-gi phyogs-bcu thams-cad tshig

20
zab-tu tshig	kun-tu (rab-tu] tshig-go 	 'b	 rab-tu 'bay

21	 22
kun-tu (rab-tu] 'baz-ro 	 thame-cad-du	 'bar-ba'i dIiL-'khor-

23
gyj tahogs-kyis gang rab-tu gang kun-tu gang-bar' gyur-to: (10)

gaang-ba'i anying-po de-kho-na-nyid nges-pa-laa Khro-bo'i tahoga
2L1

chen-po'i gaung-gi dkyil-'khor	 spros-pa'i le'u-ate bcu-drug-

pa'o	 (113
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Chapter Seventeen

de-nas bcom-1dan-'das dgyes-ps ehen-pos 	 de-dag-gi dkyil-'khor

bstan-pa'i phyir ched-du brjod-ba 'di brjod-do	 [13

1
'bar-ba'i dkyil-'khor rtsibs bzhi-pa

2	 3
gru-chad bzhl-yis rnam-par brgyan

gru-bhi sgo-khyud bzhi-deng ldan
11

'bar-ba'i bar-'khyams gnyis-kyia nidzes	 [2]

5
thod-ebrul sna-tshogs nyl-mas brjid

6
'bar-ba'i 'phro-ba mang-po 'khrug 	 [33

khyu-mchog ma-he gzig-dang stag
7

gtum-pa dom-gyl gpar-bas-ni.
8

dbang-phyug 1ha-chen la-sogs zung	 (I)

smug-nag ango-nag ser-nag-dang

dmar-nag ijang-nag 'jtgs-pa'i sku
9

dbu-gsum phyag-drug zhabs-bzhir' bgrad	 (5]

10
ko-rion gas-ni sns-tshogs gyon

11
rngam-pa'i sgra-chen 'jigs-par sgrogs

12
shrul-dang thod-'phreng nyi-zls'i chas	 (63

stong-gi 'jig-rten 'khor-yug beas
13

rdo-rje dung-ehen	 gang-ba-dang

ra)-gri dgra-sta gahol la-soge
111

rang-gi lag-ctha ena-tshogs-bsname

btsun-mo 'jigs-pa'i tshogs-dang 'khril	 [7]
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gnas-dang yul-gyi phy&g-rgya-dang
15

ego-bzhi'i phyag-rgye	 rab-mdzes-sh1ng	 (8)

16
81a8-d&ng byl-mo bran-mo'i tBhogP

bcu-gnyis-dang-ni brgyad-kyl mdzes

rang-si tan-dang lag-cha-dang

ci-bgyi zhefl-ni ches-te gnaa 	 (9]

-zhes brjod-pas

	

	 'iiz-rten dru-gt phyoge-beu thamB-ead-du 'bar-
17

ba't dkyil-'khor kun-tu gaal-bar	 gyur-to	 (10)	 gsang-ha'l

snying-po de-kho-na-nyid nges-pa-las khro-bo'i dkyil-'khor batan-

pa'i le'u-ste bcu-bdun-pa'o 	 (11]

Chapter Eighteen

de-nas beom-ldan-'das dgyes-pa ohen-pos mnyes-pa'i mchod-pa chen-

p0 'di ched-du brjod-do	 (1]

1
de-la mehod-ebyin dam-pa-ni:

2
thog-mar bdag-nyid rtog-goms bsgral

de-nas gnyie-med blo-yls-nl
3

b]o-ngan 'jig-rten snying-re-re

gnyia-au med-par baga1-bar bya'o	 [2]

'khril-ba '1 nichod-chen ninyam-abyor-bas

bdsg-nyid mnyes-pas mnyes-par bya	 (3]

5
mnyam-pa' I sgrub-rdzas ehen-po-dag

bdag-dang mnyam-pa'i tahogs-la 'bull (]
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ba'-dan ba'-danI btun-dang bo

long g-Bpyod inga-idan thams-cad-n1 	 [5)

dkyil-'khor-la-ni dkyil-'khor thim	 [6]

6
phyoga-hcu dus-bzhlr gsheg-pa-yi

7
bde-gshegs yon-tan rmad-po-che

8
gzhan-nas yod-pa ma-yl.n-na

Iha-Erin la-aoga anioa-ci-dgos 	 (7]

rnal-'byor 1a-su rung-rnams-kyis
9

phyag-rgya chen-po rdzoga-'gyur-zhing
10

gsal-ba'i yid-gnyis med-pa-na

dkyil-'khor chen-po 'bar-bar 'gyur	 (8)

11
-zhea brjod-pas	 mnye8-pa'l nichod-pa. chen-poR	 'Jlg-rten drug-

gi phyoga-bcu thama-cad khyah-par gyur-to	 (9]	 gaan-ba'i

anying-po de-kho-na-nyid ngea-pa-lae mchod-abyin darn-pa batan-

pa'i le'u-ate bco-brgyad-pa.'o	 (10)

Chapter Nineteen

j
de-naa bcorn-ldan-'daa dgyea-pa chen-poa angags-'chang-rnarns don-

yod-par bya-ba'i phyir dam-tshig chen-po 'di ched-du brjod-do

[1]

2
b]a-rned theg-pai rab-ngea-na

3
nyon-mon gs las-r'narna kun-apyad-kyang

a
byae-la mi-gaog tahoga 'gyur-te

tahul-khrfrns adorn-pa phun-aurn-tahoga 	 (2]
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5
bla-med incho&-gi da.ni-tehiz--tu:

'dul-ba'i dbang-gia tahul-khrima-dang

j i-.nyed sdoin-pa bBam-yaa-pa

ma-lue kun-'dua z'nam-pax dag	(3]

6
yod-med dbu-ma'ang mi-dmige-ehing

7
ayu-ma mi g-yor lta-bu'i tshul

8
erog-med ero g-kyang gcod-du med

9
erog-dang g kyea-bu log-rtog-tsain	 (]

10
bden-pa gnyia-kar dbyez'-med-pas

11
'phrul-dga'i t ghul-de tha-dad min

gzhan-dang ma-byin med-pa'i pbyir
12

blangs-nied	 thams-cad-nyid-kyi dbyings	 [5]

13
ohoa-rnams a gyu-ma 1ta-bu-1a

14
niing-dang tahig-tu btags-pa rdzun

15
bdzun-nyid-la-ni rdzun-spyod-pa

16
rdzun-zhes btags-tsam yod-ma--yin	 [6]

ana-ehags-pa-la chags-pa-dang

chags-pa-nyid-na chags-pa-med
17

dc-ni chags-mehog rgyal-po-ste

shin-tu chags-pa chen- po yin	 (7]

18
bla-mad mi-spang bla-ma bkur

19
•ngags-dang phyag-rgya rgyun mi-gcod

yang-dag lant-du hu gs-1a byanis:
20

gsang-ba'i don phyir snira mi-bya
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'di-ni rtsa-ba lnga-rnama-te
21

agrub-dang b.rung-ba'j dam-tzhig mchog 	 (8]

22
gti-mug ehaga-dang zhe-adang-dang

23
nga-rgyal. phrag-dog mi-apang-ngo	 (9]

dkar-rtai dniaz'-rtii dri-aha chen
211

dag-pa'i enod-paa (bcud/ chu] mi-dor-ro
25

van-lag bcu-yi dazn-tahig-ete
26

we-naa dag-mnyam rtoga-pag apyad	 (10]

27
berung-zhing sgrub-pa'i dam-tahig lnga

rtaa-ba yin-te riga-med ' gyur	 [11)

28
mi-apang midozb lnga-gnyia-n1

yan-lag dain-tshig 'da'-dka'o 	 (12]

29
mnyam-la mnyam- par abyor-ba-yi

30
mnyam-pa'i dazn-t ghig-1a gnaa-na

mnyam-r'dzoga chen-po thob- 'gyur-baa
31

'dag -na aanga-rgyaa ma-yin-no: (13]

32
rtsa-ba nysms-pa'i phyal-ba-dag

gao-la nyc-bar mi-brtson-dang
33

akad-cig yud-team amra ma-byed
311

nyama-gyur n'ea-pa briod mi-lang	[111]

311
rtsa-ba'i dam-tahig nyaaa-gyur-na

35
agrub-pa thanta-c&d log-par 'gyur:

36
yid-du mi-'ong ana-tghoga-pa'i

37
'bras-bu mi-'dod bzhin-du 'du	 (15]
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38
yan-lag dam-tshlg nyams-gyur-na

'bras-bu med-cing ngan-song ltung	 (16]

dani-tshig-rnams-ni rdo-rje che

aangs-rgyas kun-gyl bdag-nyid yin: (17]

rtsa-ba'i dam-tshig lnga-la-ni

gclg-la'ang gnyi g -clang bcu-phrag gg um	 (18]

yan-lag dam-tshig lnga-gnyis-1a

gcig-la'ang bcu-phrag gnyiB-su dbye	 (19]

dain-tahig 'di-ni rmad-po-che

'jlg-rten drug-gi phyogs-bcu-nal

srid-gsum 'gro-ba Ji-snyed-a

rtog-'dul dam-tshig de-snyed spro 	 (20)

39
gzhan-yang rgyal-mahog kun-bzang-g1

Lb
thams-cad ma-lus phyag-rgya-yis

111
sgrub-med dam-pa ma-lu g 'grub:

de-la-sogs-pa mtha'-yas nichog	 [21)

112
rgyal-ba'i	 rigs-mohog 'dzin-pa-de

113
'jig-rten gtao-dang 'khox-gyis bkur 	 [22]

1111
dam-pa inchog-dang dam-pa-yis

115
sras-dang spun dgonge byin-gyis rlob	 (23]

46
bde-gshegs-nyid-kyi yul-la ZhUgB

117

'jigs-med kun-tu bzang-por	 sbyor	 (211]
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j i-bahin-r*yid-dang 'dul-ba' I thaba

i-enyed adorn-pa baarn-yaa-pa
48

ma-lus rnan-dag	ibun-gyia grub: (25]

49
nyanas-na bakana-pas rdzog-pa-dang

50
de-la-sogs-pa mtha'-yas rnchog 	 (26]

-Ce. brjod-pas de-bzhin gahega-pa-nyid de-bzhin gahegs-pa-nyid-
51.

la ('dud-par] 'dul-bar gyur-to	 (27] gsang-ba'i anying-po de-

kho-na-nyid nges-pa-laa darn-tahig-gi le'u-ate bcu-dgu-pa'o

[28]

Cha.pttr Twenty

3.	 2
de-nas de-bzhin gahega-pa bcont-ldan-'dae 	 dgyes-pa chen-pos

ihun-gyis grub-pa'i dam-tahig byin-gyis nob-pa zhes-bya-ba'i

ting-nge-'dzin-la anyorna-pax' zhugs-nas ched-du brjod-pa	 'dl

brj od-do	 [1]

E-yi tahoga-kyi dkyil-'khor rnchog

'bar-ba gtum-chen rngam-pa-1a
3

khros-pa' i yid-kyia rnchod-abyin-bya

.anga-rsyaa baod-narna sku-yang ' j ig	 (2]

bdud-rtai lnga'am zaa-lnga-1a
*

rntshan-rna ming-du bcas-par-bya
5

bkug-naa rdo-rj e phur-pee gdab

rdul-du byaa-naa tahoga-la dbul: (3]
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6
E-yi tahogs-kyi dkyil-'khor-du

lu-gu rgyud-du Bbrel-bsdanla-nas
7

bcinga-gyur bakyod-nas phyoga-bcur gYo
S

myoa-nas gaB-te 'tahig-par 'gyur	 (]

vam-gi tahogB-kyl dkyil-'khor mchog
9

'bar-ba gzl-brjld lhun-chen-1a

chegs-pa'i yld-kyls mehod-aby1n-hy

rdo-rje gsun g-yen g dbang-du 'gyur	 (5]

bdud-rtsi lnga'am zas-lnga-1a
10

mtshan-ma mirig-du boaB-par-bye
11

rdo-rje ehaga-pa'i phur-pas	 gdab
12

ehags-pa'i t g hogs-la thim-par dbul 	 (6]

13
vam-gi	 tahogs-kyl c1kyi1-'khor-du

iii
lu-gu rgyud-du sbrel-bsdams-nas

15
'gugs-'gyur rdo-rje'ang phyl-bzhin 'brang

ci-'dod de-bzhin 'ong-bar-'gyur 	 (7]

ina-yl tahoga-kyl dkyll-'khor vnchog
16

'bar-ba 'du-'phro gzi-chen-la

dgs'-ba'i yid-kyis niohod-shyin-bya

yon-tan nam-mkha'i nitha'-deng mnyam	 (8]

bdud-rtsi lnga'am zas-lnga-1a
17

(mt ghan-ma'l ming-du bees-par bya]
18

yon-tan yld-bzhin gter-du brtag
19

nga-rgyal dga'-'phro'l phur-pas gdab
20

rdo-rje gzl-brfld phel-bar 'gyur	 (9)
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ma-yl tshogs-kyl dkyll-'khor-du
21

lu-gu-rgyud-du sbrel-bedajns bskyod
22

gzi-brjld 'bar-ba'l 'phrul-chen gpro

yid-bzhin nam-mkha' gang-bar ' gyur	 (10]

y&-yi tehoga-kyl dkyll-'khor mchog

gsal-ba'i gzi-brjid 'tsher-be-la
23

dang-ba'i yld-kyis mchod-sbyin-bya
2J

gtum-chen rngam-pa'sng	 ihan-ner 'gyur	 (ii]

bdud-rtai lnga'am zas-1nga-1a

gtum-rngam 'khrug-pa'i n go-bor brtag
25

ihan-ner gsal-ba'i phur-pas	 gdab
26

'bar-ba lhan-ne'l tahoga-la	 dbul	 [12]

y&-yi tshogs-kyi dkyil-'khox'-du
27

lu-gu-rgyud-du ebrel-nas bsdams
28

'bar-ba lhan-ne'i byin-gyls khyab

thams-cad gYo-ba med-par byed	 (133

slas-dang byi-mo bran-mo'l tshogs

lhag-ma'i mehod-sbyin 'dod-pa sbyln
29

rang-gi dain-tshig rab-bsgrags-nas
30

gang-'dod las-de	 byed-par bsgo	 [1*]

engon-t ghe dpal-chen he-ru-ka

shin-tu gdug-cing gtum-bag-can

thamg-cad ma-].us 'dul-mdzad--pa'l
31

dbang-dang byin-riabs rmad-po-che
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32
iha-chen la-'oge dbang-b8dus-na9

33
'khor-rnamB dbang-phyug slas-8u bya

311
so- go' I	 las-rnams bekoB-pa-de

35
j i-itar dam-boas khag-blangs-pa'l

ma-thogs myur-clu rnngon-par phyun

dam-bcas bzhin-du ma-byas-na
36

ji-itar dam-bcas mna'-bor-ba'U
37

edom-beas dc-las 'da'-bar 'gyur
38

dam-tahig dc-las 'das-'gyur-na
39

mgo-lue-snying yang tehal-pe bdun
110

ys-kea khro-bos gtubs-par 'gyur

de-bas rnal-'byor sngags-'ehang-gis

i-ltar bcol-ba bzhin-du byoa

las-de Tnngon-du ma-byaa-na
Ill

rang-gi mna'-bor khas-blangs-pa'i
*2

rul-myags 'tehig-nas 	 dmyal-bar 'gro
*3

rna].-'byor dam-la gnas gyur-pa'i

las-mama yongs-su bya-ba-dang
1111

'khor-mnama bu-gcig bzhin-du akyong

phra-men-nia-yang dngos-grub thob
115

beol-ba'i las-mama mngon-du byoa

-zhe bago'o	 (15)

*6
khro-bo bsgrub-pa'i	 las-kyi gt p o-bo-.nf 'di yin-no: (16)

khrag-'thung chen-po la-cogs-pa' I
117

bro-gar glu-tahig chen-poe-ni
*8

theme-cad thaina-cad cI-'dod-par
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thams-cad thaing -cad byed-pa yin: (173

19
mdzod-lda.n chen-mo la-sogs-pa'i

50
bro-gar glu-tBhig chen-moB-ni:

Si.
'du-bar 'dod-na 'du-bar byed

'phel-bar 'dod-na 'phel-bar byed
52

spos-ino chen-mo la-sogs-pa'i
53

bro-gár g lu-t g hig chen-mos-nU

ihan-nex' 'dod-na lhan-ner byed

rmugs-par 'dod-na rmugs-par b yed: (18]

511
seng-gdong chen-mo la-gogs-pa'i

bro- ger glu-tshig chen-ynos-ni

theme-cad kun-la za-bar byed

rdul-cha team-yang med-par byed
55

bzhad-gdong	 chen-mo la-soge-pa'i
56

bro-gar glu-tahi g chen-mos-ni
57

thains-cad (kun-las) ma-lus	 'byin-par byed

kun-la rab-tu nyams-par byed 	 (19]

58
slas-dang by l-mo bran-mo'i tshogs

59
bro-gar glu-tahig chen-mos-nU

60
rbad-cin g gtang-bar bye-ba-ste

thams-cad theme-cad byed-pa yin: (203

6i.
1Son- pa dang-ni ].cug-phran	 tahal

62
adong-gcig-dang-ni mea-reg-drung

63
dang-pas dga'-bas chags-pas-dang

611
khros-pas kâ-1i rab-tu bya 	 (21]
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-zheR brjod-pas de-bzhin gheg-pa-ny1d-1a de-bzhin g8hegB-pa-
65

nylci Bbyong-par	 gyur-to	 (22] gsang-ba'i 8nying-po de-kho-na-

nyid ngeB-pa-las 1hun-y1s grub-pe'i ' phrin-1a byin-gyi	 nob-
66

pa	 zhe-bya-ba'i le'u-ste nyt-hu-pa'o 	 (23)

Chapter Twenty-One

1
de-nas bcom-ldan--'daB dgyes-pa ehert-po'l tshogs-kyl dkytl-'khor--

2
y1e shin-tu rngani-pa'l mdant-kyis lu-'di blanga-so 	 [13

3
HTYM gtum-chen dus-mtha'i me-ltar 'bar

a
'od-zer nyl-ma 'bum-gyl gzl

5
khro-gnyer 1og-stong 'yu-ba-hzh1n

6
mehe-ba zan-yag za-byecl che HOH	 (23

MOM rnam-pa'i nga-ro 'bru-stong ldir
7

ttum-chen ni-rab 'buni-banyll skad
8

a-la ha-la'l. gad-rgyan gs che
9

dbyugs-pa'i 'thor-niung Yeng-ba che'o	 [3)

RUM khro-bo she9-reb 'od-po-che

ye-she p dkyll-'khor kun-tu g9a1

'bar-ba'l ye-shea kun-tu 'joms
10

sna-tsho&s ye-shea thig-le ehe 	 HOH	 ()

RUM khro-bo'i ryai-po apnin chen-po
11

khroa-pa'i	 dkyil-'khor char-chen 'bebs

dkyi]-'khor yid-bzhin 'byun-ba'f gter
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12
na-tshogs khros-pa'i	 thig-le che HOM	 (5]

13
WUM bdud-kun-gyi-ni bdud chen-po

11
bdul-kyl bdud-de hdud-r'nam g	'joms

'jig-pa'1 thog8-kyang 'jigs byed-pa

'jlgs-byed ehen-po thig-le che HO}fl (6]

15
MOM rdo-rje bra-chen sra-ba-po

16	 17
rdo-rje chu-bo	 dud chen-po

18
rdo-rje me-ste 'bar-ba 	 che

rdo-rje riung-ste 'thor-riung che HOM	 (7]

19
-zhee ohed-du glu	 h1angs-so	 gsang-ba'i sny lng-po de-kho-na-

nyid ngee-pa-jap khro-bo-la bstod-pa'i le'u-ete nyt-shu gcig-

pa'o	 (8]

Chapter Twenty-Two

de-nas bcom-!dan-'clas dgyes-pa chen-pos de-bzhin gahegs-pa-nyid-
1	 2

la geang-angags-kyl 	 rgyal-po brtan-par gzung-ba	 'di ched-du

brf od-do	 (13

kye-kye

phyogs-bcu dus-bzhi'i rang-bzhin 'di

de-hzhln gshegs-pa'i ngo-bo-nyid 	 (21

3
gzung-'dzin spros-la 'chel-ba-yls

A
rnam-rtog zhugs-pas eo-sor 'dzin

ea-rnams khyad-par bkod-pa yang

gsang-ba'i snying-por 'gro-ba'i lam	 (3]
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5
ye-shes ngo-mtahar rab-'byamg-kyjg

6
don-du mi-' gyur' yongs ma-gsungg	 (U

7
de-bzhin gshegs-pa thaine-cad-kyi

8
phyag-rgya gsang-chen (nges-paj anying-po 'di:

rtogs-nas smra-bar gang-byed-pa

de-nyid nga-yin dbang yang-rdzogs	 (5]

de-bzhin gshegs-pa thams-cad-1a

geang-ba 'cu-las gzhan mi-mnga'
9

sgro-dang skur-ba zhi-ba-y1

gsang-ba'i anying-po de-kho-na

nyid-de nge g -pa'i dbyings-nas phyung	 (6]

de-ni nges-par lung-bstan-te

Bras-fl thugs-las B lcyes-pg yjn
10

sa-rab rig-pa	 'dzin-la gnas	 [7]

-zhes brlod-paa

	

	 de-bzhln gshegs-pa thains-ead dbyer-ined-par
12

dgyes-nas dus-bzhi mnyam-pa-nyid-kyj dbyings 	 sku-gsung-thugs-
12

kyl	 ].hun-stug-po bkocl-pa'i rgyan-nyld-du bzhugs-so	 (8]

gsang-ba'i	 snying-po de-kho-na-nyid ngea-pa--las znnyes-pa-dang

yongs-su bzung-ba'i le'u-ste nyl-shu gnyis-pa'o	 (9]

13
( ' phagg-pa rtogs-pa'i	 rgyal-po sgyu-'phrul drva-ba le'u

15	 16
stong-phrag brgya-pa-las mtghan-nyid-dang rgyud thains-cad-kyl

lung-gi spyi de-bzhin gghegs-pa thams-cad-kyl gsang-ba gsang-ba' I

snying-po de-kho-na-nyjd nges-pa--]as thains-cad me-lu g -par 'phros-
17

te	 'khor-lo bskor-ba de-dag-gi 'bras-bu'i mchog] (10]
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Annotations for the Tibetan Text

The Title

1 B 220.1 nges-pa

Chapter One

1 D 2.5 omits dang.

2 E 2a.L1 'khor-lo hhyab-par gsal-ba-la.

3 B 220. med-par; C 1.1.7 do;	 2b.1 med-pas.

11 B 220.11 adds dang; C 1.1.7 do.

5 B 220.11 mi-khyab-pa'i ye-shea; C 1.1.8 do.; D 3.4 do.; E 2b.3

do.; F 50.5 -pa...mnga'-ba'i suggests both readings; (3 76.4

do.

6 A 2b,4 sbags-pa; B 220.5 spags-pa; E 2b.4 do; 3 76.6 confirms

'phags-pa (superior) and spags-pa (permeated).

7 B 220.5 sna-tshogs-pa'i; D 3.5 omits -pa.

8 E 2b.* (ai) chun-'phyangs-dang.

9 D 11.2 rang-byung-ba-la; E 3a.2 do.

10 B 3a.2	 brgyan bsam-gyia mi-khyab-par riubs-pa; 3 77.6

bkluba-pa.

11 D 11.2 (aj.) sgo-mkhyud-can.

12 D 11.3 med-par; B 3e.3 do.

13 A 3a.2 -gyl.

111 A 3a.I1 -dang ldan-pa; C 1.2.4 do.

15 8 221.2 adds dang.

16 D 11.6 omits dang; B 3b.2 do.

17 D 5.3 (gj) mthing-ka.
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18 D 5.3. (.aL) leb-rgyan.

19 D 5.4 (.aj ) dbyibs-dang.

20 D 5.6 omits 'di-ita-ste.

21 A 3b.4 (ai) gong-bu; D 5.6 gang-bu bzhin; K *a.3 do.

22 D .6 chen-po'i.

23 K 4a.L1 snoms-pa-dang; F 89.1 bsnam-pa-dang.

211 F 89.2 myang-ba-dang.

25 A 3b.6 snom-par; B 221.6 mnan-par; F 89.6 mnam-par.

26 B 221.6 myang-par.

27 B 221.7 mnam-byed-dan g ; F 89.6 do.

28 D 6.2 ma-byung-ba; K lIb.1 do.; F 90.11 do.

29 F 90.6 ma-n ges-pe'i; G 91.3/4 suggests both readings.

30 B 221.7ff. omits rdo-rje; C 1.3.2/3 do.; rwad-bu-oa, do.

31 C 1.3.3	 ma-yin-ma-dang.

32 C 1.3.3 (aj ) brjid-kyis.

33 K lLb.3 bzhug-pa'o.

311 B 222.2 adds dang; D 6.6 thugs yon-ten.

35 N.B. Sanskrit words includin g mantras have many Tibetan

scribal errors, which have not been noted unless they imply

alternative meaning.

36 B 222.2 omits -kyl and -nyid, distorting metre; C 1.3.5 do.;

D 6.6 dbang-bsgyur; K lIb.5 do.

37 B 222.3 thugs yon-tan; C 1.3.5 do.; D 6.7 sku-dan g gsung-dang

thugs-dang; K 5a.1 do.

38 A LIb.2 omits idan-pa; C 1.3.6 do.

39 K IIb.5ff. breaks up these verses according to Rong-zoni-pa's

dkon-mcho- 'rel.
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Chapter Two

1 D 7.2 adds de-bzhin gehegs-pa; K 5a.2 do.

2 B 222.4 kun-tu bzang-poe; D 73 do.; K 5a.3 do.

3 B 222.11 rdo-rje.

4 B 222.5 rang-bzhin dbyer-med-paa; C 1.3.8 do.; D 7.4 do.; K

5a.4 do.

5 A 5a.3 ( j .) -kyl; B 222.7 do.; C 1.4.2 do.

6 C 1.4.2 ( j ) mi-mnyos-eo.

7 A 5a.4 (&i.) bzang-mo.

8 A 5a.5 omits byed-pa-po; B 223.1 do.; C 1.4.3 do.; F 102.1

omits yld.

9 C 1.4.3 omits -du and -pa.

10 C 1.4.3 phyogs-bcu'i; F 102.2 do.; G 102.4 do.

11 B 223.1 geum-nyid; G 102.4 do.; D 8.1 ( jg.) gsum-gnyis; K 5b.2 do.

12 D 8.2 (.ai.) inga-ni; K 5b.3 do.

13 K 5b.3 mngon sangs-rgyas; F 103.4 do.; G 103.2 suggests both

readings.

14 B 223.2 rgyal-ba'i chos; C 1.4.4 do.; D 8.2 do.; G 103.3 do.

15 K 5b.3 btsal-bas.

16 C 1.4.4 mi-mnyes-so; D 8.3 mi rnyed-do; K 6a.1 do.

17 B 223.4 na'ang.

18 B 223.4 na'ang.

19 A 5b.5 nas; B 223.4 na'ang.

20 K 6a.1 (ai) kun-gyis gsang.

21 B 223.5 na'ang; C 1.4.7 do.

22 B 223.6 na'ang

23 A 6a.2 adds dang; D 8.5 do.; K 6a.3 do.
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211 B 223.7 omits thaxns-cad; C 1.5.1 do.; F 107.1 do.; G 111.2 do.

25 F 107. 11 min-kyang; B mm-la; C 1.5.2 do.; D 9,3 (.i) men-la;

E 6a.5 do.; G 111.6 suggests either kyang or las.

26 D 9.4 dbyer-med-na; E 6a.6 do.

27 D 9.4 rigs; E 6a.6 do.; F 108.2 do.

28 E 6b.l chen-pos.

29 C 1.5.3 (.aj.) bder-gshegs.

30 A 6b.2 bcinga-bar bya-ba; B 2211.3 do.; C 1.5.4 do.; E 6b.2

bya-ba' ang.

31 A 6b.2 (aj.) -yi; C 1.5.4 do.

32 B 221*3 niducl-pa dor; C 1.5.11 do.; D 9.7 'dud-pa dor; E 6b.3

do.; however F 110.3 and G 1111.2 suggest 'dor.

33 D 10.1 byang-chub-kyl sems; G 115.3 suggests either.

Chapter Three

1 B 10.2 chen-po; E 6b.5 do.

2 B 224.11 omits -gyls; C 1.5.6 byin-riabs.

3 B 224.5 rlgs-pa'i.

4 0 10.3 sku-gsung-thugs; E 6b.5 do.

5	 B 224.6 (aj..) snrel-zhi; C 1.5.7 (.ai) snrel-zhing; D 10.3

(sic) snrel-bzhi;	 6b.6 (. j ) snel-bzhi.

6 B 224.6 (.aj ) re-re.

7 B 224.6 omits chen-po; C 1.5.7 do.

B C 1.5.8 (ai) 'duB-pa rnam-bzhis.

9 D 10.4 bltam-pa.

10 C 1.5.8 bdud brtul-ba-dang.

11 A 7a.3 bstan-pa-dang; F 136.3 do.; G 119.6 do.
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12 B 2211.7 thub-pa.; C 2.1.1 do.; D 10.6 do.; E 7a.1 do.; G 120.1

suggests both readings.

13 D 10.6 omits kun-tu; E 7a.1/2 reads kun gzigs-pa.

111 D 10.6 spyad-pa-dang.

15 A 7a.6 med-pa.

16	 7a.2 adds don.

17 A 7b.1 gsungs; C 2.1.3 do.

18 D 11.1 omits idan-pa; E 7a.3 do.

19 B 225.2 khyab-pa'i; C 2.1.3 do.

20 C 2.1.4 (ai) kyis.
21 B 225.3 rang sangs-rgyas-kyi.

22 D 11.3 theg-pa-dang.

23 D 11.3 -pas.

24 D 11.4 omits dang ; E 7a.5 do.

25 B 225.4 'byung-ba-dang 'dzln-pa-dang; C 2.1.5 do.; D 11.4

'byung-bas 'dzin-pa; E 7a.6 do.

26 A 7b. 5 'dogs-pa-dang ; 3 130.4 do.; D 11.4 (g.j) 'dog-pa-dang;

E 7a.6 do.; B 225.5 rtogs-pa-dang; C 2.1.5 do.; P. 154.6 do. B

also reads 'phru].-pa-las ( j .) and C reads 'khril-pa-las

(jc).

27	 7b.1 ( j ) inserts line: rang-bzhin-riyid-laB nyams-par

' gyur before rang-bzhin-nyid-laB nyams-pa-med.

28 K 7b.2 (aj ) log-par rtogs-pa.
29 B 225.7 spyod-de; C 2.1.8 do.; K 7b.2 do.

30 D 12.1 gcig-kyang-med; K 7b.2 do.

31 D 12.2 dag-pa; K 7b.3 do.

32 A 8a.6 --yi; D 12.3 do.; E 8a.6 do.
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33 B 226.2 -gis; C 2.2.1 do.

311 B (ajc) yong zni-'da'; C 2.2.2 do.; D 12.11 do.; E 7b.1I do.

35 D 12.11 ci-'gyur-te

36 A 8b.3 kun-tu; D 12.5 do.;	 7b.5 do.

37 C 2.2.3/11 (gj) rgyu.

38 A 8b.4 med-du btags-pa; B 226.11 do.; D 12.11/5 do. F 166.1 and

G 139.5/6 confirm ming.

39 B 226.11 gton-niin tshi g-la; C 2.2.11 do.

110 B 226.5 adds ched-du; C 2.2.11/5 do.

41 B 226.5 adds -dang; C 2.2.5 do.; A 8b.6 also omits -dang after

thugs dang yon-tan.

42 A 9a.1 (aj.) rtogs-las 'phros; C 2.2.6 'phro; D 13.1 do.

43 C 2.2.6 (aj .) adds gYo-ba; D 13.2 do.

411 B 226.7 ( j .) sku-gsung thuga-deng yon-tan phrin-las; C 2.2.7

do.

45 E 8a.1L omits -tu.

116 D 13. 11 dbab-pa'i; E 8a.LL do.

Chapter Four

1 C 2.3.1. omits -las.

2 C 2.3.3 AA

3 D 13.6 bstan-'gyur

4 D 13.6 'phra-ba'i

5 D 13.7 gsal-' gyur-naa; E 8a.7 do.

6 0 13.7 badus-nas

7 D 13.7 batan; E 8a.7 do.

8 D 111.1 bstan-'byung
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9 C 2.3.4 adds rab-tu; E 8b.2 do.

10 B 227.5 HOR; G 147.6 do.

11 D 14.3 mi-gtong-gi; E 8b.3 do.

12 C 2.3.6 rgyal-por; 	 8b.1I do.

13 A 1.Oa.3 tshlgs; E 8b.4 do.

14 A lOa.4 -las; F 186.3 -kyl; G 152.3 do.; D 14.6 mang-tshogs-

kyis; E 8b. 5/6 do.; F and G interpret tshogg as sna-tshogs.

15 E 8b.6 (ajQ.) phyir-yang.

16 C 2.3.8 -wig.

17 B 228.1 sems-dpe'; C 2.3.8 do.; G 152.5 suggests both

readings.

18 B.228.1 yi-ge'i.

19 B 228.2 ngo-intshar; C 2.4.1 do.; G 153.6 suggests both

readings.

20 B 228.2 'gugs-pa; C 2.4.1 do.; G 154.1 do.

21 B 228.2 inserts line: &-ni thog-mtha' stong-pa-nyid 	 before

line beginning tha-ni..

22 A lOb.3 snang-bas; B 228.3 do.

23 B 228.3(.aj) gnang-bdag-nyid; C 2.4.2 do.

24 C 2.4.3 sgyu-' phrul kun-tu-nyld.

25 B 228.3ff dra-bas; C 2.4.3 do.; D 15.3/4 do.;	 9a.2/3 do.

26 B 228.11 ihan-ne-nyid; C 2.4.3 ihan-ni-nyid; G 157.3 lham-mer.

27 C 2.4.4 thugs-kyi 'jigs-byed-pa'o; E 9a.4 'jigs-byed-pa'o.

28 D 15.5 omits line beginning iha-ni..; E 9a.4 do.

29 D 15.6 'jigs-byed-pa'o; E 9a.L& do.

30 E 9a.5 'jigs-par byed.
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31 A lla.3 dag-pa-yin; B 228.6 do.; C 2.4.6 do.; G 159.1 do..

confirming two alternative readings.

32 C 2.4.6 'jigs-pa.

33 E 9a.6 stongs-pa.

313 B 228.6/7 med-pa-ate; C 2.4.6 do.; D 15.7 rtag-med dag-pa-

ate; E 9a.6 do.; F 200.4 permits both readings.

35 C 2.4.6 chad-pa'ang; G 159.3 suggests both readings.

36 F 200.6 interprets second thugs as thugs-ne.

37 E 9b.1 'jigs-par byed.

38 C 2.4.8 (aj.) zhig-pa-yi.

39 B 229.1 'di; C 2.4.8 do.; G 160.5 do.

40 B 229.1 phreng-bas; C 2.4.8 do.

ILl B 229.2 -kyis; D 16.3 (g.j) de-bdag-nyid; F 9b.2 do.

112 B 229.2 sku-dang gsung-dang thugs-dang; C 2.5.1 do.; F 202.11

do.

43 A llb.3 byung-ngo; C 2.5.1 do.

413 D 16.13 dges-aprin.

115 A llb.3 (g.j. ) sogs; F 9b.3 do.

46 D 16.4 (.j ) smin-drug ; F 9b.3 do.

47 A llb.4 med-tshogs; D 16.4 do.; C 2 . 5 .2 (gj) mi-tahogs.

48 D 16.5 rdo-n j e'i; 3 163.2 permits both readings.

*9 A llb.5 a-ho; 3 163.5 do.; B 229.4 HOH.

50 B 229.4 yi-ge.
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Chapter Five

1 B 229.5 'Ichor-lo; C 2.5.3 do.

2 B 229.6 bdud-rtsi; C 2.5.5 do.

3 C 2.5.5	 dag.

4 D 17.2 omits rtsa-; F 9b.7 do.

5 B 229.6 cin g ; C 2.5.5 do.; D 17.2 do.; K 9b.7 do.

6 C 2.5.5 'byung-ba.

7 B 229.6 cir- yang ; D 17.3 do.; G 174.1 do.; F 210.5 permits both

readings.

8 K lOa.1	 tehig-pa-dang; G 174.5 tshl g-par 'gyur-ba-dang.

9 D 17.3 ( j ) bar-pa'ang; ElOa.1 bar-'arig.

10 B 229.7 Rhams-'di 'dor-ba-dang; C 2.5.6 khams 'dir 'dor-ba-

clang.

11 D 17.4 stong-zhing; K 12a.6 do.

12 B 230.1 gro]..

13 D 17.5 -gyl; K lOa.2 do.

14	 B 230.1 snang-'byung; D 17.5 mun-las snang-'byung 1i-bzhin-

gyl; F lOa.2 do.

15 B 230.1 'gyur-bas; C 2.5.7 do.; F 213.1 do.

16 B 230.2 med-cing briag; C 2.5.8 do.

17 D 17.5 snying-po 'di.

18 B 230.3 dngos-po; D 17.7 do.; K lOa.4 do.; F 215.5/6 permits

both readings.

19 D 17.7 (gj) omits -na and reads med-pas; K lOa.4/5 do.; F

216.2 -pa'l.
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20 B 230.3 rtog-pa'i..; C 3.1.1 rto g-pa'i dbang-sgyur; D 18.1

do.; E lOa.5 do.

21 C 3.1.2 -par; D 18.1 - pa'i; E loa.5 do.

22 B 230.11 'jigs-pas; C 3,1.2 do.; F lOa.5 do.

23 A 13a.1 rigs-br'gyud; C 3.1.2 do.

24 D 18.2 ( j .) omits yang.

25 C 3.1.3 thabs-la thabB-'byung.

26 B 230.5 med-la; C 3.1.3 do.

27 B 230.5 rab-bstan-na; D 18.11/5 do.; F lOb.1 do.; C 3.1.11

phyag-rgyas rab-bstan-na.

28 B 230.7 omits dra-ba and ting-nge-'dzin-gyi; D 18.6 do.; F

lOb.2 do.; C 3.1.5 omits dra-ba.

Chapter Six

1 C 3.1.6 bdag-nyid chen-po; 3 178.6 permits both readings.

2	 D 18.7 (gj,) dbus-bstaga-ste; E lOb.4 do.; F 230.1 (sgras]

btags-te.

3 B 231.1 ihun-gyis grub.

4 C 3.2.2 bar-khyains-ldafl.

5 B 231 . 3 gYas-na.

6 D 19.3 (.aj ) ggom-pa-dang.

7 D 19.3 tshogs-dang.

8 D 19.5 idan-par gnas; F lOb.7 do.; 0 183.6 do.; F. 2311.1

tghul-dang...

9 B 231.4 rgyab-na; C 3.2.2 do.

10 F lla.1 'joma-pa-ste.
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11 F 235.5 beas-par gnas.

12 C 3.2.3 'thing-ka.

13 E lla.2 gna-tshogs-pa.

113	 B 231.5/6 (ai) ihun-stug; D 19.6 do.; B gzi-byin 'bar; C

3.2.11 do.; E lla.2 gzi-brjid idan.

15	 B 231.6 'khrigs-pa-ste; C 3.2.11 do.; G 190.2 do; F 2132.6

permits both readings.

16 A 14a.5 de-bzhin-nyid-las; 3 191.4 permits both readings.

17 D 20.1 'dul-ba'i phyir; K lla.lL do.; F 2119.1 do. and also

reads so-so for ma-lus.

18 A llZa.6 (. j ) mi-gYor.

19 D 20.1 ( j ) tshul-gnyis.

20	 K lla.5 so-sor; F 249.3 permits this reading;

50' 1.

3 192.13 so-

21 F 249.6 ( j .) ma-gYos-kyang.

22 D 20.2 las-'phro; K lla.5 do.

23 C 3.2.6 (.aj ) chu-zla-bzhi.

24 A 14b.3 snang-bar bstan; B 232.1 do.; K lla.6 do.

25 B 232.1 dge-tshul-rnams-la; D 20.3 do.; K lla.6 do.

26 B 232.2 bse-ru'i gzugs; C 3.2.7 do.

27 K lla.7 ( j ) mchog-na.

28 D 20.11 sku-yl; K lla.7 do.; F 251.6 'Jal-bar; 3 194.1 do.

29 D 20.13 aton-pa'i.

30 D 20.5 omits this line; K 11.b do.

31 D 20.5 (ai) sku bstas-na.

32 C 3.3.1 sa-bcu'i rim-gyl 'byed; K llb.1 rims; F 252.5/6

sbyangs.

33 3 196.2 thob; D 20.5 yang-dag mthong; E llb.1 do.
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311 C 3.3.1/2 longs-spyod zad-med rin-cher gter; D 20.6 longs-

spyod zad-med rin-chen-te; E llb.2 do.; F 253.4 /5 and 243.11

gives both readings; G 196.3 prefers zin-chen gter.

35 0 20.6 (aj ) skal-pa.

36 0 20.6 omits this line; E lb.2 do.

37 B 232.5 de-la-soga-te; C 3.3.2 do.; 3 197.11.

38 0 20.7 intha'-yas mchog; E llb.2/3 do.

39 C 3.3.3 med-pa.

110 C 3.3.3 rdo-rje 'dzin-pa rig-pa'i sku.

41 0 21.1 (gj) omits kun; F 229.1 lhun-gyi/ 256.4 kun-kyang; G

198.5 kun-kyang.

42 B 232.6/7 reads gcig for -du; C 3.3.11 -cig.

113 B 232.7 sku-dang gaung-dang thugs; C 3.3.5 do.

411 C 3.3.6 kun-gyi khyab-med.

115 A 15b.3 spros; C 3.3.6 do.; G 200.6 do.

116 B 23.1 omits zhes; C 3.3.6 do.

Chapter Seven

1 B 233.2 omits -da g ; C 3.3.7 do.; E 12a.1 do.

2 D 21.6 PHYAM; E 12a.2 do.

3 B 233.7 omits this line.

11 B 233.7 omits OM.

5 A 16b.2 de-nyid-du-ni; B 224.1 do.; C 3.4.5 do.; 3 218.1

permits both readings.

6 B 234 .1 -ba'i; C 3.4.5 do.; E i2b.1 do.; F 267.4 permits both

readings.
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7 C 3.4.5 chen-por; K 12b.1 do.; F 267. 11 & G 218.1 permit both

readings.

8 A 16b.4 omits -du; C 3.4.5 do.

9 K 12.a.2 rdo-rje-dang gnyis-med.

10 A 16b.5 dua-bzhi; C 3.11.7 do.; D 23.1 do.

11 A 16b.6 omits thams-cad; D 23.1 do.; K 12a.2 do.

12 D 23.1 sku-geung-thugs-dang rdo-rSe'i; K 12b.3 do.; F 268.4

permits possibility of rdo-rje'i.

13 D 23.4 (ai) gyur-to.

14 C 3.5.3 smad-kyl chos.

1.5 A 17a.6 kun-gyis; B 234.6 do.

16 C 3.5.11 byung-bas; F 272.4 'byung-ba.

17 B 234.7 gsung-mchog-yln; C 3.5.5 do.

18 A 17b.3 rdo-rje; K 17b.3 do.

19 B 235.1 grags-nyid; C 3.5.5 do.; F 273.3 permits both

readings.

20 A 17b.L1 gsung-ba-nyid-na; B 235.1 do.; C 3.5.5 do.

21 K 13a.3 ( g.j ) dc-ni.

22 F 273.5 ' j et; G 221.4 do.

23 C 3.5.6 sprin- gangs-bzhin; D 24.2 sprod-bsangs-bzhifl; K 13a.3

do.

211 B 235.2 thams-cad go; C 3.5.6 do.; D 24.2 do.; K 13a.3 do.; F

274.1 permits both readings.

25 235.2 (aj .) 'di-ni.

26 C 3.5.7 thams-cad kyang.

27 D 24.3 'dul-ba'i; K 13a.4 do.
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28 C 3.5.7 geung-ba; E 13a.4 gauriga-rab.

29 B 235.3 de-bzhin-nwid-las; C 3.5.7 do.

30 B 235.3 byin-briaba-kyis; E 13a.5 do.

31 D 24.4 gaung-gia; E 23a.5 do.

32 C 3.5.8 de-bzhin-nyid-las; F 276.2 permits both readings.

Chapter Eight

1 A i8a.2 briaba-pa; E 13a.5 do.

2 F 277.3 dra-ba'i; G 225.3 permits both readings.

3 B 234.5 rdzogs-pa'i; C 4.1.2 do.; F 277.4 & G 225.3 permit both

read inga.

4 D 24.7 (.aig) rgyu.

5 C 4.1.2 enying-po; D 24.7 do.; E 13b.1 do.

6 D 24.7 (iJ.) dka-ba'o.

7 E 13b.1 (&i.) mi-akyod.

8 D 25.1 banol-te; F279.5 do.

9 A 18b.2 rtse akrsd-pa; C 4.1.4 do.; E 13b.2 do.

10 D 20.2 akyed-pa'i rgyu; E 13b.2 bskyed-pa'i rgyu.

11 A 18b.2 egreng rtae-mor; E 13b.2 do.; 0 228.1 rtae-mo.

12 E 13b.3 (aj ) zla-btul.

13 3 235.7 (aj ) brtan; E 13b.3 do.

14 A 18b.6 agreng; C 4.1.5 do.; D 25.3 do.

15 C 4.1.5 -kyi.

16 A 19a.1 agreng; C 4.1.5 do.; D 25.3 do.

17 D 25.4 'khro.-pa'i; E 13b.4 do.

18 B 236.1 brtan; K 13b.4 do.
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19 A 19a.2 sreng; C 4.1.6 do.; D 25. 4 do.; P 282.5 omits

ba greng.

20 C 4.1.6 (aim.) nya-ma; E 13b.5 do.

21 A 19a.3 egreng; C 4.1.7 do.; D 25.5 sv&-rtse 'bar-ba rin-po-

ette; E 13b.5/6 do.

22 E 13b.6 'khrol-ba'i.

23 B 236.2 brtan; E 13b.6 do.

24 A 19a.3 agreng; C 4.1.7 do.; D 25.4.

25 A 19a.4 egreng; C 4.1.8; D 25.6.

26 C 4.1.8 (g.j) padmar 'bar.

27 B 236.3 brtan; E 14a.1 do.

28 A 19a.5 PHYAM-egreng.; C 4.2.1 do.; E ilLa.1 do.; D 25.7

PHYAM.

29 A 19a.6sgreng; C 4.2.2.

30 D 26.2 brtan; E 14a.2 do.

31 A 19b.1 agreng; C 4.2.2 do.

32 D 26.3 la-sogs klu-ahing; E 14a.3 do.

33 D 26.3 omits this line; E 14a.l& do.

34 C 4.2.4 (j) poa-mchog-d&ng; F 285 . 5 apos-mchog-ma.

35 B 236.7 brtan; D 26.4 do.; E 14a.5 do.

36 C 4.2.4 'byor-zhing; D 26.4 'byol-zhing; E 14a.5 do.

37 E 14a.5 'khrol.

38 B 236.7 s go-bzhi; C 4.2.4 do.; D 26.5 do.; H 14a.5 do.; G

232.5.

39 H 14a.5/6 rdo-r jas gnon; P 286.2 permits both readings.

40 0 26.5 chen-pos; H láLa.6 do.

at P 286.3 omits ho.
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*2 D 26.6 'di-dag--kyang; E lLLa.6 do.

*3 F 286.4/5 gong-du bzhin.

1*11 A 20 g . 1 drug-tu batan; B 237.2 & C 4.2.6 insert three extra

lines here, viz.:

gseg-par dan g-ni pl-weng-dang

go-cha p0-ti r'in-chen sgrorn

me-dang chu-ni rab-tu bstan

45 B 237.2 gnyis-med; C 4.2.6 do.

116 C 4.2.7 (ai) padnio'i dkyil; G 234.2 do.

1*7 D 26.7 gshegs-nyid-de; E 11&b.1 do.

118 A 20a.3 ma-agul; C 11.2.7 do.

1*9 D 27.2 de-la-sogs--pa.

50 B 237.5 thams-cad-dang.

51 B 237.5 zhi-khro; C 4.3.2 do.; 1) 27.3 do.; E lllb.4 do.

52 B 237.5 mthun-par kun-tu ston; C 4.3.2 'thlni-par kun-tu ston.

53 0 27.1* (j) ma-god; E lllb.5 do.

51* F 293.5 gcig-tu; G 239.6 permits both readings.

55 A 20b.2 de-bzhin-te; C 11.3.3 ekyod-dang ; D 27.5 spro-ba; E

lILb.5 do.

6 A 20b.3 sgul-bskyod; C 11.3.3 ( .j) sgul-bskyed.

57 B 237.7 gnas-pa; C 4.3.3/ LI do.

58 B 237.7 omIts thams-cad; C 4.3.4 do.
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Chapter Nine

1	 B 237.7 chen-po; C 4.3.5 do.; F 332.3 & G 2111.3 permit both

readings.

2 A 20b.5 -las.

3 D 27.7 dam-pa-dc; K 15a.1 do.; 0 271.11 do.

LI D 28.1 (.ai) bzhi-pa9 ehed-du bya.

5 A 21a.2 rab-snyam-la: F 3311.1 do.

6 D 28.1 idan-pa-la; K 15a.2 do.

7 A 21a.3 gru-bzhi-ba'l: K 15a.2 gru-bzhi-yis.

8 D 28.2 ago-ni; K 15a.3 do.

9 D nyungs-'bru; K 15a . 3 do.

10 B 238.3 yl-ge-la; C 4.3.7 do.

11 B 238.3 beos-bu; C 11.3.8 res-na.

12	 B 238.3 bro-ba'i btung-pas; C 11.3.8 bro-ba'i btul-pas; D

28.3 btung br-bas; K 15a.3/ 4 btul-nga bri-bes.

13 B 238.3 'jo-ma; C 11.3.8 do.; D 28.3 do.; K 15a.4 do.

14 B 238.4 mchod-par; C 11.4.1 lain-bzhi'i mehod-par rab-tu byin.

15 D 28.6 -wi g ; K 15a.6 do.

16 D 28.6 spras-pa-yl; K 15a.7 do.

17 K 15a.7 ro-mchog.

18 C 4.4.3 (ai) klu-dbyangs; K 15b.1 tshig-su.

19 A 21b.5 bla-bre.

20 D 29.1 nam-bza'.

21 D 29.1 btung-dang; K 15b.1 btung.

22 F 3110.1 ana-tahogs-dang.

23 C 4.4.5 -yi.
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211 E 15b.2 'bul.

25 E 15b.2 (ai.c) rims-gyis.

26 D 29.3 cig-char-du; E 15b.3 do.

27 C 11.11.5 mnyam-sbyor-ba'i.

28 E 15b.3 sgom.

29 B 239.2 -'brur 'jug-t ghul-du; C 11.11.6 do.; D 29.3 do.; E 15b.3

do.

30 B 239.2 spyan-drang ; C 11.4.6 do.; D 29.11 do.

31 F 3112.4 chen-pog.

32 C 11.11.7 bstan- pa-yi g ; D 29.5 do.; E 15b.5 do.

33 A 22a.5 ma-lug mnyes.

311 B 239.11 gang-na'ang mi- gnas mi-dmigs-pa; C 11.11.8 mi-dmigs-

pa; D 29.6 gang-ria'eng ma-gnas mi-dmi gs-pa; K 15b.6 ma-gnes

mi-dmigs-pa.

35 A 22a.6 (.aj ) mi-gyor.

36 B 239.11 sgom; K 15b.6 do.

37 D 29.7 rig-pa 'jug; K 15b.6 do.

38 D 29.7 'jug-par bye; K 15b.6 do.

39 B 239.6 rab-rtog-nag ; C 11.5.2 do.

110 F 3116.6 dbang-dang.

111 F 346.6 omits this line.

42 K 16a.2 rab-snol-nas.

43 A 22b.5 dbangs-su-ni; F dbang-du-ni; G 271.6 suggests phang.

4* A 22b.5 t ghad-du yang; C 11.53 'dzug-gang; K 16a.2 'dzub-gang

tshad-du yang; G 272.1 mdzub-gang, permits both readings of

bye and yang.

45 B 239.7 bzhin-du bye; G 272.1.

116 C 11.5.4 rab-banyams-la; D 30.3 do.; E 16a.2 rab-anyoms-la.
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117 D 30.3 tsham-du bya; E 16a.3 t gam-du bya.

48 D 30.3 oinitB thia line.

49 D 30.11 mtshon-phye-dang.

50 E 16a.5 lnga-rnama dgongs.

51 B 240.2 dpag-tshad-tsam; C 4.5.6 do.

52 D 30.6 ma-luø gzom; E ana-tshos-som.

53 B 2110.2 dgyi; C 11.5.7 dgyes; D 30.6 dge; F 353.2 bri.

511 A 23a.5 gdan-nam; D 30.6 do.; E 16a.6 do.

55 F 16e.6 phyag-rzya.

56 F 3511.11 -gyis.

57 B 2110.2 la-soga-la phyag-rgyas ; D 31.1 la-sogs-pa phyag-rgyar

bcas; F 16a.7 phyag-rgyar bcas; F 3511.6 do.

58 B 2110.4 sbyangs-na; C 4.5.8 do.

59 D 31.1 de-nyld yin.

60 B 2110.4 dkyil-'khor-nas; C 11.5.8 do.

61 F 16b.1 drangs-ngo.

62 D 31.3 (gj) gnyen-pa'i.

63 B 2110.6 rmad-po-che; D 31.11 gmad-kyi chos; F 16b.3 smad.

64 B 2110.6 gzhan-nas; C 5.1.2 do.; D 31.11 do.; F L6b.3 do.

65 A 23b.5 brten-pa'i; B 2110.6 do; C 5.1.2 do; D 31.4 do.

66 A 23b.6 'byung.

67 C 5.1.3 (e.j ) gaol.

68 A 211a.1 'byung; D 31.5 mngon-'byung ; F 16b.5 sngon-'byung.

69 B 240.7 byin-briabs; F 16b.5 do.

70 F 359.6 gzi-byin innga'-ba9.

71 B 2110.7 btean-po; C 5.1.11 do.; F 360.2 btsan-pa'i.
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72 B 241.1 rab-brteon-pa g ; C 5.1.5 do.; D 31.7 mnyaAn-par 'jug-la

rab-brtson-pas; 16b.6 do.; F 119 11 explains the alternative

readings, -na and -pas.

73 E 16b.6 dbang-sgyur.

711 E 16b.7 grub-pa-ni.

75 D 32.1 omits de-; E 16b.7 thi g-le nyid-la gnas.

76 D 32.1 rdzogs-pa; E 17a.i do.; F 364.2 rdzogs-paa.

77 B 241.2 bsam-yas--pa; C 5.1.6 do.; G 275.4 bsam-pa-dang.

78 D 32.1 rgyu-dang.

79 D 32.2 rol-mo-dang; E 17a.1 do.

80 D 32.2 bsam-kun; E 17a.1 mthong-bsam kun.

81 A 21&a.6 mnyes; B 2111.2 do.; C 5.1.6 do.; D 32.2 do.; E 178.1;

however F 3611.6 & G 275.6 suggest brnyes.

82 A 211b.1 geung-la don-byung-ba'an g ; B 241.3 -'byung--ba; C

5.1.7 do.; D 32.1 do.; E 178.2 do.; F 364.6 & G 276.1

suggest -las don-'byung-ba'ang.

83 B 241.11 rtog-rtags; D 32.3 rtoge-brtags; E 17a.3 do.; F 366.5

rtog-btags; 0 279.5 suggests rtog-brtags.

81i A 211b.3 -la; D 32.11 -nI; E 17a. 11 do.; F 369.4 do.

85 E 17a.4 rab-bzhugs-na.

86 B 2111.5 'dod-pa'i; E 17a.I1 do.

87 A 21&b.4 bakal-pa; C 5.2.1 do.; D 32.5 do.

88 B 2111.4 -ifl C 5.2.1 do.

89 B 2111.6 geang-ba; D 32.6 do.
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Chapter Ten

1 A 25a.1 chen-po; 3 281.1 o.

2 D 33.1 ( gj ) 'bru-gogs.

3 C 5.2.11 rdo-rje.

4 B 2*1.7 padmor bskyil; C 5.2.4 do.; D 33.1 pednior 'kh yil; E

2.7a.7 do.; 3 290.6 do.

5 B 2*1.7 rtse-nag ; D 33.1 bstin,s-zhing ; E 17a.7 do.

6 D 33.1 (gj) nyan-ched; E 17a.7 do.

7	 B 2*2.1 thig-le'i ngo-bo; D 33.2 do.; G 286.1 permits both

readings.

8	 D 33.2 TRAM- gyl; E 17a.7 do.

9	 3 286.2 spros.

10 B 242.1 gaang-mchog-las; C 52.5 do.

11 A 25a.4 kun-la'ang.

12 D 33.3 btegs-pe-las;	 17b.1 do.

13 B 242.2 (. j ) bye-bar nUn; C 5.2.5 afire-pa bye-ba yin; D 33.3

bye-ba med; E 17b.1 do.

111 B 242.2 'khor-].o.

15 B 242.2 thig-le; C 5.2.5 do.; 0 287.1 permits both readings.

16 A 25a.6 -'phro thim; B 2112.2 -spro-batim; C 5.2.6 do.

17 8 242.3 ( j .) zung; C 5.2.6 do.;	 17b.2 do.

18 B 242.3 mnyam-par ' gyur; C 5.2.6 do.

19 B 242.3 thig-le; C 5.2.5 do.; G 287.6 permits both readings.

20 B 242.3 HflM.; F 373.6 do.

21 E 17b.1t 'phro-thim.

22 B 33.6 kun-byos ahig; E 17b.4 do.

23 E 17b.5 (Lie) HRIH-yig.
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24 B 242.5 (.aj.) tøhogs-kyi dkyil-'khor; C 5.2.8 do.

25 B 242.5 inthun-pa'i gsang-bsgrags; C 5.3.1 do.; D 34.1

'thun-par gsang-sgx'aga; G 289.1 suggests esang-bagrag.

26	 34.1 bskyod-byed.

27 C 5.3.1 (.aj.) gsang-ba'i thig-le.

28 D 34.1 omits SVA AM.

29 E 17b.6 agom.

30 0 34.3 ma-byas-na; E 17b.7 do.

31 0 34.3 ( gj ) cod-phan.

32 E 18a.1 lnga-yi; F 377.4 -yi dban g-bgkur--ni; G 285.2 -ni.

33 B 243.1 (,gj) phyin-cad.

34 B 243.1 bde-skyid.

Chapter Eleven

1 A 26a.6 chen-po; C 5.3.4 do.

2 0 34.6 mngon-suni-pa; E 18a.4 do.

3 E 18a.4 (.j) rtog-pa.

4 F 18a.5 rnam-min; F 384.4 do.

5 F 18a.5 rnam-min; F 385.2 do.

6 B 243.4 sgom; 0 35.1. do.; 18a.6 do.

7	 B 243.4 sprin-phung-gis; C 5.3.8 do.; F 385 . 5 permits both

readings.

8 A 26b.5 rig;C 7.3.8 do.

9	 0 35.2 yang-nI mi-dbyed-bar.

10 B 243.5 nye-bsnyen-po; C 5.3.8 do.; 0 35.3 do.; F 18a.7 do.; G

30A.5 suggest g -dang. F permits both readings.
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11.	 C 5.3.8 begrub-pa-dang-ni; D chen-pos; E 18a.7 bsgrub-pa-

dang-ni sgrub-chen--pos.

12 F 395.5 suggests dkyil-'khor.

13 B 243.6 tshogs-kyi.

ilL B 243.6 bggrub-pa'i nyi-zla'i dkyll-'khor-de; C 5.4.1 do.;

D 35.4 bsgrub-pa'i nyi-zla'i snying-po-de; F 396.1/2 permits

both readings; 3 313. 1/2 suggests version in text.

15 D 35.5 mchog-phran-dang; E 18b.2 zhing-'gyur mchog-phran-

dang.

16 A 27a.2 dkyil-du; C 5.4.1 do.

17 E 18b.2 bzhag; 3 314.3 do.

18 B 243.7 rgyal-ba sgom; C 5.4.3 rgyal-ba bsgom.

19 B 3 113.7 ye-shes skye-med; C 5.4.11 do.; E 18b.3 ye-na g skye-

nes.

20 A 27a.4 mi-gYor; D 35.7 do.; F 400.5 sgyu-mar.

21 B 244.1 gos-pa mcd; C 5.4.4 do.; D 35.7 rdu].-bya; B 18b.11 do.

22 B 244.2 -yls; C 5.11.5 do.; F 409.5 permits both readings.

23 D 36.1 lnga-zhing sbyor-ba-yi; B 18b.5 do.; F 410.2 sbyor-ba-

las.

24 D 36.2 lnga-pa'i; B 18b.5/6 do.

25 D 36.2 de-bzhin-gahegs-daflg; F 411.4 permIts both readings.

26 A 27b.3 khro-bo; C 5.4.6 do.; D 36.2 do.

27 D 36.3 g gum-pa'i lha-rnama sgom; B 18b.7 do.

28 A 27b.4 khro-bo; C 5.4.6 do.; D 36.3 do.

29 B 244.4 chen-dang; C 5.4.7 do.; F 1112.2 permits both

readings.

30 A 27b.,5 sogs; D 36.4 phyag-bs nyen bka'-nyafl; E 19a.1 do.; F

412.3 omits tshogs.
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31 A 27b.5 ci-bgyis; C 5.4.7 do.

32 F 412.4 omits rdzoga-par byed, reading mthar-thug 'gpub(?).

33 A 27b.6 spyod-pa; B 21111.5 thogs-med-pa.

34 B 244.5 rdo-xje rigs-au.

35 D 36.5 'bar-ba rab-tu agom; E 19a.3 bar-du agom.

36 B 2411.6 tshul-du; C 5.5.1 do.; D 36.5 tshoge-med; F 19a.3 do.

37 D 36.6 gaal-ba'i; F 19a.3 do.; F 414.11 permits both readings.

38 D 36.7 (ai) grub.

39 A 28a.4 byed; B 2411.7 do.; C 5.5.2 do.

40 B 2411.7 rdo-rje rigs-au.

111 D 37.1 -kyi; E 19a.5 do.; F 1115.2 do.

112 D 37.1 ggoni; F 19a.5 do.

43 B 2115.1 tshul-gyis-su; C 5.5.3 do.

1111 D 37.1 med-pa'i gtini-par b ya; F 19a.6 gtim-par bya.

45 D 37.2 sgom; F 19a.6 do.

1t6 D 37.2 agom.

117 F 416.1: in other versions this line is inserted after

chags-pa med-pa'i tahul-gyis-ni.

118 D 37.2 so-so; F 19a. 6 do.

*9 D 37.3 dang-po; F 19a.7 do;; B 245.2 dang-po dam-nirios; C 5.5.5 do.

50 B 2115.2 agyid-snyom; F 1117.2 do.

51 A 28b.2 bsgrubs-byag-na; F 4 17.3 agrub-byas-na.

52 B 245.3 thob; C 5.5.6 do.; D 37.11 do.; K 19b.1 do.

53 A 28b.3 sgrub-pa'i; F 417.11/5 do.

511 D 37.11 zhes rdo-rje..; K 19b.1 do.

55 B 245.3 reverses word order nyid...nyid-la; C 5.5.6 do.; E

19b.2 do.; D .37.5 omits de-bzhin gshega-pa-nyid.
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Chapter Twelve

1 D 37.5 chen-po; F 19b.3 do.; F £120.1 permits both readings.

2 A 28b.6 dra-bas; B 2 115. 11 dra-ba; C 5.5.8 do.

3 C 5.5.8 bstan-pa'i..

£1 B 245.5 phyag-rgya ' i 'du-'phro-yis; C 5.5.8 do.; F £121.2 do.

5 A 29a.2 phyag-rgyas-ni.

6 D 37.7 brgyan-dang ; E19b.4 do.; F 422.4 omits dang.

7 A 29a.3 phyag-rgyas--ni.

8 C 6.1.1 kun-dang.

9 B 245.7 zugs; C 6.1.2 do.

10 D 38.2 mod-kyl; E 19b.7 do.; F £132.1 permits both readings.

11 D 38.2 gnas-gyur.

2.2 B 246.1 mchog-gyur-pa; F 1135.1 do., also shes-rab mchog-gis.

13 B 2116.1 dag-pa'i; C 6.1.11 do.; E 20a.1 dangs-pa'i; G 306.3

dvangs-pa' 1.

LII D 38.11 sgom; F 20a.1 do.

15 B 2116.2 mtha'-yas; C 6.1.11 do.; F £136.3 reads thams-cad

kyang ; G 306.11 permits both readings.

16 D 38.11 bsgoms-par; F 20a.2 do.

17 D 38.11 (.aj ) gang-gnag-kyang.

18 D 38.5 (g.j) gnyed.

19 F 437.1/2 gzhan-du; C 6.1.5 gzhan-na (gj) rntsho-la-cig; B

246.2 ma-tshol-cig.

20 F 437.6 interprets kun-tu as kun-tu bzang-po.

21 B 246.3 ma-tahang-yang; C 6.1.5 do.; D 38.6 do.; E 20a.3

do.; A 29b. 11 ma-tahang-na; F 113 8 . 2 reads ma-tshang na'ang.
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22 D 38.6 (. j ) nges-pa-med; E 20a.3 do.

23 A 29b.5 bsgrubs-pa'l.

Chapter Thirteen

2. C 6.1.7 gshegg-pa'i; D 38.7 inserts thams-cad-kyi; 	 20a.I1 do.

2 B 246.4 gku-gsung-thugs; C 6.1.7 do.; D 38.7 do.; E 20a.li do.;

P' 439.4 do.

3 A 29b.6 bsdus-nas.

4 B 246.6 sgra-rtagg ming-tshog-1as; C 6.2.1 do.; D 39.2

sgras-btags; F 439.4 ming-tshogs-la.

5 D 39.3 (aj.) rang-mtshon-te.

6 D 39.3 (aic) twin-pa.

7 D 39.3 -gyl; K 20b.1. do.

8 C 6.2.2 dkyil-'khor-la-de.

9 D 39.4 sgom; K 20b.1. do.

10 A 30a.6 de-bzhin-nyid; F 450.3/4 permits both readings.

11 B 247.2 -yls; C 6.2.3 do.

12 A 30b.1. lta-zhing; B 247.1 bitas-shin g ; C 6.2.3 do.

13 B 247-1 sbyor-ba; C 6.2.3 do.; D 39.6 snylng-po'i; 3 332.6

do.

14 C 6.2.4 dbul; G 333.1 do.; D 39.6 mehod-par 'bul.

15 F 463.3 sgyu-mar; C 6.2.4 sgyu-mar rang-snang-ba'i; B 247.2

rang-snang--ba' 1.

16 B 247.2 rol-ino; C 6.2.4 do.; F 463.3 & 3 333.3 permIt both

readings.

17 F 463.4 suggests baani-yas.
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18	 B 2117.2 due-bzhi mngon-rdzoge-pa'i; C 6.2.5 do.; D 39.7

-pa'i; F 1175.3 -par.

19 B 2117.3 rnthong-ba'i; C 6.2.5 do.

20 D 40.1. dbang-bsgyur; E 20b.5 do.

21 A 30b.5 rnnyarn-sbyor-bas; G 340.1 do.

22 B 2117.4 inchog; C 6.2.6 do.; D 110.2 'du]-ba mgon; E 20b.7 do.

23 B 2117.5 bsgom-]a; C 6.2.7 do.; D 110.3 baams-bsgoms-pe'j;

E 21a.1 do.

211 B 247.5 kun-ngam; C 6.2.7 rang-'byung kun-dom; A 31a.2 kun-

dam; D 110.3 r'an g-'byung kun-dani. F 1177.5 & G 356.1 permit

both ngam (illustrious) and dam (genuine).

25 E 21a.1 thams-cad-kyi; G. 356.2 permits both readings.

26 B 247.5 mos-'gyur-ba; D 110.4 do.;	 21a.2 do.; F 478.1 do.; G

356.4 suggests mos-gyur-pa.

27 D *0.4 omits this line; E 21a.3 do.

28 C 6.2.8 akal-pa.

29 B 247.6 rab-gnas-pa'i; C 6.3.1 do.

30 A 31a.11 bsnyen-nas; 0 357.5 do.

31 A 31a.6 'byung-dang; 0. 357.6 do.

32 B 2 117.7 'gyur-ba.

33 D 40.6 ml-bsnyes-so; E 21a.5 do.

311	 A 31b.2 agom-la; (3 358.5 do.; F 1181.11 begom-la; !) 110.7

bagomg-la rab-sbangs-pa'i; 	 21a.5 thos-bsama-sgom-la.

35 B 2118.1 gzung; C 6.3.3 do.; (3 358.5 bzung; D 40.7 (ai) zang;

E 21a.6	 rig-ldan-rnama--kyjg zang.

36 C 6.3.11 (gj) batan.

37 D 41.1 stong-la sbyin; K 21a.6 do.
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38 D Iii.i (j) rnams-kyang; E 21a.6 nams-kyang.

39 A 31b.3 ebyin; 3 359.2 do.

40 A 31b.4 (gj) sbrega-]a; 3 359.2 bsreg-dang; F 482.5 bsregs-

shing ; D 41.2 yun-rings.

111 A 31b.11 inserts -kyis; 3 359.3 do.; F 483.2 permits both

readings.

42 D 41.2 ( j .) gleng-ngo.

43 A 31b.5 inserts snying-po'i; 3 359.5 do.; F 1183.3 do.

Chapter Fourteen

1 F 483.5 omits nyid.

2 D 41.3 omits ]a.

3 D 111.5 mtha'-yas-pas; E 21b.3 do.

ft A 32a.L1 spro; 0 362.5 do.

5 A 32a.5 sprul-pa'i.

6 A 32a.6 yid-la.

7 A 32b.1 omits ched-du;

8 A 32b.,2 inserts bstod-pa'i; 0 364.6 do.; F 488.1 do.

Chapter Fifteen

1 A 32b.3 omits -du; B 249.1 do; 3 365.3 do.

2 B 249.1 mdzad-do; C 6.4.3 do.

3 A 32b.3 rtogs-pa-dang.

A D 42.3 zhen-pa-dang; F 22a.1 do.; F 504.6 permits both

readings.
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5 D 42.3 inserts -ni; E 22a.2 do., (perhaps for nyid. of. G

367.1]

6 D 42.4 ( j ) omits -bon; E 22a.2 do.

7 D 42.5 mod-las; E 22e.3 do.

8 B 249.3 rab-tu nyen-pa de-lta-bu'i; C 6.4.5 do.; D 42.5 reads

dang for de-ita-bus; E 22a.4 do.. also dag-gi.

9 E 22a.4 (. j ) drang-ba.

10 B 249.4 brgyad-du; K 22a.4 brgyad-po de-dag-tu.

11 C 6.1&.6 brgyud-du; D 42.6 rgyud-cing; K 22a.4 do.

12 B 249.4 nyams-su myang-ngo; C 6.4.6 do.

13 K 22a.5 ( jg ) rtogs-pa-dang.

14 A 33a.3 adds reb-tu; G 368.6 do.

15 A 33a.4 yongs; B 249.5 yod-med-par yeng- gyur-oin g ; C 6.4.7

yod-med--par gyur-cin g; D 43.1 yong-ye med-par yang-'gyur-

zhing; K 22a.6 yongs-ye med-per 'gyur-zhing; F 509.5 & G

369.2 suggest yang med-par.

16 B 249.5 akams-pa-dang; C 6.4.7 do.; D 43.1 do.; K 22a.6

do.

17 B 249.5 gyur-pa; C 6.1i.8 gyur; D 43.1 mi-mtsheng-bar 'gyur-

be; K 22a.6 ml-mtsham-par.

18 C 6.4.8 (ai) rtRun-mo.

19 A 33a.6 arabs-pa-dang; B 249.6 'arabs-pa-dent.

20 B 249.6 omits chen-po; C 6.4.8 do.

21 A 33a.6 mgo-bo; D *3.3 do.; K 22a.7 do.; G 369.6 do.

22 A 33b.1 omits -bo; C 6.5.1 do.; F 510.4 do.; G 369 .6 do.

23 8 2*9.6 omits -bo; F 510.5 do.; 0 370.1 do.
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24 A 33b.2 sna-tehogs-pa thogs-pa; D 113.3 do.; E 22b.1 do.; G

370.2 do.

25 A 33b.2/3 sgre sna-tshogs; G 370.3 do.; B 249.7 nga-ro sgra-

skad sna-tahogs-pa; C 6.5.2 do.+ dang; D 113.4 nga-ro sne-

tshogs-pa; K 22b.2 do; F 511.1 nga-ro sna-tshogs.

26 D 113. 11 reads ro for nga-ro and changes order; K 22b.2 do.; A

33b.3 kha-rlang-gis; F 511.2 do.

27 B 249.7 adds -dang; C 6.5.2 do.

28 D 113.5 omits -bcu.

29 K 22b.3 'khruga-par; F 511.3 do.

30 D 113.5 -bzhi.

31 C 6.5.3 ( j ) ma-nyams-par.

32 B 250.1 rigs; C 6.5.3 do.; K 22b.L1 iha-ris.

33 K 22b.4 'bras-bu che.

34 D 43.6 rten-pa'i; K 22b.4 do.

35 B 250.2 gyur-to; C 65.4 do.; D 113.7 do.; G 371.4 do.

36 B 250.2 chen-po'i rdo-re bkod-pa; C 6.5.4 do.

37 A 3Iia.1 dra-bas; G 372.1 dra-ba-las.

38 B 250.3 (j) drug-ni.

39 B 250.3 inserts chen-po after gzi-brjid; C 6.5.5 ehen-po gzl-

brjid chen-po; D 411.1 gzi-mdangs; A 31&a.2 ston-pa'i phyir; G

372.2 do.

40 B 250.3 sku-dang gsung-dang thugs; C 6.5.5 do.

41. D 1111.1 chen-po; K 22b.6 do.; G 372.3 do.

112 B 250.4 sprin 'byung-ba chen-po rnam-par spros-pa'i; C 6.5.6

do.

113 B 250.4 dbyings-las; C 6.5.6 do.
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1111 B 250.11 dbang-phyug-ma.

*5	 B 250.11 omits zhes; C 6.5.6 do.; 0 44.2 dgos-pa'i gzi-

mdangs-kyie;	 22b.7 do.

*6 B 250.5 omits rin-cen; C 6.5.7 do.; F 513. 11 rin-po-che.

*7 B 250.5 -mdzad-nas-ni. . .d gyes-pa'i 'khril-bas thim-nas; C

6.5.7 do.

118 B 250. 5 adds HtJM HUM PHAT.

49 B 250.6 khyab-par gyur-to khro-bo'i ...; C 6.5.8 khyab-par

gyur-to	 khro-bo dkyil-'khor-gyis...; E 23a.2 stong-gsum-

gy I B.

50 A 311b.2 gyur-nas; G 373.5 do.

51. B 250.7 kun-tu rab-tu...; F 5111 do.

52 D 1111.6 tor-tor; F 5111.5/6 'thor-'thor.

53 B 251.1 omits thams-cad; C 7.1.2 do.

511 C 7.1.2 omits thams-cad.

55 B 251.1 omits kun-tu brgyal; D 1111.7 do.; E 23a.5 do.; C

7.1.2 omits brgyal rab-tu brgyal kun-tu.

56 0 1111.7 rn gam-pa'i; E 23a.5 do.; G 375.1 do.; F 516.11 permits

both readings.

57 B 251.2 byed-pa.

58 0 45.1 omits -dang; E 23a.6 do.; F 516.5 do.; G 375.2 do.

59 1) 115.1	 'dzin-pa-ste.

60 K 23a.7 chen-po.

61 B 251.3 'khor-lo'i kiong; 0 251.3 do.; K 23a.7 do.; C 7.1.11

'khor-lo.

62 B 251.3 omits chen-po; C 7.1.11 do., also dur-khrod-kyis

bdag-po.
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63 B 251.3 brkyang-bskum-su; F 517.2 brkyangs-bskum- su ; D 45.2

brkyang-bBkum-du ; E 23a.7 do.; G 375.6 do.

611 B 251.3 inserts -gi tshogs thams-cad; C 7.1.4 do.; D 115.3

inserts -gi tshogB; E 23a.5/b.1 do.; F 517.3 do.

65 D 115.3 omits ni; E 23b.1 do.

66 B 251.11 inserts rdo-rjer; C 7.1.5 Inserts chen-po rdo-r j er; D

35a. l1 do.; E 23b.l do.; F 517.11 interprets as Vajraheruka; G

376.2 however reads Buddhaheruka; A 35a.4 chen-por gyur-te.

65 D 115.3 omIts ni; E 23b.1 do.

67	 23b.1/2 (twice) bzhug-so.

68 B 251.11 ( j ) kun-du.

69 D 115.5 omits -drug.

70 A 35b.2 -gis; B 251.5/6; C 7.1.7 do.

71 B 251.5/6 omits brkyang-bskums-au; C 7.1.5 do.; D D 115.6

do.; E 23b.3 do.; G 376 . 5 inserts only gYas-brkyang.

72 B 251.6 omits tahogs; C 7.1.7 do.; D 45.6 omits -mama; K

23b . 3 do.

73 B so-sor sku-la; C 7.1.7 do.

711 B 251.5 he-ru-ka-las; C 7.1.7/8 do.

75 A 35b.3 comments on this interpolation, which Is lackin g in F

518.11/5 and G 376.5 apart from "rigs-lnga'i he-ru-ka"; and

completely lackin g In 0 115.6 and K 23b.3. B 251.6 also reads

ngo-rntshar bstan-te; C 7.1.8 do.

76 A 35b6 (aj.) gtums-pa'i.

77 0 115.7 omits gdug-pa'i x'dzu-'phrul chen-po; K 23b.4 do.

78 B 251.7 reads sna-tshogs-pa; C 7.2.1 do.

79 F 519.1 nga-ro.
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80 B 251 . 7 g].ang-po'i; C 7.2.1 do.; D 45.7 brlong-po'i; E

23b.4 do.

81 D 45.7 tshig-gia smras-pa;	 23b.LL do.; G 377.2 permits both

readings.

82 D 45.7 snying-rje; E 23b.5 snying.

83 B 251.7 (.j ) 'dzer-clng; C 7.2.1 do.; D 45.7 do.; K 23b.5

do.

814 K 23b.5 ( j ) 'khros-nas.

85 B 252.1 omits rngam-pa'i skad-k yis before thugs-rjes and

inserts it after khros-nas; C 7.2.2 do.; 3 377.11/5 do.

86 B 252.1 tshogs chen-po; C 7.2.3 tshogs chen-po'i.

87 D 46.2 (.j) nang-grol.

88 B 252.2 omits sha-kun zos; C 7.2.3 do.; D 46.3 sha-zos: K

23b.7 do.

89 A 36a.5 'thung-nas; 3 378.2 omits -nas.

90 K 23b.7	 chos-so.

91 C 7.2.4 dang-bcas-par yungs-'bru gaig-tsam-gyl nang-du chud-

par; D 46.3 dang-boas--par nyungs-'bru; K 211a.1 nyungs-'bru.

92 A 36b.1 'byung-po; C 7.2.4 do.; D 146.4 do.; K 211a.2 do.; 3

378.6 do.

93 D 46.4 omits mi'i; K 214a.2 do.; P 521.6 ( j ) arm-mo chen-po.

914 B 252.4 gzhon-nu-ma-dang; C 7.2.5 do.

95 U 46.5 ( j ) be-chon-mo-dang.

96 B 252.4 myos-pa-dang; C 7.2.6 do.; U Lt6.6 myos-dang.

97 D 46.6 (.ai.) gcig-pu.

98 B 252.5 gsod-byed-ma-dang.

99 B 252 .5 rgari-hyed-ma-dang; C 7.2.7 do.

100 B 252.5 (z.j ) sna-chad-mo-dang.
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101. C 7.2.7 omits -ser.

102 B 252.5 bum-ens ango nag-mo-dang; C 7.2.7 do.; D *6.7 bum-

ens; E 2*a.* do.

103	 B 252.6 yang-gYog-dang; ( 380.1 do.; C 7.2.7/8 do., also

omits kyang; D *7.1 rdul-snyed-dang bsdus-so; F 24a.5 do.

10* 0 *7.1 ehen-po; F 24a.5 do.; 3 380.3 do.

105 A 37a.1 'jig-byed; B 252.6 do.; C 7.2.8 do.

106 B 252.6 dgyes-par; C 7.2.8 do.

107 B 252.7 omits -gyl; C 7.2.8/3.1 (.j ) dkyil-gyi 'khor

sprin.

108 r) 47.2	 'byang-pa.

109 A 37a.2 zhugs-te; G 380.11 do.

110 B 252.7 'di-dag; C 7.3.1 do.; A 37a.3 byung-ngo.

111 F 2*a.7 'byung-po'i; F 525.6 do.

112 0 47.4 omits dpal and chen-po, also reads rdo-rje sku-la; F

2*b.1 omits chen-po.

113 0 *7.4 (. j ) rga-ba-mo-dang; F 24b.1 do.

11* B 253.2 gsod-byed-ma-dang; C 7.3.3 do.

115 K 2*b.1 omits chen.

116 A 37a.6 & 3 381.3 accord with text; B 253.2 rdo-rje'i eku-

is; C 7.3.3 do.; D *7.5 chen-po'i sku-la; K 24b.2 do.; F

526.3 'khor-lo'i sku-la.

117 A 37b.1. 'khrugs-mo; B 253.3 do.; C 7.3.4 do.

118 B 253.3 gzhon-nu-nia-rnems.

119 0 *7.6 omIts be-con--mo-dang; F 2*b.3 do.

120 C 7.3.5 omits padma; 0 117.7 padma ehen-po'i sku-le; F 21&b.3

do.
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121 D *7.7 khra-'thun-g1a myos-mo-dang; E 2 11 b.3/t1 do.

122 B 253.4 rgan-byed-ma-dang; C 7.3.6 do.

123 B253. 11 sna-chad-nao-dang; D *8.1 do.

12* C 7.3.6 de-dag-gi.

125 D *8.2 (aj ) btaum-par gyur-to; E 211b.6 do.

126 B 253.5 HA HA-zhes.

127 B 253.5 sprin-dag-las.

128 C 7.3.7	 kun-nio'l tahogs-dang; E 2ZLb.6 omits this

phrase.

129 C 7.3.8 thal-byed-ma; D 118.3 do.; E 211b.6 do.

13 0 D 118.3 tshogs-dang rang-gi lag-cha-dang; E 211b.7 do.

131 C 7.3.8 ngo-mtshar-du...; B 253.6 ngo-mtshar-du bess-nas

thon-bar gyur-to.

132 C 7.111 chen-po'i; D 118.11 do.; E 24b.7 do.; F 528.2 do.; 0

382.5 do.

133 B 253.7 (aj..) rtsibs-mtshan; C 7.4.1 do.

1311 B 253.7 gzuga-kyis; D 118.11 gzugs-dang; E 25a.1 do.; C 7.11.1

(j) rang-ga lag-cha; D 118.5 'thon-to; K 25a.1 lag-cha-dang

chas-nas 'thon-to.

135 B 253.7 HE HE-zhes; C 7.11.1 do.

136 A 38a.5 hhâ-gdong; 0 383.3 do.

137 B 25 4 .1 omits -dang beas-pa; C 7.11.3 do.; D 118.6 omits bees-

pa-mama; K 25a.3 do.

138 A 38a.2 bees-nag ; 0 383.3 do.

139 B 254.2 ahar- gyi phyoga.

1110 D 48.7 omits shin-tu; K 25a. l1 do.

1*1 B 2511.2 zhing-khams; C 7.4.11 do.. also ma-lu g -par khyab-

par byas-nas; D 49.1 do.; F 529.3 permits both readings.
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142 D 49.2 tahoge-dang; E 25a.5 do. On rdo- j e done-mo / don-

yod, eec below. p. 1434. note 79.

143 B 254.3 chae-nae; D 49.2 do.; E 25a.5 do.

144 B 254.3 'bar-ba chen-po'i.; F 529.5/6 do.; 0 384.2 do.

1.45 D 49.2 -kyi.

146 D 49.2/3 dgea-pa chen-po a prin-lac; I 25a.5/6 do.

147 D 49.3 'khroa-nae; I 25a.6 do.

148 C 7.4.6 bgye'o.

149 D 49.3 ineerte sku.

150 B 254.5 inserts chen-po; C 7.4.6 do.

151 8 254.5 omits -dag; C 7.4.7 do.; E 25a.6 do.

152 A 39a.2 de-dag-gis benains-nas; C 7.4.7 benams-nas gten-

nag ; 0 385.4 banains-nag ; D 49.5 de-dag rnam-nas; I 25b.1 de-

dag rnaxna-naa brton-te; F 530.6 gnazn-khung-nas 'thon-to.

153 5 254.6 rgya-mteho chen-por; C 7.4.8 do.; I 25b.1/2 ml-

gtsang-ma' i.

154 D 49.5/6 ( gj .) tahud-pa-las; I 25b.1/2 do.; 3 385.5 benams-

nas.

155 B 254.6 inserts khro-bo before u-tau-sma; C 7.4.8 do.

156 8 25 4 .6 dain-Ithu; C 7.4.8 do.

157 B 25 4 .6 'thunge-pas; C 7.4.8 do.; D 49.5/6 'thungs-naB;

25b.1./2 do.

158 B 254.6 slar-rnyed-ne; C 7.4.8 do.; D 49.5/6 slar-anyed-nas;

I 25b.1/2 do.

159 C 7.4.8 -gyis.

160 D 49.6 omits thams-cad; I 25b.2 do.

161 D 49.6 omits zhabe brgyad-brgya; I 25b.2 do.
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162 A 39a. A dkri1-'khor-na; G 386.2 do.; E 25b.2 bzhugs-pa.

163 D 49.7 due-na; E 25b.2/3 do.

164 B 254.7 reads end-pa gsum-gyi bdag-po instead of }cun-tu; C

7.5.1 do.; F 531.5 & G 386.3 permit gsum-gyi but not bda-

p0.

165 A 39a.5 adds hen-po; G 386.3 do.

166 D 50.1 brtul-lo; E 25b.3 do.

167 D 50.1 'dar-zhin zhuzn-par byed-pa'i nga-ros; E 25b.4 zhum-

par breng-ba'i nga-ros; B 255.1 rab-tu bred-cin& zhum-pa'i

nga-roa; C 7.5.2 dred-cin g zhum-pa'i nga-z'os.

168 F 532.3 gahags-shing; B 255.2 (aj ) ' gas-shed.

169 0 387.6 gtub-par gyur-cig; B 255.2 'gyur-cing; C 7.5.3 do.;

D 50.2 btub-gyur-cig; E 25b.4 do.

170 A 39b.i -myag ; C 7.5.3 do.

171 B 255.2 mnas-bor-nas; C 7.5.3 do.; D 50.2 do.; E 25b.4

gnaa-bor-n&s.

172 A 39b.2 ( j .) -Ryl; C 7.5.4 do.

173 B 255.3 omits yang; C 7.5.1* do.

174 A 39b.3 bu-mo arin-mo-rnsms; 3 388.2 do.

175 B 255.3 1ha-reB; C 7.5.4 do.; F 532.6 do.

176 A 39b.IL so-son; B 255.3 so-eo'i; C 7.5.5 do.

177 B 255.3 dam-pa 'di; C 7.5.5 do.; D 50.4 'di; E 25b.7 do.

178 A 39b.5 sema-kyi blangs-nas; 0 388.5 eems-kyi-blos blangs-

nas.

179 B 255.4 bya; C 7.5.6 gzhag-te..bya; D 50.5 bahag-nas bskur-

bar bgyi;	 25b.7 do.; F 533.2 bekur-bar bgyi.
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180 B 255.4 agrub; C 7.5.6 do.; U 50.5 do.; E 26a.1 do.; G 388.6

do.

181 B 255.5 ma-bgyls-na; C 7.5.6 ma-bzhia-na.

182 U 50.6	 rnama-kyis.

183 U 50.6 -gtub; E 26a.1 do.

184 C 7.5.7 rul-bar mchis; E 26a.1 dun-bung rul-bar mchl'o.

185 U 50.6 reads de'i for de-dag-gi; E 26a.2 do.

186 B 255.5 ering-mo-dang me-dang; C 7.5.7 do.; D 50.7 do.;

E 26a.2 do.; G 389.3 do.

187 B 255. 6 chen-po bdag-cag-rnams; D 51.1 ibid;	 chen-

po'i bdag-cag-rnazns; 	 C 7.5.8 bdag-ceg-rnams;	 G 389.4

permits -rnams and -la.

188 B 255.7 niing-gi g dbang-bskur-nas; F 534.2 ming-gis; C 8.1.1

dbang-bekur-nae.

189 A *Oa.6 inserts -gyi; G 390.1/2 do.
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Chapter Sixteen

1 D 51.4 inserts -dang; E 26b.1 do.

2 B 256.1 btaun-mo'i tshogs-dang-bcas-pa de-dag-gis; F 538.1 de-

dag-gia.

3 D 51.7 MAHASURYARATNADHARA.

4 B 256.4 inserts OM MAHASARASVATA MAHAPADMA after PADMA. F

539.2 interprets HRESITA as kun-tu rgod-pa (all-violent, or

all-(nei ghing] horse). See also below. p. 1436, notes 7-8.

5 B 256.4 inserts KARMA after SARVAMOGHA; C 8.1.6 do.

6 A 41a reads MUKHA each time for MUKHI; F 539 do.; G 395.6 ff.

reads MUKRI.

7 B 256.5 ARYATEJATERA?

8 B 256.3 AMUKHA. See below, p . 1434, note 79.

9 0 390.3 BHASMI VALAYAVATU; B 256.5 BHASMISAMALAVATO; rdo-rle

me-long , 20.4.5. BHASMISAMAYAVATO.

10 A 41a.5 omits one RULU; E 26b.5 omits OM.

11 A 41a.6 omits the mantra after RAM; B 256.6 omits RAM; C

8.1.8 do.

12 E 26b.6 (i.j .) 'Ithro-la.

13 B 256.7 byin-briabs; E 26b.6 do.

14 A 41a.6 de-nyid-du-ni; B 256.7 do.; C 8.1.8 do.; 0 398.1

permits both readings.

15 B 256.7 inserts mantra ending HOR before mantra ending PHAT;

C 8.2.1 do.; D 52.4 do.; E 26b.7 do.; D also omits KRODHA in

all three mantras.

16 B 256.7 GAUNA; 'rel-b& aDsr-kh&b, p . 189. GAUNA.
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17 B 257.1 adds BRYOM; C 8.2.2 do.

18 D 52.5 omits -ii.

19 B 257.1 kun-tshi g ; C 8.2.2 do.; I) reads -mama for rab-tu

tahi g ; K 26b.7 do.

20 B 257.1 Inserts rab-tu; C 8.2.2 do.; F 5112.2 do.

21 B 257.1 inserts rab-tu; C 8.2.2/3 do.; F 5112.3 do.

22 D 52.6 omits -du; K 27a.1 do.

23 B 257.2 kun-tu rab-tu gang-bar gyur-to; C 8.2.3 do.

211 C 8.2.3 tshogs cyhen-po; B 257.3 gaung-gi 'Rhor-lo.

Chapter Seventeen

1 C 8.2.11 bzhi-la.

2 A ft2e.1 bzhis-ni; G 1100.3 do.

3 D 53.1 rgyan; K 27a.3 do.

1* K 27a.3 ber-khyam; (3 1100.11 bar-khyarns.

5 D 53.2 (.81) nyis-mas.

6 B 257.3/4 mang-pos; C 8.2.5 do; A 112a.2 'khrugs; F 51111.5 do.

7 B 257.11 ebar-ba- yls; C 8.2.5 do.; K 27a.1* gtum-po.

8 C 8.2.6 las-Bogs bzung; (3 1101.6 bzung; F 5115.1 explains

preferenee for zung.

9 A 112a.L* bagrad.

10 D 53.3 (ej .) gon; K 27a.5 do.; F 51*2.6 idan.

11 B 257.5 agra-skad; C 8.2.6 do.; F 546.5 permits both readings;

K 279.5 reads sgoms for sgrogs.

12 B 257.5 nyi-zlas brjld; C 8.2.7 nyl-ziar bcas; D 53.1* thod-

non nyl-mas brjod; K 27a.5 thod-rion nyl-mas brjid.

13 D 53.11 ( j ) mndung-chen; K 27a.5 do.
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111 A 112a.6 sna-tEhogs-te; G 4011,11 do.

15 D 53.5 sgo-bzhi; F 27a.6 do.; B 257.6 sgo-bzhi phyag-rgyg; C

8.2.8 do.

16 D 53.5 byl-mo tehogs-kyl gtso; K 27a.7 do.

17 F 550.5 gang-bar gyur-to.

Chapter Eighteen

1 B 258.1 dam-pa 'di; C 8.3.2 do.; D 54.1 do.; F 27b.2 do.

2 A 112b.11 rtogs-goms; G 408.1* do.; D 54.1 bsgom; F 27b.2 bsgoms;

F 551.11 explaIns the differenee between rtogs and rtog.

3 D 54.1 reads sems-can for 'jlg-rten; K 27b.3 do.; F 552.4 & 0

408.1 permIt both readings.

1* F 553.1 mnyam-sbyor-las.

5 D 54.2 bsgrub-rdzas; K 27b.3 do.

6 D 54.3 dus-bzhi.

7 D 511.3 smad-po-che; K 27b.5 do.

8 A 113g .? yod-'ong ma-yIn-ta; 0 410.3 yod-'ongs ma-yin-na.

9 B 258.3 ehen-por rdzogs gyur-clng; C 8.3.5 chen-por rdzogs

gyur-cig; F 554.6 -gyur-cing.

10 A 43a.3 gsal-la...; 0 410.5/6 permits both readings; A 43a.3

med-pas-na; D 511.4 med-pa-nI; K 27b.5 do.

11 B 258.11 mnyes-pa chen-pos; D 511.5 chen- po'i; F 27b.6 do.
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Chapter Nineteen

1 C 8.3.6 omits sngaga-'chang-rnams.

2 E 28a..i theg-pa.

3 B 258.5 reads 'dod-inga for las-mama; C 8.3.7 do.; A 113a.6

kun-epyod-kyang.

4 B 258.5 ( j .) mi-cog ; D 54.7 mi-rtsog; E 28a.1 do.

5 E 28.2 -du.

6 A 133b.2 dbu-ina; G 414.1 permits both readings;

7 A *3b.2 (&i) mi-gYor.

8 B 258.6 ax'og-bcod for smog-kyang; C 8.3.8 do.; G 414.2 do.; A

43b.2 bcad-du med; G Isj4 2 do.; 0 55.2 (aj.g ) -mer for -med.

9 B 258.6 arog-kyang akyes-bu'i.

10 A 43b.3 gnyie-ka; D 55.1 do.; E 28a.3 byed-med-pas.

11. C 8.4.1 tha-dad-med.

12 D 55.2 bla-med; E 28a.3 do.

13 D 55.2 ita-bu-dang; E 28a.4 do.; F 581.6 permits both

readings.

14 B 258.7 brtaga-pa brdzun; D 55.3 do.; E 28a.4 do.; F 582.1

15 F 582.2 brdzun-epyod-cing; D 55/3 spyod-pas; E 28a.4 do.

16 C 8.4.2 brdzun-zhee brta ga-taam; D 55.3 do.; E 28a.ft do.; F

582.3 (gj.) rtsani.

17 F 583.2 alone suggests ('dod)-chags(-laa) mchog. Others read

tehanga-achog.

18 A 43b6 mi-apanga; B 259.1 mi-spong.

19 B 259.1 mi-goad; D 55.4 mi-bcad; 0 417.6 do.; E 28a..5 mi-gead.

20 B 259.2 don-nyid; E 28a.6 (aj ) don-du phyir emma mi-bya.

21 A 44a.t erung-ba'i.
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22 D 55.5 zhe-edang-rnams.

23 B 259.2 mi-spong-ngo.

211	 A *1&a.2 snod-chu; D 55.5 do.; 	 0 422.1 do. + explanation

based on Thar-pa Lots&wa's later translation; B 259.2 snod-

beud; F 585.3 snod-pas + explanation.

25 D 55.6 -te.

26 D 55.6 (aj ) rtog-pas.

27 B 259.3 bsgrub-pa'i; K 28e.7 do.; F 585.6 do.

28 B 259.3 mi-spong; D 55.6 mi-'dor.

29i B 259.3 -yis; C 8.11.5 do.

30 D 55.7 gnas-nas.

31 B 259.4 'das-nas.

32 A 114a.5 'chal-ba-dag; 0 1123.4 do.

33 B 259.4 smra mi-byed; C 8.4.6 do.

34 D 56.1/2 nyams-'gyur (twice); K 28b.2 do.

35 C 8.11.7 bsgrubs-pa thams-cad khog-par ' gyur; D 56.1 bsgrubs-

pa; F 28b.2 do.

36 A ll4a.6 mi-'ongs.

37 B 259.5 'dud for 'du; C 8.4.7 do.

38 D 56.2 'gyur; F 28b.2 do.

39 F 28b.5 -gis.

40 B 259.6 -yl; C 8.5.1 do.; D 56.4 do.; K 28b.5 do.; F 593.1

favours instrumental (-pas-na).

41 B 259.7 sgrub-byed dam-pa; C 8.5.1 do.; D 56.4 agrub-med

ma-lus thams-cad 'grub; K 28b.5 do.; F 593.2 dam-pa ma-lug

yin.

£12 F 28b.5 rgyal-ba.
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*3 D 56.5 bakur; E 28b.5 (aj ) bskor.

4* A 44b.5 dani-pa'i mehog-dang; D 56.5 da.m-pa-yi; E 28b.6 do.

*5 A 4*b.6 riobs; C 8.5.2 do.

46 D 56.5 bzhuga.

*7 D 56.5 bzang-po.

48 F 596.1 omits rnam-dag.

49 3 *28.2 bskang-baa; D 56.6 bekan g-thabs; E 28b.7 do.

50 B 260.1 de-la-soge-te; C 8.5.3 do.

51 F 596.3 'dud-par gyur-to.

Chapter Twenty

1 B 260.2 inserts bcom-ldan-'das before de-bzhin gahegs-pa; C

8.5.4/5 do.; F 596.3 omits de-bzhin gehegs-pa.

2 A *5a.4 chen-po; F 596.5/6 do.

3 D 57.1 khros-pa; E 29a.3 'khroa-pa-yi.

* D 57.2 bcaB-pa-bya; E 29a.4 do.; F 597.6 do.; 3 *30.1/3 permits

both readings.

5 A 45a.6 phur-bug gdab; 3 431.2/3 permits both readings.

6 A *5b.2. dkyil-'khor mchog; 3 432.3 permits both readings.

7 P 57.3 bcings-'gyur;	 29a.5 do.; B 260.4 bskyod-na.

8 A 45b.2 (gj) gas-ate; B 260.4 (j) gal-ta; C 8.5.7 do.

9 P 574 'bar-ba'i; E 29a.5 do.; B 260.5 gzi-chen for gzi

-brjid.

10 A *5b.3 ming-dang; B 260.5 boas-par byas; C 8.5.8 do.; P 57.5

boas-pa bri; E 29a.6 do.
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11 A 115b.3/ L& phur-bus gdab; B 260.5 gtab; C 8.5.8 do.

12 A 45b.* mthun-par dbul; D 57.5 'bul.

13 B 260.6 vam-gyl.

111 F 600.2 badems-na.

15 E 29a.7 ' gu g-' gyur; D 57.6 'bar for 'brang; E 29a.7 do.

16 B 260.6 gzi-byin-la; C 9.1.1 do.; G *35.2 gzi-brjid chen-po.

17 A L*5b.6 omits this line; D 57.6 do.; E 29a.7 do.

18 A 116a.1 brtags.

19 F 600.6 dga'-spro'i..phur-pa; G 1&3 1& .2 dga'-'phro.

20 B 260.7 gzi-byln 'bar-bar ' gyur; C 9.1.2 do.

21 B 261.1 badams-nas; C 9.1.3 do.; F 601.2 permits both readings.

22 B 261.1 gzi-byin...'phro.

23 A 136a.3 yid-kyi; F 601.5 dvangs-ba'i.

2* B 261.2 gtum-ohen rngam-po; C 9.1.IL gtum-po rngam-po.

25 A 116a.* phur-bus gdab; F 602.1 phur-bu.

26 B 261.2 tahogs-su dbul; C 9.1.IL do.

27 A *6a.5 abrel-badams-nas; D 58.3 'brel-nas; E 29b.5 do.

28 C 9.1.5 byln-gyis nab: F 602.3 permits both readings.

29 B 261.3 bagrags-na; C 9.1.6 do.; D 58.3 bsgrags-pes; E

29b.6 do.

30 B 261.3 las-ni; C 9.1.6 do.

31 B 261.11 byin-bniabs; U 58.11 byin-briabs smad-po-che; E 29b.6

do.

32 A 46b.2 dbang-du badus; F 603.4 & G 438.2 permit both readings.

33 0 58.5 bys.

311 0 58.5 so-so; E 29b.7 do.
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35 A *6b.3 khag-blangs-pa; 0 1*38.3 do.; B 261.11 khae-blangs dam-

bcai-pa.

36 D 58.5 mnaa-bor-ba'i; B 30a.l gnas-bor-ba'i; B 261.5 ran-1

mnas bor-be'i; C 9.1.7 do.; 0 1138.4 & F 603.6 permIt both

ran g-gi. and dam-bees.

37 B 261.5 'da' ina-byed; C 9.1.7/8 do.; D 58.6 do.; E 30a.1

do.

38 B 261.5 edom-byas de-las; C 9.1.A do.; F 603.6 'das-gyur-na;

0 1138.5 'da'-gyur-na.

39 D 58.6 snying-ni...; B 30a.l do.

40 D 58.6 btub g-par; F 30a.1 btub-par; 0 1138.5 gtub-par.

1&1 B 261.6 khas-blangs mnas-bor-bzhin; C 9.2.1 do.; D 58.6 kha-

blangs-bzhln; B 30a.2 do.; F 604.2 & 0 439.1 permIt both

readings.

42 A 116b.6 ( j.) myag ; D 58.7 tehig-nas.

113 D 58.7 'gyur-pa'i.

114 A 117a.1 skyong ; 1) 59.1 do.

45 D 59.1 mngon-su byes.

116 A 117a.2 ggrub-pa'I; F 604.5 do.; 0 1139.5 do.

117 B 261.7 chen-po-yla; C 9.2.2 do.; F 604.6 ehen-mo-ni.

118 D 59.2 ei-'dod-pa'i; B 30a.L* do.

49 B 261.7 reads chen-po for chen-mo; D 59.2 do.; C 9.2.3 mdzod-

iha chen-po.

50	 B 262.1 chen-pos-nI; C 9.2.3 do.; D 59.3 chen-mo-nI; B

30a.5 do.
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51 B 262.1 (aLa) inserts thams-cad kun-la za-bar b yed rdul-eha

team-yang med-par byed before 'du-bar. • but also repeats them

below in their correct context; C 9.2.3 do.

52 C 9.2.11 (aLa) iaa-soge-pa'i.

53 D 59.11 chen-mo--ni; K 30a.6 do.

511 C 9.2.5 ( j ) lae-eogg-pa'i.

55 K 30a.6 omits gdong.

56 D 59.11 chen-mo--ni; F 30a.7 do.

57 A L17b.1 thams-cad ma-lus; D 59.11 do.; K 30a.7 do.; G 4111.11

do.; B 262.3 thams-ead kun-la; C 9.2.5 do.; F 605.5 thams-

ead-kyl lus kun-las.

58 B 262.3 bran-mo-yl; C 9.2.6 do.; F 605.5 do., omiting tehogs.

59 D 59.11 chen-mo-ni; F 30a.6 do.

60 A 47b.2 ebad-cing.

61 D 59.5 'jug-phran; K 30b.1 do.

62 B 262.11 gdong-gcig-ma-dang me- peg drung; C 9.2.6 do.; D

59.5 me-reg-dang; F 30b.1 me-reg-drung.

63	 B 262.11 dad-pa'i dga'-bae chags-pe-dang; C 9.2.6 do.; D

59.5 dga'-ba chags-pa-dang; K 30h.1 do.; F 606.3 dvanga-pa

dga' -ba chags-pa-dang.

64 B 262.4 ka-li; F 30b.1 'khros-pas.

65	 B 262.11 -nyid. . .-nyld-kyis; C 9.2.7 do.; D 59.6 -nyld.

nyid-la; K 30b.1/2 do.; 6 4113.5 spyod-par; F 606.11/5 begrub-

par; K 30b.2 abyor-bap.

66 B 262.5 brlabs-pa; C 30b.2 riabe-pa; 3 111111.1 briab-pa.
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Chapter Twenty-one

1 D 59.7 chen-pos; K 30b.3 do.

2 F 607.2 dkyil-'khor-gyi.

3 A 117b.6 dug -nitha'i me-chen 'bar; F 607.4 bskal-pa 'Ji-pa'i

me-itar 'bar; G 11411.5 permits both read1ne, viz., dus-mtha''i

bslcal-pa ' j i g- pa'i me-chen-itar 'bar.

11 C 9.2.8 nyi-ma'i 'bum-gyis zi.

5 D 60.1 'gyur-ba-bzhin.

6 A 118a.1 zangs-ya; G 1145.1 do.

7 A 48a.1 tug-chen; K 30b.11 gtu-chem; D 60.1 gtug-chem. .sn yil-

sked.

8 B 262.6 a-a ha-la'i; D 60.1 do.; K 30b.ft do.; F 608.1/2 a a ha

ha alala'i; G 445.3 ala hahe ala]a; A 118a.2 gad-bryangs.

9 B 262.6 dbyug-pa'i; F 608.2 bshugs-ba'i 'thor-r1un; 3 445.4

shugs-las spyugs-pa'i 'thor-riung; K 30b.11 gYens-ba.

10 D 60.2 che'o; K 30b.L1 do.

11 K 30b.5 'khros-pa'i; A 118a.3 'phros-pa'i; F 608.6 khro-bo'i

or khros-pa'i; (3 11116.3 'phroa-pa'i or khro-bo'i.

12 D 60.3 khro-bo'i thig-le.

13 C 9.3.3 bdud-kun-gyis--ni; F 609.2 omits -ni; D 60.3 bda

chen-po; (3 446.5 do.

111 C 9.3.3	 sdud-rnaina.

15 B 263.1 omits HflM and reads rdo-rje brag-ste; C 9.3.3 do.; F

609.6 permits both readings.

16 3 1147.3 rdo-rje'i chu-bo-ste; F 609.6 rdo-rje'i chu-bos; D

60.4 rdo-r j e chu-ste.
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17 B 263.1 edud-pa-po; C! 9.3.11 do.; F 609.6 do.; A 118a.6 sdud-pa

chen-po; D 60.1i bsdud chen-po; E 30b.6 do.; 3 1147.3 edud-

pa. . . chen-po.

18 A 118a.6 kun-'bai che; 3 1147.3/4 permits both readings, viz.,

kun-tu 'bar-ba chen-pos.

19 B 263.2 inserts 'di; F 610.5 omits glu; 3 448.1 do.; F 610.5

glengs-so.

Chapter Twenty-two

1 B 263.2 omits gasng.

2 D 60.6 bzung-ba;	 31a.1 do.; 3 448.6 zung-zhig.

3 B 263.3 'chel-ba--yi; C 9.3.6 'phel-ba-yl; D 60.6 'chel-be yin;

E 31a.1 do.

Li C 9.3.6 (aj ) zin.

5	 318.2 rsb-'jam-gyis; B 263. 4 rab-'byam kun; C 9.3.6 do.

6 C 9.3.6 yod; E 31a.2 yong; F 613.5 yang-ste.

7 E 318.2 -kyis.

8 A 138b.5 snying-po; F 6111.6 do.; 3 451.6 do.; B 263.4 nge-pa

'dl; C 9.3.7 do.; D 61.1 do.; K 31a.3 do.

9 D 61.2	 bekur-ba; K 32a.3 do.

10 A 119a.1 rigs-pa.

11 K 31a,5 reads sku-dbyings.

12 A 49a.3 omits -kyi.

13 B 263.6 rtog-pa'i; D 61.3 do.; K 31a.5 do.; 3 454.4 do.

14 D 61.3 drva-ba'i le'u; K 31a.5 do.

15 0 61.3 inserts title of twenty-second chapter here.

16 0 61.11 (.aj ) rgyu.

17 C 9.11.2 spros-te.
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Part Three

Tranalatlon and Coinentary
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Part Three contains a translation of the root-tantra, ea

chapter of which is accompanied by kLong-ehen Rab-'byams-pa'g

commentary rhyrjs-bcu mun-sel and annotations. For each chapter

the commentary includes en overview (svwi-don) and an interlinear

exegesis (zhun-1on). Annotations are supplied in Volume Two

after the translation 8. commentary. By way of in troduction, the

work is prece'led by the foreword from Dhyos-bcu niun-sel.

Foreword (2.1-7.1)

Herein is contained a commentary on the glorious Tantra .f .e

Secret Nucleus Definitive With Resoect . . Real (Guhva2arbh&-

tattvavinicaratantrp ) entitled Diaoellin2 LU. Darkness .f •

.Ie.0 Directions.

This work is an analysis of the king]y Meical rI.et	 the glorious

Tantra .f .	 Secret Nucleus Definitive With Rasect XQ ..t.e Real.

which actually dispels all the darkness of the ten directions

through the great appearance of its sunlit and moonit clouds.

Obeisance to all augatas of the ten directions and four times,

along with their sons, without exception, --- none excepted,
I

omiting none at all.

All victory to Semantabhadra and his queen,

In whom phenomena and reality are non-dual,

Who attained buddhahood in the essence

Of the buddha-body of reality, non-dual by nature.

He is the original lord, perfect in enlightened attributes,
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In whom the expanse and pristine cognition are non-dual,

The inconceivable and uncompounded one

In whom existence and quiescence are non-dual.

I bow before the spontaneously present host

Which asaume g limitless peaceful and wrathful forms--

The field of the Bounteous Array which is the most

Immeasurable apparition and inner radiance of the sugatas,

The limitless celestial palace con j ured from

The nature of the five Kinds of pristine cognition.

And the perfect rapture or nature] expression

Of the five enlightened families,

Which emanates and is absorbed everywhere,

In the manner of oceanic clouds.

2
Obeisance to Vajrasattva, the Lord of Secrets,

Most marvelous spirituality of the conquerors

Who delivers the perfect buddha-speech,

Formoat of all enlightened families and mandalas

Who acts on behalf of living beings through dtverse emanations,

The perfect buddha, preceding a]l,
3

Who obtained the treasury of the supreme Secret Nucleu9 --

For he is without conjunction or disjunction.

To clarify the suddenly arisen conflicting emotions

Of those who require training,

The Teacher causes a cascade of doctrine.

By virtue of its nature which liberates

In a gradual or non-gradual manner
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In accordance with varying degrees of acumen,

The path of the supreme Secret Nucleus is highest of all.

It is the mighty teaching of the buddha-body of perfect rapture,

Which itself steers the great chariot (of the doctrine)

Along tracks followed by countless conquerors

Of ancient and recent time.

It appeared among the glorious of living creatures In the

Human world, and came to this Land of Snow Mountains,

Where its meaning, excellently translated and established

By genuine translators and scholars of the past.

Was analysed by many learned masters.

Firmly grasping that unsetting victory banner,

They caused the doctrinal tree of life to flourish,

An1 its thousand leaves of hundred-fold superior faith to stir.

Even though the sunlit meaning of this profound extensive
4

Tentra Is not within the perceptual range of my intellect,

The variegated forms of its words and meaning do appear
5

By opening the eyes with the surgical needle

Of the eloquence of genuine masters.

Relying on their literary transmissions, logical reasoning,

And esoteric instructions which perceive its entire meaning,

I must clarify the nucleus of definitive meaning in this work,

For the sake of those fortunate students who inspired it.
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In	 this respect,	 the genuinely perfect buddha,	 glorious

Samantabhadra who is learned in skillful means and a master of

great spirituality, without moving from the great palace of

reality's expanse, manifested in and of himself through the

blessing of his natural spirituality, and assumed the form of the

Buddhas of the Five Enlightened Families as an ornament of the

spontaneous Bounteous Array of buddha-body 1 speech and mind.

Holding sway through his great might which is not extraneous to

the natural inandala where the indestructible minds of all buddhas

of the ten directions and four times are without duality, he

taught the vehicle of indestructible reality (va1ravna), the

secret mantraP excellently endowed with profound and extensive
6

doctrines,	 to Vajrasattva and other such resultant spiritual

warriors.

Through three modes of appearance (these teachings) naturally

liberate the world-system of living beings who reguire training;

for the inner secret mantras do appear in three modes-- the

creation phase or Mah&yoga,	 the literary transmissions or

Anuyoga,	 and the Great Perfection or Atiyoga-- which 	 are

respectively outer, inner and secret. The secret mode among these

also has three aspects, which respectively: reveal the mandala

which manifests in and of itself as mind and pristine cognition,

without duality of creation and perfection stages; reveal mind-
I

as-such, without reference to creation and perfection stages, to

be the nature of primordial huddhahood; and reveal pristine

cognition in its self-manifesting essence to be the nature of

buddhahood.	 Among these aspects, it is the mandala which
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manifests in and of itself as mind and pristine cognition,

without duality of creation and perfection stages, that is
7

revealed here as the actual awakening of the Maica1 ijet.

This (cycle of the Magical tiet) also comprises four sections,

namely, the Maical je.t .f Vairasattva which reveals all things

of semsra and nirvana to be self-manifesting and indivisible:

the Maica1 Vairocana ('F. 1t66, NGB. Vol. 19) which

extensively reveals the ritual activity and feast-offerings; the

Maical 1Lt ..f .	 Goddess (F. 836, NGB. Vol. 15) which actually

reveals the display of reality; and the Maieal 	 Mañ:1uri

('F. 360, NGB. Vol. 15) which all-pervasively reveals the vehicle.

The Magical jj Q. Vatrasattva itself comprises eight sections,

namely, the glorious secret Nucleus ('F. 832, NGB. Vol. 111) which

reveals mind and pristine cognition to be manifest in and of

themselves; the Fortv-ChaDter Magical jt (NG. Vol. 113) which

perfectly reveals enlightened activity; the Eiht-Chater Maica1

li.e.t. (NGB. Vol. 111) which perfectly reveals the mandala; the

Suoerior Maical 1L1 ('F. 837, NGB. Vol. 1*) which clearly reveals

the empowerments; the Sulementrav Msical Ijet (NGB. Vol. 11*)

which reveals the commitments as supreme; the Kihtv-ChaDter

Magical .Jjet (T. 8311, NGB. Vol 111) which extensively reveals

enlightened attributes; the Mirror if Indestructible Realit y (T.

833, NGB. Vol. 15) which clearly reveals the deitys' body-colours

and symbolic hand-implements; the Oceanic Ma2ical NLt (NGB. Vol.

15) which clearly reveals the creation stage; end the Penetrating

Maical lit (NGB. Vol. 15) which clearly reveals the path of

skillful means.
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Of these, the present exegesis concerns the great kingly and

glorious Tantra QL 7.. Secret Nucleus Definitive With Resect

Real (T. 832) -- the furthest summit of all vehic'es, the

source of all literary transmissions, the great short-cut of the

vehicle of e]l buddhas of the three times, and the most secret of

all. It has three parts, namely, an exegesis of the meaning of

the title, which is an aspect of its expressed realisatlon; the

exegesis of the actual meaning of the tantra which clearly

reveals the expressed meaning (of its twent y-two charters); and

the exegesis of the meaning contained in its perfect conclusion.
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Root-text:

In Sanskrit:

In Tibetan:

The Title

In English:

ricuhaarbhatattvavini cawamahtantra

da1 £san-ba'j Bnwifl2-yp de-kho-na--nid rnam-

..ar nes-Da'i rvud chen-Do

The Great Tantra Of The Glorious Secret Nucleus

Definitive With Respect To The Real (1]

Obeisance to the Transcendent Lord, glorious Samantabhadra. [2]

Commentary.':

Exegesis of the Meaning of the Title (7.1-25.6)

This has two eect:!ons-- the actual meaning of the title an1 a

description of the offering that is made with obeisan.

The former (comments on Title, section 1). It has four topics,

namely, the required meaning, the subsumed meaning, the verbal

meaning, and a rejection of erroneous critic:isma.

First 1 the required meaning has three aspects

i There Is the meaning understood dependent on name. This means

that just as a bulbous narrow-based (zhaba-zhum) ob j ect for

pouring wetr is understood from the name "vase", so all things

are revealed through the title itself to be within the unIque

mandala of primordial buddhahood. Those of keenest acumen are

required to realise only that.
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ii There is the name understood dependent on meaning. This means

that just as that which is bulbous is understood to be a "vase".

so the meaning of buddhahood In the primordial mandala is itself

understood as the title (of the text). Those of mediocre acumen

are required to understand all thin gs merely as names, once they

have indeed been named.

iii There Is the consciousness in which name and meening are

Interrelated. This means that just s the vase and its bulbous

shape are not different, so the title and its meaning are known

without duality . Those of dull acumen are required to comprehend.

over a long period of time, that nature in which word and meaning

are indivisible.

Moreover, those who understand the meanin g from the name (i.e.

title) are required to know all things as the identity of

primordial buddhahood, just as the identification of medicines is

easily found in a book or as en inventory of soldier's arrows is

accessible for one who knows how they are classified.

The subsumed meanin g (of the title) Is that all things are

revealed as the nature of enlightenment in the mandala of the

primordial conqueror (Samantabhadra).

The verbal meaning is expressed In Tibetan (bod-skad-du)-- the

language of Greater Tibet, which is the dBus-gtsang area among
8

the country's three provinces, into which the tantra has been

most excellently translated.
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Now,	 the	 Conqueror's	 intention Is directed towards	 the

realisation of the inexhaustible wheels of adornment-- the

buddha-body, speech end mind in which all things are primordial

buddhahood and in which all samaRra and nirvana are Indivisibly

included. But because this is most difficult to realise it is a

secret (san-ba) topic. Those to whom it is secret are unworthy

recipients, obscured in their three media (of bod y, speech end

mind).

There are both hidden (gj) and concealed (abas) modes of

secrecy:	 The three buddha-bodies are hidden because, although

present in oneself, they have been obscured by suddenly arisen

obscurations and are unperceived. Accordingly the Hevairatantra

(T. 1117-8) says:

Sentient beings are themselves buddhas

But they are obscured by suddenly arisen stains.

And In the Sureme Continuum 	 .fl.e. Greater Vehicle (T. 11O2i):

Just as when there happens to he an Inexhaustible treasure

Underground within the house of a pauper,

But he Is ignorant of it

And It never says to him, "Here I am!",

So it is because the precious treasure within the mind--

The immaculate reality neither to be clarified nor

established-- is not realised

That the suffering of deprivation i.e felt everywhere

And abundanty by those living creatures.
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Illustrated by these (quotations), the profound view and

intention are hidden because they are not known through one's own

ability and are either unrevealed by others or misunderstood when

revealed, just as for one who has been born blind the appearance

of form is hidden.

The concealed mode of secrecy refers to the uncommon view,

meditation and conduct because, if they were not concealed, the

approach to that which is secret would be confused and become a.

topic for exageration and depreciation. This is also stated in

the Clarification	 Commitments (P. a7iLL&):

The secret mantras are flawless.

For the sake of sentient beings they are very secret.

When kept secret, their accomplishment does not vanish.

Therefore, for secrecy, various pure symbols are taught.

Although many enumerations of the term "secret" are explained in

different literary transmissions, these writings are mostly

redundant because they are gathered in thls present (tantra). And

If it too is subsumed, it comprises the three inconceivable

secrets (or mysteries) of buddha-body, speech and mind.

The nucleus (snvinw-o) Is the Greet Perfection or abiding nature

of the meaning of primordial buddhahood-- the conclusive

inexhaustible wheels of adornment or buddha-body, speech and

mind, the nature of all things. It also refers to the profound

and extensive (texts) which are its expressions.
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The real (de-kho--na-nvid) is the very nature of the three buddha'-

bodies without conjunction or disjunction. It is all-pervasive,

unfailing reality and unchanging.

The nature definitive with respect to (nzes-oe) the real Is not

that which, according to the provisional meaning, is said to be

present in buddhas and absent in sentient beings, but that which
9

primordially abides in everything, as oil within sesaiie.

Moreover the mandela in which all things are primordial buddha-

hood Is the ground or Secret Nucleus. Its experiential

cultivation through the non-duality of creation and perfection Is

the path or the real. Its concli g Ive and spontaneously present

three buddha-bodies are the result, which is direct1y definitive

with respect to the ground. In brief, the title (of this tantra-

text) reveals the very essence of primordial buddhahood in a

nature where appearances and emptiness, creation and perfection,

and seuis&ra and nirvêna, are without duality.

The rejection of erroneous criticisms is as follows:	 Those who

adhere to erroneous bubbles on the blue lake of ignorance and who

forcefully stir the waves of wrong view and envy say, "No

Sanskrit is cited at the beginning of this tantre of yours.

Therefore it is not authentic." In reply to this there are some

who say, "The Sanskrit Is implied by the words In Tibetan (bod-

skad-thi). The expression In Sanskrit: Guhyagarbhatattvavinicava

does exist, but is not cited (in this edition) In order to avoid

repititton." There are also some who reason that these words are
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indeed absent in the Sanskrit volumes and on that same basis many

sOtras such as the Arrai p f Enlightened Attributes in the Buddha-

field f Amit&bha (T. 49) and many tantras such as the Røat

Ta.ntra Cakrsamv&ra (T. 368) would implicitly be inauthentic

because (Sanskrit titles) are not cited therein.

While such assertions are indeed true, it is also the case that

the definitive usage of the Sanskrit (title) and words of

obeisance were employed from the time of Ral- pa-can onwards, and

that previously they occured to a limited extent onl y . Becuase

this (Tantra of	 Secret Nucleus) was translated during the

time of the king of bSam-yaa (Khri-srong lDe-btaan) the Sanskrit
10

is not cited.	 It was not indicated because there is little

point in repeating a sin gle title many times.

The latter section concerning the obeisance (comments on Title,

section 2):

The four demons, two obscurations and propensities which have
2.1

been subdued (bcom) (by the Transcendent Lord]	 comprise the

excellent endowment of renunciation. The four demons are the

demon of the lord of death who interrupts the lifes pan, the demon

of the divine prince who interrupts contemplation, the demon of

the components who interrupts non-reBidual (nirvina), and the
12

demon of conflicting emotions who interru pts release.	 These are

said to be subdued (by the Transcendent Lord] because he does not

possess them from the beginning.

The two obscurations are those of conflictin g emotions and the
13

knowable.	 They comprise the thoughts which are the particular

characteristics of the five poisons and also the mind that
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clings to the antidotes which purify them. It sa ys in the

Analisis j	 Middle W	 Extremes ( '1'. *021):

Conceptualising thoughts which concern envy and so forth

Are called the obscuration of conflicting emotions;

Conceptua]ising thoughts which concern the three world-systems

Are called the obscuration of the knowable.

The buddha-body and pristine cognition which are possessed (Idan;

by the Transcendent Lord) comprise the excellent endowment of

realisation. Accordingly the Samtutatantra (T. 381) says:

The excellent endowments of lordship, noble form,

Glory, fame, pristine cognition, and perseverence:

These six are said to be possessed.

Lordship refers to the purity of the essential buddha-body of

reality, and its (pristine cognition) of the expanse of reality.

Noble form refers to the buddha-body of perfect rapture and its

mirror-like (pristine cognition). Glory refers to the buddha-body

of awakening and its (pristine co gnition) of sameness. Fame end

pristine cognition refer to the etnenatlonel body which performs

acts	 of benefit through its qualitative and	 quantitative

understanding and so to its (pristine cognition) of particular

discernment. And perseverence refers to the unchanging buddha-

body of indestructible reality itself, which manifests limitless

enlightened attributes without moving from the expanse, and so to
hi

(the pristine cognition) of accomplishment.
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The term "excellent endowment" which is appended to these five,

beginning with lordship, indicates thai- they surpass the pristine
15

cognition of sublime students.

There are also some who profess that the word lord (beom-idan)

indicates that the object implied in the term "subdued" (beom-na)

is "possessed" (idarl-Da). The word Transcendent ('das) indicates

that (the lord) has transcended all s ymbols of elaborate

conception-- samara and nlrvêna, acceptance and rejection, and

being and non-bein g . It says in the Great ounteousness .f .•b.e

Euddhas ('F. MI):

Liberated from existence and quiescence,

Indivisible from the ocean of enlightened attributes,

Transcending all elaborate conceptions,

The Transcendent Lord (bcom-ldan-'das) is spacious quiescence.

The term glorious (da1) refers to the (intrinsic) lack of move-

ment from the buddha-body of the expanse of reality and to the

extraneous glory with which the buddha-body of form arises in a
16

spontaneous manner from the disposition of that reality itself.

It is said in the Tantra	 Ruttine Elethant (NGB. Vol. 9):

Without moving from the buddha-body of reality,

The fivefold buddhs-body of form is spontaneously present,
17

And therefrom the two kinds of benefit 	 are completed.

Thus glory displays spontaneity and perfection together.
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As to the term Samantabhadpa (kun-tu bzan-po; the all-positive

one) The natural inexhaustible wheels of adornment 1 the buddha-

body, speech and mind, are present at all (kun-tu) times because

they are unchanging in the field of the spontaneous Bounteous
18

Array;	 and their greet rapture which manifests in and of itself

is positive (bzan-oo) because it Is perfect. The Secret .f

Pristine Cownition (T. 392) says:

This nature Is unmoving, spontaneously perfect

And all-positive in Its perceptual range.

When analysed,	 (the term	 an,antabhadra) has five aspects:

Firstly, it refers to Sarnantabhadra, the original tear'her whose

manifest enlightenment preceded au. As the Tantra 2f. th

Marvelous (In (N(B. Vol. 2) says:

The first, preceding all

Who conclusively reached the self-manifesting ground,

Was purified (sansa) before end expansive (rswas) before.

Therefore Samantabbadra, first (of buddhas).

Arises as the teacher of all samsra and nirvana.

He is called the original lord, not only because he reveals

reality or describes natural mind-as-such, but also because he

reveals the path of deliverance to all buddhas. In the All-

Accomr'lish1n Kin (T. 828) he says:

Because I preceded all the conquerors

I arose as their parents,

Revealing the three buddha-bodies.
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And:

I, teacher of the teachers,

The all-accomplishing king,

ecame the three buddha-bodies,

The teachers who emerge from myself.

It is because this teacher s present that the path of liberation

at the beginning of sams&r and nirvêna has been revealed, and

that the conquerors of the three times have emerged. Otherwise,

it would be improper even for a buddha to emerge in the world.

All (buddhas) would be the same as sentient beings, and would

themselves not know how to reveal the path to one another. rt is

improper for some of them to be buddhas and others beings in

sams&ra. The explanation according to the common vehicles that

there is neither beginning nor end is intended with reference to

time and reality. In particular it is found in Madhyamka that

sams&ra and nirv&na are without beginning or end, like space,
19

because they are without Independent existence.

Furthermore, if buddha and sentient being were different from the

beginning, the ground of samra and nirv&na would be difffex'ent,
20

so that they would not be connected by spirituality.	 Therefore

this (fundamental) nature Is most clearly stated in the afore-

mentioned Unsurpassed Tantrepitaka of the aecret mantras. It has

been excellently established by the great master Padmasambhave

end Vimalamitra; and it Is also esteemed in this (Secret
21

Nucleus).
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Secondly, the abiding nature of all things, the real, Is the

natural Samantabhadra. Thirdly, there is the Samantabhadra of the

ground, which refers to the essenc of inner radiance or mind-as-

such, the nature of the three buddha-bodies without conjunction

or disjunction, which Is primordial buddhahood because It

effortless and spontaneous from the present. Furthly, there is

Samantabhedra the path. This Is the arising of realisation

through experience of the path that skillful means and

discriminative awareness are without duality. And fifthly, there

Is Samantabbadra the result;	 for once the path has been

concluded, the ground is directly reached and the five buddha-

bodies and pristine co gnitions are spontaneously present.

As to the literary transmissions which refer to these (aspects of

Sanientabhadra), I shall not enlarge upon them because there are
22

many written accounts.

The term obeisance (nha-'tshal-lo) means that those who resort

to this same object (i.e. Sgmantabhadra) sincerely commit their

three media (of body, speech and mind). It is not the case, as

some opine, that obeisance is made to the compiler because no

such custom is observed in the Sanskrit books. The Short

Commentari (P. *755) does include an invocation to its compiler

but not as a commentary on these actual words of obeisance.

Indeed (while commenting on these present words of obeisance) It

says:
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Raving naturally subdued the four demons

Tn the expanse of sameness,

Perfectly possessing the two provisions or natura sea)s,

Transcending extremes of existence end non-existence.

Glorious in all Intrinsic and extraneous ways,

Positive in natural reelisation of all things

and in spirituality,

S&mantabhadz'a in whom deity is indivisible with deity,

Obeisance to you; for you are realised.
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The Actual !xegesla of the eanint of the Tantra

(15.6-620.1)

Next, tha actual exegesis of the meaning of the tantr, which

c)early reveals its expres p (1 meaning, hac thre a t ions:	 The

first (Cha. 1-3) IndIcates how the ground, th	 natural and

spontaneous niandala, arises from a disposition cf splril-uslity.

The second (Chs. 11-21) indicates how the msndalas of both peace-

ful and wrathful 1e1t-tes emanate from it-. And the third ( 4Th. 22)

Indicates how the tantra is taught to genuine beings and then

subsecuently entrusted.

The first of these sections (concerning the natural mandala of

the ground) also is threefold: (Firstly in Ch. 1), it comprises

the array of the teacher, the buddha-body of reality, who

man1fets in and of himself as the mandala of lndestruct-ih3e

reality's expanse In the spontaneous field of the Bounteous

Array, without moving from the expense. (secondly in Ch. 2). it

indicates how this very teacher, without duality in respect of

the buddha-mind or naturally present pristine cognition which

arises a the five enlightened families, meaningfully expresses

all things as primcrdfa] huddhahool and how his spirituality is

aroused. (Thirdly in Ch. 3), it comprises the form assumed by the

nature of spirituality, which is arrayed as the lamp of th e world
23

and establishes all things without moving from reality.
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Chapter One

The Introductory Scene

Root-text:

Thus, at the time of this explanation, (1] the Tathágata, genuine-

ly perfect buddha and transcendent lord, was endowed with great

rapture whIch is the identity of the Indestructible body 1 speefh

and mind of all the tathgstas of the ten directions and four

times. This is the nature in which all of them without

exception, none excepted and omitting none at all, are indivisib-

le, without distinction or difference. 	 (2]

In the abode of Akanistha. without extremes or centre, on the

radiant wheel of pristine cognitions that is the limitless

ground, there is his celestial palace, blazing forth with jewe]s

of pristine cognition, completely uninterrupted throughout the

ten directions of space, fashioned as a quare because it is vast

in measureless enlightened attributes, and adorned with

projecting bays of precious gems which are the superior pristine

cognition. Its spire is the pristine cognition central to all, in

which all mmrdalas of the bucldhas of the ten directions and four

times without exception are not distinct from one another and are

of a single essence. This inconceivable pristine cognition Is

extraordinary in its different details of shape, colour and so

forth, which form the precious gems of pristine cognition.
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The palace is superior and immeasurable in extent. (3] Its gar-

lands which are diverse gemstones of pristine cognition, its

silken hangings, the ornaments of its frieze, and diverse forms,

diverse sounds, diverse scents, diverse savour's, and diverse

obj ects of contact which intermingle in the ten directions are

naturally present. Bedecked in inconceivable ornaments which

radiate without obscuration, it has embrasured gates, entered

through the fourfold approach to liberation, and it has tiered

pediments representing the ei ght kinds of liberation. These are

indeed contained within (the celestial palace), without outer' and

inner (distinctions) in all respects.

Therein, (*] on a lion throne of fearlessness, an elephant throne

of power, a horse throne of miraculous abilitieB, a peacock

throne of power, and a bird throne of unim peded nature, on seats

of precious gems endowed with solar and lunar disks of natural

inner radiance, and with untainted lotusee, (5] is the buddha-body

without front or rear. In all directions his visa ge radiates

penetratingly, and he is endowed with the major and minor marks.

In every inconceivable (world-system) he appears universall y as

diverse buddha-body, speech and mind. His two legs of skillful

means and discriminative awarenea assume the posture of the

ascetic disci pline of equanimity. His hands, which are the six

pristine cognitions, are endowed with blazing hand-implements or'

seals of precious pristine cognition; and he has three heads,

which are the inconceivable buddha-body, speech and mind. (6]
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The Transcendent Lord was present a° such in (the form of) the

tathgata who is king of consciousn ess, the tathgata who is king

of form, the tathgata who is king of feeling, the tathgeta who

is king of perception, end the tsthgate who is king of habitual

tendenej qq . A].] these too were resplendent in their (respective)

co]ourg -- dark b'ue, white, yeflow, scarlet, and green. [7) A.]so

present was the genuine queen who is the expsnse of apparttn,

the one who is the expmnse of solidity, the one who is the

expanse of liquidcty, the one who is the expanse of warmth, arid

the one who is the expense of mobility. Without duality in

respect of the host of such queens, they ntirely and infinitely

pervaded the evpsnse of reality. Filling it, dust as, for

example, a pod of sesame seeds, they were pervasively present.

(8]

Then there was the great bodhisettva of indestructible sight, the

great bodhisa t t , a of indestructIble hearing, the great bodhi-

settva of indestructible scent, the great bodhisattva of indes-

tructible savour, (93 the assembled host of the queen who Is seer,

the one who is heerd, the one who Is scented, and the one who is

savoured. [10) There was the great P'odhieettva of Indestructible

eyes, the great bo 1hisattva of indestructible aers, the gre'-

bodhleattva of IndestrucPIb]e nose, and the great bodhIsett'a of

indestructib]e tongue, (11) the assembled host of the queen of

time past, the one of time present, the one of time future, and

the one of time unpredictable. (12]



There was the great sub j ugator of indestructible contact, the

great subj ugator of the indestructible subject of contact, the

great subjugator of the indestructible ob j ect of contact, and the

great subjugator of the indestructible consciousness of contact.

[13] Therf was the queen who is not eternal, the one who is not

transient, the one who is selfless, and the one who is signiess.

The assembly (in mandalas) such as this iB inexpressible, and

present without dualit y. (1*3

Then this secret descri ption of these secret mandalas, in which

the tath&gatas and the assembled host of their queens are without

duality , emerged from the indestructible buddha-bod y , speech,

mind, attributes and activities: (15)

E, Eina, Emaho!

Holding away over the very expanse of the real.

The mandala of pristine cognition has a disposition
..

of spirituality. [16]

This self-manifesting nature, radiant in its images

Of contemplation and its pure magical display, [173

Is a wish-fulfilling gem or enlightened attribute

Of buddha-body, speech, mind, attributes and activities.

Where there is nothing to be dispelled.

It itself is the abode of supreme indestructible reality,

The inexhaustible wheel of adornment.

---Such were the secret words of indestructible realit y which

emerged. (18] This completes the first chapter from the Tantra .f

jg Secret Nucleus !efinitive With ReaDect Ia Th.e. Real, entitled

the Introductory Scene. (19)
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Commentary (16.11-97.6):

The first of these subdivisions (i.e. concerning the buddha-body

of reality) is in three parts, namely, a brief teachtng on the

introductory scene in terms of its excellence, a detailed

exegesis of its nature, and a synopsis of pristine cognition's

self-manifesting array.

Brief Teaching on the Intoduotory Scene (16.11-28.2)

The first (comments on Ch. 1, 1). 7t comprises both an exegesis

of the essence (of this line) and a refutation of misconceptions.

The former has three aspects, among which the first is the e s'-

planation of (this line) according to the introductory scene
I

which is found in the outer tantrar	 This should be understood

in accordance with the (introdurtory Ssnskrit) words E-vam ma-'4.

E-vani are the syllables of the expanse from which all syllables

emerge, and so (their Tibetan equivslents) 'di-skad, "thus",

point towards the subsequent emergence (of this tantra-text). M

is the (Sanskrit) term from which the meanings of natural
2

expression, 11lusion, self, emergence and so frrth are derived.

However in this context it holds the sense of "emergence",

indicating the time of this explanation (hshad-a'i gj).
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Now, thus ('di-skad) refers to the excellence of the doctrine--

in this case the extensive lower tantras. Explanation (bshad-a)

is held to refer to the excellence of the teacher, namely the

compiler. And the excellence of retinue, i.e. his attendants, is

also implicitly indicated in the words of this explanstion

(bshad-r'a'i). However, the (commonly cited) words I have heard

(bda.s-sis thos- pa) are not uttered on this occasion because there

is no dichotomy befwen self and others. The words have heard

(thos-pa) indicate that there is a difference between the techer

and the retinue, whereas during the compilation of this (tantra),

the teacher himself appears as the Lord of Secrets (Vajrapni)

and explains in this world at the present time the very teaching

which he previously gave in Akanistha. Ne is revealed to surpass
3

ordinary compilers euoh as the elder (sthavira) Kyapa. On the

subject of the compiler himself being the teacher, the Non-Dual

Victor (T. 11 53) says:

One should know Vajrapni to he the tathgata Samsntahhadra,

and the greet Vajradhare to be none other than he. Other-

wise, who could say that the inconceivable veh1le	 hsve
fi

been comprehended at any one particular moment in time?

The Verification f. Secrets CT. 2217) also says:

The teacher of tantra is the indestructible reality of mind.
5

It Is the teacher as well as compiler.

And in the glorious Revalratantra (T. 1117-s):

I em the teacher, and I em the doctrine.
A

Endowed with my own assembly, I am even the listener.
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The words at the time of (dug-na) refer to the excellence of

time, the nature of which is a pristine cognition of sameness

with respect to the four times, without dualit y of sama&ra and

n I rv&n a.

Similarly, at the time when the teacher, doctrine and retinue

appear, there is undoubtedly a location as well, and as such,

Akanistha is implicitly indicated.

If you ask, on the other hand, why the words on a certain

occasion (dus-goig-na) are not to be seen, dust as the y are found

in other texts, the point is that in the field of the buddha-body

of perfect rapture the doctrine is taught in a perpetual

continuous cycle, transcending those (doctrines) which are

identified by the words on a certain occasion. This surpasses the

doctrines of the emanational body which are taught at certain

times only, and in accordance with the statement, "It is because
7

the common (teachings) rarely emerge".

The second aspect is the exegesis (of this line) in accordance

with the "enlightened mind" or seminal point (biP&n-ehub seine),
8

which is expounded in the Inner (path of skillful means): 	 The

location is the secret centre of the female consort and the

energy channels of the four centres (within the body ). The

teacher, i.e. male & female consorts, refers to the white and red

pure-essences (or seminal fluids) and to the vital energy of

pristine cognition. The retinue is the accompanying experience of

the sixteen delights. And the time is the time of inconceivable
9

transformation through the crown-centre. Concerning this, the
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Penetrating M&eicsl lie..t (NaB. Vol. 15) also says:

[As for the word "thus"),

.!.gj indicates the location,

Endowed with the shapes of the four syllables..

Beginning with the syllable E;

And skad refers to the teacher

Endowed with the seminal points.

In the shape of the syllable yarn.

Which comprises the consonantal syllables.

This explanation (bshad) is upheld

By clear understanding in those of worthy consciousness

Whose "minds are controlled" (madamanu).

The possessive affix	 refers to this tantra

Of ultimate definitive meaning.

Belonging to this supreme "vehicle" (yang).

The Wj• (gag) refers to inconceivable time.
10

And (the affix n.a3 gives name (nâma) to it.

The syllables beginning with L indicate the form of the female

cOflsor't's secret centre, the locations (or heartha) for the four

rites and the four energy centres (in the bod y ). skad means

instantaneous. It refers to the skillful means, syinbolised by the

"consonantal syllables" during the experience of great delight:

The white seminal point, in form of the syllable Vam. is ejected

on to the tip of the gem ( penis), thereby conferring bliss on the

female consort, while the red seminal point of the female consort

confers bliss on the male consort. By exercising control of mind,

the vital energy of the upper and lower doors (within the body)
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is bound, and pristine cognition is stabilised by its upward

motion which internally fills the four energy centres. The worthy

ones are such fortunate beings, and the possessive affix

refers to ultimate reality, the pristine cognition where bliss

and emptiness are without dualit y , which is this ,âna or supreme

vehicle. It is perceived in inconceivable time ( gus). Thus, n&ma

indicates that this is the very excellence of great pristine
ii

cognition.

The third aspect is the explanation (of this line) which accords
12

with the secret inner radiance: The location is the dark blue

energy channel of life itself within the eight-faceted precious

gem of the heart-centre. Separating from it, in the manner of

(the strands of) a yak-hair tent rope, are the white energy

channel of water in the east, the yellow energy channel of earth

in the south, the red energy channel of fire in the west, and the

green energy channel of air in the north. And within it. there

abides a single seminal point of relative appearance, the size of

a mustard seed.

Thus the teacher appears as the naturall y present five pristine

cognitions in their distinct and respective colours, and as the

five conflicting emotions which are the natural energy of buddha-

mind, endowed with the five pristine cognitions. His essence is

emptiness, his natural expression is radiance, and the glow of
13

his spirituality is unimpeded.

The retinue refers to the energy channels which entirely pervade

the upper and lower (doors) of the body, emanating from those
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(aforementioned) energy channels and seminal point. In the midst

of five (coloured) lights, these naturally radiate as the

buddha-body and pristine cognition of the enlightened families.

The time is a time of sameness with respect to the three times.

This is provisionally because the body and its dependently

arising sense-organs are complete, and dispositionally because

there is no change throughout the three times.

The doctrine is pristine cognition free from conceptual

elaboration, (the coalescence of) em ptiness and radiance. The

vital energy of great pristine cognition is retained within the

upper and lower (doors of the body ) and manifests in and of

itself when all erratic movements of the vital energy of deeds

have been impeded. At the moment of death it is actualised

because the thought arises that consciousness is riding on the

vital energy. At that time the Akanistha realm, the mandala of

indestructible reality 's expanse, is supported from the heart-

centre. Manifesting in and of itself, it is recognised to be
1I

Akanistha and so one is liberated.	 In the words of the Oceanic!

Magical li. j (NGB. Vol. 15):

The location of doctrine, dharmaeakra (i.e. heart-centre)

Abides as four (coloured) li ghts in the shapes

Of the syllables beginning with I;

The imperishable seminal point in the shape

Of the syllable Vam
.	 15

Is identified as bliss, radiant of its own accord.

The fourfold consciousness including the "intellect" (manu)

Is the subject of this concise explanation
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Made through the experience of pristine cognition.

Pristine cognition, arisin g in the form of space,

Is the profound "ultimate" truth (D&ramârtha).
16

The very "moment" of bliss, free from extremes.

Is the essence of all the three times.

The dharmacakra or doctrinal wheel is in the heart-centre, in the

form of four (coloured) lights. In this context, the all-

pervasive dark blue (li ght) is not limited as form because it is

the basis for (the other four) which do arise. The white (light)

is crescent-shaped, the yellow one sQuare, the red one circular.

and the green one trian gular. Their support (i.e. the teacher) is

the circular seminal point in form of the syllable Vain.

Concerning the four kinds (of consciousness) including the

intellect (which form the retinue): the ground-of-all in the

centre Is the basis from which there respectively arise: the

consciousness of the ground-of-all in the east, the consciousness

of the intellect in the south, the intellect endowed with

conflicting emotions in the west, and the consciousness of eye.

ear, nose, tongue and body in the north. The ground-of-all is the
17

invisible support,	 on which the four aggregates of conscious-

ness depend. Their essences abide res pectively from the present

moment as the five pristine cognitions, and, through recognising

them as such, conflicting emotions are Inherently purified
18

without having been renounced.	 This is called the buddha-mind

of the conquerors because the natural energy of the five pristine

cognitions is perfected. The essence of pristine cognition is the
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nature of space, the object (of its spirituality) is without
19

duality, and its natural expression never changes or alters.

This introductory scene is itself most precious because it

necessitates at all times the knowledge of the apparent and

abiding natures of primordial buddhahood, the three buddha-

bodies. Although in the common tantras it is held that pure

pristine cognition (is attained) by an impure bein g who has

refined the ground of refinement, the Secret Maical Let holds

everything to abide in a sin gle nature of purity. For sentient

beings the limits of perception are the dreamlike appearances of

the mind, but for buddhas perception is the display of pristine

cognition which appears in Akanistha itself. Although there are

ostensible impure appearances when the self-manifesting essence

of sentient beings is grasped within the subject-object

dichotomy, impurity actually has no individual characteristic.

just as a conch shell may appear yellow. Furthermore, j ust as the

yellow image of a conch shell is understood to be the choleric

image of an eye, dualistic clin ging is understood within the
20

three kinds of mandala to be non-dual pristine cognition.

Therefore, while impurity ostensibly appear's it is in fact purity

itself and not impurity . And it is through the generation of the

subject-object dichotomy in relation to purity that impurity is

said to arise.

The essence, uniQue pristine co gnition, is purely perceived by

buddha.. It is taintedly perceived by those on the path, and it

is impurely perceived by sentient bein gs. In this respect, the
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very same element water is perceived by the different six classes

of living beings as nectar, or as a mere potable drink, as puss.

blood and so on. For those who abide in the pure lands it appears

as supreme nectar and as the natural expression of the •doctrine.

To awareness-holders who have obtained power with respect to the

doctrine water itself appears as M&makl. The effect of its mois-

ture is indeed produced, but it is ex perienced as the bliss of
21

her display.	 Contemplation is also transformed (on the buddha-

level) because when dispositional propensities have utterly

ceased they appear as a common savour in a disposition free from

all conceptual elaborations. Even conceptual elaboration which

does not manifest becomes quiescent. For example, when this

world-system (of ours) is differently perceived as pure and

Impure, it is explained that purity and impurity appear to

individual intellects but that otherwise impurity does not exter-

nally exist as an individual characteristic. Such is said in the

SQtra	 VimalakIrtl (T. 176):

The venerable âri putra said:

I perceive this great world to be replete with mountainous

heights and lowlands, pits of abyss and defilements.

Brahm& ikhin who had come from a sorrowless buddhafield

said:

I	 perceive this buddhafield of the Transcendent Lord

S&kyamuni itself to be utterly pure, like the excellent

array of the divine paradise of the Paranirniittavaavartins.

Then the Transcendent Lord indicated the nature of this

buddhafield to the mandalas of his retinue. so that everyone

perceived It to be utterly pure, as the field of the eastern
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buddha (Akaobhya) which is the Ornamental Array of Precious

Gems. At that time the Transcendent Lord said:

This buddhafield of mine is always pure, but you people do

not perceive it as such.

Thus one should know this distinction (between buddhaa and

sentient beings) is made in accordance with purity and impurity

of perception.

Now, while impurity does not appear to the buddhas, there is a
22

sQtra which says:

When I perceive things totally with unobscured buddha-eyes,

I know pure and impure world-systems, sentient beings of

supreme acumen and those who are not supreme, genuinely,

just as they are.

Are these statements, you may ask, contradictory? There are some

who dwell in a mansion of precious gemstones when they are not

asleep and some who do so when they are asleep. 	 Among them,

in the case of dreams, when purity and im purity are differently

discerned by means of individual perception, to those who are not

asleep it is as if emanations have been con j ured up before those

(dreamers). They would then say," 0! It is in this way that all

things are essenceless, impermanent, illusory and naturally

pure." And, "Yours is an appearance of the sleep of ignorance,

non-existent in reality ." Then, in the manner of one who applies

the means of gradually awakening (those dreamers) from sleep, the
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buddhas cogrilse (impurity), but are without it in their own

perception, dust like those who do abide in a mansion of gem-

8 tones.

The latter (see p . 336) is a refutation of misconceptions held by

other traditions (concernin g the introductory Bcene): There are

those who lack the fortune tp perceive the profound reality,

their eyes of intelligence covered b y an erroneous film, who say,

"In this text of yours the words Thus have 1 heard on g certain

occasion are not expressed. Therefore it Is flawed in having an
23

erroneous introductory scene."

There are two responses to this, the first of which is made

according to the logical reasoning of similarity . In this case it

is implicit that the Root Tantra f Cakrasamvara (T. 368) which

begins:

Then the mystery is to be explained...

and the Litan, .f	 g Names	 Mañ1ur1 (T. 360) which begins:

Then glorious Vajradhara...

would also be inauthentic because their introductory scenes would

also be erroneous.

The second is the uncommon genuine response, namely, that the

words Thus have .1 heard are found in transmitted precepts and

ordinary tantras which were occasionally delivered by the

emanationa]. bod y. (In these texts) the teacher and the compiler

are different. Their doctrines too are revealed to be occasional

because they belong to diverse vehicles. However In this (Secret

Nucleus) during the teaching of the uncommon buddha-body of
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perfect rapture, the teacher is held to be the uncommon teacher,

glorious Samantabhadra, the lord of indestructible body, speech

and mind of all the tathâgatas of the ten directions and four

times, the natural expression of all things, the original mani-

feat buddhahood. This indeed does not accord with the teacher of

manifest buddhahood who has refined the path as an individual
211

with a distinct mental continuum.	 The uncommon location is

Akanistha, the expanse of realit y, the nucleus or self-manifest

mandala of enli ghtenment which is unlimited in dimension and

extent because it is not confined within the continuum of the ten

directions. It is not a delineated location because it is not

within the perceptual range of beings other than the teacher

himself who emanates as great self-manifest pristine cognition.

The uncommon time is sameness with respect to the four times: It

is present in an unchanging disposition as the buddha-body.

speech and mind,	 the actual ornaments of the spontaneous

Bounteous Array . It does not however include past, future, and

present or indivisible time moments, instants, moments, years,

and months. The excellently endowed texts of tantra reveal all

things of samsâra and nirvana to be spontaneously present in the

essence of primordial manifest awakening. They do not teach that

the nature (of all things) is divided accordin g to the diverse

dichotomies of cause and result, good and evil, acceptance and

rezj ection, and so forth.

Furthermore, extending beyond the scope of the common vehicles,

the uncommon vehicle expresses no erroneous faults because its

structure is quite different. The Commentar' on g Oma.rnent j
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Emergent Realisatian (T. 3799) concurs in the words:

This I.e another structure entirely.

Therefore one should never speak to refute it

Dependent on the tradition of another vehicle.

Accordingly, while it is necessary for those of unobscured
25

omniscient vision and for great sublime beings and those who

comprehend all topics of logical reasoning to comprehend

doctrines as authentic or unauthentic, just as they are, it is

improper for you to apply structures of being and non-being to

the enumerations of the sky-like doctrine because your perception

is minute in its vision like the consciousness of a cowherd. The

doctrine of the buddhas is inconceivable. It transcends the range

of inhibited perception because it Is unlimited. Sometimes it is

even proper to rely on the teaching given by Mra; for In the

Sfltra f CornucoDia Q.f Avalokitevara's Attributes (T. 116)

the evil Mêra, seated on a throne of precious gems, establishes

that particular doctrinal teaching to be a st3tra of the Buddha.

There are immeasurable effects for one who would depreciate such
26

great mysteries. It is said in a e1tra:

The effect of one who has accumulated deeds rejected by the

Doctrine is immeasurable and inconceivable.

Having been born in the great hells as a sentient

denizen of Avci,

And having passed an aeon subdued by fire therein,

One proceeds to the great hells of other world systems

and so on.
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(The effect) is said to endure for aeons such as these

Which are as vast as the Ganges River in -the ten

directions.

And also in the SuDreme Continuj.im f 1h. Greater Vehicle (T.

Whoever in the repeated service of an evil associate

Harbours evil thoughts towards the buddhas
27

And who would amass the most prohibited acts --

Killing father, mother or arhat---

Is swiftly released from that condition

Havin g reflected on the definitive reality.

But how is a mind which hates the doctrine

To be released from that condition.

Briefly , one should apprehend one's own doctrine with confidence,

but never depreciate the doctrine of another.
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Detailed Axegesis of the Introductory Scene (28.2-9I.I&)

The second part (see p . 336), the detailed exegesis of the intro-

ductory scene, comprises a brief teaching on the nature of per-

fect rapture which is the essence of the Teacher and a detailed

exegesis of the classification of this perfect rapture.

Brief Teaching on the Nature of Perfect Rapture (28.3-31.2)

The former (comments on Ch. 1, 2): The Tath&gata (de-bzhin

sshe2s-ca) is so named because once power has been obtained over

the real nature (de-bzhin-nvid) of the buddha-body of reality,

which like space is without extremes of conceptual elaboration.

the four other buddha-bodies always spontaneously emerge (shes-

p.g) because their activit y conforms with the buddha-body of
28

reality , the nature of space. 	 As is said in the Sfitra .f Incon-

ceivable Secrets from .tb. Paoda .f Precious Gems (T. L7):

All that is pervaded by space

Is also pervaded by buddha-body

And is also pervaded by light.

All that is pervaded by light

Is also pervaded by buddha-speech.

All that is pervaded by buddha-speech

Is also pervaded by buddha-mind.

Elsewhere, (the word tatháata) is explained to mean one who has

departed (eshes-Da) in the wake of the conquerors of the past.

one who has departed (shew-oa) having enj oyed through skillful
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means the appearance of desired attributes j ust as (de-bzhin)

they appear, or one who has emerged (shes-Da) in accordance

with (de-bzhin) womb-birth corresponding to the aspirations of
29

the sentient beings of the four modes of birth, and so forth.

Although these definitions correspond to the gradual stages of

the path pursued by the emanetional buddha-body, tathigata is

not, however, interpreted as such in this context.

As for the expression genuinely perfect buddha (ian-da-var

rdzos-oa'i sans-ras): The identit y in whom all enlightened

attributes, the ornamental wheels of buddha-body, speech and

mind, are without exception genuinely perfect (wanz-da-ar

rdzos- pa) is the teacher or buddha, cleansed (saris) of the

sleep of ignorance and vast (rvas) in excellent intelligence

with respect to all activities. As is said in the Sevent y Verses

Go1n .r Refuze (T. 3971):

Because the sleep of ignorance has been cleansed

And because intelligence is vast with respect to the knowable,

The Buddha is vast as the petals of a lotus.

And in the SuDDlementarw Ma1cal	 (NGB. Vol. lL):

Ignorance itself radiates as pristine cognition.

Conflictin g emotions become enlightenment

And suffering supreme (bliss).

As for the term transcendent lord (bcom-ldan-'das): The nature of

this teacher is such that the four demons are primordially

subdued (begin), the six attributes of greatness are possessed

(idan) and sorrow is transcended ('das) without abiding. As to
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the way in which the four demons are subdued: 	 The demon of

conflicting emotions is subdued because the nature of the five

conflicting emotions is primordially present as the five pristine

cognitions, so that they are neither to be accepted not rejected.

Then the demon of the lord of death is subdued because without

conflicting emotions one is not born in sanisàra, and for one who

is not born there is no death. The demon of the components is

subdued because if there is no death the components are not

aggregated. The demon of the divine prince is subdued because the

phenomena which would cause obstruction do no harm.

Now, the transcendence of sorrow without abiding (mi-nas-pa'i

nwa-nan-1as-'das) is the rank of Samaritabhadra, spontaneously

and naturally present for the sake of living beings because 	 he

does not abide in extremes of existence and Quiescence. It is

incorrect (as some declare) that the word transcendent ('des) was

added by the Tibetans and does not exist in the Sanskrit (equiva-

lent-- i.e. bhaaván). For it is taught that one who has accom-

pushed the sense of the word bhaa takes recourse to both cam-

sara and nirvana. and does not abide in their extremes.

It is said that the Teacher was endowed with great rapture

(].ons-sr'vpd chen-ro) because, without regard for location.

retinue and other such (excellencies), he is spontaneously

present in a magical display of contemplation as the nature of

self-manifesting pristine cognition. This surpasses those other

excellent endowments of the emanational body and so forth which
30

are ordinary and therefore not the greet rapture.
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This very intention of the Beif-manifestin g buddha-body of per-

fect rapture is revealed to be all-pervasive and not different

from the nature of all things. It is the great identity (bdaz-
31

nwid)	 of	 the indestructible (rdo-rie) body	 (sku-dan),

indestructible speech (zsun-dan2) and indestructible mind

(thugs) of all the tath&gatas (de-bzhin shezs-oa thams-cad-kyi),

such as Aksobhya and Di pamkara who reside in the expanse of the

ten directions (Dhvos-bcu) of space such as Abhirati in the

east, and of the four times (dus-bzhl)-- past, present, future

and indefinite. It is undifferentiated and without distinction

(so-so ma-vin) from the intention of all excellencies of the

buddha-body of reality without exception (ma-lus). of all

excellencies of the buddha-bod y of perfect rapture none excepted

(mi-lus), and of all excellencies of the emariational buddha-body

omiting none at all (lus-t'a med-oa). Without difference (tha-mi-

g. ) in essence, it Is the nature (rans-bzhin) indivisible

(db'er-med) with respect to reality because it is spontaneously

present, without conjunction or disjunction from the beginning.

There are some who explain that in this text reality is all-

pervasive, uniting both samsára and nirvana, and who do not even

provisionally perceive discrimination between them. On this very

point, there are those who gird the solid mountain of wrong view

with a dense forest of error sajing, "This text is erroneous with

respect to time because there are explained to be four times

whereas in all other (texts) no more than three times are

mentioned". There are however some pitakas which speak of the

four times as the perfect age, the third age, the second age and
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the degenerate age; and in the Treasuri .f ..e Abhidharma (T.

*089) there is mention of the four processes of creation,

stability, destruction and dissolution. The Pa goda Q.f Precious

gems (T. *5-93) also speaks of four times, namely, past, future,

present and inconceivable. If these texts were also held to be
32

erroneous deviations, so would their doctrines.

Indefinite time (i.e. the fourth time) is held by some to mean

that the seed of a sentient being is transformed into a buddha

once the doctrine has been studied and experientially cultivated;

but that it abides in sams&ra when there has been no experiential

cultivation. However this fusion (of sentient being and buddha)

occurs (not in indefinite time but) in future time. When

liberated by the teaching of the doctrine one does not, even for

an instant, forget	 the spirituality of the buddhas, but i

certain to teach in forms which grant appropriate instruction. It

says in the Hundred Parables Qn Deeds ( T. 3*0):

The ocean domain of sea monsters

May well pass beyond time,

But for the sake of his sons requiring training.

The Buddha will not pass beyond time.

There are indeed no sentient beings who are untrained by the

buddhas. The Intermediate Mother (T. 9) says:

Subhiti. in the world-eytem of sentient beings there are no

sentient beings untrained by the Tath&gata.
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However, you may ask, is it not said in the Si3tra Which Disi,elg

hg Grief	 A1âtaatru (T. 216) that bein gs are trained by pious

attendants, self-centred buddhaa and bodhisattvas but not by the

Tath&gata, as for example when Mañjubrl utters the eulogy and

when UdIyi is sent to instruct Kin g uddhodana? That is not the

case: Those (bodhisattvas and pious attendants) acted on behalf

of others having been encouraged to do so through the Tathâgata's

spirituality. Thus they performed acts of benefit, some directly,

some indirectly and some through diverse emanations. These acts

of benefit were performed because the Sugata had conferred the

empowerment of great li ght rays ('od-zer chen-oo'i dban-bskur)

and so forth on the conquerors' eons who had obtained the (bodhi-

aattva-) levels. What else is there to say?

Similar passages are also found in the Stra .f Compassion's

White Lotus (T. 112):

&riputra, in this respect, the instruction, excellent

description and mental training which are observed to some

extent by ordinary persons, pious attendants, self-centred

buddhas and bodhisattvas who have attained empowerment are

the blessing of the Tath&gata, the power of his

spirituality.

Again, there are some who perceive incorrectl y , holding the

fourfold process of destruction, 	 creation, dissolution and

stability to be the four times. This is because the nature of

buddha-body ,	 speech and mind-- the inexhaustible wheels of

adornment which belong to Akanistha and are uninterrupted in

time-- 18 not gathered within that process, and because, apart
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from phenomena which are created, preserved and destroyed, the

process does not include the time when there is neither creation

nor destruction.

In this, our (rNying-ma) tradition however, the three divisions

of past, future and present are compounded time or relative

appearances, whereas the unchanging reality is indefinite or the

time of inconceivable ultimate reality.

When Indefinite time is classified, it has three aspects, among

which the first is the indefinite time of the ground. This refers

to the originally pure mind-as-such and the reality or real

nature of all things. The Pazoda .Q.f Precious Gems (T. 45-93)

gays:

Kayapa, the real nature of mind and phenomena is Indefinite

or Inconceivable In time because it does not abide in any

past, future or present dimension.

(Secondly), the indefinite time of the path refers to the genuine

intelligence of the yogin who realises during meditatve

absorption that all things subsumed by the three times are

uncreated. The Litan,, of .tfl. Names .f Mañ1ur (T. 360) gays:

He who realises that the three times are timeless...

(Thirdly), the indefinite time of the result is present in a

perpetual continuous cycle because It is unchanging in the field

of the spontaneous Bounteous Array. It is said in the Tantra f

.	 Awakeninw QL Valrocana (T. 4914):
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The great appearance of pristine cognition occurs 	 in

unwavering time because it is naturally radiant.

So it is that all things are gathered within the essence of the

four times.

Detailed Exegesis of the Classification of Perfect Rapture

(34. 2-94.4)

The latter (see p . 350) is the detailed exegesis of the class-

ification of perfect rapture which has three parts, namely, the

detailed exegeses of the excellent location, teacher and retinue.

The Excellent Location (34.3-60.4):

The excellent location com prises an overview and an interlinear

commentary; and the former (34.3-46.2) has four sections: verbal

definition, characteristic, classification and rejection of dis-

putations concerning it.

i (The Sanskrit term) Akanistha means "hi ghest" or "that which is

not base or lower."

ii The unique characteristic of Akaniatha is that there are no

other locations surpassing that in which one then abides. Now.

the characteristic of the Akanistha or highest location of the

buddha-body of reality is that it is the supporting ground from

which the two buddha-bodies of form arise, the conclusive

location to be reached. The characteristic (of the Akanistha or

highest location) of the buddha-body of perfect rapture is that

it is the supporting ground from which the emanational body

arises and continues to appear, endowed with the five certain-
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ties. The characteristic (of the Akanistha or highest location)

of the emanational body is that it is supreme among all the

locations which appear in the world-system and it is the highest
33

of the five kinds of pure abode (buddhanivàsa).	 The distinction

between the world-systems or fields of sentient beings and the

pure lands or fields (of the buddhas) is one that is made between

the field of training through the emenational body and the fields

of the body of perfect rapture and the body of reality.

iii The classification has three aspects: the Akanistha or

hi ghest location of the body of reality, of the body of perfect

rapture and of the emanational bod y . The first is not located in

any s patial direction, peripheral or central. It is the essence

free from all conceptual elaboration, the genuine conclusive goal

of the buddhas; and it is called the Akanistha or highest

location of genuine meaning. Such is also said in the All-Accom -

Dlihinz Kin (T. 828):

The location of the Teacher, the buddha-body of reality,

is as follows:

Akanistha. the palace of reality's expanse,

Is explained to be the highest location of genuine meaning.

The Akanistha of the body of perfect rapture appears as a

celestial palace of light along with its central deity and

retinue. It is naturally produced as an appearance of great

pristine cognition from the expanse of the buddha-body of

reality . Spontaneously present as the enlightened famil y endowed

with the five pristine cognitions, it is unchanging at all times.
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The Indestructible Realitr	 Magical ri	 (szIu-'hrul rdo

NGB. Vol 15) saps:

Abandoning the Pure Abode.

In the supreme realm of Great Akanistha

Is the spontaneously present body of the

Lord of the enlightened families, with his mudrã.

Transcendin g unity and diversit y , this is

The common form of all the buddhas.

He is the original treasure of the greater vehicle

Who appears at each instant to those disciples
314

Who have abandoned all obscurations.

The words "abandoning the Pure Abode" here indicate that it (i.e.

the realms of pure form) is transcended. Surpassing mundane

appearances, that which is present within its dis play is

indefinite because it manifests in and of itself wherever the

buddhas reside. It says in the Asviration 	 Good Conduct (T. 1&1:

1095):

On the surface of a single atom

Are as many buddhas as there are atoms.

Therefore, do not think that he does not reside within a single

atomic particle. Therein the field of the spontaneous Bounteous

Array unimpededly appears, and. apart from that, there is no need

to search for this location as one that is spatially limited by

the intellect. One should know that wherever the distinctions of

enlightened attributes appear through the power of pure reality's

expanse, they themselves are the mandala of the conquerors.
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This location is called the Great Akanistha ('a-min chen-ro)

because it contains no extraneous raptures apart from the display

of buddhahood. Therein Vaix'ocana and the enlightened family of

the tathàgata, Aksobhya and the enli ghtened family of

indestructible reality, Ratnasambhava and the enlightened family

of precious gems, Amit&bha and the enli ghtened family of the

lotus, and Amoghasiddhi and the enlightened family of activity

are spontaneously present, manifest in and of themselves in the

infinity of celestial expanse in their respective rnandala-

clusters.

These apparitional buddha-bodies and the appearances of pristine

cognition are not at all identical because they appear to be

diverse. But nor do they form a multiplicity because they are

self-manifestations of that same buddha-body of perfect rapture.

This field and its appearances as buddha-body and pristine

cognition comprise the common form of the body of perfect rapture

of all the buddhas, manifest in and of itself. They are not

within the perceptual range of all, but appear in conformity with

(the perception of) all buddha-bodies of perfect rapture. In this

way, the central deities and their retinues which appear are a

treasure of the uncommon doctrines of the greater vehicle; for

they are the disposition of the buddha-body of perfect rapture.

When all obscurations have been abandoned, this apparition also

appears instantly as the buddha-body of reality, without

dichotomy of past and future.
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The words "who appears to those diBciplea" indicate that he is

not within the perceptual range of those who have obtained the

(bodhjsattva) levels because the y have incompletely "abandoned

all obscurations."

As for the appearance of enlightened attributes in this location,

the Oceanic Maicsl £e..t (NaB. Vol. 15) says:

Estimated as twice the size

Of the mundane Akanistha.

Its essence transcends the three extremes.

And it is the identit y of the five enlightened attributes.

Perfect in its adornments which are not to be renounced,

The celestial palace is located,

Square in shape, with a central roof.

Because (this Great Akanistha) is the pure field of the buddha-

body of perfect rapture which manifests in and of itself, its

appearance is superior to both the Akanistha of the pure abodes

and to the Akanistha of the emanational bod y of natural

expression who appears terrestrially. The essence of this buddha-

field transcends the three extremes, namel y those of being & non-

being . eternalism & nihilism, and conceptual elaboration. Endowed

with the natural expression of five enlightened attributes-- the

inexhaustible wheels of adornment which are the buddha-body,

speech, mind, attributes and activities-- the celestial palace

bedecked with perfect ornaments of appearance appears throughout

the expanse of space.
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Furthermore, it is in this location where expanse and pristine

cognition merge without dualit y that the apparitional nature of

the buddha-body of perfect rapture Itself arises. The Eulow.' t.Q

Expanse .f RealIti (T. 1118) says:

I speak having merged three things together:

The supreme location of the mighty lord,

The beautiful forms of Akanistha, and consciousness.

The mighty lord here refers to the buddha-body of perfect rapture

because he holds sway over the genuine properties of all things.

Because this nature is common to all the bodies of perfect

rapture of all the buddhas. there are no dissimilar or different

appearances which are established. However the fields of the body

of perfect rapture have simply been distinguished in accordance

with those aspects of the body of perfect rapture through which

the respective conquerors obtained enlightenminent. The Collection

..t	 greater Vehicle (T. 40ZL8) says:

Because there is no apprehension of self

There are no differences within this location.

But it is differently named in accordance with

Those who pursued It in the past.

If buddhahood has not been obtained in this way in the self-

manifesting field of the body of perfect rapture, 	 it is

impossible to array the lamp (of enlightenment) in the world and

then act on behalf of living beings. It says in the Sitra

Bounteous Arra' (T. 110):
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The perfect buddhas do not perform the buddhas' deeds

in the realm of desire

Until they have attained buddhahood in Akanietha.

The conquerors of this (realm) transcend the three world-systems,

so that their location is also described accordingly. As the same

text says:

Transcendin g those locations

Which are the formless, desire and form (realms).

And similarly those which are perceived.

The power of the buddhas resides

In the mandala of the Bounteous (Array).

In this location, in the pure self-manifesting mandala, the

natural Great Perfection or the excellent doctrine of Atiyoga is

revealed through the buddha-mind of natural blessing to spiritual

warriors by the Teacher Samantabhadra who himself appears as the
35

body of perfect rapture.	 As our text says (Ch. 2. 17):

The tathágeta himself purposefully conversed with	 the

tathágata himself.

36
Other texts also contain statements which conform to this.

Thirdly, the Akanistha or highest location of the emanational

body comprises both the field of the emanational bod y of natural

expression which Is revealed for the sake of terrestrial beings

who require training, and the Akanistha of the Pure Abodes which

is revealed for the sake of bein gs who combine both (celestial
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and terrestrial attributes). The former com prises the fields of

the citadel of Akanistha or the Bounteous Array in the centre, of

Abhirati in the east, of (rimat) adorned with precious gems in

the south, of SukhIveti in the west, and of Karmaprasiddhi in the
37

north.	 In these five fields, to a retinue comprising bodhi--

sattvas of the tenth level, the Teacher in form of the five

enlightened families naturally manifests the common and uncommon

doctrines of the greater vehicle from his visage and the tip of

his tongue, whence light rays are emanated. He is held to purify

obscurations through his mirror-like appearance. This text says

(Ch. 6. 17-18):

In the supreme unsurpassed abode of Akanistha,

The buddha-body (is present) as Vairocana,

Who, to retinues of bodhisattvas, does not divulge

The supreme buddha-speech in that previous way,

But discloses through his buddha-body

The doctrines that are appraised.

oust as (when) exposed on a mirror

All actual sallowness (of complexion) can be removed,

When the retinue beholds the buddha-body In this way,

The inestimable depth of their obscurations to enlightenment

Appears on the buddha-body, as on a mirror.

Then the ten levels are sequentially purified,

And unsurpassed enlightenment is genuinely obtained.
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The time (when teaching is given in this Akaniatha of the emanat-
..

ional body ) is a constant cycle or inexhaustibi. wheel of

adornment.

In particular, the five enlightened families who form the

mandalas of the peaceful and wrathful deities manifestly appear

and teach the vehicles of Yoga and Mah& yoga. The field (in which

this occurs) is also described as "the zenith" (sten) because it
38

is supran,undarle. 	 It is said in the All-AccomDliRhin2 K1n2 (T.

828):

The teacher reveals the location

Of the body of perfect rapture

To be the zenith of all symbolic worlds.

Among the locations, the celestial palace

Of the Akaniatha citadel is explained

To be the hi ghest of locations.

The retinue is also explained to comprise bodhisattvas or

spiritual warriors. As the same text says:

The retinue of the Teacher, the body of perfect rapture

Is as follows:

Those who have transcended the levels
39

Of the four kinds of conduct based on devotion,

Who have dominion over the first (bodhisattva)-level, The

Joyful,

And then abide on the tenth level. Cloud of Doctrine,

Are revealed as the retinue of the buddha-body of
40

perfect rapture.
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The doctrines (taught in thi. context) are reveal.d to be the

intention of buddha-body and pristine co gnition. The same text

$ aye:

To the bodhiaattvae of the tenth level

Who reside in Akaniatha with the perfect

Rapture of pristine cognition.

The enlightened mind comprising buddha-body and

Pristine cognition is explained.

As for the way in which this is ex plained, it also says:

The buddha-body of perfect rapture teaches

Through its own essence.

The latter (see p . 364) concerns the Akanistha of the Pure Abodes

which is revealed for (bein gs who) combine (celestial and terres-

trial attributes): The supreme location which conforms to the

perception of sentient beings of the six classes is the Akanistha

or highest location of the five classes of deities of the Pure

Abodes, associated with the fourth level of meditative

concentration in the form-realms of their respective world-

systems, including this world of Patient Endurance (Sahaloka-

dh&tu). It is not a coarse material obj ect, but a location formed

of pure-essences, the nature of light, which is adorned with the

various details of an array, including the celestial palace.

Therein, the buddha. appear in the world, and at that time the

foremost of emanations is revealed to be a buddha adorned with

maj or and minor mark., whose doctrine conforms to that of the
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body of perfect rapture. That one then teaches in all directions

in order to train the limitless deities, accomplished masters and

mighty holders of gnostic mantras through the many vehicles of

Kriya, Caryâ, Yogatantra and so forth, and (the causal vehicles)
41

including the Transcendental Perfections.	 Such iB also said in

the Tantra	 Excellent Attainment (T. 807):

In beautiful Akanistha. among the Pure Abodes,

The mighty accomplished masters and so forth

Are satisfied by gnostic niantras. dháranl mantras,
42

And yoga; and by many causal doctrines.

Furthermore, it says in the Ewe-Oeninz Commentarw (P. 4756),
43

which was composed by the master Buddhaguhya:

The true Akanistha is the expanse of reality because it is

the abode where all buddhas reside. and there is no other

(location) higher than it. The conventional Akanistha

appears in the shape and colour of the celestial palace, a

symbol of the indivisibility of the expanse and pristine

cognition because it is the location where the buddha-body

of perfect rapture resides, and there is no other (location)

higher than this symbol which illustrates the expanse of

reality. The aware Akanistha is the pristine cognition of

awareness which qualitatively realises the abidin g nature of

material substances because it is the location in which the
44

body of reality resides, endowed with two purities,	 and

there Is no other awareness hi gher than that. The secret

Akanistha, the space (vagina) of the female consort, is the

location where the secret buddha-bod y resides because other
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then	 it there are no higher levels of the path or

enlightened attributes. The conceptual Akanistha. that

In which a novice meditates on the celestial palace of

Akanistha, is the location where the mandala of higher

contemplation resides because there is no other conception

higher than that which grasps the whole meaning. The mundane

Akanistha Is the apex for the five classes of deities

belonging to the Pure Abodes and is the location in which

sublime bein gs reside because there is no location higher

than it within the form realm.

Although these six definitions of Akanistha are found, they are

all gathered within the first. For the true Akanistha and the

aware Akanistha are gathered in the buddha-bod y of reality; the

symbolic Akanistha is gathered in the buddha-body of perfect

rapture; and the other three kinds of Akanistha are gathered

within the emanations]. body-- the mundane Akanistha is material,

while the secret and conceptual Akanisthas are gathered within

that because therein the path of the emanational body is

experientially cultivated.

iv Concerning the rejection of disputations (with respect to the

overview of the excellent location): 	 It has been said that if

there was no-one of inde pendent mind to be trained in the field

of the self-manifesting buddha-body of perfect rapture where the

Magical ?je. (s.'u-'Dhrul) was taught, there would be no need to

teach the doctrine; and (it has also been said that) the genuine

and symbolic mandalas which teach those requiring training would
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not have to teach the emanations of their own minds because these

emanations would be without conceptualising thoughts. Therefore

both the retinue and emanations must have independent minds. This

opinion indicates that you have not arrived at the intention (of

the buddhaa).

It is because there are bein gs to be trained by the emanations

that the doctrine had to be taught. The Lord of Secrets (Guh ya-

pati Vajrapãni) was required to teach posterity. Furthermore, the

genuine and symbolic (mandalas) are not purposefully revealed to

those who require training, but they arise manifest in and of

themselves as the spontaneously perfect enli ghtened attributes

of the buddha-body of perfect rapture, just as a reflection

appears on the surface of a mirror. The emanations who are indeed

without conceptualising thought do possess pristine co gnition, so

it is through that that they hear and apprehend the doctrine. If

emanations lacked the pristine cognition of awareness the defect

would be implicit that àkyamuni, the Lord of Secrets arid others

would also lack the pristine cognition which quantitatively knows
45

(phenomena) and qualitatively knows (the view).

Moreover, your argument ma' be refuted by literary sources such
46

as the following:

Derived from the distinctions of actual buddha-mind,

Is the self-manifesting mind of the conqueror and so forth.

And (Ch. 2. 17):

The tath&gata purposefully conversed with the tathàgata

himself.
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And (Ch. 1. 16-17):

Holdin g sway over the very expanse of the real.

The mandala of pristine cognition has a disposition

of spirituality.

This self-manifesting nature, radiant in its images

Of contemplation and its pure magical display...

There are some who hold that the spiritual warriors mentioned in

this (Tantra f .X.b g Secret Nucleus) are spiritual warriors of the

tenth level, who do not direct their attention towards the

spontaneous natural mandala. However the central deit y and the

retinue do appear, and their essence is explained to be the

disposition of the single savour of pristine cognition, neither

positive nor negative. just as frescoes (of a central deit y and

retinue) are painted on the Bingle surface of a wall, or as

(images of) the central deit y and retinue are fashioned from a

single lump of gold.

There are also some who astonishingly hold that there are those

to be trained, seated on thrones. who listen to the doctrine with

an independent mind because (that teachin g situation) is effected
L7

by their aspirations.	 These people have not understood the

nature of the self-manifestin g pristine cognition which arises

symbolically. In short, the argument which purports that there

are those to be trained with independent minds in the field of

the self-manifestin g buddha-body of perfect rapture is farcical,

a veritable monkey's dance. Briefl y , the three buddha-bodies as

well as their emanations and fields are inconceivable and limit-
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less. The S3tra I	 Arrayed Bouauet (T. 4L&) says:

Even on a single tip of hair

Is an unthinkable array of fields.

Though they have various shapes, they do not differ;

And they do not become intermingled.

Therefore, whatever is pervaded by space is pervaded by the

buddha-body of reality and the buddha-body of perfect rapture:

and whatever is pervaded by sentient beings is pervaded by the

emanational body and its enlightened activit y . There is neither

bias nor partiality in the fields of the sugatas.

One should also realise that within this very field there are

other inconceivable inexpressible qualities. Though it appears to

be impure, it should be regarded as a pure field ratler than

(Impure), as In one's own mere perception. One should know this

circumstance of ours to resemble that of sunli ght and moonlight

which are Indeed without impurity , and yet not perceived b y those

who are born blind. This structure (of the excellent location of

Akanistha), an extremely difficult to pic, has been clearly

revealed.

The latter (see p . 357) is the interlinear commentary (concerning

the excellent location. &6.2-6O.4). It is threefold: The field of

the buddha-body of perfect rapture, the celestial palace, and the

excellent array.
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I The first (comments on Ch. 1, 3). The abode of Akanistha (ç-
min- yi nas) where the buddha-body of perfect rapture resides is

inconceivable as space, without (med-ca) bein g limited by

extremes or centre (mtha'-darj dbus), because there is no other

(field) higher than this buddhafield of the Bounteous Array,

supreme among all appearances. It is without the ten directions

including apex or zenith and base or nadir. In (fl.) that limit-

less (tshad-med-ca) self-manifesting location the ground (zhi)

is not a spatial dimension to which one can objectively refer. It

is naturally radiant (zsal-ba) as a wheel ('khor-lo), distinct

with four spokes and axle, of five colours which symbolise that

the five conflicting emotions are cut of f b y the unimpeded energy

of pristine cognitions (we-shes-k.'i) be ginning with the mirror-

like one. These are respectively blue, white, yellow, red and

green in nature. Thereupon (la)..

ii The second concerning the celestial palace (comments on Ch. 1,

3): There is the celestial palace (zhal-waa-khan) which is
great because its essence, attributes, dimensions and so forth

cannot be intellectually appraised, blazing forth with ('bar-

ba'i) the infinite li ght and sun-like brilliance of jewels Cnn-

co-che) in which all that is desired is spontaneously present

because it is materialised from the glow of the five pristine

cognitions (we-shes). The dimensions of this palace are

conclusively unchanging throughout the ten directions of space

(rva-chwozs-bcur), and so equal to space, completely uninter-

rupted (ons-su ma-chad-ca), because the buddha-body , s peech and

mind, the inexhaustible wheels of adornment, are inconceivable.
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In shape, it is fashioned as a square (ru-bzhir rur-oa) because

it is (Dh'ir) utterly vast (rtaa-a-'i) in measureless

enlightened attributes ('on-tan dDaz-tu med-Da) such as the

eighteen distinct properties of the buddhas, the consummation of

the material elements, and subjugation through charisma.

Now the ei ghteen distinct properties of the buddhas (stadaa-

dysnikadharma) are that the buddha-body, speech and mind are

without bewilderment, noise, for getfulness, unbalanced mind,

different	 cognitions,	 and equanimity which does not make

distinctions-- six; 	 that they do not degenerate in	 their

devotion, perseverence, recollection, contem plation, discrimin-

ative awareness or liberation-- six; that the activities of

their body, speech and mind precede pristine cognition and pursue

pristine	 cognition-- three;	 and that they enter into the

perception of pristine cognition which is unobstructed and unim-

peded with respect to past, present and future-- three; making
49

eighteen in all.	 Accordingly the Ornament	 lXi.g Stras	 tb.e

Greater Vehicle ( T. 4020) says:

Obeisance to you, the guru

Of conduct and realisation,

Of pristine cognition and enlightened activity.

And of all pious attendants and self-centred buddhas.

The ten consummations of the material elements (zad-Dar ci.i) are

those of earth, water, fire, air, blueness, yellownesS, redness,

whiteness, space, and consciousness. These ten attributes, which

are impervious to water and so forth, are perfect in their
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ability because independence is obtained with respect to the
50

inner sensory bases and activity fields.

The eight kinds of subj ugation by charisma (zil-enon br2x7ad)

comprise the two chariBmatic subjugations of all external form.

sentient and non-sentient, which occur because inner forms are

perceived; the two charismatic subjugations of external forms,

sentient and non-sentient, which occur because their inner

formlessness is perceived; and the (four) diffusions of light-

rays which are the charismatic subjugation of all external

colours-- blue, yellow, red and white-- which occur because their

inner' beauty is appreciated; makin g eight in all. The (perception

of) inner form, formlessness, and the appreciation of beauty

correspond respectively to the three approaches to liberation,
51

beginning with emptiness.

The celestial palace on its four sides is adorned with (zvis

mdzes-Da) quadrangular projecting bays of precious gems (rin-oo-

ehe'i elo-bur), formed of crystal, gold, ruby and emerald, which

are to symbolise the real nature or superior pristine cognition

(lhaz-Da'i ve-ehes), so called because the four conclusive kinds

of pristine cognition beginning with the mirror-like one are the
52

doctrines of the buddhas alone and are not found elsewhere.

Now the mirror-like pristine cognition pacifies the signs of the

dynamic subject-object dichotomy, and is the basis from which the

other three pristine cognitions arise. The same text (Ornament L

tb. Sfttraa	 Greater Vehicle, 9. 68-73) says:

The mirror-like pristine cognition is unmoving.

The three pristine cognitions which de pend on it
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Are exclusively those of sameness.

Particular discernment and of accomplishment.

Sameness is that which does not abide in the extremes of sama&ra

and nirv&na:

That which abides dynamically and at peace

Is held to be the pristine cognition of sameness.

Particular discernment knows all obj ects of knowledge distinctly:

The pristine cognition of particular discernment

Ever unimpeded with regard to all that is knowable,

Is solely like a treasure store

Of the contemplations and the dh&ranis.

The pristine cognition of accomplishment enters into enlightened

activity which corresponds to the fortune of those who require

training:

The pristine co gnition of accomplishment

Is diversified in all realms.

Through measureless unthinkable emanations

It acts on behalf of all sentient beings.

Such pristine cognitions are indeed revealed in the mandala as a

•ymbol of the single essence. In order to illustrate that there

are five pristine cognitions which derive from each of the five

basic pristine cognitions, the term "quadrangular projecting bay"

also (implicitly) indicates the five-layered walls (of the

palace) which naturally express the five pristine cognitions, and

which from the inside respectively combine the colours blue.

green, red, yellow, and white.
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The spire (rtae-mo) of the celestial palace, bulbous as a vase,

illustrates the pristine cognition of reality's expanse. It is a

symbol of the great pristine cognition (we-shs) central to all

(kun-tu 'kh.vil-Da) throughout the four times, in which, as

previously explained, all mandalas (dk.vil-'khor thams-cad) of the

indestructible body , speech, mind, attributes and activities of

(J j ) all the buddhas of the ten directions and four times

(ohwos-bcu dus-bzhi'l sans-r yas) without exception (ma-lus-a)

are not distinguished from one another (so-so ma-yin) in their

natural expression, and are of a single essence (no-bo-nw1d

£ci-Ia'i)

Now this celestial palace is also revealed to be not one finite

thing, but immeasurable. It possesses this inconceivable pristine

cognition ( ye-shes b gam-,is ml-khwab-oa) because each (of the

five) pristine cognitions is fivefold, and within these twenty-

five a further fivefold subdivision is also distinguished. To

symbo]ise this, the colour of the celestial palace also radiates

distinctly the colours of all the countless celestial palaces of

its four directions and central area, which derive from the basic

celestial palace, conforming respectively in shape and colour,

which form the precious gems of pristine cognition (we-shes rin-

o-che'1	 dbvibs-dan	 kha-do).	 Both the shapes of	 these

(palaces)-- square in the centre, crescent in the east, and so

forth (1a-sos-Da),	 and their colours-- white, yellow and so

forth (la-sos-oa) are not blurred in their different details

rnam-Da tha-dad- pa'i bye-bra2), but extraordinary (khwad-oar-du
53

ur-oa) in an inconceivable array.
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The palace is superior ('Dh&a-Da) 	 in particular to those

attributes which appear to pious attendants, self-centred buddhas

and bodhisattves; and it is immeasurable in (dDa2-tu med-Da) the

extent (tshad) of its field, shapes, colours and so forth.

iii The third, concernin g the excellent array , comprises both the

excellent array of the ornaments (of the celestial palace) and

the excellent array of its thrones. The former (comments on Ch.

1, LI):

Above the five-layered walls of natural expression which appear

in the forms and colours of diverse gemstones (rin-oo-che sna-

thos-ki) mster'ialised from the essence, pristine cognition

( ye- phes). there is the cornice (Dha-u), and above that are the

beams of the roof-parapet (kha-bad) from which the battlements

are supported. Hanging therefrom are garlands ( phrerl2-ba) and at

intervals between them are silken hangings (chun-'phvan)

including wreaths in the shape of sun and moon, silk fringes and

tassled yak-tail pendants made of jewels. The spire is also

adorned with corbelled brackets (tu-shu), the ornaments of itB

frieze (shar-bu'i rwan) with a lattice work of precious gems.

Endowed with ornaments which radiate without obscuration it

shines bri ghtly and is pleasant.

Now, the cornice symbolises the unchanging pristine cognition.

The lattices symbolise that the benefit of living beings emerges

because the three buddha-bodies are without conjunction or dis-

junction. The battlements symbolise that livin g beings are

protected by compassion, and the spire gymbolises that which is
55

peerless because it is highest of all.
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Moreover, upon plinths (for the offering goddesses) of the

desired attributes there emanate throughout the ten directions of

the celestial palace clouds of the five groups of five goddesses
56

endowed with desired attributes. And the offerings which they

make to the deities within it are the diverse forms (zu2s sna-

tshos), diverse sounds (sara sna-tshos), diverse scents (rJ.

sna-tshos), diverse savours (x!Q. sna-tshos) and diverse objects

of contact (re-b.'a sna-tshos) which intermingle ('khrizs-Dar)

with the cloud-mass in the ten directions 	 (DhYo-bcur).

Spontaneously and naturally preaent (ran-bwun), they symbolise

that all desired attributes arise as ornaments of the display.

There are some who affirm that (the celestial palace) is neutral,

neither pleasant nor unpleasant. However that is incorrect

because in this situation the buddhas' own perception Is without

impurity.

The celestial palace and all its outer and inner ornaments,

inasmuch as they are not coarse but clear, are luxuriously

bedecked (kiubs) and adorned with a beauteous array, inconceivab-

le (bsam-'is mi-khwab-Da) in details. It is endowed with orna-

ments (rwan) which radiate (zal-ba'i), penetrating outwards and

inwards to the core, without obscuring (mi-bsr1bs-tar) one

another. This illustrates that the nature of mind is primordial

inner radiance and immeasurable in enlightened attributes.

It haa ebraaured gates (g kh,ud-can) adorned with a triple

entrance in each of its four directions in order to illustrate

that this spontaneous celestial palace of Samantabhadra is
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entered	 ('1u-Da) through (n.a.) the fourfold approach te

liberation (rn&m- par thar-ca bzhi'i from obscurations which

apprehend substances and signs. These are namely emptiness.

signiesaness, aspirationlee gnea g , and actual non-compoundedness.

Now, emptiness is the primordial es genceless nature of all

things. Signiessnees is the absence of independent existence in

anything from the very moment at which it appears. As piration-

leseness is the absence of proof, refutation, acceptance and

rejection. And actual non-compoundedness is the effort)ess mind-

as-such which is present once the nature of these has been

realised. This uncompoundedness when classified s twofold. It

comprises both primordial inner radiance and the four

inuneasurables which are spontaneously present through natural

momentum derived from its disposition. The' former is the mind-as-

such, primordially pure and inwardly radiant, on which it says in

the Transcendental Perfection •f Discriminative Awareness j

ifht Thousand Lines (T 8):

This mind is not the mind. The natural expression of mind is

inner radiance.

The ?athgata, absorbed in meditation in the grove of the (Bodhi)
57

Tree, where he attained liberation, also said of it:

I have found a nectar-like doctrine--

Profound, calm, simple, radiant and uncompounded.

If I teach it no-one will understand.

I will remain right here in the forest, in silence.
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And in the Ornament ..f Emerent Realisation (T. 3786):

In it there is nothing to be clarified,

Nor is there anything at all to be established.

Correctly regard the genuine reality.

If one perceives correctly, one will be liberated.

The latter (sort of uncompoundedness. i.e. the four immeasurab-

les) are, namely , loving kindness which desires that sentient

beings without happiness might encounter happiness, compassion

which desires that those who are tormented b y suffering might be

separated therefrom, sympathetic jo y which desires that those in

possession of happiness might not be separated therefrom, and

equanimity which desires that those who have attachment and

hatred mi ght be separated from all attachments and hatred f or

those far and near, and then abide in even-mindedness. Because

these four immeasurables have emerged from the disposition of

non-referential and si gniess s pirituality , it sa's in the Orna-

ment ..f fle Sütras gf tfl Greater Vehicle IT. tO2O):

Endowed with love for' sentient beings,

Intending them to encounter (happiness)

And be separated (from suffering),

Intending them not to be separated (from happiness),

Obeisance to you, intent on spiritual and temporal well-being.

It is explained that the four gates (of the celestial palace)

symbolise the four immeasurables, and that each gate is

embrasured and adorned with three successive entrances, in order
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to symbolise the (first) three approaches to liberation.

The eight kinds of liberation (rnam-ar thar-oa brx'ad) are

namely : the liberation which regards outer forms to be a magical

display of appearance and emptiness because the apparitions of

(ones own) inner form are unimpeded, and which thus regards the

mistaken apprehension of the true existence of appearances as a

dichotomy of subjective and objective forms: the liberation which

regards outer forms without reference to (ones own) inner form,

and which thus regards the release from the apprehension of the

true existence of outer and inner phenomena not as a subjective

form but as an objective form; the liberation which regards all

things as emptiness of a single savour, and which thus is a

pleasant release from all subjective grasping; the liberation

which perceives the space-like significance of mind-as-such, and

which thus is the activity field of infinite space; the

liberation which realises all things to be a dis p lay of mind and

pristine cognition, and which thus is the activit y field of

infinite consciousness: the liberation which is without the

subject-object dichotomy in all respects, and which thus is the

activity field of nothing-at-all; the liberation which pacifies

the entire range of conceptual elaboration and si gns, and which

thus is the activity field of neither perception nor non-

perception;	 and the liberation which never has 	 objective

reference or subjective apprehension with respect to all things

of sams&ra and nirvina and so forth,	 and which thus is
58

cessation.
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To represent the perfect enlightened attributes of these (eight

kinds of liberation), outside each of the four gates there are

four pillars, two on each aide, which support the gate, and above

them four indestructible beams, on which there is a tiered

pediment (rta-babs dan-ldari-Da) with four terraced steps (bane-
59

j) of eight units (snam-Dhran).	 Beneath a parasol of precious

gems. (the pediment) is adorned with a doctrinal wheel, two deer

who turn it by their motion, embroidered hangings, victory

banner, divine robes, silk fringes, and sounds which emerge from

the flapping of twenty-four flags (ba-dan) attached to each of

the four corner-terraces (kha-khirer/vedi), from golden bells and

garlands of trinklets. Furthermore it says in the Oceanic Magical

£e.t (NOB. Vol. 15):

It (the pediment) is equipped in (ascending ) order

With base (zhabs), lotus (ma-ahas),

Tassles (zar-tsha2s), assorted hangings (sna-'Dh,.Fan2),

Silken hangings (chun-'Dh1'an), garlands ('Dhren-ba),

And a garuda with diverse heads (sna-tshos khwun-mo).

The (Sanakrit) word toran, conveys the meanings of an aerial

victory banner, a gatekeeper, a platform on which a rider

descends from a horse, and a staircase. }lowever, in this context.

it is held above all to refer to the tiered pediment which adorns

the air (above the celestial palace), with its four terraced

steps, (each) with four sub-units, making eight in all. There are

some who hold it to symbolise the entrance into Ati yoga from the

eight lower vehicles, and there are some who claim it Is the
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entrance effected through meditation into the eight kinds of

liberation. These interpretations, however, are irrelevent here

because (the symbolism) must a pply to the enli ghtened attributes
60

of the buddha-level alone.

In order to illustrate that the pristine cognition of the buddha-

body of reality free from conceptual elaborations is without

outer and inner distinctions (ohv1-nan) and that all these

enlightened attributes of the buddha-level are not excluded but

indeed contained within (nan-du z,Pur-Da) it in all respects

(kuri-tu yang ), this celestial palace, in whose nature the five

li ghts of pristine cognition brilliantl y glow, appears from the

disposition of the TathIgata's s pirituality . All that appears as

the outer ( phi) buddhafield and all that appears as the inner

(nan) central deity and retinue is therefore gathered at all

times and in all (kun-tu) respects in the essential abiding

nature. Thus they are indeed (,j'an2) present, without straying

from the disposition of Samantabhadra, the buddha-body of

reality , or without (med-oar) existing as different phenomena

which are extraneous to his own nature. Therefore it is said

that these are contained within (nan-du rur-oa) (the celestial

palace)	 primordially,	 in	 a state free	 from conceptual

elaborations. Therein (.a)...

The latter, concerning the excellent array of thrones, (comments

on Ch. 1, 5):

In order to illustrate that (Ssinantabhadra) is unawed by the

lower vehicles and possesses the four feaz'lessnesses (m.t-'ti-
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pa), (the celestial palace) has a lion throne (senf-e'i.khxj) in

the centre. The four fearlessnesses are namely the commitment to

realisation which 18 expressed in the words, "I, the Buddha"; the

commitment to renunciation which is expressed in the words,

• have renounced all obscurations"; the commitment to cessation

which is expressed in the words, "...have cut off the three

poisons at will until obtainin g liberation"; and the commitment

to the path which is expressed in the words,"....have become

disillusioned with samsára by meditating on the profound path."

They are so called because they abide indesputedly in the
61

truth.	 Accordingly, the Ornament of 	 Sütras	 Greater

Vehicle (T. 11020) says:

Obeisance to you who reveals pristine cognition,

Renunciation, disillusionment and cessation

For the sake of self and others,

Unbowed by others who are eternalistic extremists.

To symbolise that meanings are contained here which are excluded

in the lower vehicles, and that (Samantabhadra) possesses ten

kinds of power (stobs) with respect to the vehicle, the palace

has an elephant throne (lanz-Do--che'1 khri) in the east. The ten

powers are the ten kinds of knowledge, namely: knowledge of

determinate and indeterminate places; knowledge of the maturation

of the deeds of living beings; knowledge of concentration

combined with contemplation and liberation: knowledge of the

diverse volitions of those to be trained; knowledge of their

diverse sensory bases; knowledge of those who have supreme acumen

and those who do not; knowledge of the path on which the five
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classes of living beings progress to the three kinds of

liberation; knowledge of the recollection of the past abodes

where oneself and others have been born; knowled ge of the

transference of consciousness at the death of sentient bein gs and

their consequent rebirth; and knowledge of the cessation of

corruption. They are so called because the obscurations covering

these ten kinds of knowledge,	 i.e.	 their ten respective
62

incompatible conditions, ate subdued. 	 Accordingly the same text

a aya:

Obeisance to you, subduer' of those demons

Who thoroughly deàeive sentient beings

In matters of skillful means, refuge, purity,

And disillusionment according to the greater vehicle.

To symbolise that all who require training are swiftl y liberated

and that (Samantabhadra) possesses the four supports for

miraculous abilities (rdzu-'Dhrul), the palace has an "all-
63

knowing" horse throne (rta-.'i khri) in the south.	 The four

supports (for miraculous ability) are those of aspiration, per-

severence, mentation and scrutiny, which are emanated according

to the minds of living beings and through which acts of benefit
6

are then performed.	 On this subj ect the Short Commentaiw (T.

3793) says:

Through the four supports (for miraculous abilities)

Namely those which combine training in the contemplations

Of aspiration, perseverance, mentation and scrutiny...
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To symbolise that (Sainantabhadra) holds sway over all appearances

and possesses the ten kinds of power (dbsn), the palace has a

peacock throne (rma-bva'i khri) of precious gems in the west. The

ten powers are namely: power over the lifespan because there is

no death; power over the mind which knows the minds of living

beings; power over necessities because the celestial treasury is

possessed; power over deeds because the negative deeds of others

are transformed into positive ones; power over birth because

emanations spontaneously emerge in accordance with the training;

power over as piration because one's intentions are fulfilled

during oceans of past and future aeons; power over devotion

because acts of benefit are performed in accordance with the

devotion of those to be trained; power over miraculous abilities

because all world-systems are penetrated at will in a mustard

seed, revealing for example that it is unclear whether the world-

systems become smaller or the mustard seed larger; power over

pristine cognition because acts of benefit are performed by those

who have mastered the five great pristine cognitions, including

the mirror-like one; and power over doctrine because all things

are actually known, qualitatively and quantitatively, without
65

exception.	 The same text says:

Through power over necessities, birth, and life-span.

And over pristine cognition, doctrine, mind, and deeds,
66

Miraculous ability, as piration, and devotion,

The mighty lord of all three realms is victorious.
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To symbolise that living beings are trained by diverse

enlightened activities and that acts of benefit are performed

through three pristine cognitions of unimpeded nature (thos-Da

med-Da) and four kinds of genuine particular awareneBs. the

palace has a shanz-shane or bird throne (nam-mkha' ldin-2i
67

khri)	 in the north. The three pristine cognitions of unimpeded

nature are the three fixed gazes of pristine cognition (i'e-shes-

j	 zip-a '..1ue-Da sum) which are unattached and unimpeded

with reference to past, future and present time. The four aware-

nesses are the four kinds of genuine particular awareness, name-

ly , awareness of the doctrine which occurs when the essence of

all things with all their causes and results is known, awareness

of meaning ( .Qfl) which occurs when the meaning of that (essence)

is revealed through many modes of ex pression, awareness of

language (skad) which occurs when knowledge is revealed of the

languages of sentient bein gs Including the gods, and awareness of

brilliance (or courage) which occurs because sams&ra is not
68

feared when the doctrine is explained.	 The Ornament QI

SOtras .f	 Greater Vehicle (T. 4020) sa"s:

Obeisance to you who excellently reveals

An intelligence that is never impeded,

And explains the supporting (doctrine),

The supported meaning, the buddha-speech.

And the (brilliant) knowledge.
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Furthermore there is a definite description of these seats in the

Tantra g.f. Precious mDowerment (rin-Do-ehe dban-i

rud)

The buddha-body is fearless. thoroughly subduing

the four demons.

As a sign of this success, (the buddha) sits on a lion throne.

The buddha-mind has ten powers, training the ten non-virtues.

As a si gn of this success. (the buddha) sits on an elephant

throne.

The buddha-attributes are the four supports for miraculous

ability.

Through wheh one progresses without attachment.

As a sign of this success, (the buddha) sits on the

throne of a supreme horse.

The buddha-speech is the ten powers, the way of the

perfect conqueror.

As a sign of this success, (the buddha) site on a peacock

throne.

The buddha-activity is the four kinds of enlightened activity

Through which one is liberated from the four modes of birth.

As a sign of this success, (the buddha) sits on a bird throne.

To symbolise that inind-as-euch, the buddha-body of realit y, is of

natural inner radiance (rane-bzhin gj 'od-sal-ba). and that

skillful means and discriminative awareness are without duality.

these (thrones) are endowed with solar and lunar disks (ru.'i-zla'i

dkil-'khor); and (dane) to symbolise that they are untainted

(om-Da mad-r,a) by all defective flaws they are endowed with
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multicoloured lotuses (Dadma). Thus. (the buddhas) sit on Beats

(dan-la) formed of precious gems (rin-oo-che'i), in which all

these desired qualities are found. Now, upon these five thrones

are the Beats of the central deities (i.e. the five conquerors),

while their retinues each have their own seats in their

respective (peripheral) locations, endowed with lotusea, and

solar and lunar disks.

The xcellent Teacher (6O.I-87.*):

Second (see p. 357). there is the detailed exegesis of the

excellent	 teacher.	 It comprises both an overview and an

interlinear commentary. The former (6O.1.-72.5) has three parts,

namely, the classification of the enlightened famil y , the recog-

nition of the enli ghtened famil y to which this text belongs, and

a refutation of the misconceptions of others.

i As to the first (the classification of the enlightened family):

In general there are five enlightened families when classified

according to the result ox' actual awakening in reality . These are

the enli ghtened family of the tath&gata, the enlightened family

of indestructible reality, the enlightened family of precious

gems, the enlightened family of the lotus, and the enlightened

family of activity. Each of these is further subdivided into five

(minor) enli ghtened families,	 namely those of buddha-body,

speech, mind, attributes and activities; making twenty-five in

all. Similarly when the five enlightened families are further

subdivided according to buddha-body, speech, and mind, they

number hundreds, thousands, millions or even an innumerable
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69
quantity of enlightened families.	 It says in the antra f

(Precious) moowerment (dbarte-i r,#ud):

-	 The enlightened family which has five aspects

Is numbered thorough classification

In hundreds, thousands, millions or countless enumerations.

Like space it is unthinkable.

When an enlightened family Is distinctly classified In this way.

the central deity of any mandala belongs to the enlightned fami)y

of buddha-mind, which Is subsumed within that particular

enlightened family. It says in the Indestructible Peak (T. 480):

In the madalas of the enlightened family

The lord of the enlightened family or buddha-mind

Is the central deity of that enlightened family.

Furthermore, in the enlightened family of the tathgata, the

buddha-mind is dark blue Vairocana, the buddha-body is white

Vajrasattva, the buddha-speech is red Amit&bha, the enlightened

attributes are yellow Ratnesambhava, and the enlightened

activities are green Amoghasiddhi. In the enlightened family of

indestructible realit y, the buddha-mind is dark blue Aksobhya,

the buddha-body is white Vairocana, and the others have the

colours of their respective (deities as above). In the

enlightened family of the lotus, the buddha-mind of buddha-speech

is dark blue Amitbha the buddha-body of buddha-speech is white

Vairocana, while the enlightened attributes and activities of

buddha-speech are respectively yellow (Ratnasambhava) and green

(Amoghasiddhi). In the enlightened family of precious gems, the
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buddha-mind of precious gems is dark blue Ratnaaainbhava, the

enlightened attributes are yellow Aksobhya, while the other three

have the colours of their respective (deities as above). In the

enlightened family of activity, the buddha-mind of activit y is

dark blue Amoghasiddhi,	 the enlightened activity is green

Aksobhya, and the others have the colours of their respective

(deities as above). This classification is the intention of the
70

uncommon tantraB.

Simultaneously, the pristine cognition of the enlightened family

of buddha-mind, which is the mirror-like pristine cognition, is

that of the central deity , while the other four (pristine

cognitions) are exemplified by the other four (deities). In the

case of the enlightened famil y of the tathágata, the mirror-like

pristine cognition belongs to Vairocana who is the buddha-mind.

The pristine cognition of reality's expanse belongs to Aksobhya

who is the buddha-body of that buddha-mind. 	 The pristine

cognition of sameness belongs to Ratnasambhava who is the

enlightened attributes, the pristine cognition of particular

discernment belongs to Aniit&bha who is the buddha-speech, and the

pristine cognition of accomplishment belongs to Amoghasiddhi who

is the enlightened activity. However, in the case of the

enlightened family of indestructible realit y, the mirror-like

pristine cognition belongs to Aksobhya who is the buddha-mind,

and the pristine cognition of reality 's expanse to Vairocana who

is the buddha-body. Such has been taught (in the uncommon
71

tantras).
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Even in the circumstances of im pure aams&ra buddhahood is held to

be primordial].y attained in the nature of the five pristine

cognitiona, as stated in the followin g passages:

The aspects of the component of indestructible reality

Are known as the five perfect buddhas (Ch. 2, 2).

And:

Sentient beings are themselves buddhas.

And:

The collected thoughts of livin g beings are the enlightened
72

mind.

On one occasion it is said in the profound Sitra .f tb g Arrawed

Bouauet (ndavw€hatra, T. ia):

Those who abide well in natural sameness

With respect to self and buddhas

And are dynamic and non-acquisitive,

Become the sugatas.

With purity of form and feeling,

Of perception, consciousness and attention.

The countless tathãgatas
73

Become the supreme sages.

In the Sitra L Vimalakirti (T. 176) it also says:

That which beholds mundane aggregates is the seed of the

tath&gata.

And:

Just as a lotus is not produced from dr y ground, but is

produced from marshland, so the unsurpassed enlightened mind
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is not produced among those who have actualised the uncom-

pounded state (of nirvêna), but the unsurpassed enlightened

mind is produced when one has developed the view of mundane

aggregates to the extent of Mt. Sumeru. Therefore one who

has conflictin g emotions has the seed of the tath&gata.

7Z
And in the chapter on commitments which are not to be guarded

from the Lasso QL Skillful Means (T. 835):

The delusion which is thus gathered in non-conceptualisatlon

Is characteristically devoid of acceptance or rejection,

And belongs to the buddha-body, the enlightened famil y of the

tath&gata.

The hatred through which venomous bein gs are instructed.

Without straying from realit y 's expanse,

Characteristically belongs to the enlightened family of

indestructible reality.

The pride which arduously imposes sameness on phenomena

Characteristically belongs to the enlightened famil y of

precious gems.

The desire which possesses all things

Characteristically belongs to the enli ghtened family of

the lotus.

The envy which acts on behalf of living beings

Because those who misunderstand the sameness of things

Have virtuous and evil karma

Characteristically belongs to the enli ghtened family of activity.
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And in the Guhwas&mItatantra (T. 11142-3):

The delusory nature of form that is revealed

Is the essence of bondage for the foolish;

The desirous sensation of feelings

That is revealed is the essence of pride;

The identity of the desire for perception

Characterises attachment to objects;

Envy with respect to habitual tendencies

Becomes one- pointed self-esteem;

Consciousness revealed as hatred
75

Is well known in causal and resultant (teachings).

These belong to the enlightened families of the five augatas.

And for example:

There is neither buddha nor sentient being

Who have emerged from within this precious mind.

On the other hand, how, you may ask, do the sensory bases of

living beings appear to be impure and diverse? Althou gh they are

px'imordially pure and immaculate, they have emerged through the

power which diversely establishes the variety of deeds, happiness

and sorrow in the ground-of--all. This is caused by the flux of
76

thought, engendered by suddenly arisen imagination.

The ground-of-all is indeed universal, and is the support of

everything, as is said in the Sfltra of Descent Lank& (T.

107):
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The ground-of-all is the support of everything.

It is the ground of rebirth

And likewise of purification.

Moreover, when the ground-of-all appears as impure sams&ra. it is

the activating support, inseparably present. But as the real

nature of pure phenomena it is named the pristine cognition of

reality 's expanse. On that real nature all pristine cognition is

supported; whereas on the ground-of-all that manifests as sams&ra

the consciousness of the ground-of-all, the mind of conflicting

emotions, the consciousness of the intellect and the conscious-

ness of the five senses are supported.

According to some stres and tantras, these (a ggregates of

consciousness) are held to be purified into the five pristine

cognitions through purificaton and transmutation. The ground-of-

all is transmuted into the pristine cognition of reality's

expanse. Similarly, the consciousness of the ground-of-all is

transmuted into the mirror-like pristine cognition, the intellect

of conflicting emotions into the pristine co gnition of particular

discernment, the consciousness of the intellect into the pristine

cognition of sameness, and the consciousness of the five senses

into the pristine cognition of accomplishment.

Similarly, form is transmuted into Vairocana, feelin g into Ratna-

eambhava, perception into Amit&bha, habitual tendency into

Amoghasiddhi, and consciousness into Aksobh ya; while earth is

transmuted into Buddhalocan&, water into Màmak, fire into
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Pándarav&ainf air into Samayat&z'á, and space into Dhatviivari.

The sense-organs and their ob jects too are transmuted

(respectively) into the essence of the male and female spiritual

warriors (i.e. bodhisattvaa), while the three media (of body,

speech and mind) with their apprehension are known to be

transmuted into the gatekeepers.

However, in this text (the Secret Nucleus), the process is not

held to to resemble the sort of transmutation which occurs when a

purificatory act alters the ground of purification, as when a

blanket is transformed by dyes. This i.e because rejection &

acceptance, purification & transformation are transcended. It is

held on the other hand that (consciousness and so forth) are

primordially present as pristine cognition, and that by knowing

this to be so, the imaginary thoughts of sains&ra are liberated in

pristine cognition. In the manner of ice meltin g into water.

sanis&ra is liberated in nirvana.

By experiencing the profound essential nature, which is pure but

ostensibly impure because it has been dispelled by present stains

of imagination, the imaginary thou ghts and components are turned

into pristine cognition.	 Then, once the stains have been

abandoned, these become pure in the expanse. It is as, for

•xample, when a lump of mercury mixed with gold momentarily

resembles either fresh butter or mercury rather than gold, but

does appear as gold by coming into contact with fire, at which

time the fresh butter colour of the mercury vanishes of itself.

Indeed when that lump is intensely heated in fire it appears like
77

the gold of the Jambhu River. 	 Similarly, one should know that
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through the experience of the profound path, 	 there are

provisional (results) of the sublime awareness-holders who are

liberated from conflicting emotions, and on the buddha-level
78

there are awareness-ho].ders of spontaneous presence.

ii Secondly (see p . 389), there is the recognition of the en-

li ghtened family to which (this text) belongs: There are those of

the past who have explained that the mandala in this (text)

belongs to the enlightned famil y of indestructible realit y and

thence that the central deity is Aksobhya. However that is not

the case (firstly) because the central seat si gnifying the lord

of the enli ghtened family has (the emblems) of a wheel and a

lion. (secondly ) because the female consort of the central deity

is indeed Ak&gadhatv1var1. (thirdly) because in the case of the

wrathfu]. deities who emanate from the glow of the peaceful

deities the central one is Buddha Heruka, and (fourthl y ) because

there is occasion to explain and indicate that this mandala does

not confuse the central deity and retinue present in the self-
79

manifesting ground of pristine cognition.

(Those mistaken views of the past) are also refuted b y the

following passage from the means for attainment and empowerment

rituals belonging to this (Secret Nucleus), which were composed
80

by the great master Padmasambhava:

HUM! The mirror-like pristine cognition is pure

And the transcendent lord Vairocana

Together with the mudr& DhatvtvarI

Empowers the son of the enlightened family.
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They are also contradicted by the passage from the White Lotus

Comntentar,, on Ma2ical N.e.t. .f Mañiuhrl (' .lam-dc,a]. 2vu-'Dhrul

dra-ba'i 'rel-Da cadma dkar-Do), a uni que subdivision of the

uncommon tantras, which gays:

The embodiment of the mirror-like pristine cognition is dark

blue Vairocana. The embodiment of the pristine cognition

of reality 's expanse is white Aksobhya.

On the other hand, you may ask, surely (the central deity ) is

Aksobhya because (this text) is explained to be part of the

Magical N.ft. j Valrasattva (rdo-rfe sems-dDa'	 dra-

.&?	 Not so! Otherwise one could not avoid defects such as the

implicit conclusion that the text entitled the Mafical .f. tti&

Goddess (T. 836) should have a goddess as its central deity.

However, in the Mazleal Mei QL. Vairasattva (Vajrasattva) is

explained to be a general term for all the enlightened families,

and does not refer to Aksobhya alone. In the Yoatantras (rrial-
81

'biror-.vi r2Yud) it is also said:

0! Vajrasattva, lord of all enlightened families,

Be the lord of all enlightened families and mandalas.

This follows the same procedure of namin g the central deit y of

any mandala Vajrasattva (i.e. s piritual warrior of indestructible

reality).
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It is improper to have firm conviction in the sPar-kh&b Comment-

g	 (P. 11718), the Euloev ..g .f	 Ground (zhi-la batod-Da) and so

forth because they are not Tibetan commentaries!

	

	 You have not
82

even seen the Flash	 Solendoiir (T. 830) which says:

In the centre is Vairocana, the central deity.

Therefore in this (Tantra j Secret Nucleus) the central

deity is Vairocana, the deity of buddha-mind, because its mandala

belongs to the enlightened famil y of the buddha-mind of the

tathigatas' buddha-mind, while Aksobhya is identified with the

indestructible buddha-body (in that family).

iii Thirdly (see p .	 389), there is a refutation of the

misconceptions of others:	 Does this (status of Vairocana as the

central deity) not, you may ask, contradict the following state-
83

ment which is found in other tantras:

Form is itself Vairocana,

Feeling is Ratnasambhava,

Perception is Amit&bha,

Habitual tendency is Amoghasiddhi,

And consciousness is Aksobhya.

Also, is there not a contradiction because the bod y-colour (of

Vairocana) is explained to be dark blue?
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In response (to your first point), gentlemen, the common end

uncommon tantrapitakas are each valid because they direct the

intellect respectively towards lower and higher (vehicles). You

have (secondly) confused the ex pression "king of consciousness"

with the term "dark blue". In this tradition of ours one is

introduced to (the view) that there is no difference between

Akanistha, or the expanse of indestructible reality, and the

hundred authentic families (of the peaceful and wrathful deities)

who are present as inner radiance in the heart-centre, within a
84

space of five li ghts.	 It says in the Tantra Q.f. Intention:

Nucleus .LQI Esoteric Instruction. snvin-wi dons-ta'i rvud):

Once the dark blue Vaix'ocana, holding the wheel in his

hands, has been embraced by the female consort Akáadhatv1-
85

var5, the six buddha-bodies arise simultaneously.

Therefore, the expression "kin g of consciousness" and the term

"dark blue" both refer to the buddha-mind of buddha-mind in the

enlightened family of the tathágata.

Elsewhere it is the intention of the common tantras that

Vairocana is explained to be form, the enlightened family of

buddha-body, and Aksobhya to be the buddha-mind. This is with

reference to the general five enlightened families, and to

digressions from the basic mandala, such as the inandala of the

buddha-body of buddha-body.

In addition, Ak&adhatvvar1 is space because mind-as-such is

naturally pure, and consciousness is Vairocana because it

radiates and shines diversely, and also the mirror-like pristine
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cognition which apprehends reflected images. Buddhalocan& however

is the perceptual range of realit y 's expanse because, unwavering

and without conceptual thought, she is the realit y corresponding

to delusion; and the solidit y of the earth element subsumed in

the component of form is explained to be Aksobhya because it does

not change into another nature. This anal ysis according to the
86

higher tantrapitakas surpasses others. Thus one should know the

central deity to be Veirocana in a mandala surrounded b y clusters

(of deities) who form the retinue of his enlightened family.

Now, if you ask where the Teacher, the male & female consort

Samantabhadra who masters all spirituality, is located in this

mandala, there are some who sa" that he resides in a consecratory

manner in the court yard (of the mandala). That however is not the

case. It is incorrect because he would implicitly become the

retinue, and a central deity who abides on the periphery is not

found in any mandala belon ging to the common and uncommon
87

(tantras).	 Rather it is the case that in the situation of the

buddha-body of reality, the great naturall y present pristine

cognition is itself present, transcending objects of reference.

thought and conceptual elaboration, and is called the male &

female consort Samantabhadra. Accordin gly the Buddhaainâ'oa (T.

366-367) says:

The spiritual warrior, actualit y of all buddhaa,

Va3rasattva, supreme delight,

When x'ejoicing in that supreme secret

Is constantly present as the identity of them all.
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And in the Lamo .f Precious Gems (x'in-oo-ehe'i	 ron-ma) which

was composed by the great master Vimalamitra:

In the mandala of reality's expanse, without abiding,

He is called the male & female consort Samantabhadra.

When therefrom he assumes the body of perfect rapture

He is known as the buddhas of the five enlightened families.

When he performs acts of benefit through emanation

He is Vaj rasattva-- the countless end inestimable

Holders of indestructible reality.

Thus, the male & female consort Samantabhadra becomes Vairocana,

the central deity of the five enlightened families, when self-

manifesting as the mandala of perfect rapture.

There is also said to be a sequence of meditation within the

heart-centre (of Vairocana) where (this deity) is experienced by

one who delights during meditation in the practices of visualisa-
88

tion.	 And in the Buddhasamvoa (T. 366-367) it also says:

Then through skillful means which train living beings

This reality appears as the five enlightened families.

This uni que nature of genuine accomplishment

May indeed be encountered as desired.

Emanating from that (reality), in order to train living beings he

appears as VajrapênI. Mañ j uri, Avalokitevara and so forth, and

as the Inestimable display of the six gages.
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The active male subject and the passive female object who are

said (by some) to be arrayed in the courtyard are called the

male & female consort Samantabhadra of the ground from which all

glows (of divine presence) arise. This glow of pure reality's

expanse initiall y appears, during the bar-do for example, as a

duality of appearance and emptiness; and thence it gradually

becomes the ground from which the clusters of different peaceful

and wrathfu]. deities arise. The words "in the courtyard" actually

refer to the heart-centre of the central deit y. Its "front and

rear" indicate the essence of the (deit y's ) posture, which is one

of sexual embrace. More precisely, the central deity of the

ground (Samantabhadra) is the central deity in the middle (of the

mandala), while the two male & female consorts who are Its glow

abide in the heart-centre of that (central deity) and are the

pristine cognition without duality of appearance and emptiness.

This is the mode (of explanation) found In the uncommon tantras

the esoteric instructions of the gurus, and the great writings of
89

means for attainment.

This mandala even abides at the present moment, the peaceful
90

deities being in the heart-centre, 	 as is said in the following

passage from the Tantra 	 t Coalescence j	 Moon (NGB.

Vol. 9):

In the celestial (palace) of the precious heart-centre

Are the forty-two mandalas of peaceful deities.

Their buddha-bodies appear without inde pendent existence,

And their subtle inner radiance is present in the heart.
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The fifty-eight wrathful deities are present in the crown-centre,

as the same text says:

The fifty-eight blood drinkers who are their glow

Are in the celestial ( palace) of the cranium or skull.

This is also stated in the Intermediate Purificatorw Rite

Creation g Perfection Stares accordin g to the Gatherin g Qf the

Suatas (bde-she2s 'du g - pa'i bskved-rdzo g	las-

byari) of the master (Padmasanibhava) which says:

The peaceful deities are present

In their spontaneous niandala.

And:

In the dark brown palace of the skull which blazes forth

The portals are constructed with the mi ghty king of M&ras,

And rivetted with awesome wrathful deities,

The pillars and beams are fashioned of the ei ght Mah&devas

Who are proud spirits,

It is well filled with the ei ght great nãgas

Who are venomous spirits,

Its roof-parapets are made with great R&hula,
91

And the lattices with the constellations.

Now, the (Sanskrit word) bhandha means skull (or head), the hair

of which is dark brown in colour. The other (terms) refer to the

nape of the neck and the centre of the energy channels which

comprise two fontanelles (or secret soft spots) and two soft
92

spots on the nape.	 This concludes the exe gesis of the overview

(concerning the excellence of the teacher).
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The latter (see p . 389) is the interlinear commentary on (the

excellence of the teacher. 72.5-87.4). It includes a common

teaching on the posture and symbolic hand-implements of the

central deity and an explanation of the different male and female

consorts.

i. The first (comments on Ch. 1, 6):

To illustrate that the buddha-nature perceives all living beings

continuously and is not indifferent, the buddha-body (Jiu.) is

present, outwardly and inwardly radiating its nature of clarity

and light. Indeed it is not coarse. From whichever direction,

zenith or nadir, of its nature of spirituality it is beheld, the

visage appears to be revealed. It is without (rned-ta) description

in the words, "This is its front (mclun) or this is its rear

(r,iab)", such as are visible in the case of ordinary living

beings. Frontally perceived among all. retinues of the mandala-

clusters, the mendala of his visage radiates penetratingly in all

directions (tham-cad-du zhai thai-ic-bar wsal).

And the buddha-body is also endowed with (du-ldan-va) the thirty-

two noble maj or marks (mtshan) and ei ghty noble minor marks (dDe-

bvad) to illustrate that it possesses pristine cognition and

excellent enli ghtened attributes. Now the major and minor marks

have both uncommon and common aspects: 	 In the former case they

comprise the thirty-two major marks, namely the sixteen male

spiritual warriors who represent the energy of the sixteen

pristine cognitions, along with the sixteen female spiritual

warriors who represent the object of the former, the energy of
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the sixteen aspects of reality's expanse. They also comprise the

eighty minor marks, which derive from the sixteen male spiritual

warriors, each of whom has five kinds of head-ornament corres-

ponding to the five respective enlightened families and

symbolisin g the five pristine cognitions. The sixteen objects

(i.e. the female s piritual warriors) have no head-ornaments

because they illustrate the expanse of reality . These (spiritual

warriors) are established to be the major and minor marks in the

sense that the nature of the central deit y is beauteously arrayed

and well endowed with the excellence of the retinue, just as an

array of flowerB is adorned by the anthers and petals of its

flowers.

In the latter case, there are both the common major and minor

marks. Among them, the thirt y-two major marks are enumerated as

follows in the Ornament .f. merent Realisation (T. 3786, vv. 13-

17):

His hands and feet are marked by (the lines of the

doctrinal) wheel

And his feet are (firm) like those of a tortoise;

The fin gers and toes of his hands and feet are joined by

webs;

His hands and feet are soft and supple;

His body has seven well-proportioned parts;

And his toes and fingers are long, his arches broad,

His body tall and straight;

His ankle-bones are inconspicuous, and his body hairs curl

upwards;
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His calves are like those of an antelope;

His arms lon g and beautiful;

His sexual organ is supreme in its contraction;

His skin has a golden complexion, and his skin is delicate;

His body-hairs are well-grown, each distinctl y curling to

the right;

His visage is adorned with a hair-rin glet (inakea).

His chest like that of a lion;

His shoulders are well-rounded, the flesh between his collar

and shoulder bones broad:

To him even unpleasant tastes appear to be supreme tastes;

His body is symmetrical like a banyan tree;

On his head he has an ijsnhaa proturberance,

His tongue is lon g and beautiful;

He has a Brahmá-like voice, and lion-like jaws;

His teeth are pure white, equal (in size), and close-

fitting;

They are forty in number;

His eyes are sapphire blue, and his eyelashes like those

of a supreme cow--
93

These are the thirty-two major marks.

The eighty minor marks are enumerated as follows in the same text

(v. 21-32):

The nails of the sage are copper-coloured, glossy and

elevated;

His toes and fingers are rounded, broad and tapering;

His energy channels are inconspicuous and unknotted;
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His ankle bones are inconspicuous, his feet equal (in size);

His stride is that of a lion, an elephant, a bird.

Or a lordly bull.

It is clockwise, elegant and upright;

His bodily form is lustrous, cleansed and proportionate;

It is clean 1 soft and pure;

His genitals are fully perfected;

The proportions (kho-la) of his bod y are harmonious;

His gait is even; and both his e yes are pure;

His flesh is youthful; and his body unimpaired and broad;

His body is most solid;

His limbs are well-proportioned;

His vision is unobsaured and pure;

His sides are round, firm, and do not bulge out;

His abdomen does not sag;

His navel is deep, and curlin g to the right;

From all sides he is pleasant to behold;

His conduct is clean, and on his body

There is no trace of black moles;

His hands are soft as cotton wool;

The lines on his hands are clear, deep and long;

His visage is not too long;

And his li ps are red like the him-ca berry;

His tongue is supple, slender and red,

And his voice is like thunder:

His speech is sweet and soft, his teeth round.

Sharp , white, equal (in size), and small;
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While his nose is prominent;

His eyes are very pure and large;

While his eyelashes are thick;

And (his eyes coloured) like lotus petals;

His eyebrows are long, soft and glossy;

With hairs of equal length;

His arms are long and broad, his ears equal (in size)

And free from defects;

His forehead is well-formed and broad;

While his head is large;

The hairs of his head are black as a bee,

Thick, soft not shaggy, and not rough.

While it has a fragrant scent

Which captivateB the human mind;

The glorious heart-orb (rIvatsa) and the auspicious

Sv&stika emblem (on his hands and soles)

Make up the eighty.
911

These are claimed to be the buddhas' noble minor marks.

From the glorious heart-orb downwards these marks are identical

(for all buddhas), whereas the others (from the heart-orb

upwards) differ (for each buddha).

In the expanse of reality, in space, and in every inconceivable

(bsam-iis mi-khvab-Da thains-cad-du) world-system which requires

to be trained, he appears universally as the diverse buddha-body.

speech and mind (sku- gun-thus sna-tshos-Dar kun-tu snan-ba),

which are spontaneously present inexhaustible wheels of
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adornment. When he appears as such in the buddhafield of

reality 's	 expanse free from conceptual	 elaboration:	 the

inexhaustible wheel of adornment of buddha-body is the male &

female consort Samantabhadra, i.e. the buddha-body of reality

transcending conceptual elaboration; the inexhaustible buddha-

speech is inexpressible, inaudible and essenceless; and the

inexhaustible buddha-mind constantly pacifies all conceptual

elaborations, and is without partiality or bias.

In the buddhafield of the spontaneous Bounteous Array which

manifests in and of itself as the infinity of space: 	 the In-

exhaustible buddha-body is equal to space and is adorned with the

major and minor marks of perfect rapture; the inexhaustible

buddha-speech comprehends its expressed meaning b y emanating

li ght from the mandala of his visa ge; and the Inexhaustible

buddha-mind is present in the character of the five pristine

cognit ions.

Then in the world-systems of the ten directions, the fields where

living beings are trained and which are equal to the confines of

space:	 the inexhaustible buddha-body comprises both	 the

agreeable and disagreeable classes of beings who train each in

accord with his or her needs, includin g buddhas. bodhisattvas,

pious attendants, self-centred buddhas, ordinary persona, the

aged, invalids, deceased beings, gods, nágas and animals, and it

also comprises the benefits which emerge for sentient beings and

their immeasurable forms, such as lotus flowers, wish-granting

trees, boats, villages and meadows; the inexhaustible buddha-
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speech resounds as the various kinds of doctrinal speech because

sound emerges from the languages of different living beings, and

from lotus flowers, wish-granting trees and so forth; and the in-

exhaustible buddha-mind appears to act on behalf of living beings

because it qualitatively knows (the view) and quantitatively

knows (phenomena). It Is impossible to consider intellectually

these acts of benefit as specifically this or that because they

are performed by inconceivable emanations of the buddhas.

You may ask, on the other hand, why the inexpressible speech of

the buddha-body of realit y and the buddha-body of perfect rapture

is in fact called speech. At the limit of sound and verbal

expression there is indeed nothin g but the inexpressible to be

understood;	 and	 through	 that	 very	 (buddha-speech)	 the

inexpressible Is actually understood. Similarl y , all words are a

gathering of syllables and these too are gathered in the unborn

syllable A. Thus the nucleus of buddha-speech Is the meaning of

the syllable A, the most supreme buddha-speech of the Teacher
95

himself. There is a sQtra which accordin g ly says:

The sons of the conquerors say nothin g at all.

They speak extensively that which is unspoken.

The sages endowed with the emanationa]. body who appear to those

requiring training seem to speak through intonations which have

sixty aspects. These then appear as buddha-speech in the percep-

tion of those to be trained and through the amassed spirituality

of the buddhas. However in the manner of an echo, nothing Is

actually spoken. The Suoreme Continuum ..f .	 Greater Vehicle (T.

*O2A) says:
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Just as the sound emitted by an echo

Does accord with the perception of others,

But is non-conceptual and uncontrived,

So the speech of the tath&gatas

Emerges according to the perception of others

But abides neither externall y nor internally.

And in the Pagoda	 Precious Gems (T. i5-93):

From the birth of the Tathãgata until he attained nirvana in

a full ni ght, he did not utter a single s yllable of doctrine

through the appearance of words and letters, but that is

what was understood in the perception of those to be trained.

There are some who disagree that this text is connected at all

With the emanational body. They contradict the explanation (of

this very text) that buddha-body, speech and mind appear in every

inconceivable (world-system). The term "emanational body" is in

this context applied to the six sages, so that it ma' be

incidentally described as "an introduction given b y the six

sages". The statement that it is incorrect for a single teaching

to belong to two teachers is an argument taken out of context.

Here, there are not two teachers because the buddha-body of

perfect rapture is the ground and the six sages are revealed as

its retinue.

His two legs (zhabs-wniis) are to symbo].ise that he possesses the

pristine co gnition of skillful means (thabs) or great compassion

and discriminative awareness (danz shea-rab) or emptiness. Folded

together, they assume the posture of (1si.j ski1-mo krun-du
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bzhus-oa) the ascetic discipline (brtul-zhus) where all

conflicting emotions are of the nature of equanimity (mriwam'-oa'i)

to symbolise that he does not abide in extremes of existence or

quiescence, or the posture of indestructible reality, which

symbolises that he remains in the essence of great pristine

cognition.

There are some who incorrectly hold that the female consort has

not actually been ex plained at this point. The genuine queen

(Dhatv gvari)	 is in fact present as the expanse of this
96

apparition.

Then there are his six hands ( yhva) which are (gj) to illustrate

the six pristine cognitions (.'e-shes drug ), namely, the five

pristine cognitiona and the pristine cognition of the pure

expanse. They are endowed with blazin g ('bar-ba-can) limitless

rays of light which emerge from their hand-implements or seals

(Dhva2-r.'a), including the vajra, as a s ymbol of (!J.) their

precious (riri-oo-ehe) nature. This is because various desired

necessities emerge from that pristine cognition ( ys-shes) where

buddha-body, speech, mind, attributes and activities are without

duality. These (Implements) respectively symbolise that the six

(defects of) envy , nonsensical morality, rage, Idleness,

distraction and nonsensical talk about discriminative awareness

are subdued. It Is not the case, as some hold, that the central

deity has six hands and the others have two hands, because that
97

is taught in the common (tantras alone).
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Now, (the hand-implements in question) are the vajra. gemstone,

wheel, lotus, crossed vajra, and bell. (The buddhaa of) the

different enlightened families each hold their own hand-implement

in the right hand of their basic pair of hands, and in the

corresponding left hand they wield the bell. These are held close

to the heart, while the other (two pairs), grasping (their

respective implements), are extended In different ways. Buddha-

guhya further asserts that the six hands hold six gemstones which
98

are blazing and eight-faceted.

He has three heads (dbu-um dan-ldan-Da) which are (ELi) to

illustrate that he possesses the Inconceivable (bsam-vIs mi

khvab-Da) inexhaustible adornments of buddha-body, speech and

mind (Bku-sun-thus). The basic visage of the central deity

(i.e. Vairocena) is dark blue, his ri ght one is white and his

left one red. The basic visage of Aksobhya is white, his right

one is dark blue and his left one red. The basic visage of

Ratnasambhava is yellow, his right one Is white and the left one

red. The basic visage of AmIt&bha is red, his right one is white

and the left one dark blue. And the basic visage of Amoghasiddhi

Is green, his ri ght one is white and the left one red.

The latter (see p. 1 O5) Is an explanation of the different male

and female consorts which includes both an overview and an

interlinear commentary.

I. The overview (80.3-85.1) is in two parts, the first revealing

all things as the primordial mandala of the deities and the

second classifying them according to their enlightened families.
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As to the first, there are those of the past who have questioned

why (this text) does not mention by name (the deities) of the

five enlightened families such as Vairocana but instead mentions

them by the names of their five (corresponding) components-- "the

king of consciousness" and so forth. This (view) however appears

to lack analysis. The deities are not mentioned by the conceptual

names of the five components and so forth. The reality contained

in the expression "king of consciousness" is revealed to surpass

the five components, and is similar to that which is expressed in

the term "great nirv&na". This is because the buddhas are not

described in terms of sorrow, and because their sublime reality

is recognised. Accordingly the Hevairatantra (T. 417- 1118) says:

"That which is in pursuit of great desire"

Describes the pristine cognition

In which bliss and emptiness are without duality.

The Guhvasamâia (T. 2-3) also actually reveals that expressions

such as "indestructible reality of hatred" refer to the mirror-

like pristine cognition and so forth. One should therefore know

that the term "king" refers to the greatness which is Vairocana

and so forth, and that in the case of the retinue (the deities)

are also described as "the great bodhisattva of indestructible

hearing" (i.e. Vajrap&ni) and so forth. If (the deities) were

described in conceptual terms, the word "consciousness" would not

appropriately refer to "the kin g of the enli ghtened family". The

particularly sublime reality that is expressed (here) indicates

that in the circumstances of sams&ra consciousness abides as the

seed or enlightened family of the tathlgatas.
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Although buddhahood is naturally pure, during impure

circumstances (the buddhas) appear as the five components of

living beings, formed from the maturation (of deeds). When

slightly purer than that they appear In the phyiscal bodies

formed from the aspiration of empowered bein gs and the like. And

when utterly pure, they appear as the buddha-body and pristine

cognition of the conquerors. For example, the Identical element

water is perceived by denizens of hell as fire, by tormented

spirits as puss and blood, by human beings as somethin g that Is

pure and desirable, by animals as a drink, by gods as nactar, by

beings of the pure lands as a river of nectar, and by

accomplished masters as M&makl. Alternatively, this accords with

the previous description given in the example of the element

mercury (which appears differently when compounded and heated).

Now, in Impure situations. (the buddhaa) appear as the five

components, the eighteen sensory bases, the twelve activity
99

fields and so forth;	 but when pure they appear as the niandala

which comprises the buddha-bodies of the five enlightened

families and their retinue of male and female spiritual warriors,

j ust as when one Is afflicted by some phlegmatic eye disease a

conch shell appears to be yellow but, when cured, the shell

appears to be white. Moreover, j ust as the image or form of the

conch shell is not abandoned when one is afflicted by some phleg-

matic (eye disease), so during impure (perception) the reality of

the buddhas Is harmoniously present. And. just as the conch jg

actually white though It appears to be yellow, the outer end
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inner' phenomena along with their mass of conceptions all appear

to be impure, and yet they are actually pure buddhafields and

inexhaustible wheels of adornment, the buddha-body, s peech and

mind.

The second. i.e. the classification of the different (components

or deities), is fivefold:

First, the component of consciousness has eight aggregates when

classified. The consciousness of the ground-of-all is the basis

on which consciousness arises, without proceeding to its object,

as on the pure surface of a mirror. The consciousness of the

intellect is that which refers to objects of general concept and

which experiences ob j ects through a subsequent intellectual

appreciation. The intellect of conflicting emotions com prises the

consciousness which applies proof and refutation;	 and the

coneciousnesses of the five senses are the five non-conceptual
100

perceptions such as the vision of form.

The sensation-functions of sight, hearing and contact are non-

conceptual, and the consciousness which differentiates them is

the intellect. That which applies refutation and proof in

relation to them is the intellect of conflicting emotions. The

consciousness of the five senses and the intellect alone do not

accumulate deeds, but it is b y the intellect of conflicting

emotions that deeds are accumulated on the basis of the ground-

of-all.
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The ground-of-all which supports all these (aggregates of con-

sciousness) is unconceived and unindicated ag.. It is present,

for example, in one's own consciousness when it is without ideas

or scrutiny and without radiance or clarity in respect of any

ob j ect. As such it is universal. On the other hand, the

consciousness of the ground-of-all refers to the circumstance

under which consciousness is radiant and clear but does not

proceed towards its object. The five senses clearly perceive the

object, and the intellect is simply that which discernibly appre-

hends it. The intellect of conflicting emotions generates proof

and refutation in relation to it. In this context, the conscious-

ness of the ground-of-all is recognised as the sublime realit y or

mirror-like ( priBtine cognition).

The component of feeling is threefold: In relation to objects,

(feelings) may be pleasant and blissful, unpleasant and sorrow-

ful,	 or neutral sensations which generate equanimity. The

component of perception is a'so threefold, comprising objectif-
101

ication which is extensIve, minute or mediocre.

The component of habitual tendencies comprises the fifty-one

mental events: There are relational propensities (ldan- pa'i 'du-

bi'ed) including the five ever present ones, namely contact,

attention, feeling, perception and motivation; the five object-

determined ones, namely inclination, adherence, . recollection,

contemplation and discriminative awareness; the eleven positive

functions of every positive attitude, namely, faith, decorum.

decency, carefulness, equanimity, non-violence, persever'ence,
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lucidity, detachmemnt, non-hatred, and non-delusion; the six

basic conflicting emotions, namely, desire, hatred, arrogance,

ignorance, view of mundane aggregates and doubt; the twenty

subsidiary conflicting emotions, namel y , jealousy, avarice, dis-

honesty, deception, pride, delusion, agitation, distrust, lazi-

ness, excitability, carelessness, forgetfulness, Inattentiveness,

mischief, Indecorum, indecency, anger, malice, dissimulation, and

spitefulness; and the four variables, namely, regret, drowsiness,

ideas, and scrutiny. Apart from feeling and perception, the other

forty-nine (mental events) among these, along with all the non-

relational propensities (mi-ldan-Da'I 'du-bved) including names

and their symbolic representations, which activly create the

dichotomy of gams&ra and nirv&na, are recognised to be the

essence of the pristine cognition of accomplishment, the sublime
102

reality of Amoghasiddhi.

The component of form, when classified. has fifteen aspects.

namely, the four materiai elements of form-- earth, water, fire

and air; the five objects-- form, sound, smell, taste, and

contact; the five sense-organs of eye, ear, nose, tongue and

body ; and the imperceptible form (which is continuousl y present).

Among these fifteen, the imperceptible form is reco gnised to be

the pristine cognition of reality 's expanse, the particularly

sublime reality subsumed in Aksobhya, while the other fourteen
103

kinds of form are subsumed in Buddhalocan& and so forth.
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ii The interlinear commentary (85.1-87. 14) concerns both the

central deities of the essential expanse, and their retinue which

is not different in nature.

The first (includes the male & female central deities, of which

the section on the former comments on Ch. 1., 7):

The Transcendent Lord (baom-ldan-'das) was present as such in

five forms, namely the tath&gata (de-bzhin shes-oa) Vairocana

who is king of consciousness (rnam-Dar shes-Da'i rwal-o), the

tath&gata (de-bzhiri sheg-a) Akaobhya who Is kin g of fore

(zuzs-kvi r2yal-Do), the tath&gata (de-bzhin shezg -pa) Ratna-

sambhava who is king of feeling (tshor-ba'i rwal-oo), the

teth&gata (de-bzhin £shes-oa) Amitâbha who is king of perception

('du-sheg -kyl rval-Do), and the tath&gata (de-bzhin shes-Da)

Amoghasiddhi who is king of habitual tendencies ('du-bved-k.vi

r yal-Do). All these (de-da Ki.un) five enlightened families too

(kvan2) have their distinct body-colours: Vairocane is dark-blue

(mthin-kha) because his mirror-like pristine cognition is

unchanging. Aksobhya is white (dkar-Do) because the pristine

cognition of reality 's expense is free from all stains. Ratna-

sambhava is yellow (ser-oo) because his pristine cognition of

sameness is endowed with many enlightened attributes of great-

ness. Amit&bha is scarlet (le-bran), i.e. red, because his

pristine cognition of particular discernment hankers for the

benefit of living beings; and Amoghasiddhi is green (1iariz-u)

because his pristine cognition of accomplishment performs diverse

acts of benefit for sentient beings. Radiant and res plendent In
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their (respective) colours (mdo-tu 'tsher-ba), the nature of the

five enlightened families is dazzling and brilliantly clear.

(The section on the female central deities comments on Ch. 1. 8):

Present there also were the female consorts of these

(tath&gatas). These are given the title queen (btaun-mo) because

they are the basis of en j oyable objects, because thay are the

female consorts of the central deities, and because they are

revered as a royal family endowed with enlightened attributes;

and they are described as genuine (dam-oa) because they surpass

others. The nature of the celestial expanse is Akâadh&tvi*vari,

who is mistress of the expanse (dbins-dan) of space and the

essence of apparition (snanz-ba'i) because she clarifies without

obscuration the vastness of reality and the expanse of

enlightened attributes. Buddhalocanâ is the one who is the

expanse of solidity (sra-ba'j. dbyins-dan) because, in the

manner of earth which is supported and supportive, she supports

the unchanging essence and its enlightened attributes. M&makt is

the one who is the expanse of liquidity (mnven-Da'i dbins-dan)

because, in the manner of water which sustains human bein gs with

its moisture, she mollifies the minds of livin g beings.

Pánderavâsini is the one who is the expanse of warmth (dro-ba'i

dbvinws-danz) because, in the manner of fire which burns and

manifests, she burns conflicting emotions and clarifies all that

is knowable; and Samayat&r& is the one who is the expanse of

mobility (bskwod-oa'i dbvin2s) because, in the manner of air

which performs acts of movement and lifting, she is unobstructed

for the sake of living beings and is the basis of theli'
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sustenance.

The tath&getaa were present, sexually united with the entire host

of queens (btsun-mo'i tshos) of the enli ghtened families, such

(la-sos-Da) as these 1 without exception, none excepted, omiting

none at all. They were without duality in respect of (nvis-su
1011

med-Dar) of skillful means and discriminative awareness.

The nature, presence, number or enumeration of these (deities),

which has been revealed, primordially pervades all apparitional

existence without conjunction or disjunction. Here in particular,

the appearances of the buddha-body of perfect rapture entirely

and infinitely pervaded (kun-tu mtha'-.'as-oar khxrab-Da) their

object, the expanse of reality (chos-kyi dbins), throughout the

infinity of space, with the great appearances of buddha-body,

speech and mind, the inexhaustible wheels of adornment. Pilling

it (an) with the manda]a of buddha-body and pristine cognition

so that there were no intervening s paces, just as a ('di-lta--ste)

full-grown pod of sesame seeds (t1l-vi wan2-bu) for example

(drer-ns), they were pervasively present (n.g . khvab-ar bzhu-

gQ) everywhere.

Although in genera] all phenomenal existence is primordially

pervaded (by buddha-body, speech and mind), here it applies to

the appearance of the sugatas alone. One should know they

subsequently become radiant in all mandalas including those of

the higher male & female consorts of the five enlightened

families (i.e. buddhas) and those of the lower male & female
105

spiritual warriors (i.e. bodhisattvas).
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The wrathful deities are not however explained (at 	 this

juncture). If you ask why , it is because for a beginner they are
106

hard to understand and little needed.

The Excellent Retinue (87.11-911.11):

Thirdly (see p . 357) there is the detailed exegesis of the

retinue, which includes both the natural retinue (of Samanta-

bhadra) which has already been revealed and the retinue of

spirituality. The latter is threefold: The male & female

consorts who are the inner spiritual warriors (of the mandale).

the male & female consorts who are the outer spiritual warriors

(of the mandala), and the male & female consorts who are the

gatekeepers (of the mandala).

I The first of these has two aspects, of which the former

concernin g the four male consorts (comments on Ch. 1, 9):

Then (de-nas), the explanetion of the central deities belonging

to the five enlightened families should be followed by an

explanation of the retinue of the male spiritual warriors. In the

manner of the Teacher himself (&kyamunI) who was a great bodhi-

eattva (b,an-ahub ehen-no), the retinues which arise from the

disposition of that self-manifestin g spirituality are purified

(byan)	 of all obscurations and in their buddha-mind all

enlightened attributes without exception are perfected (chub).

Great (chen-oo) because they are themselves buddhas, they are

superior to terrestrial spiritual warriors. There were present

four such spiritual warriors of consciousness who have

indestructible (rdo-rle) reality in that they are without duality
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of expanse and pristine cognition,	 or of appearance and

emptiness, and they are free from decay.

(Concerning the term "indestructible reality"), it says in the

Indestructible Peak (T. 1180):

Because it is neither solid nor empty at the core,

Neither to be cut off nor analysed,

Neither to be burned nor destroyed,

rnptinese should be expressed as indestructible reality.

It also means that they have subdued all obscurations and cannot

be further harmed by obscuration. The Extensive Maieal

(NGB. Vol. 111) says:

The nature of indestructible reality

Has subdued all obscurations.

And cannot be harmed in any respect.

The naturally present pristine cognition,

Deity among deities,

Penetrates all things.

Keitigarbha is (the great bodhisattva of indestructible) sight

(mthori-ba-dan), so-called because his buddha-eyes penetrate

their five objects and perceive reality in a single savour,

surpassing the consciousness of the eye which sees form.

Varapâni is the great bodhisattva of indestructible hearing

(byan-chub ehen-oo rdo-rle thos-oa-dan), so-called because his

buddha-ears penetrate their five objects and listen to the real

nature in a single savour, surpassing the consciousness of the

ear which hears sound. Ak&*agarbhe is the great bodhiaattva of
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indestructible scent (b,an-c!hub chen-Do rdo-rie enom-Da-dan),

so-called because his buddha-nose penetrates its five objects and

senses the uncreated nature in a single savour, surpassing the

consciousness of the nose which senses smell; and Avalokiteàvara

is the great bodhisattva of indestructible savour (byan2-chub

chen- po rdo-re nivon-ba), Bo-called because his buddha-tongue

penetrates its five objects and savours the non-dual nature in a

single savour, surpassing the consciousness of the tongue which

merely savours taste.

The latter, concerning their four female consorts (who are the

inner female spiritual warriors of the retinue, comments on Ch.

1, 10):

There was [the assembled host of (J.. tsho2s-dan)) Lêsy&, the

queen who is seen (btsun-mo mthon-bar b'a-ba-dart), i.e. the

form or apparitional object of pristine cognition; along with

those of M&ly&, the one who is heard (mlmran-Dar b.ra-ba-dan);

Gitâ, the one who is scented (bsnam-ar ba-ba); and Narti, the

one who is savoured (mvon-bar b.ra-ba-dan), i.e. the delight of

( pristine cognition's) dis play . Although these are sometimes

interchanged, there is no contradiction because the y are merely

names. There are actually held to be four inner kinds of Lâsyâ.

When verbally expressed, Git& refers to their sound which is

heard, and likewise DhOp& to their scent which is scented.
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ii The section on the four (outer) male s piritual warriors of the

sense-organs (comments on Ch. 1, 11):

These are respectively: Maitre ya, (the great bodhisattva of in-

destructible) eyes (ban-ahub chen-Do rdo-rle mthon-b/ed-d1g),

whose unobscured indestructible buddha-eyes support the apprehen-

sion of their five ob j ects, surpassing the sense-organ of the eye

which resembles a sesame flower; Nivaranaviekhambhin (the great

bodhisattva of indestructible) ears (bwan-ehub ehen- po rdo-rle

thos-byed-dan), whose unimpaired sense-organs of buddha-ear

support their five clear ob j ects, surpassing the sense-organ of

the ear which resembles a twistin g ravine; Samantabhadra (the

great bodhisattva of indestructible) nose (ban-chub hen-o

rdo-rte snom-b.'ed-dan) • whose sense-organ of the buddha-nose

supports the penetration of its five objects, surpassing the

sense-organ of the nose which resembles a strai ght copper bodkin

needle; and Mañjuri (the great bodhieattva of indestructible)

tongue (bvan-chub chen- po rdo-rIe myon-byed-danw) whose supreme

taste of buddha-speech supports the penetration of its five

objects, surpassing the sense-organ of the tongue which resembles
107

a half-moon.

The section on their female consorts (who are also outer

spiritual warriors of the mandala, comments on Ch. 1, 12):

They are respectively: the queen of time past (btsun-mo 'das-Da-

dane) who appears as DhOP& to illustrate that she enters the

vision of pristine cognition, unobstructed and unimpeded with

respect to the past, the nature in which phenomena of the past

actually radiate as they really are, surpassing those phenomena
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which were known in the past and are now non-existent, having

been destroyed; the one of time present (da-. ltar-dan2) who

appears as Puspê to illustrate that she enters the vision of

pristine cognition, unobstructed and unimpeded with respect to

the present, in which all phenomena become meaningless in terms

of aeons, surpassing those which are merely the actual

appearances of the sense-organs; the one of time future ('bwun-

ba-danz) who appears as Aloha to illustrate that she enters the

vision of pristine cognition, unobstructed and unimpeded with

respect to the future because phenomena of the future are seen in

the present, just like a leaf of k'urara in the palm of the hand,

surpassing those objects of the future which have not become

manifest; and the assembled host (tshoz-dan) including the one

of time unpredictable (ma-bwon-oa'i), indefinite in its moment of

emergence, who appears as Gandhâ to Illustrate that she Is

present as the pristine cognition of sameness with respect to the

four times, the reality in which naturally present appearances do

not change from their disposition, as it really is.

As for the way In which past, present and future are known, they

are clearly known in the manner of the signs of the past and

future which arise alon g with the present when they are drawn
108

prognostically on the surface of an (oracular) mirror.

Accordingly it says in the Great Bounteousness QL .fle. Buddhas (T.

Past, present and future events.

As many as there are, become manifest.
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iii. The section on the male & female consorts who are the gate-

keepers (of the niandala) has two parts, of which the former

concerning the male consorts (comments on Ch. 1, 13):

It is explained that they correspond to the following description

which is found in the Subeouent Tantr	 Guhvasamâa (T. 443):

If this pristine cognition, the enlightenment

Of the buddhas is known to be

Without decay, without consciousness,

Without descri ption and without conception.

Bliss will be obtained.

The subjugator ('oms-ra) is skillful means, great (chen- po) In

discriminative awareness. He is said to be indestructible (rdo-

because venomous spirits such as Mâra and Yama are

disciplined by great emanations who possess these two attributes.

Now, within the threefold process of sensory interaction which

occurs when the sensation of physical contact (re-oa-dan) is

generated, there Is the body or subject of contact (re-bwed-

danz), the object of contact (re-bya-den). end the conscious-

ness of the body or consciousness of contact (re-shes-dan)

which derives from the encounter (of these two). Respectively.

these are represented by Amrtakundalin, Avottama, Mah&bala. and

Yam&ntaka whose buddha-bodies penetrate the five sense-objects or

sensory bases of contact, surpassing ordinary (contact).

Then there is also verbal contact, which is vocalised. Although

in this text it is the four aspects of physical (contact) which

are primarily and actually revealed, those of both speech and
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mind are implied. Now, when the sensation of verbal contact is

generated, there is the sound or subject of expression, the

object of that expression, and the consciousness of that sound

which derives from the accumulated conditions of these two

aspects of expression. These appear respectively as the four

wrathfu]. deities beginning with Amrtakundalin to illustrate that

buddha-speech free from all obscurations of tone penetrates its

five objects, surpassing the euphonous, discordant and neutral

sounds which (ordinarily) emerge.

Then there is mental (contact) during which phenomena conic into

being. When the activity field of phenomena, the ob j ect of the

intellect, is generated, there is the intellect or subject of

perception, the forms of general concept or diverse objects of

perception, and the consciousness of bliss, sorrow, refutation

and proof which derives from the encounter of these two.

Surpassing this generation, the four wrathful deities manifest In

and of themselves at the gates (of the mandala) through the

energy of pristine cognition to illustrate that the unobscured

pristine cognition of the buddhas is actuelised without regard

for the apprehension of general concepts and is free from all

desires and hatred.

These (gatekeepers) are none other than the four pristine

cognitions which realise (respective]y) that there is neither

creation nor decay, there is nothin g to be expressed, there is

nothing which perceives, and there Is nothing at all (physical,

verbal or mental).
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The section on their female consorts (comments on Ch. 1, 111):

They are respectively:	 AnkuU,	 (the queen 1 btsun-mo) who

essentially is not eternal (rta-Dar ma-,.rin-Da-dan2) with respect

to all things such as form-- illustrating that appearances are

like reflected images, not existing in reality, and illustrating

that she draws in sentient beings with loving kindness and

liberality which are her attributes; P&Aâ, the one who is not

transient (chad-Dar ma-win-Da-darl2) with respect to all things

such as sound, because she illustrates that these respective

appearances are essentially not abandoned but resemble a mirage

and because she draws in sentient beings with compassion and

gentle speech which are her attributes; Sphot&, the one who

essentially is selfless (bda-tu ma-vin-oa-dan), In whom mental

phenomena are not apprehended as self-existing through refutation

and proof but are dreamlike, symbolising that she overpowers

sentinet beings with sympathetic oy and empathy wheh are her

attributes; and Ganth&, the one who is eignleee (mtshari-mar

Yin-Da) and without substance in respect of the essence of all

phenomenal existence, sams&ra and nirvana, illustratin g that it

lacks independent existence from the beginning in the manner of

an emanation and that she establishes sentient beings in

quiescence through purposeful conduct and great equanimity which

are her attributes.

Now on the buddha-level, each of the five consciousnesses

associated with the sense-organs respectively penetrates five

sense-objects. Concernin g this, it says in the Ornament tt.

SQtras .f th.e Greater Vehicle (T. LO2O):
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When the five sense-organs become extraneous,

All objects are penetrated.

Altogether there are twelve hundred

Sensory attributes which emerge.

Now the sense-organ of the eye Is at the outset analysed

according to the six directions (of its vision), namely the four

cardinal directions, the zenith and the nadir; and each of these

six	 Is further analysed according to its ten	 subsidiary

directions. When, among these, the sense-organ of the eye

focusses on the vision of an easterly form in the eastern

direction, there are four (sensory attributes which arise),

namely, sound Is heard, scent is sensed, taste Is savoured, and

objects are contacted. Each of the remaining nine subsidiary

directions also has these four (sensory attributes), making forty

in all. Similarly, each of the five remaining directions (in

which the eye casts its vision), when analysed according to their

ten respective subsidiary directions, also has forty such

(sensory attributes). Thus there are six divisions of forty,

making two hundred and forty (sensor y attributes associated with

the sense-organ of the eye). And when the sensory attributes

associated respectively with the sense-organs of the ear, nose,

tongue and body are similarly estimated, they number twelve

hundred. These are the extraordinary sensory attributes of the

buddha-level.

While these male & female consorts, male & female spiritual

warriors, male & female gatekeepers and so forth appear In the

middle of the basic mandala, they are surrounded by many hundreds
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of thousands of retinues, who form the respective mandala

clusters of	 the four enlightened families in the four
109

directions.	 The quantity end aspects of this array of deities

fdrtning the assembly (tshos) In basic mandalas such as this

lta-bu'i) is inexpressible (brlod-kj.ris mi-lane-ba), pervading the

entire celestial expanse; and these appearances are naturally

present without duality (nvis-ai.i Ined-Dar bzhus-so). This is

essentially because they arise from the disposition (of reality)

through a unique display of self-manifesting pristine cognition.

A Synopsis of Pristine Cognition's Self-Manifesting Array

(911.11-97.6)

The third part (of this chapter, see p . 336) is the synopsis of

pristine cognition's self-manifesting array, which has two

sections: the essence from which this array emerges and the

manner of the array itself.

The former (comments on Ch. 1, 15):

Once the introductory scene had been explained In detail, then

(de-nas) this (j) great secret descri ption of these (de-da-

n.rid-kvi £san-ba) self-manifesting mandalas (dk.'il-'khor), which

are secret (san-ba'i) because their essence Is not within the

perceptual range of others, but is one in which the tath&gatas

(de-bzhin wshes-Da) or male consorts and the assembled host of

their queens (btsun-moi tsho2s-dan2) or fem&le consorts are

without duality (nwis-su med-oa'i), emerged (oh'un-no) in-

expressibly and as a naturally arisen intention from the
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indestructible (rdo-rie 1a.) buddha-body (aku-dan2), the

indestructible buddha-speech (sune-dan), the indestructible

buddha-mind (thues-dan), the indestructible buddha-attributes

(won-tan-dane) and the indestructible buddha-activities (Dhrin-

1a).	 Thus there emerged these following secret words of

indestructible reality which reveal the truth of the self-

manifesting mandala of the five enli ghtened families.

The latter 0 concerning the manner in which this emerges and the

self-manifestin g array itself, is threefold: the disposition

through which this self-manifesting mandela is arrayed, the

manner in which it appears, and the recognition of the reality

through which it is present.

1. The first of these (comments on Ch. 1, 16):

Throu gh the disposition of the buddha-body of reality,

(symbolised by ) the syllable E (i), there emerges the appearance

of the buddha-body of perfect rapture, ( gymbolised by ) the

syllables Eisa (g ) and the wondrous Teacher who diversely

manifests in and of himself, (symbolised b y ) the syllables Emaho

(e-ma-ho). Holding sway over (dban2-svur) the essence which is

the buddha-body of reality and the very expanse of the real

bzhin-nyid-kyi dbwinzs-nid), the spontaneous mandala of (dkvil-

'khor) of the buddha-body of perfect rapture along with its

fivefold pristine cognition ( ye-shes) emerges throu gh or has

the Teacher's own disposition of 	 (neane)	 inconceivable

spirituality (thuw-rfe).
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ii. The second (the manner in which it appears, comments on Ch.

1, 17):

This buddhafield of the spontaneous Bounteous Array, which is a

nature (nwid) self-manifesting (ran-snan-ba) to the tath&gata

himself, is said to be radiant (sal-ba-ni) and to appear

essentially in the pure images of (zu-hrnwan) the buddhaa'

contemplation (tinw-'dzin) and in the naturally pure (rnam-daz)

magical dis p lay (swu-ma) of pristine cognition.

iii The third (the recognition of the reality through which it is

present comments on Ch. 1, 18):

This identity of buddha-body, speech, mind, attributes and

activities (su-sun-thua won-tan rhrin-laR) where there is

nothing to be dispelled (sel-med-Da-vi), not even the slightest

defective blemish, is an inconceivably mighty wish-fulfilling

gem (wid-bzhin riri-Do-che) or excellent enlightened attribute

(won-tan). It itself is (riwfd-dq ) the essence of supreme

indestructible reality (rdo-rfe mcho-i) without conjunction or

disjunction,	 a nature endowed with	 pristine	 cognition's

inexhaustible (mi-zad-Dar) wheel of adornment (rwan-z yi 'khor-

), and the abode (nas) of the buddha-body of perfect rapture.

-- Such were the secret words of indestructible reality (zhes

rdo-rie san-ba'i tshi) of buddha-body, speech, and mind which

•merged (tu'o) concerning the natural expression of tantra.

There are some who ascribe this last passage to the compiler, but

incorrectly so because it is also extant in (the actual text of)

this	 Tantra .f	 e. Secret Nucleus QL Indestructible Realitw
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(rdo-rIe es&n-ba'J. aiwinw-ro'i re.'ud NGB. Vol. 1k).

Tb. bla-ma Rong-zon* Pandita further asserts with respect to this

section that it refers to the mandala of the real (de-bzhiri-

nMid). the mandala of the expanse (dbin g ), the mandala of

skillful means which holds sway (dbAn-bs2rur), the mandala of

pristine cognition (we-hes). the mandala of spirituality (thu gs-

jg), the mandala of the self-manifesting (r&n2-enane-ba), the

mandala of nature (mild), the mandals of contemplation (tin-

'dzin), the mandala of images (ezus-brn.van), the mandala of
I.

magical display (svu-m&), the mandala of the pure (rna.m-da),

and the mandala that is radiant (sa1-ba). Now, because these are

words of indestructible realit y they are applicable in all

contexts. However, this is not an occasion for the mandalas of

the path including the mandalaa of the three Kinds of contem-

plation and of images to be revealed. It is rather an occasion

for the self-manifesting and spontaneous mandala of the buddhaa
110

to be revealed. Therefore (his explanation) is irrelevant.

There are also some who hold the introductory scene to be a

(later) compilation, but they have not examined even a fraction

of the text Concerning the compilation of the introductor y scene

among the transmitted precepts of the Teacher, there are some who

incorrectly claim that the introductor y scene is the word of the

compiler and that therefore the actual transmitted precepts

commence from the beginning of the discourse onwards. However the

words of this (introductory scene) are indeed transmitted

precepts because (in this context) there is no difference between

the compiler and the teacher. Furthermore, in the Tantra Which
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Purifies AJJ.. Evil Destinies (T.	 83) the !nandala is mostly

described by the Lord of Secrets (Guhyapati Vajrap&nj) and yet it
lii

too lies within the tantra-text.

This (present work) also conforms doctrinall y with the Sfltra Dl

Comoassion's White Lotus (T. 112) which says:

When I have passed into nirv&na,	 o monks!,	 if the

transmitted precepts are compiled, let the discourse begin
112

with the words Thus have heard on 	 certain occasion.

(The conclusion comments on Ch. 1, 19):

These descriptions of the (five) kinds of excellence form the

content of the Introductory Scene (len-zhi) from the Tantra Dl

ths Secret ifulceu g Definitive With ResDect 	 Real (spn-

ba'i sn."in-oo de-kho-na-nyid nwes-Da) in Twenty-Two Chapters.

The Introductory Scene is go-called because it forms the

background narrative, provides authentication and establishes the

basis for the tantra which will unfold. The word chapter (le'u)

is derived from (the Sanakrit) Dariecheda and conveys the sense

of "segmented" or "fragmented", which is what is also implied in

this context. This is the first (danw-Do) in that it is is

described as the initial chapter, positioned at the beginning of

a series. Sections indicating the number of lines (in a text=

baTh-Do) are estimated from the be ginning downwards and chapter

numbers are estimated from the end upwards. therefore, this

(usage of a number) as the final word indicates that it completes

(!Q) each of the different chapters.
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Chapter Two

Generation of Ultiate & Relative Enlightened Mind

aa Priatine Cognition

Root-text;

Then the Transcendent Lord Samantabbadra, who is the active male

subject and the indestructible intelli gence penetrated the queen

or passive female object SamantabhadrI. she who is positive with

respect to all phenomena, with his indestructible realit y , which

is the natural posture of all (buddhas) without exception.

Through this penetration, all the tath&gatas of the ten

directions and four times without exception became indivisible in

the nature of the unique one. So it was that the tath&gata him-

self uttered this meaningful expression to and for the tath&gata

himself.	 (1)

Ernaho!

The aspects of the component of indestructible reality

Are known as the five perfect buddhas.

All the manifold activity fields and sensory bases

Are the nature of the mandala of bodhisattvae.

Earth and water are Buddhalocanâ and M&xnakI.

Fire and air are Pndaravsint and Sarnayat&rà.

Space is Dhâtvvart.

The three realms of existence are primordial buddhafields.

All things that there are without exception

Are not extraneous to the buddhas themselves.
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Phenomena extraneous to the buddhas themselves

Have not been found by the buddhas themselves.

-- When he said this, all the tath&gatas rejoiced. (2]

Then the queen Samantabhadrl who is the passive fema'e object,

positive with respect to all phenomena, became indivisible with

the Transcendent Lord Samantabhadra, who is positive with respect

to all minds, and uttered this meaningful expression. (3]

0! The chiliocosms of the ten directions are primordially

void.

The three levels of existence are pure fields.

The five degenerations are themselves the blissful abode.

The five components themselves are perfect buddhas.

Apart from the supreme nucleus of all (things),

The conquerors do not seek the doctrine elsewhere.

Doctrines said to be other than that

Though sought, have not been found by the conquerors.

--When she said this,	 the tathgatas themselves knew all

things to be primordial buddhahood. (3

Then their non-dual Great Identit y spoke as follows, generating

the mind through which primordial buddhahood is attained as

pristine cognition. (5)

Emaho! This wondrous, marvelous reality

Is the secret of all the perfect buddhas.

All is created through the uncreated.

At creation itself there is no creation. (6]
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Emaho! This wondrous, marvellous reality

18 the secret of all the perfect buddhas.

All ceases through the unceasing.

At cessation itself, there is no cessation. (7]

Emaho! This wondrous, marvellous reality

Is the secret of all the perfect buddhas.

All abides through the non-abiding.

At abiding itself, there is no abiding. (8)

Emaho! This wondrous, marvellous reality

Is the secret of all the perfect buddhas.

All is referential through the non-referential.

At reference itself, there is no reference. (9]

Emaho! This wondrous, marvellous reality

Is the secret of all the perfect buddhas.

Phenomena come and go through an absence of comin g and going.

At coming and going itself, there is no coining or going. (10]

--When they said this, all the tathàgatas and all the assembled

host of their queens too were filled with joy. [11]

Then all the tath&gatas with (all) the assembled hosts of their

queens uttered this meaningful expression. (12]

Emaho! This primordially secret reality

Appears as diversity but is naturally secret.

It is essentially very secret--

Not extraneous, but most secret.
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--In accordance with these words, (13) eli the tath&gatae and all

things are indivisible because they are of one characteristic in

the essential nature of primordial buddhahood. However, the

conceptual thoughts of living beings have ripened through

ignorance into the inconceivable five classes of livin g beings.

Generating great spirituality, or the great pristine cognition of

the buddhas for their sake,	 they uttered this meaningful

expression. (1$]

Eniaho! From the nucleus of the sugata

Individual conceptual thoughts are emanated by deeds.

There are diverse corporeal forms, raptures,

Abodes, sufferings and so forth--

The possessor and the possessed are differentiated. (15)

(But] not bound by any agent, bondage is non-existent.

There Is not an object to be bound.

By egotistical conceptual thoughts

Knots in the sky are urgently tied and untied. (16)

In order to reveal this reality of the buddhas

Which is primordial, spontaneous and perfect.

And where there Is neither bondage nor liberation,

Diverse emanations are made.

Through these words, the tath&gata himself purposefully conversed

with the tath&gata himself (17] This completes the second chapter

from the Secret Nucleus Definitive With ResDect Th Th Real,

entitled the generation of ultimate and relative enlightened mind

as pristine cognition	 (18]
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Commentazw (97.6-111.):

The second aspect (of the natural mandala of the ground, see p.
..

331) discloses how all things are meaningfully expressed as

primordial buddhahood and how spirituality is aroused because

there is no duality between the Teacher (Samantabhadra) himself

and the naturally present pristine cognition of buddha-mind which

arises as the five enlightened families. This is revealed in the

manner of a discourse.

Now, the Teacher, the male & female consort (Samantabhadra) who

is the buddha-body of reality , ascertains as a knowable object

the naturally present pristine cognition of buddha-mind which

appears as the buddha-body of perfect rapture. At that time, the

awareness or subject which makes this ascertainment is described

as the male consort Sainantabhadra who is the indestructible

reality of mind, and the ob j ect that is known is named the female

consort Samantabhadri, she who is the passive female object. This

accords with the explanation given below in chapters (11-12) on

the attainment of the feast-offerings that the ob ject is the
1

female consort and the subject the male consort. The non-duality

of the male arid female consorts, when considered intellectually.

refers to the unity of these two in the essence of awareness. It

is as if. for example, when a mental image of Lhasa is perceived,

the mind were the male consort (or subject), Lhasa were the

female consort (or obj ect), and the single savour of these two in

one's own mind were non-duality.

1



Once this overview has been understood, there follows the

interlinear colTmlentsry on Chapter Two. It has two parts--

respectively revealing the genuine intention of the discourse and

the arousal of spirituality for the sake of sentient beings who

have not realised it.

Genuine Intention of the Discourse (98.5-106.11)

The former is threefold, comprising the intention of the male

consort, that of the female consort, and that of their non-

duality, which respectively give rise to the d1scourse.

I Intention of the Male Consort Which Gives Rise to the Discourse

(98.5-101.5):

This includes both the cause which induces his intention to

initiate	 the discourse and the actual discourse.

The former (comments on Ch. 2, 1):

Once the introductory scene had been revealed, then the Transcen-

dent Lord (de-nas bcom-ldan-'das) Samantabhadra (kun-tu bzan-

Qi, the active male subject (bwed-Da-o) who objectively

analyses the naturally present pristine cognition or buddha-mind

of the central deity of the enlightened family, and is the

indestructible intelligence (rdo-rle j) non-dual In nature

because he penetrates many objects without straying from the

essential expanse, intellectually penetrated ('tu-tar vur-to)

the queen (btsun-mo) or passive female object (bwa-ba-mo)

Sainantabhadr-- she in whom the nature of objects is established

as primordial buddhahood and who is positive (bzan-m) because
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with respect to all (kun-tu) phenomena (chos) of apparent

existence, sams&ra and nirv&na without exception, everything is

indeed primordial budhahood. This he did with hi. indestructible

reality (rdo-rfes), unchanging throughout the three times, which

is the posture (tshul) of the three natural (ran-bzhin-vi)

buddha-bodies without conjunction or dis j unction, gathering the

intentions of all (thams-cad) the buddhas of the ten directions
2

and four times without exception (ma-lus-oa!i).	 Through this

(-DaB) intellectual penetration (zhus), all the tath&gatas of

the ten directions and four time. without exception (ohwos-bcu

dus-bzhi'i de-bzhin 2shes-oa ma-lus-Da thams-cad) became

essentially indivisible (dber-med) in the nature of the unique

one (2c12-2i ran-bzhin-du) Sainantabhadra, the naturally present

pristine cognition of buddha-mind. So it was that (-DaB), without

perceiving phenomena extraneous to his own nature, the tath&gat&

himself (de-bzhin shes-a-n yid) uttered (brod-do) this (fl.j)
following meaningful expression (ehed-du brod-Da) to and for the

tath&gata himself (da-bzhin ghe2s-Da-nyid-la).

The latter (his actual di gaourse. comments on Ch. 2, 2):

!maho! (c-ma-ho) signifies great wonder because all things are

originally pure. Accordingly, the term "indestructible reality"

(rdp-rle) refers to the nature of all buddhas and sentient beings

which is the primordial uncreated buddhahood; and the component

of (DhunB-Do) which it is comprised refers to the nature of

reality or emptiness and apparitional reality or appearance. Its

aspects (wan-las-ni) are the five components including conscious-

ness, which (in reality) are known (ra2s) as the five (lnza-ru)
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genuinely perfect buddhe.e (rdzos-r,a'i sans-rewas) beginning

with Aksobhya. Similarly, all the manifold (nianz-to k) details

of the twelve activity fields (sk.'e-mched) and the eighteen

aensoz'v basee (kham-rnams) abide primordial].y as the nature of

the mandala (dk.vil-'khor-nwld) of the retinue of bodhisattvas

(bn-ehub sem-dDa'i) who are male and female consorts.

The activity fields are so-called because the y cause the six

objects such as form and the six consciousnesses of the sense-

organs such as the eye "to arise" (sk.'e), while causing the

continuity (of their perception) "to be sensed" (mched) in the
3

subsequent instant.	 When classified, they comprise the six

objective modes, namely those of form, sound, smell, taste,

contact, and phenomena; end the six sense-organs (i.e. subjective

modes), namely those of the eye, ear, nose, tongue, body and

intellect; twelve activity fields in al]. The eighteen sensory

bases are the six objects such as form, the six sense-organs such

as the eye, and the six consciousnesses of the sense-organs such

as the consciousness of the eye.

The five elements are also buddhas in the essence of the five

female consorts. Earth and water (se-chu) are respectively

Buddhalocan& and Nmaki (stvan-danw rn-ma-ki). Pire and air (me.

rlunz) are respectively P&ndarav&sini and Samayat&r& (2os-dkar

srol-yna .t); and space is Dh&tvtvari (nam-mkha' db/in2s-kvi

dban2-Dhwue-ma)
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In the same way, the essence of the three realaa of existence

(erid-sum), namely those of desire, form and formlessness which

are subsumed respectively within the outer elements, the inner

elements, and the accumulation of ideas, is ostensibl y impure.

but it too abides in the nature of primordial (sre-nas) or

original buddha-fields (eans-r2waB zhin). All thin gs (thams-

g) of sams&ra and the realities of nirv&na without exception

(malus), i.e. all things of apparitional existence that there

are (chop -so-eec) are not extraneous to the buddhas themselves

(nancp -r23.ras-nvid-1aP 2zhan-ma-win). The so-called phenomena

(cho p ) of impure samg&ra, extraneous to the buddhsa themselves

(sanzs-rwvas-n,id 1a8. czhan-oa'.i), which have independent

characteristics, when searched for, have not been found (mj.

brn3'es-so) by the buddhas themselves (sancs-rciras-riwid-kwls),

even to the extent of an atomic particle. They are not found; and

there is understood to be actuall y nothing which the buddhas do

not find. It gays in the Ascertainment	 Valid Coenition CT.

12ll):

The omniscient one is exclusively understood to be without

erroneous perception in all respects.

Similarly, it says in the All-Aceomolishiric Kinc (T. 828):

The disposition of the All-Accomplishing One,

Where all things are uncreated,

Is the nucleus of primordial buddhahood.

The All-accomplishing One does not refer objectively

To a presence or absence.



His disposition of natural sameness

18 the original ground or baseless reality.

And in the Sfttra 	 tfl.e Irreversible Wheel ( T. 2110):

All things have attained primordial buddhahood.

Therefore enlightenment is the characteristic nature of space.

In this way , the reality which appears is primordial buddhahood.

When he said this (zhes briod-Das), all (thams-cad) the

tath&gatas (de-bzhin shes-a) along with the assembled host of

their queens rejoiced (mnved-rar ,,ur-to).

ii Intention of the Female Consort Which Gives Rise to the Dis-

course (101.5-103.6):

The second (see p. 4112), the intention of the fenisle consort

which gives rise to a discourse principally on the abiding nature

of reality or emptiness, also has two sections. namely, the cause

which induces her intention to initiate the discourse and the

actual discourse.

The former (comments on Ch. 2, 3):

Once the objective abiding nature had been intellectually

expressed (by Samantabhadra), then (de-nas) the queen (btsun-mo),

or naturally pure object who appears to his intellect, the

passive female object (b,.ra-ba-mo) that is ascertained, Samanta-

bhadrt, positive with respect to all (kun-tu bzan-mo) self-

manifesting phenomena (chos), became indivisible (nis-su med-

g	 2vur) in terms of the subject-object dichotomy from the
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Transcendent Lord Sainantabhadra who is positive with respect to

all minds (beom-ldari-'das 	 kun-tu bzane-Dp--dane) and who is

the subjective pristine cognition or awareness.	 And then

she uttered (briod-do) this ( . j) following statement as the

essence of her meaningful expression (c1ed-du briod-Da) con-

cerning this abiding nature of reality or emptiness.

The latter, comments on Ch. 2, ):

0! (k.'e-ma--ho) is exclaimed to signify the wonder of reality. It

is wondrous In the sense that, illustrated by this self-

manifesting world-system, all the great trichiliocosms (stone-

khams) of the ten directions (ohvoes-bcu) are revealed to be

primordially ( ye-nag ) and originally empty and therefore void

(dben). This means that the physical containing world is empti-

ness.

Concerning the trichiliocosm: The world-system of the four

continents consists of a sin gle series of four continents with

Mount Sumeru. It is surrounded by an iron mountain range equal in

height to Mt. Vugadhara, and it is adorned with the divine

mansions of the desire and form realms. The first chiliocosm

(stone dane-Do'i sDyi-Dhud-kvi 'iie-rten) delimits one thousand

of these world-systems, and is surrounded by an iron mountain

range equal in height to the abode of Trayatrima. The

dichiliocosm (stone wnvis-oa bar-ma'i 'iie-rtn) delimits one

thousand of those, and is surrounded by an iron mountain range

equal in height to the abode of the Parinirmittavaavartins; and

the great trichi].iocosm (stone-esum-e yi atone ehen-Do '.lie-rten-

gj khams) delimits one thousand of the latter, and is surrounded



by an iron mountain range equal in hei ght to the abode of the

first meditative concentration. In this context, all the fields

and world-systems, ilJustrated by this one, are emptiness,
ft

similar to a reflected image.

All sentient bein gs who are the animate contents of these (world-

systems) are also revealed to be emptiness. For, their three

levels of existence (srid-sum-ni) abide in the nature of the

spontaneous	 Bounteous	 Array,	 the fields (zhin) of	 the
5

primordlally pure (da-pa'i) buddhes.

In addition, the five degenerations (siwis-ma lnwa) are them-

selves (n,,id) nothing but the essence, the naturally present

pristine cognition or the supremely blissful abode (bde-ldan

2na). This is because the energy of the five pristine cognitions

appears as the five poisons and generates the sufferin g of

sams&ra when (beings) are bewildered in the subect-obect

dichotomy. There are some who have mistakenl y taught that this

passage refers to the degeneration of time and so forth (and not
6

to the five poisons).

The five components (Dhun-Do 1na) of living beings themselves

are (nwid) the primordially and manifestly (perfect] buddhae

(rdzo2s sans-rwas), as has indeed been mentioned above. There-

fore, the supreme nucleus (mcho-i snvin2-Do) is the nature of

enlightenment or sameness, the abidin g nature of all (thams-ad)

phenomena which is neither positive nor negative, and without

acceptance or reecton in all respects. Apart from (-baa) this,

the conquerors do not seek the doctrine elsewhere (zhan-du
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r yp1-bps ehos mi-btsal). Everything is the natural expression of

the buddhas amd any erroneous doctrines said to be (hes-th,a-

ba'i chos) impure or other than that (riwid-las zhan) buddhahood,

thought sou ght, have not been found by the conquerors (htsal-

kvn r ypl-bas mi-brn.i'es-so) elsewhere. They are not found.

When the female consort (Samantabhadrfl said this (zhes brlod-

p a). the tath&gatas (de-bzhin she2s-Da) themselves (nid) along

with the assembled host of their queens knew (mkhwen-no) all

(thams-ead) thin gs to be primordial buddhahood (,e-nas sanzs-

rvas-oar)

iii The Non-Dual Intention Which Gives Rise to the Discourse

(103.6-106. a):

The third (ece p. 1&L12) concerning their non-dual intention,

includes both the cause which induces their intention to initiate

the discourse and the actual discourse.

The former (comments on Ch. 2, 5):

Once the obectve reality had been purified in the essence of

the subject, or pristine cognition that is awareness, then (.d.e.

g) the non-dual Great Identity (n'is-su rned-Da'l bda-nvid

chen-Dos) of the male consort or awareness and the female ConSort

or emptiness spoke as follows (.!..di gun2s-sO) concerning the mind

(sems) which is indeed understood to be the reality of buddha-

hood, existing primordially as (au,) naturally present pristine

cognition (.'e-shes), and thereby generating (bskved-oa) it in

beings who already possess it. This is because sams&ra and

nirv&na attain buddhahood (a&ns-r,&s-oa'i) in primordial
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sameness.	 Accordingly it says in the Tantra .f

Marvellous King (rmad-byun rewal-Do'i r.rud, NGB. Vol. 2):

Oneself and the limitless sentient beings

Are primordial buddhas.

May mind be cultivated as supreme enlightenment

In beings who know that this is so.

The latter, (the discourse that they initiate, comments on Ch.

2, 6-11):

Emaho! (a-me-ho) is exclaimed because all things are primordially

beyond	 creation,	 cessation,	 end	 objects	 of	 conceptual

elaboration; and the intellect which realises this is indeed
7

revealed as the nature of the five pristine cognition g .	 This

reality (chos) which is the wondrous (no-mtshar) abiding nature

of all things, more marvellous (rmad-kwi) than others, is the

meaning of the profound secret (san) of all the perfect buddhas

(rdzos-pa'i aans-rwas kun- yi). If you ask what is (this

secret), it is that through (jag) the disposition of the Un-

created (skve-ba mad-Da) original reality, all (thams-ead) things

subsumed within appearance and emptiness, eams&ra and nirvana,

appear to be created (skyas) as in a dream or magical display.

But at (fl) the moment when their creation (skYes-De) itself

(riyid) appears, actually there is no creation (skx'e-oa meg ). This

is the essence or expanse of realit y , end the intellect which

realises It is the pristine cognition of reality's expanse.
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The first two lines (of this stanza) are similarly combined with

the four succeeding stanzas in the following manner: Through

() the primordially unceasing ('a-Da med-oa) reality in

which diverse glows are reflected as on the surface of a mirror,

all (thams-cad) that appears like reflected images in the diverse

apperitional reality ostensibly ceases ('saw). But at () the

moment when their cessation itself ('za2-Da-n.rid) appears, there

is no cessation ('a-a niej. This is the mirror-like abiding

nature, and the intellect which realises this is the mirror-like

pristine cognition.

Through the (1.a) sky-like disposition in which all things are

primordially non-abiding (wnae-Da meg), all (thams-ead) the

diverse things which appear in that manner do ostensibly abide

(naa). But at (n.e) the moment when abidin g itself (nas-nwid)

appears, actuall y there is no abiding (nas-Da med-na). This is

sameness; and the intellect which realises it is the pristine

cognition of sameness.

Through the () disposition similar to the midst of space or a

clear ocean, in which natura]ly pure mind-as-such is non-

referential (dmis-Da med-Da) and signless, all (thams-cad) that

arises as diverse thoughts in the manner of clouds or reflected

images is ostensibly referential (dmia) in terms of refutation,

proof and so forth. But at (na) the moment of reference itself

(dmis-Da-nvid), in terms of 1iverse thoughts, it is groundless

and baseless; and in fact there is no reference (dmis-oa meg).

This is the natural state, devoid of thoughts which apprehend
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signs, and a particular discerment. The intellect which realises

it Is called the pristine cognition of particular discernment.

Through (1g..) an emanation-like disposition where there is
originally an absence of coming and going ('ro-'onz m) with
respect to all things, phenomena of appearance and awareness

diversely appear to come and go ('ro-dan 'onz). But at (n.a) the

moment when coming and going itself ('wro-'on-nvid) appears,

there is the intrinsic essence which abides and there is no

coming or going ('ro-'on This Is the accomplishment of

activity; and the intellect which realises it is the pristine

cognition of accomplishment.

There are some who claim that the meaning of these (stanzas) Is

connected with the pristine cognition of the four delights, but

there is evidently no occasion to make this connection. This is a

situation In which (not deli ght but) the abidin g nature of all
S

apparitional existence, sams&ra and nirv&na, is revealed.

When they said this (-ceff brod- pas) concerning the primordially

pure nature of all things, all the tath&gatas (de-bzhin shes-Da

thams-cad) who are male consorts (symbolising) appearance and all

the assembled host of their ueene (dane btsun-mo'i tshos thams-

who are female consorts (symbolising) emptiness too (kian)

were filled with joy (mnyes-Das khyab-Dar evur-to), primordlally

in sameness.
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Row Spirituality Is Aroused Por The Sake Of Sentient Beints

Who Rave Not Realised This Reality (106.U-1l1.*)

The second (see p. 11112) concerns the manner in which spirituelity

is aroused for the sake of living beings who have not realised

this reality. It has four sections, namely: a teaching on the

ob j ect for which spirituality is induced-- i.e. sentient beings'

lack of realisation; the bewilderment in sains&ra which occurs

through the egotistical apprehension of that unrealised nature;

the truth devoid of bondage and liberation which is not bypassed

from the very moment when this bewilderment appears: and a

description of the diffusion of spirituality's dis play in order

that this reality might be revealed.

I The object for which epiritualitp is induced, i.e. sentient

beings' lack of realisation (106.6-107.5):

The first comprises both a teaching on the cause which Induces

spirituality and a teaching on the object for which it Is thereby

Induced. The former (comments on Ch. 2, 12):

Once the abiding nature of all things had been revealed, then all

the tath&gatae (de-nas de-bzhin shes-a tham-cad-dan2) with

(dpn-b ps-Dpg) (all (thains-cad)) the assembled hosts of their

gueens (btsun-mo'I tsho2s) uttered this meaningful expression

(ched-du brfod-Da ..Li. briod-do) In order to reveal that very

truth.
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The latter (commenta on Ch. 2, 13):

Emaho! (c-ma-ho) is exclaimed in distress at the host of sentient

beings who have not realised this (reality). As long as the

nature of all things is not realised from the very beginning to

be the truth in whirh huddhehood is originally attained, this is

a primordially ( yc-nas) secret reality (2san-ba'i chos) for all

living beings. It appears as (snanw) the diversity (sna-tsho)

of phenomenal existence, and these (appearances) primordlally

abide in the reality of the three buddha-bodies 1 without

conjunction or disjunction. But (La) it is naturally secret

(ranz-bzhin £san2) because it is perceived as impure bewildering

phenomena. This nature of things, unrecognised as the reality

where appearance and emptiness are without conjunction or dis-

junction, is essentially very secret (n-bo-nwid-kyis rab-tu

san2), unlike (lesser truths) which are extraneously hidden.

This reality is not extraneous (zzhan-du mm.) to one's own mind,

but (1a..) most secret (shin-tu sanz) because it is not seen to

be present in oneself.

There are some who hold that (this reality) is kept secret from

an unworthy recipient, but (their view) is inappropriate because

the present context is one in which the secret nature of the
9

ground (and not of the path) is revealed.

In accordance with these words (-zhes brfod-Daa) concerning the

primordially secret truth, the spirituality which reveals it is

repeatedly generated.
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ii Bewilderment in eams&ra which occur. through egotistical

apprehension of that unrealised nature (107.5-109.6):

The second section concerning the neture of bewilderment

comprises both a teaching on the cause of spirituality, and the

actual nature of bewilderment.

The former (comments on Ch. 2, ilL):

All (thains-cad) that appears as the body of reality of the pure

tath&gatas (de-bzhin shes-Da) along with their fields and

(dane) all (thams-ead) things (ehos) of impure sams&ra which

appear within the three levels of existence, i.e. the (inanimate)

containing worlds and their (sentient) contents, are indivisible

beacuse they are of one characteristic in the essential nature of

primordial buddhahood (ire-nas g ans-rwas-oa'i n2o-bo-nyid-du

ei-oa'i mtsh pn-nyid yin-DaB dbyer-med). In this way they are

pure. However (na'an), the conceptual thoughts of living beings

('ro-ba'i rn&m-oar rto2-Da) have ripened (amin-a) into the

inconceivable (bs&m-wvis mi-khyab-var) happiness and suffering

experienced by the five classes of living beings ('ro-ba lna-'i

r.j ), namely those of the three evil existences along with the
10

gods and human beings.	 These are the results which arise

through (j .a) the dualistic ignorance (ma-ri-Da) of the bewild-

ering subject-object dichotomy. Generating (skyes-nas) great

(ehen-Do) naturally present spirituality (thus-re) or the great

(ehen-Do) spontaneous pristine cognition of the buddhas (sans-

r yas-kvi ,.,e- ghes) for their sake (j), once again they uttered

this meaningful expression (ehed-du brtod-Da .!.i) which follows.
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The latter (comments on Ch. 2, 15):

Emaho! (c-ma-ho) is exclaimed out of loving kindness. Bewilder-

ment. then, has emerged from (1) the disposition of the nucleus

of the sugate (bde-2shews BflWiflZ-DO), the original abiding nature

or inwardly radiant mind-as-such. The nucleus of the suzata is

that which abides as the essence of inwardly radiant mind-as-

such, the three buddha-bodies without conjunction or disjunction.

It says in the Sfltia ..f	 King .f Contcm]ation (T. 127):

Pure, clear, inwardly radiant,

Undisturbed and uncompounded

Is the nucleus of the sugata,

The reality which priniordially abides.

In the Extensive Maeieal flex (NGB. Vol. 14) too, it is referred

to as the ground of all that is uncompounded and genuine:

It is not the ground of all conceptual thoughts,

But the genuine ground, without independent existence.

This is called the expanse of reality.

It is the pristine cognition of the real nature.

And in the Stra .f	 Bounteous Array (T. 110):

The ground of all diverse levels

Is indeed the nucleus of the sugata.

This nucleus was revealed by the Sugata

In the term "ground-of-all".
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All living beings are pervaded by this same (nucleus), as is	 id

in the Kirw .f Contemolation CT. 127):

Living beings are entirely pervaded

By the nucleus of the sugata.

And also in the Su preme Continuum .f Xfl.e Greater Vehicle (T.

All sentinet beings are always endowed

With the nucleus of the buddha

Because the perfect buddha-body is diffused,

Because they are indivisible from dust whet Is,

And because they belong to the buddha-family.

When bewilderment occurs through any conditions, the conceptual

thoughts (rnam-rtow) of individual (ran g ) sentient beings arise

of their own accord. Thus, these great citadels of samsrs are

emanated (srul) in the manner of se)f-manifesting dreams by

(kis) causally effective deeds (j ). There are corporeal forms

(lus-dan) of diverse (sna-tsho2s) living beings Including the

gods, the raptures (lons-sbvod-dan) which they desire, their

abodes (fnas-dan) including the celestial realms, their

respective joys and sufferings (sdu-bsnal), and so forth (&

soa-a) which manifoldly appear. Living beings apprehend the

concept "I" as a possessor (bda) and (dane) concepts such as "my

things" as the possessed (bda-fr). These are differentiated

(so-sor 'dzin) within the subject-object dichotomy, so that

beings are never liberated from sams&ra.
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iii The truth without bondage and liberation which is not by

-passed from the moment when bewilderment appears (109.6-110.5):

The third teaches that there is neither bonda ge nor liberation

from the very moment when bewilderment appears. (It comments on

Ch. 2. 16):

Des pite such afflictions caused by the many kinds of happiness

and suffering in saine&ra, in the abidin g nature, as in space, all

living beings are not bound (ma-bcins) by any agent (sus-kl,an2)

causing bondage. Even conflicting emotion which ostensibly

appears as bondage (beirl2s) iS actually non-existent (med-de)

because there is not (srod-ma-win) in fact a sin gle living being

ox' even the mind of a living being which is an object to be

bound (bein2-bar b,a-ba). If you ask, however, whence this

ostensible bondage has emerged, bewilderment is fabricated.

without actually occuring , by egotistical conceptual thoughts

(rnam-rt02 bda-tu 'dzin-oa-iiis) which Budden].y arise. It is as

if, for example, one has urgently (nan-2wis) or purposefully

imagined a rope to appear in the sky (mkha'-la) before one, and

then tied and untied ('dor) many knots (mdud-Da) in it. One's own

mind-as-such is originally pure like the sky, but it appears as

the bewilderment of samsâra because it has contrived man y modes

of refutation and proof, or of sub j ect and object. Just as a knot

in the sky also seems more veridical the longer this intellectual

effort is not abandoned and yet nothin g is actually tied, this

bewildering appearance of sams&ra is more veridical the longer

one does not abandon one's attachment to the subject-object

dichotomy , and yet it is actually not veridical at all.
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iv The diffusion of spirituality's display in order that this

reality might be revealed (110.5-111.2):

Fourth 1 there is the diffusion of spirituality in order that this

reality might be revealed. (It comments on Ch. 2, 17):

In order to reveal (bstan-ohvir) to living beings this profound

and secret reality (ehos) of the buddhas (sans-revas), the

nature of which is spontaneous (Ihun) and entirely perfect

(rdzos) in the great field of primordial (,,e-nas) buddha-body

and pristine cognition, and also the mind-as-such where there is

neither bondage nor liberation (bcins-med rnam-ar rol-med-

ra'i) with respect to all things of phenomenal existene, or of

sams&ra and nirvana, diverse emanations are made (st,ro-ba sns-

tsho2S mdzad). These comprise en inconceivable display of

skillful means and inestimable emanations of great spirituality.

(The conclusion comments on Ch. 2, 18):

With these words (-ces), the tath&gata himself (de-bzhin 2shes-

p nvid) who is of self-manifesting purity purposefully conversed

(ched-du len-no) with the tath&gata himself (de-bzhin £shes-
11

nyi g -la).	 This completes (La) the exegesis of the second
chapter (ls'u te nwi5-Da) from (J.a) the Secret Nucleus (san
ba'i snwin-o) of all buddhas Definitive With Resect

Real (de-kho-na-nwid nes-Da), entitled (..!..j) the generation of

(bsked-a) both the ultimate (don-dam-na) (enlightened mind) of

nirvgna which is pure and free from all conceptual elaboration

and (danw) the relative enlightened mind (kun-rdzob-kvis bran-
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ehub gems) of Bams&ra ae	 the priatine cognition (Ye-Rhe-eu)

of gamene p beeaue buddhahood has been attained from th

beginning. These (respect1vey) reveal the indivisible abiding

nature and the reason why naturliy present spirituality emanates

from the expanse for the sake of living beings who have not
12

realised (that reality).
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Ch.pt.r Three

The Kstablish..nt of All Dhareaa

Root-text:

Then the six sages, embodiments of awareness who are said to

be the blessing of great Bpirituality that emerges from all the

tath&gatas. came forth from the indestructible body 1 speech and

mind of the tathgatag . (1) Havin g come forth, each of these

great gages or transcendent lords also acts on behalf of the five

classes of living beings through four kinds of instruction in

each great triohiliocosm of the infinite and limitless ten

directions of the six worlds where, by the power of deeds.

(beings) move, facing laterall y , upwards or downwards. (2)

The sages who demonstrate birth, renunciation, austerity , buddha-

hood, the subjugation of Mára, the turning of the doctrinal

wheel, the demonstration of great miracles, the passing into

nirvana, and so forth, (3] are endowed with the six great super-

normal cognitive powers, namely, entire knowledge of the four

times, entire knowledge of the continuum of the minds of all

beings, entire perception of everything through the eye of

miraculous ability, entire hearing through the ear of miraculous

ability , performing actB of entire benefit through the provision

of miraculous ability, and perfecting the conduct of Sainanta-

bhadra, entirely positive with respect to the uncoz'rupted. (* 1

They are endowed with the buddha-body inconceivable to all, the

buddha-mind inconceivable to all, the buddha-visage inconceivable

to all, and the buddha-speech inconceivable to all. Countless

inconceivable forms are manifested in the ten directions. (5)
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All (these emanations) indeed act as follows: By the power of

their instruction, through the vehicle of gods and humans, the

vehicle of pious attendants, the vehicle of self-centred buddhae,

the vehicle of bodhisattvas, and the unsurpassed vehicle, (63 they

have taught, are teaching and wifl teach the eighty-four thousand

doctrines as an antidote for the eighty-four thousand conficting

emotions, which are conceptual. thoughts of ignorance. (7)

As for all these (vehicles) too:	 They concern respectively the

dichotomy of object and subject; the outer and inner dependent

origination; (the realisation that] this apprehension is

exagerated from bewilderment; the productive nature of deeds and

of the results of deeds; and the conclusion revealing that which

is uncovered, will not be covered and cannot be covered by deeds

or the results of deeds. (8]

Then all the tath&gatas uttered this meaningful expression. (9]

The phenomena of mundane bewilderment, as many as they are,

Revolve in a dua'ity of outer end inner dependent origination

Through the subject-object dichotomy of ignorance and ideas,

And they produce disharmonious experiences of happiness and

suffering . (10]

Their nature itself does not degenerate from reality--

Genuine reality, dualistic in an illusory manner,

Does not differentiate between possessor and poassessed.

It is the pure expanse itself, the unique mode. (11]
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Extraneous phenomena associated with possessor and possessed

Have neither subtlety nor profundity

Apart from mere erroneous thoughts themselves.

There is an interaction between the nature of

Erroneous thoughts and (the thoughts) themselves,

But there is no extraneous wavering. (12)

Despite the continuity of erroneous thoughts

In terms of cause and result,

They are the baseless and groundless expanse.

The indivisible time moments are the nature

Of the pure expanae . itself, (13]

Transformations which occur in relation to it.

Thus, self, others and the continuity of thought,

According to the pure unsurpassed vehicle, are supreme

attributes. (1*)

Disillusioned with the four vehicles,

One abides in the result of the single vehicle. (15)

When well investigated by genuine realisation

Everything becomes present from that (disposition)

Where there is no independent existence. (16)

The buddhaa do not pass into (final) nirvana.

Their doctrines also do not decline.

In order to instruct the ignorant

Through acts of maturation,

They emerge and then demonstrate

The passing into nirvana. (17]
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The Vinaya. SOtras, Abhidharma,

Commitments, attainment, accomplishment,

And the tantras of buddha-body, speech and mind

Renowned throughout the ten directions

Emanate from the Secret Nucleus. (18)

This natural Secret Nucleus

Is definitively established as the source

Of eli pitakas and all tantras. (19)

Phenomena are merely names which have been applied.

The teachers apply names and words

Corresponding to their meaning

And then give teaching.

But the names and words which are taught

Are without substantiality.

--So they said. [20)

Then this secret description of these non-duel mandelas of the

tath&gata came forth from the indestructible buddha-body, speech,

mind, attributes and activities. [21)

0! The retributions which are the basis of existence

Rave emanated from possessive thoughts.

With respect to the six c3asses:

Birth, cessation, bodies, raptures, abodes,

The cycle of bewilderment which is suffering,

And so forth, are nothing at all,

Other than the nature of erroneous thought. (22]
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The buddha-mind of emptiness, selflessness,

Primordial knowledge and intrinsic awareness

Overpowers It through recollection,

Without objective or subjective reference.

It Itself is accordingly none other then

The wondrous buddha-bodies, speech, attributes and fields.

--Such were the secret words of indestructible reality which

emerged. [23]

Through these words, the tathgata himself knew that the

teachings spoken by countless emanations of the six sages and by

all the tathâgatas are also gathered In these (verses). This

completes the third chapter from the Secret Nucleus 	 Definitive

With Resect	 Th Real, which establishes all dharmas. (2k)
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Commentary (111.3-170.1):

The third aspect (of the natural mandala of tbeground-- see p.

331) concerns the establishment of all dharnias by the nature of

spirituality (i.e. the emanational body), which is arrayed as the
1

lamp of the world, without moving from reality. It includes an

overview and an interlinear commentary.

Overview (111.5-133.6)

This comprises both the tradition of the common vehicles and that

of th	 uncommon vehicles. The former (111.6-130.5) has three

aspects which are with reference to a single supreme emanational
2

buddha-body,	 namely, the initial cultivation of the mind In

supreme enlightenment, the intermediate accumulation of the
3

provisions over three "countless" aeone, and the final attain-

ment of buddhahood in accordance with the twelve deeds.

i As to the first (the cut1vation of enlightened mind):

Countless seons ago when the Buddha Mahêkáyapa appeared in the

world, this Buddha (of ours), kyamuni, was known as the boy

Bh&skara, the son of a potter. Offering a parasol, a pair of

shoes and five hundred cowrie shells, as his flowers (of
A

offering ), he cultivated an (enlightened) attitude, saying:

O Sugata, may I achieve the buddha-body

Similar to yours, however it appears,

And also your retinue, lifespan, fields,

And your supreme noble marks,

However they may appear.
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Similarly, when the Buddha Ratnânga (dkon-mcho Yan-lae) appeared

in the world, he was known as Praj iàbhadra, the merchant's son.

and cultivated the (enlightened mind). And when the Buddha Roca

('od-mdzes) appeared in the world, he became the kin g Kuêala who

cultivated the (enlightened mind).

ii As fox' the second (his accumulation of provisions over three

"countlees" aeons): Then, during the first "countless" aeon, he

perfected the experience of the two provisions, which derived

from the possessive condition of fifty-five thousand buddhas,

beginning with the Buddha Dhrtaratra; and he actualised the path
. .	 5

of provisions and the path of connection. As he said in the

Basic Transmission	 . g. Vinava (T. 1):

When I came into bein g during the first "countless" aeon,

I made offerings to buddhas

Totalling fifty-five thousand in number--

Beginning with the guide Dhrtaràstra

Until the gage Indradvaa.

At that time I was not disillusioned (with san&r'a).

During the second "countless" aeon, he made offerings to sixty-

six thousand buddhas starting with the Buddha Sádhur3pa (1e2s-

mdzad), and thus perfected the (bodhiaattva) levels from the
6

first to the seventh. The above text also says:
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Beginning with the Buddha S&dhurüpa

Until the guide Vipayin,

I made offerings to buddhas

Totalling sixty-six thousand in number.

At that time I was not disillusioned (with sams&ra).

During the third ("countless" aeon), he multi plied the basic

virtues derived from seventy-seven thousand buddhas, from DX pam-

kara to K& yapa. and thus actualised the three pure (bodhisattva)
7

levels. The same text says, concernin g this:

Beginning with the Buddha Dipamkara

Until the Conqueror K&yapa,

I made offerings to buddhas

Totalling seventy-seven thousand in number.

At that time I was not disilluslioned (with sams&ra).

During these (aeons). he mastered the three trainin gs. and he

perfected the six transcendental perfections in accordance with
8

the two provisions. It says in the Ornament	 g Siltras

Greater Vehicle ( T. iO4O):

When the conquerors have mastered the three trainings

They correctly explain the six transcendental perfections.

The first (training) comprises three (perfections).

While the last two (trainings) com prise one (perfection) each.

The one (remaining perfection) is comprised in all three

(traininga).

Thus, the trio of liberality , moral disci pline and patience are

gathered together (respectively) as the cause, essence and branch
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of the training of superior moral	 discipline;	 meditative

concentration is gathered in the trainin g of (superior) mind; and

discriminative	 awareness	 in	 the	 training of superior

discriminative awareness. Pereeverence is an aid for all three

(superior trainings).

Now the five (transcendental perfections) from liberality to

meditative concentration (are accumulated) as (the provision of)

skillful	 means;	 whereas	 discriminative awareness i	 the

discriminative awareness without duality , i.e the genuine

provision of pristine cognition. Through these two (provisions),

the twofold obscuration of conflicting emotions and the knowable

is purified.

iii As for the third (his attainment of buddhahood in accordance

with the twelve deeds):	 Pious attendants hold that ordinary

persons are bound by all manner of fetters, hut that some of

keenest acumen in their final birth attain buddhahood. In (the

Treasury tg Abhidharma, T. 4089), a text of the sublime elder

(Vasubandhu) it is said:

Though they are not sublime,

Parents, invalids, teachers of religion,

And the Bodhisattva in his last rebirth
9

Are said to be worthy beyond measure.

According to those who make the causal phase of the greater

vehicle into the path, on the other hand, buddhahood is first

attained in the pure abode of Akaniatha, or in the abode of
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mighty Ivara; and starting from then, buddhahood is revealed in

Jambudvipa.	 It says in the Si3tra 	 the Awakening of	 g

Doctrine	 .j.f.. Raoture (chos-dan 1ons-BD.'od mnon-oar b,.'an-

c!hub-Da'i/ sans-rwas-oa'i m):

Residing above the pure abodes.

In the supreme and pleasant Akanistha,

Adorned with diverse gemstones.

The perfect Buddha attained buddhahood,
11

And an emanation attained buddhahood here.

Concerning this mode (of emanation) which has been revealed, the
12

sublime N&gàz' j una has said:

Those who are swayed by compassion

Act to demonstrate their departure (from Tusita),

Their birth, display (of youthful prowess),

Departure from the palace, and the practice of austerity,

Their great enlightenment, and the subjugation of M&ra's host,

The turning of the doctrinal wheel,

And similarly the passing into (final) nirv&na.

13
In this respect, among these twelve deeds, 	 the first five and

the last are called mundane deeds because they are demonstrated

in conformity with mundane perception; whereas the others are

explained to be supramundane deeds Actually, however, they are

all exclusively supramundane deeds, and are here described

accordingly:
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D•partuz'e Pro Tusita:
S

Now, the first is the deed which transfers consciousness from the
1*

Tusita heaven. Once (the bodhisattva) 	 had perfected (the

provisions) over three "countless" aeons, he took birth as the

holy divine prince vetaketu in the abode of Tusita. At that time

he was aroused by the following words which emerged throu gh the
15

sound of divine music:

Powerful in your recollection of many provisions

(Accumulated) through a hundred merits.

0 infinite intelli gence, illuminator of discriminative aware-

ness.

Peerless, mighty and vast in artistic crafts.

Consider the prophetic declaration of Dtpamkara.

Thereupon, he sat on the lion throne in the exalted palace of the

doctrine and proclaimed to the divine princes who were equal in
16

fortune:

Friends, twelve years from now I shall proceed to Jambu-

dvipa. Your Vadic deliberations should be narrated

to the blind creatures in Jambudvf pa.

17
At this injunction, some of the divine princes said:

That place is ignoble. Just now Jambudvipa is bein g agitated
18

by six teachers who are eternalistic extremists. 	 Despite

your arrival there, beings will not turn to the truth and

the abode of Tusita itself will become unpleasant.
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19
Then the Bodhisettva replied:

Let the music play!.

He said that he would instruct those eternall.stic extremists,

illustrating that he would vanquish them, as it were, b y a

mightier blow of his conch shell. It is claimed that he made his

departure, exhorting Maitreya to be his own regent and having

made five considerations: Considerin g continent, he became an

inhabitant of JambudvIpe, controlled by deeds. Considering time,

he chose (the age when) there was a lifes pan of one hundred

years. Prior to that (age) there would be a lesser degree of

disillusionment (with samsre), so that even if the doctrine were

taught it would not be understood. And subsequently there would

be a greater degree of wrong views so that even if (the doctrine)

were taught, beings would not turn to the truth. Considering

family , between the royal class (kaatriwa) and the priestly class

(brahmari) which are held to be supreme by living creatures, he

chose on this occasion the family of Iksv&ku because it W&

supreme among royal families. Considering father, he chose King

uddhodana; and considering mother, he chose the beautiful M& yâ-

devi, who had been the father and mother of all the buddhas

during the Auspicious Aeon (Bhadrakalpa); end he sew that both of

them had taken birth in K&pilavastu. Then, he taught a hundred

and eight approaches to the appearance of the doctrine called
20

"refining the transference of consciousness at death." He said

for instance that among these faith was an approach to the

appearance of the doctrine through which the sullied mind would

be clarified. Thereupon, there were some divine princes who
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cultivated their minds in enli ghtenment, and some who became
21

receptive to the uncreated doctrine.	 There were also others who

obtained the immaculate eye of the doctrine. At that time a
22

shower of flowers fell knee-deep 1 and the Bodhiaattva said:

At a time when the guide, or lion-like one

Transfers consciousness at death

From the supreme abode of Tusita,

The pure gods should be told

To abandon all carelessness.

All the many divine pleasures that there are

And all glories that emerge through mental conception

Totaly emerge from the cause of virtuous deeds.

And they are the outcome of virtuous deeds.

Let them remember with gratitude that

This past virtue will cease.

Whereupon they will experience the sufferin g of non-virtue,

And then fall into evil existences, one at a time.

23
And he said:

Friends, through which guise should I proceed to Jambudvtpa'

Some said in response that it was proper to go as Brahm&,	 ata-

kratu, and so forth. But there was a divine prince, Ugratejas,

who said:

That suggestion is inappropriate because it is biased. You

would do well to emanate and go forth in accordance with the

following words from the Vedas of the Brahmans:
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The sacred elephant, large and supreme in physical form,

Has six tusks and is draped with a golden net.

The head is painted deep red, and beautified,

With cheeks dripping fine (saliva) and noble form.

In conformity with this description, on the fifteenth or full-

moon day of Veiàkha, the last spring month, his mother dreanit

that he entered the womb from her ri ght side, while she was
2a

observing a purificatory fast. She said to his father:

I felt that a snow or silver coloured elephant with six

tusks

With legs bedecked and head painted red and pleasant,

With noble gait, and perfect body firm as a vara,

A supreme elephant, passed within me.

The Bodhisattva transformed the womb into a celestial palace, and
25

acted on behalf of limitless living beings.

The Deed of Taking Birth:

Then, when ten months had passed, in the grove of Lumbini, he

emerged naturally from the right side of his mother, and was

bathed by gods and n&ga kings. Brahmâ and atakratu began to
26

raise him in a fold of white silk, but he said:

Depart, you gods, because I am purer.

Without being lifted up, he came forth of his own accord, and

took seven steps in each of the four directions, saying:

I am supreme in this world.
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At words such as these, the gods praised him, saying:

The learned make obeisance to you, lord of bipeds.

Who at birth walked seven steps on this great earth.

Saying, "I sin supreme in this world".

The learned made obeisance to you.

At that time, in the forest flowers bloomed, and all worlds were

filled with great light. Five hundred &kya youths including

Ananda were also born, as were five hundred foals including

Kanthaka, and four eons in four petty kin gdoms, namely, Biinbia&ra

the son of King Mah&padma in Ma gadha, Prasenajit the son of King

Anandabrahmadetta in Kosala. Variloka the son of Kin g Anantanemi
28

in Taksaêlla, and Ud&yt the son of King ataaena in Badsala.

Then, these signs were revealed to a brahman who prophetically

declared that if he were not ordained as a ranunciate he would

become a universal monarch, but that if he were ordained he would

become a buddha. At that time he was named Sarv&rthasiddha, "All-

Aims Accomplished"; and he was also named &kyamuni, "Sa ge of the

S&kyas", because he appeared as a sage among the S&k.ya youths.

Then, there was a raj. named Asita or Nisklea (nMon-mon2s ni)

who lived on the slo pes of Mount Sumeru. Seein g these extraoz'd-

mary omens, he beheld them with his su pernormal cognitive powers

and came to know that they were omens relating to the prince

Sarv&rthasiddha. Re arrived at the palace through miraculous

power and saw the marks (of his buddha-bod y ). In response to an

inquiry from the king , the sage replied:
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Did you previously show these marks to other learned men?

The king responded:

Yes, I did. It is predicted that he will become a universal

monarch.

Then the rsj responded:

The sophistic lords of the earth will, be bewildered.

When he enters into debate he will not become a universal

monarch.

This supreme conqueror of defects

Will become a self-born buddha for the sake of living beings.

Seven days after the Bodhisattva was born in this manner, his

mother passed away . But, tended by thirty-two nurses including

Prajãpati, he became (full-grown) as a lotus resting on a great

lake.

Proficiency in the Arts:

Then he went into the presence of the master of letters Sarva-

mitra, Krmivarman, and others, under whom he completed (the

study of) writing, archery, and artistic crafts. It was then that

the &kya youths competed (in trials of) strength. Devadetta slew

an elephant, striking it with the palm of his hand, Nande threw

the corpse outside the city, and the Bodhisattva raised it by

the tail with his big toe, end cast it outside the seven

enclosures of the city, the seven moats, seven rows of sal trees.

and so forth. The defile (where it landed) became known as

"Elephant's Defile" (lan-Do-che'i shons). At that time, the
29

gods praised him, saying:
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The mighty elephant moved like a stone--

Raising the mighty elephant with his bi g toe,

He hurled it far outside this city,

Beyond seven enclosures and seven moats.

This is undoubtedly a master of supreme learning.

He will cast corporeal beings who possess the power of pride

Far outside the city of sams&ra.

By the power of his discriminative awareness.

Similarly , when they had competed in the craft (of archery),

there were (as targets) seven cauldrons, seven rows of trees, and

seven iron walls, among which Devadatta pierced one, Nanda

pierced two, and the Bodhisattva pierced them all. On the spot

where his arrow alighted, water sprung forth, endowed with the

eight qualities (of pure water) and it became known as the

"Arrow-Born Well" (mda'-chu khron-Da sR.ves).

En3oymer*t With A Retinue of Queens:

He married the girls of the &kyas, namely Gopâ with her retinue

of twenty thousand, Mrgaj i with her retinue of twenty thousand,

and Ya&odhar& with her retinue of twenty thousand-- sixty

thousand queens in all. Then, he continued to live in the palace.

At that time, the following verses emerged through the Bound of
30

divine music:

In the past you made the following pra'er of aspiration:

"Having seen sentient beings filled with suffering,

May I assist their supreme spiritual and temporal well-being
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As a protector, refuge and sanctuary of livin g beings".

Remember your former conduct, foremost in viz'tu.,

And your aspiration to benefit living beings;

Then depart swiftly from this holy city.

Departure From The Palace:

Travelling around the cit y in its four directions, the Bodhi-

sattva perceived the suffering of birth, old age, sickness, and

death; and directin g his intention towards the enlightened

attributes of liberation, he wished to become a renunciate. The

four gates of the palace were patrolled by the arm y, who would

not permit him to go outside. However, riding upon Kanthaka,

whose hooves were supported by the four (guardian) kin gs, ha

approached the Sacred StO pa (mchod-rten rnmda.z), where he cut
31

of f his own hair and became a renunciate. 	 Then ha revealed how

the contemplation of nothing-at-all and the contemplation which

reaches the pinnacle of existence are actualised, (respectively)

in R&jagrha under the guidance of Udraka R&aputra. and in
32

Vaih&li under Arâda K&l&ma.

Austerity:

Then he went to the banks of the Nairañjana River and practised

austerity for six years. During the first two years he ate a

single grain of rice. During the middle two years he ate a single

sesame seed; and during the last two years he drank a sin gle drop
33

of water. At that time the gods aroused him, saying:
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This lord of humans. son of the âkyas,

Has not completed his deliberations.

And his very purpose is unfulfilled.

The three worlds suffer without protection.

Will, this protector not then pass away?

At these words, he arose from that (austere posture) and set out
3L

to find the abode of vaira-like contemplation.	 On the road, the

merchant's daughter SuJât& served him with milk drawn from eight

cows, which had previously been drawn from five hundred cows and

boiled. In this way, the colour of his body became golden, and he
35

dedicated her merit as follows:

May whatever merit there is in this pleasant offering

Long achieve all the purposes of this lord of humans

Endowed with supreme intelligence

Until all illustrious purposes are achieved.

Reaching The Point Of Enlightenment:

Then, on the road, the grass merchant Svâstika offered him grass

(soft) as a peacock's throat. On he went until he reached that

place where the Point of Enli ghtenment (Bodhimanda) is situated,

i.e. the Indestructible Seat (Vajr&sana) and Bodhi Tree which
36

were immeasurably adorned by be j ewelled gods.	 Then, seated on a
37

grass mat, he made this firm vow:

Let this body of mine dry up.

Let this heap of skin and bone decay.

I will not move from this position
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'Til the enlightenment, hard to gain.

After so many aeons, be attained.

Subjugation of M&ra:

Then (the Bodhisattva) emanated from his hair-ringlet (nkea)

the rays of li ght which are called "the subduer of Mâra's host".

The King of M&ras then dreamt one hundred and ei ght dreams-- an

auspicious vase fell, a victory banner broke, and so forth. When

he beheld these, he learned that the Bodhisattva would attain
38

buddhahood. He arrived at the Indestructible Seat, and gaid:

The time has not arrived for you to attain buddhahood.

Whereupon the Bodhisattva replied:

Since I have completed the two provisions during "countless"

aeons, the time has arrived for me to attain buddhahood. Pay

heed that it was by just one offering that you became the

King of M&ras.

At these words, M&ra said:

You bear witness to the ephemeral offering I made here,

•But you have no witness here yourself.

Without a witness you have already lost,

Whatever it is you say!

The Bodhisattva responded:

This earth is the support of all beings.

She is j ust and impartial to animate and inanimate alike.

0 Earth, come be my witness here!
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A8 goon as he had spoken, the Goddess of the Earth exclaimed:

It is fitting because this son of the enlightened famil y has

perfected a multitude of provisions. I can count the whole

earth into atomic particles, but I cannot estimate the

number of heads and limbs sacrificed by him on behalf of

sentient beings.

Shamed by these words. M&ra returned to his own domain, where he

mustered an army one thousand trillion strong; and he caused a

great barrage of missiles to descend on the	 Bodhisattva.

Accordingly it says in the Stra	 Renunciation (T. 301):

With one head, two heads, three heads,

And as many as one thousand heads,

(The host of MIra) multiplied.

At that time, (the Bodhisattva) remained equipoised in the

contemplation of loving kindness, so that the mass of missiles

fell as a shower of flowers and the harsh noises became melodious
39

songs. Then the gods said:

The causal basis of M&ra has been subdued by the power of

loving kindness.

The missiles, when hurled, turned into flowers.

And:

The King of the &kyas saw that things which dependently

arise

Are without independent existence.

Because he indeed possesses a sk y-like mind

The host of demons and their army could not oppress him.
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Furthermore, Mâra's daughters attempted to seduce (the odhi-

aattva) but he transformed them into old women, whereupon they

implored his forgiveness.

Enlightenment:

Then he became equipoised in the vajra-like contemplation. At

dawn when the drum (of victory ) was about to be beaten, he

actualised the contemplation in which (the corruption of samsàra)

Is known to have ceased, and that in which it is known not to

recur. He obtained the three kinds of awareness or enlightenment
40	 111

of the buddhas.	 At that time, the gods praised him, saying:

This lion among creatures has subdued M&ra.

He has actualised the concentrations of the Teacher.

And obtained the ten powers and three kinds of awareness,

At which all fields of the ten directions have trembled.

Then he remained for seven weeks without speaking the doctrine.

Durin g the first week, he remained without interrupting his

meditative posture. During the second week, he subdued Jambu-

dvlpa, which was near. During the third week he subdued the

trichiliocosm afar. Durin g the fourth he gazed at the Tree itself

with unclosing eyes. During the fifth he departed for the abode

of Mucilinda, king of nâgas. During the sixth he subdued

spiritual beings; and during the seventh he was offered honey by

the merchants Trapusa and Bhallika in a grove near the Tree of

Liberation (i.e. the Bodhi Tree). Thereat, the four (guardian)

kings offered him a begging bowl, which he accepted, saying:
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May these two merchants find

Advantage and great profit.

After giving this benediction, 	 he remained there, without
42

s peaking the doctrine. He thought:

I have found a nectar-like doctrine,

Profound, calm, simple, luminous and uncompounded.

If I teach it, no-one will understand;

I will remain right here in the forest in silence.

Turning the Doctrinal Wheel:
113

Thereupon, Brahm& arrived and made the following request:

Having accomplished the mandala of supreme great pristine

cognition,

You emanate rays of li ght in the ten directions.

The lotus of your intelligence blooms

Through rays of pristine cognition.

o sun among teachers, why do you remain indifferent today?

Pray beat the great drum of genuine doctrine,

And blow swiftly the conch of genuine doctrine.

Pray raise the staff of genuine doctrine,

And kindle the lamp of genuine doctrine.

But he said nothing in response to this request. Again, Brahm&

summoned atakratu and, approaching (the Buddha), offered a

golden wheel with a thousand spokes. He made the following
1111

request:
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Arise, victor in battle,

And emanate discriminative awareness's light

In the darkness of the world.

Pray reveg]. your doctrine, 0 Sage.

Which is most satisfying of all.

45
And Satakratu offered a precious gemstone, with the request:

Like the full-moon released by Râhu,

Your mind is liberated, 0 Sage.

Arise, victor in battle,

And with discriminative awareness's light

Dispel the darkness of the world.

46
Thereupon, the Buddha said:

Brahmã. having subdued all the badness of ego.

And having been realised with great difficulty,

This doctrine is not easil y realised

By one ensnared by attachment to rebirth.

47
But Brahm& again made the following request:

Formerly in this country of Magadha

You made contact with the impure tainted doctrine.

Please open the portal of nectar-like (instruction),

And explain the immaculate doctrine.

Without a mote (of obscuration).

48
The Buddha replied:

Brahni&, I will open the portal of nectar-like instruction

For those who live in Magadha,

Who are attentive, faithful and wise,
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Non-violent and constantly attentive to the doctrine.

In this way, he assented.

Instantly the word that the Tath&gata had agreed to turn the

doctrinal wheel was heard as far away as Akanistha, and then a

congregation took place. The gods who were of supreme existence

asked where the doctrinal wheel would be turned, and they were
1t9

told:

In Vàrinasi-- there I made sixt y-six thousand sacrificial

offerings.

That sacred VIrânasI is the abode of the rsj of the past.

Therefore in that supreme abode which is called Rsi.

The sacred wheel will be turned.

With these words he set out.

Then, in that vicinity, a thousand thrones of precious gemstones

emerged. Circumambulating three, he sat upon the fourth. He

turned the doctrinal wheel of the four truths for his five noble

companions and eighty thousand gods so that they actually

realised the truth and the five noble companions obtained the

result of arhatahip. Then, at Vulture Peak (Grdhraküta) he turned

the wheel (of doctrine) that is free from characteristics for the

sake of bodhi gattvas, great pious attendants and BO forth. Then

in the abodes of gods, n&gas and so forth, he turned the final
50

wheel of definitive ultimate truth.
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Now, according to the first category of transmitted precepts, one

is delivered from sams&ra chiefly through renunciation and the

application of an antidote, in conformit y with the gradual

perception through which a beginner enters on the path. According

to the intermediate (transmitted precepts), the purpose is to

refute the clinging to those doctrines of the path and so forth

as an antidote through which samsâx'a is abandoned. And according

to the final (transmitted precepts), this realit y which abides as

the fundamental nature of all that is knowable is directly

expressed. He also taught (these transmitted precepts) through

the three pitakas, the three trainin gs, and the greater & lesser
51

vehicles.

The Final Deed:

In his eightieth or eighty-second year, (the Buddha) is claimed

to have passed into nirv&na, next to a pair of sal trees in

Ku&inagara. That this oceured in his ei ghtieth year is stated in

the following passage from the Gxeat Treasur y	Detailed
52

Exoosition (b.re-bra-tu bshad-Da'i mdzod chen-mo):

The Sage, supreme being,

Lived for one year each

At (Vârinasi), the site of the wheel of the doctrine,

And at Vaj*&l j . Makkolam, and the god realms,

Atavi and Caityagiri,

Venupux'a, as well as Sâketa,

Si&um&r'a Hill and Kauaznbi,

And the city of Kapilavâstu.

He passed two years in the Jv&linI Cave.
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Three years in Bhaisajyavana,

Five years in R&jagrha,

Six years practising austerity,

And twenty-four years in x'âvastX.

He had Bpent twenty-nine years in the palace.

So it was that the Conqueror,

The supreme and holy Sage,

Passed into nirvana at the age of eighty.

To those meritorious places

Where the Omniscient One resided,

I make obeisance at all times,

Bowing reverently with bod y , speech and mind.

Furthermore, it was in order to train the maj ority of those

requiring training who held to eternalism that his intention

passed into final nlrv&na during the last watch of the night as

the full moon was settin g. After the funeral pyre had been

ignited, it is explained that the relics were divided into eight

parts; and four tooth-relics were appropriated by different

potentates. It is said in the Transmissions g .f	 Vinawa
53

(VinaYâ2anla, T. 1-7):

Among the ei ght measures of relics

From his buddh-body endowed with discernment,

Seven were ac quired for worship by the inhabitants

of Jambuvdvipa.

And one measure of these supreme remains

Was worshipped by the king of the n&ga cit y RIvana.
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Among the four tooth-relics of this supreme being

The first was worshipped in the mundane world of Trayatrimka,

The second in the pleasant city of Gandh&ra,

The third in the land of the king of Kalinga,

And the fourth tooth-relic of this supreme being

Was worshipped by the king of the ni ga city Ràvana.

King Aoka who lives in P&taliputra

Has vastly increased the seven stpas.

Mightily , too, he has adorned this earth

With manifest objects of prayer.

So it was that the relics of this buddha-body

Endowed with discernment

Were worshipped most reverently

By the lords of gods, ná gas and humans,

And by the masters of humans, nágas and yaksas.

Secondly, there is the overvjew accordin g to the uncommon vehic-

les (130.5-133.6): The Teacher Samantabhadra, without straying

from the buddha-body of reality, manifests inconceivable

emanations in the worlds of the ten directions from his

disposition of spirituality, arising as the bod y of perfect

rapture; and he trains the six classes or five types of living

beings. In particular, in the world-system of Patient Endurance

(Sahalokadhtu) he manifests the bodies of the Thousand Buddhas

and so forth, who grant instruction accordin g to the perception

of those to be trained. It is said in the Tantra .f Ski'-Like

Pristine Cognition ( pe-sheg nam-mkha'-dans mnpam-Da'i rzi'ud):
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Derived from Samantabhadra, the perfect rapture,

Are the countless emanations who grant instruction.

In particular, in the world of Patient Endurance,

He appears as the Thousand And Two Buddha-Bodies.

54
The last two are Mañzfu&r! and Vajrapâni.

According to this (passage), these manifestations arise natural-

ly from the disposition of the buddha-body of realit y. It also

says in the SuDreme Continuum gf	 Greater Vehicle CT. 4042):

Through great spirituality , the knower of the world

Perceives all world-systems,

And without straying from the body of reality,

Through the diverse nature of his emanations,

He reveals these deeds to impure realms

For the duration of the world's existence:

Me is actually born (amon g the gods),

And he descends from the Tusita realm,

Me enters the womb and takes birth,

Becomes proficient in the arts,

En j oys the company of his queens,

Renounces the world, px'actises asceticism,

Reaches the Point of Enlightenment,

Vanquishes M&ra's host,

Attains perfect enlightenment,

(And turns) the doctrinal wheel;

He then demonstrates (final) nirv&na.
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And in the Great Bounteousness of	 g Buddhas (T. L1Li):

.lust as immeasurable reflections appear

In a vessel of water when the moon shines

But the moon is without duality.

So the learned who lack desire

Attain buddhahood in desirelees forms.

Manifesting in all fields,

The buddhas are not dualistic appearances.

And nor are they a sin gle entity.

The buddha-body is neither two nor three.

In accordance with the aspiration of sentient beings

It manifests immeasurably.

The buddha-body is not past.

Nor is the future the buddha-body.

It manifests in an immediate manner.

The forms which assume this magical display

Are not created and will not come into being.

Thus the body of the tath&gatas

Is above all revealed through the uncreated nature.

And in the Sublime SQtra Which Penetrates fl.g Ranze Q 	 g

Tathâata's Inconceivable Pristine Co2nition (T. 185):

The Buddha said, "MañjurI, it is for example, Just as at
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midnight the disk of the moon's ascending node is known to

be the lunar disk facing each of all the sentient bein gs in

Jambudvipa, but the lunar disk itself does not conceive or

think why it should be facin g those sentient beings in order

for sentient bein gs to recognise it as the lunar disk.

Indeed, Mañjuri, the lunar disk emerges as such

spontaneously and without conce ption because it is endowed

with distinct attributes. In the same way. Mañiu*ri. the

Tath&gata, arhat, or completely perfect Buddha too is seen

as the Tath&gata present before all bein gs within the

immeasurable unequalled inconceivable unappraisable

inexpressible sams&ra. However, Mañju&ri, the Tath&gata does

not conceive or think that he should be present before those

sentient beings in order for sentient beings to know that

the Tathâgata is present before them. Indeed, the Tathâgats

is present just as he is seen by sentient bein gs. Mañjuri,

when there is someone to be trained by perceiving the

Tath&gata's body to be golden in colour, the body of the

Tath&gata does appear golden in colour. Likewise, when there

is someone to be trained (b y perceiving) his body to be

beryl, sapphire, corundum or red pearl in colour, he becomes

present in these very colours. And similarly , when there is

someone to be trained by the guardians of the world, Sakra,

Brahm&, Thvara, antigods. humans, animals, the denizens of

hell, or the mundane Yama beings, he becomes present in

these very forms, and teaches the doctrine."

Through these topics the overview is completed.
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Interlinear Co.ntary (133.6-170.1)

Secondly (see p . *66). the interlinear commentary has three

parts: the background motivation (of this chapter). an exegesis

of the meaning of its words, and a synopsis of the chapter.

Background Motivation (13*. 1-13*. 3)

This (comments on Ch. 3. 1):

After the explanation of the discourse initiated (by the male 8.

female consorts Samantabhadra), than (de-nss) the six (drug)

emanations or sages (thub-op) came forth from the indestructible

body, speech and mind of the tath&gatas (de-bzhin shezs-ca'i

pku-dan2 gun-dan thus rdo-rIe-las 'than-to) of this self-

manifesting array. These, including &kyamuni. are said to b.

(zhes-bMa-ba'i) naturally arisen from the blessing of great

spirituality (thus-rie chen-oa'i bvin-vis riabs) that emerges

by itself from all the tath&gatas (de-bzhin shes-oa thams-ad-

lAs.) of the self-manifestin g array. They are embodiments of

awareness (ri-oa'i skis-bu) because they themselves are the

pristine cognition of the buddhas; and the y grant instruction to

their respective six classes of living bein gs of the six worlds

because they have subdued all deeds and conflicting emotions.
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An Exegesi, of the Meaning of 1t5 Words (i3I.3-i69.ft)

The second part has three sections: a general teachin g on

emanation by means of the four kinds of instruction, a particular

exegesis of the nature of the living bein gs who are the object of

these instructions and of their doctrines, and a s ynopsis of

aams&ra and nirvina as self-manifestations of mind and pristine

cognition.

i General Teaching On Emanation By Means of the Four Kinds of

Instruction (l31.t-l55.6):
The first comprises both an abbreviated teaching and a detailed

exegesis-- the former (commenting on Ch. 3. 2):

The six sages having come forth ('thn-nas) in this wa y, their

world-systems also appear differently by the power of ( j dban-

au) the respective deeds ( j,.aa) accumulated by livin g beings.

Briefly, there are worlds ('1i-rten) which are round, square,

crescent-shaped and trian gular, alon g with the hollowed nadir and

the uncovered zenith, where living bein gs move laterally (snrel-

£zhi), indicating that their heads are lopsided, and upwards or

downward. (w&n-man-iri), indicating that their heads face up or

down. In each (re-rer) world-system of the great trichiliocoam

(ston-esum-xri Bton2 ehen-rip ), naturally pervading all of the

ten dircttons of these six (dru-i oh3roes-bcu) dissimilar

container-worlds, infinite (mtha'-vas) in number and parts and

limitless (mu-med-Dp ' j ) in their forms of happiness, sorrow,

rapture and so forth, each great sage or transcendent lord (thub-
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chen-ro bcom-ldan-'das re-re p ), granting his own Particular

instructions, also (k.wan) acts on behalf of the five classes of

living beings through his own four kinds of instruction ('dul-ba

rnam-Da bzhis 'zro-ba'i ..Qn. mdza-de).

Now these (four kinds of instruction) are namely, instruction by

merit, instruction by the direct perception of all meanings,

instruction by great miraculous abilities, and instruction by

knowledge. It also says in the Great Bounteousness .f t. Buddhas

(T. I4):

The distinctions of deeds are inconceivable.

The world of the hells slopes downwards.

The world of Yaxna is lateral.

Animals, gods and humans move upwards.

However, the animals are also (sometimes) considered to be

included in the category of the lateral.

So it is that in the world-system of a sin gle trichillocosm, the

container-world and its sentient contents who are subsumed in the

five classes (of living beings) and endowed with three kinds (of

motion)-- lateral, upwards and downwards-- are the field of in-

struction for the emanational bod y . On this point, there are some

who hold that the six worlds comprise those of the four

directions which are lateral, alon g with a nadir which is

downward facing and a zenith which faces upwards, but they do not

even partially perceive the central meaning.
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The latter (the detailed exegesis of the four kinds of

instruction) has four sections, namely, instruction b y the great

merit of buddha-body and its excellent deeds, instruction by

direct perception or the great supernormal cognitive power of

buddha-mind, instruction by great inconceivable miraculous

abilities, and instructIon by knowledge conveyed in the five

vehicles of buddha-speech.

The first (comments on Ch. 3, 3):

The sage who deonstrates (ston-oa'i thub-oas) the great miracles

of deeds in order to mature immeaBurable livin g beings through

his great emanation of buddha-body instructs inconceivable living

beings; i.e. (he demonstrates) the birth (bltams-Da-dan2) of the

buddha-body, the renunciation (rab-tu bMun-ba-dan) or rejection

of household life, the austerity (dka'-thub mdzas-oa-dane) on the

banks of the Nairañzj ana River and so forth, the buddhahood

(san g -rzyas-Da-dan) in Vajr&sana, the subjugation of Mâra's

(bdud-btul-ba dane) host, the turning of the doctrinal wheel

(chos-kri 'khor-lo bskor-ba-dan) in V&rànasl, the deonstz'ation

of great miracles (cho-'ohrul chen-oo bstan-Da-dan) at r&vastI,

and the paaing into nirv&na (mip-nan-laa 'das-a) at Kui-

nagara. The words and so forth (la-sow-Dar) refer to (the

others) in addition to these ei ght (deeds) which are universally

taught. Included among them are his transference of consciousness

from Tusita, his proficiency in the arts, his enj oyment with a

retinue of queens, his arrival at the Point of Enli ghtenment, his

subj ugation of a rutting elephant at R&jagrha, his teaching of
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the doctrine to his mother in Tusita, and the sub j ugation of *
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great yaksa in Atavi.

There are some who hold that his deeds number twelve, but that is

not definite because he is additionally said to demonstrate

miracles, and the other (deeds) are interspersed with these. The

enumeration of twelve deeds subsumed in the words and so forth

(la-sows--Da) is merely illustrative. In short, all acts which

instruct living beings by the great miracles of buddha-body are

subsumed therein.

The second (instruction by direct perception, comments on Ch. 3,

U:

The sages are endowed with the supernormal co gnitive power of

knowing past abodes, i.e. they have direct perception of all

knowable things because of their entire (kun-tu) knowledge of

(mkhren-oa-dan) the four times (dus-bzhi), such as the past.

Through mastery over the recollection of many lives, they

instruct living beings. The four times are known in the manner of

the forms (of past and future events) which appear on an oracular

mirror.

Furthermore, they possess the supernormal cognitive power of

knowing the minds of others. Essentially this is the entire (kun-

ti&) knowledge (mkhen-Da-dan) at all times and in all circum-

stances, without differentiation, of the nature of all

conflicting emotions and conce ptual thoughts belonging to the

respective minds of all beings (thams-cad-ki,i same) among the

five or six classes of living beings who require to be trained.
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without exception, and also of the intention or continuum of

(kii-rs'iid) pristine co gnition, which is the perceptual Knowledge

of the buddhas.

They also grant instruction through the supernormal cognitive

power of clairvoyance, i.e. the divine eyesight which is mani-

festly compounded. This is the entire perception of everything

(thams-cad kun-tu Qzis-D&-dan) throu gh the eye of (aDvan-iris)

unobsoured miraculous ability (rdzu-'ohrul-wi), or the

perception of pristine cognition. Its range encompasses the

transference of consciousness at death, and the birth and

emanation of living beings in both pure buddhafields and impure

world-systems.

Then, they instruct sentient beings through the supernormal

cognitive power of clairaudience, i.e. the entire hearing of

(kun-tu 2san- p-dan) every language in all world-systems, great

and small, through the ear of miraculous ability (rdz11-'ohrul-Qi'i

snvan-3,is).

They instruct through the supernormal co gnitive power of

miraculous ability, performing entire acts of benefit (kun-tu fl

SDI'od-Da-d&nz) in accordance with the volition of livin g beings

through the provision of miraculous ability (rdzu-'Dhrul-2w1

tshoa-Icvis) which teaches each sentient bein g according to his

or her needs.

And they instruct through the supernormal co gnitive power of the

cessation of corruption, naturally and wholly perfecting (rdos-

Da'i) the conduct (aorod-Da) associated with the inexhaustible
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wheels of adornment. i.e. the buddha-body, speech and mind of

Samantabhadra. He is entirely poitiva (kun-tu bz&n-Do'i) and

conclusive with respect to the uncorrupted (za-Da med-Ds)

pristine cognition in which the twofold obscuration and

propensities are without exce ption purified in the expanse.

In this way they instruct through the buddha-mind, ox' the six

great supernormal cognitive powers (nmon-oar shes-Da chen-o

druz), because through these six all knowable things are directly
56

mastered.

The third (instruction by miraculous abilities, comments on Ch.

3, 5):

The sages ape revealed to be endowed with (dan-ldan-oa)

inconceivable (bsam-,is mi-kh.'ab-oa-danz) forms of the buddha-

body (gj.t) such as Brahm&, Satakratu. and a universal monarch

which conform in their appearance to all (kun-tu) the infinite

beings requiring training. The y demonstrate the inconceivable

(bsam-wvis mi-khifab--Da-dan2) beneficial deeds of the buddha-mind

(thuza) which qualitatively knows (the view) and quantitatively

knows ( phenomena), corresponding in their volition to all (Run-

fl) the immeasurable minds of living beings; and the inconceivab-

le buddha-visage (zhal bsam-'i g mi-kh.'ab-Da-dan) which mani-

fests as the many different deities, peaceful & wz'athful and so

forth, with their dissimilar mandalas of bod y , guise and visage,

to all (kun-tu) the range of those who are to be trained, with

their dissimilar sensory bases and volitions corresponding at

each distinct moment to their respective perceptions. Because
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this buddha-visage directs the loving kindness of buddha-mind

exclusively towards oneself, it is felt to be present before one.

It sa's accordingly in the Great Mother (T. 8):

These sentient beings of Jambudvi pa feel that the doctrine

is revealed because the lovin g kindness of buddha-mind is

present exclusively before them.

In this wa' the sages grant teaching from the continents of
57

Videha and AparagodanIya as far as Akanietha.

Also, it is, said in the BuddhRsam&voa Tantra (T. 366-7):

Sometimes peaceful, sometimes wrathful,

And sometimes as the great spirits who cause obstruction,

(They appear) in infinite supreme forms such as these,

And as all kinds of mountains and living creatures.58

And in the Si3tra Reauested	 Subâ.hu (T. 805):

Although his nature lB without desire or hatred.

To those who are endowed with desire

He ostensibly reveals a desirous form;

And to instruct the venomous beings

He reveals wrathful forms to the wrathful.

Obeisance to this guide, endowed with skillful means.

In this manner, a single buddha-body reveals inconceivable modes

of buddha-visage.

And in addition, the sages possess the inconceivable buddha-

speech (sunz baam-2vis mi-RhYab-Da) of the doctrine which

manifests as Bound to all (kun-tu) fortunate living beings that
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there are, corresponding to the lan guages of different sentient

beings. Inconceivable (bsam-'is mi-khx'ab-Da) forms are diversely

emanated in the infinit y of space so that countless (ran2s-med)

enumerations are manifested (snari-bar i'ur-to) in the ten

directions (Dh3.'os-bcu), instructin g each in accord with his or

her needs.

The fourth, instruction by knowledge conveyed in speech comprises

both an overview and interlinear commentary. The former (139.6-

152.5) includes both a verbal definition and a classification (of

the vehicle through which knowledge is conveyed in speech).

As to the first: The word "vehicle" (the p- pa), derived from (the

Sanskrit) wêna, means that which progressively reaches or con-

veys one to a desired ( goal) by reliance on some (instruction).

It says in the Verse Summation ..f .tb Transcendental Perfection

Q.f Discriminative Awareness ( T. 13):

This vehicle is a great palace

Immeasurable as the sky.

Riding on that, which is the best of vehicles,

Manifestly attaining to delightful bliss,

All sentient beings pass into nirvana.

The second (the classification) includes both general and

particular classifications. As to the former: In general, it is

to discipline the conflicting emotions of the minds of sentient

beings that the buddhas' s pirituality is demonstrated to each in

accord with his or her needs. ConseQuently, one cannot affirm

that the number of the vehicles is s pecifically determined. It
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says in the SQtra L thg Descent	 Lankp (T. 107):

In order' to guide sentient beings completely,

I have explained the entire vehicle.

As such it is not an ob j ect of reference.

However, if (the vehicle) is provisionally subsumed, it is said,

with an intention directed towards the result, to be one. The

White Lotus ..f .	 Genuine Doetrine (T. 113) says:

The vehicle is one.

It is not divided into two.
59

And in the All-AecomDlishinz Kin g (T. 828):

Existentially there is only one...

Yet, with an intention directed towards both cause and result.

there are said to be two (vehicles), and with an intention

directed towards the greater and lesser (vehicles) they are also

said to be two. The Tantra . Glorious Cessation Four

Elements (dal 'bwun-bzhi zad-Da'i r2i'ud) gays:

Because there are causal doctrines and the result,

This vehicle is indeed twofold.

And in the Lamo f Pristine Cognition (we-sron):

Because there are intellects

Endowed with greater and lesser degrees of acumen,

The enumeration of the vehicle corresponds.

When subsumed, it has two aspects-- greater and lesser.
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Furthermore, when (this vehicle) is classified according to its

greater and intermediate aspects, it is said to be threefold,

comprising those of the pious attendants, self-centred buddhas

and the greater vehicle. It gays in the Ornament j 	 S3tras Q.

.i.h. Greater Vehicle ( T. 4020):

In accordance with the thorough classification

Of connections, provisions, attitudes, exegeses and attainments,

The vehicle is held to be threefold.

And in the Tantra	 Gemstones, .X.ke Secret Seminal Point (san-.

g thi-le nor-bu'! rud) there are also explained to be three

aspects, rather than dust outer and inner stages:

Three vehicles-- outer, inner and secret

Excellently grasp the genuine doctrine.

There are also explained to be four, namely the three causal

vehicles and the resultant one, as is stated in the Maical jj

Q. Maturi (T. 360; NGB. Vol. 15):

Attaining disillusionment through the three vehicles,

One abides in the result of the single vehicle.

And in the Eizht Volumes j Nectar (T. 841; NGB. Vol. 26):

This inconceivable teaching numbers eighty-four thousand;

Yet there are said to be three approaches to the vehicle.

And a fourth subsumed in the secret vehicle itself.

Again, the enumeration (of the vehicle) has been subBumed, such

that it is explained to be fivefold. This text says (Ch. 3, 15):
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When disillusioned with the four vehicles,

One abides in the result of the single vehicle.

And in the SQtra	 .ba Descent to Lanka (T. 107):

The vehicle of gods and the vehicle of Brahm&.

And likewise the vehicle of the pious attendants,

Tath&gatae and self-centred buddhas

Have been differently explained.

Then, there are also explained to be six vehicles in accordance

with the higher and lower classifications of cause and result.

The All-Ap compl1shin K1n2 CT. 828) says:

There are six vehicles of definitive attainment.

And there are even explained to be seven, as is said in the

Summation gf itLt and&L (T. 3705):

Gods, humans, pious attendants,

Self-centred buddhas and bodhisattvas.

And both outer and inner secrets--

These are explained to be the seven vehicles.

There is explained to be an enumeration of eight, as is said in

Vatrasattvp. th	 Great Soace (KGB. Vol. 2):

In this way , surpassing the ei ght vehicles...

Additionally, a ninefold enumeration is explained. The All-

kecomDlishine Kin g (T. 828) says:

That which has emerged has emerged in the nine vehicles.
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There are even explained to be sixteen vehicles, namely, the two

basic vehicles of gods and humans, the five outer (Non-Buddhist)

vehicles and the nine inner (Buddhist) vehicles, as well as the
60

vehicle of the indestructible nucleus of inner radiance. 	 It

says in the Tantra	 be Illuminating Sun.	 Nucleus (snvin-

nti-ma rab-tu snan-b,,ed--ki,i rrud)

The first of the vehicles is the protector of the sixteen.

Indeed, the vehicles are ex plained to be inconceivable (in

number), as is said in the Sfttra .f .g Descent a Lank& (T.

107):

As long as sentient bein gs manifest

There will be no end to the vehicles.

The abiding nature, however, is merely labelled as a vehicle, and

is not really such, as the same text says:

When the mind becomes transformed.

There is neither vehicle nor mover.

In brief, all these (enumerations) merely appear in accordance

with the stages of intelligence (of those to be trained), end.

apart from that, the very expression "vehicle" is baseless for

yogins of essentially pure intelli gence.	 One should know

therefore that (the abidin g nature) is like space.
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As to the latter, the particular clasification has five aspects:

There is the vehicle of gods and humans, and the vehicles of

piou, attendants, self-centred buddhaa, bodhisattvas, and secret

mantras.

Among them, the first (the vehicle of gods and humans) has both a

verbal definition and a classification. The expression "vehicle

of humans" is derived from (the Sanskrit) term manusi'a.w&na, and

the expression "vehicle of gods" from the term deva3'ân&.

Their classification is similarly twofold: The vehicle of humans

causes birth as a. human being of the hi gher worlds because the

ten non-virtues are abandoned and the ten virtues are practised.

These ten virtues are named after their function which is to

renounce the ten non-virtues. The three physical non-virtues-- to

kill, to steal, and to commit sexual misconduct; the four verbal

non-virtues-- to lie, to slander, to talk irres ponsibly , and to

utter abuse; and the three mental non-virtues-- to covet, to be

malicious, and to hold wrong views, are all abandoned. The

vehicle of gods, on the other hand, causes birth among the six

classes of divinities of the desire realm because the nature of

the ten virtues is intensively experienced; among the seventeen

classes of divine abode in the form realm because the four

meditative concentrations are experienced; and in the four

activity fields of the formless realm throu gh the experience of

the four formless absorptions. It says in the SuDDlementarl'
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Maeical .Ne.t (11GB. Vol. 1):
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The practice of the ten virtues and renunciation of non-virtues

Causes birth among the gods and humans of the desire realm.

The practice of the four immeasurablea and unwavering meditation

Causes birth in the Brahmak&yiha and so forth.

Furthermore, the ground (of this vehicle) is (the view) that one

becomes conscious of acceptance and re j ection with respect to

virtue and evil res pectively, and is aware of the nature of the

meditative concentrations and formless absorptions. The path is

conduct with reference to the ten virtues; and the result is

birth in the abodes of different ( gods and humans).

The second is the vehicle of the pious attendants, which is also

twofold: The verbal definition is that (the Tibetan) term thos-

sroa (lit, preacher of what has been attentivel y heard),

derived from (the Sanskrit) râvaka, indicates one who listens to

the doctrine in the presence of the Teacher and verbally

communicates it to others.

The classification is threefold: 	 The ground is (the view) that

there is neither self nor possessor with reference to the

components and extraneous individuals: and one abides in the

three trainings, having established the awareness of ob j ects or

objective phenomena to be relative, and their indivisible atomic

particles to be ultimate; while the mental continuum is relative
62

and its indivisible time moments ultimate truth.

The path entails that during the lesser, middling and greeter

stages of the path of provisions one meditates respectively On

the four recollections, the four correct renunciations, and the
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four stages of miraculous ability. Durin g the feeling of warmth

and its climax on the path of connection one meditates on the

five	 faculties	 of	 faith,	 perseverence,	 recollection.

contemplation, and discriminative awareness, and durin g the

feeling of receptiveness and the supreme phenomenon one meditates

on the five powers of faith and so forth. During the path of

insight, one meditates on the aspects of genuine enlightenment,

namely, recollection, analysis of the doctrine, perseverence,

delight, refinement, contemplation, and equanimity. Then during

the path of meditation one meditates on the eight aspects of the

sublime path, namely, correct view, thought, speech, goal of

activity, livlihood, effort, recollection, and contemplation. As
S

to the result:	 One abides in the expanse of quiescence having

obtained either the residual or the non-residual (nirvana). Above

all, one practices acceptance and rejection with reference to the

four truths, and so obtains the highest among the sixteen moments
63

on the path of insi ght and so forth.

The result is then actualised, namely, that of one who enters the

continuum (to enlightenment), one who is in a penultimate birth,
614

one who is in a final birth, and one who is an arhat. 	 It says

in the Sutrnlementary Maiaal N	 (NGB. Vol. 114):

One who is well-pacified by training

In the sixteen-faceted pristine cognition,

Which understands the meaning and is well renounced

In respect of the four truths,

And who has been trained throu gh the succession (of results)

Such as entering the stream,
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Proceeds to the level on which the enemy,

Conflicting emotion. is pacified.

The third is the vehicle of self-centred buddhaa. which is also

twofold: The verbal definition refers to (the Sanskrit) term

Dratyekabuddha, Dratlreka meanin g "individually" or "for oneself

alone", and buddha meaning "one who is pure and extensive" (Tib.

zanzs-r'as). It refers to one who, during a final birth,

naturally cultivates in his mind the rea]isation of the path.

without regard for oral instructions revealed b y a master, and

then actualisea enli ghtenment. Now, there are three kinds (of

self-centred buddha)-- one of great conduct in respect of the

provisions. one of lesser conduct, and one who abides in the
65

solitary manner of a rhinocerous.

When this vehicle is classified, it has three aspects: As to the

ground, one knows that sams&ra arises by entering into the mode

of dependent origination with respect to outer and inner

phenomena, and that nirvana is obtained by reversing that mode.

Then it is realised that the self hood of individuals and external
66

objects too are without independent existence. 	 It Bays in the

Ornament	 Emergent Realisation (T. 3786):

Since they renounce the idea of objects,

And since they do not renounce the subject,

One must know the path genuinely subsumed therein

Is that of a rhinocerous-like recipient.

As •to the path: It is superior (to that of the pious attendants)

because in addition to meditation on the thirty-seven doctrines
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of enlightenment, in the manner of the pious attendants, there is

also meditation on dependent origination. The result is that when

enlightenment has been obtained, (a self-centred buddha) does not

reveal the doctrine verbally to sentient beings, but he does

demonstrate it symbolically, so that they come to understand it

and pass into nirvéna. It says in the Suoolementar' Maical flgj

(NGB. Vol. ilL):

Knowing outer and inner dependent origination as an

optical illusion.

They thoroughly penetrate substantial forms without

impediment.

They become realised through intrinsic awareness,

Untaught by a spiritual benefactor,

And with supreme bliss of purpose proceed to an enlightened

level.

The level of the arhats among those (self-centred buddhas) is
67

called the resultant level with supreme bliss of purpose.

The fourth is the vehicle of the bodhiaattvas, which is also

twofold: The verbal definition is that (the Sanskrit) term

bodhisattva has the meaning of "spiritual warrior of enlighten-

ment" (Tib. bvn-ehub sems-da'). A bodhiaattva vanquishes the

baseness which, supports his own desire for buddhahood, and

assumes through great power of compassion the implements (lit.

dons the armour) which liberate living bein gs.	 The Verse

Summation (T. 13) says:
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With greater intelligence, greater liberality end greater mind,

He dons a mighty armour and tames the causal basis of M&ra.

Therefore he is called a bodhisattva, s piritual warrior of

enlightenment.

When classified, this vehicle has three aspects: As for the

ground, all things subsumed in phenomenal existence. sams&ra and

nirv&na, are realised to be without independent existence, in the

manner of a reflected image. The two kinds of Belfhood. namely1

the selfhood of individuals and the selfhood of phenomena,

including both external obj ects and sub j ective mind,	 are

comprehended to be emptiness. Thereafter, the two kinds of

enlightened mind-- of as piration and the actual entrance-- are
68

cultivated.

As to the path, the thirt y-seven attributes of the path, and,

with reference to conduct, the six or ten transcendental

perfections are studied; while the ten levels are refined. The

ten (transcendental perfections) include those 	 of skillful

means, power, aspiration, and pristine cognition, in addition to

the six transcendental perfections; and all of them are gathered
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in the transcendental perfection of discriminative awareness.

The result is that the two kinds of benefit become spontaneously

accomplished once one is present on the eleventh omniscient

buddha-level, Universal Li ght (Sainantaprabh&). It says in the

Sulementari' Maical 1ie (NGB. Vol. lIt):

The yogin who has perfected the transcendental perfections.

Who has realised the two kinds of selflessness.
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And who has gradually traversed the ten levels.

Will excellently attain by means of the two truths.

The path through which the buddha-level is reached

And its status is attained.

Now, the two truths are the ultimate and the relative truths. The

relative truth is the diverse phenomena of apparitional existen-

ce, sams&ra and nirv&na; whereas the ultimate truth is the mind-

as-such, the reality in which all conceptual elaborations are

quiescent, transcending objects of intellectual thought. The

Introduction to	 Conduct g..	 Bodhisattva (T. 3871) says:

The ultimate is not within range of the intellect.

The intellect is held to be relative.

The adherents of Sv&tantrika-Madhyamaka hold that all things

appear to be relative, but when investi gated are ultimately
70

without independent existence. 	 It says in the Analwsis Qj fl.5.

I	 Truths .f Madhvamaka (T. 3881):

This appearance which accords with the relative

Is not found at all when investi gated with awareness;

That which is not found is itself the ultimate,

The reality which primordially abides.

The adherents of Pr&sangika-Madhyamaka hold that,	 whether

analysed or not, all things at all times are quiescent of
71

conceptual elaboration and free from all propositions. 	 It

gays in the Introduction .Q	 Madh'amAka (T. 3861):

Just as you hold substances to have dependent existence,
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I have not admitted even relative existence.

And in the Root Stanzas	 Discriminative Awareness ( T. 38211):

It is characterised as being

Unexpreased through concepual elaboration.

And:

Obeisance to the truth of the buddhas' words

Which have perfected the teaching

That anything emerging dependently

Neither ceases nor is created.

Neither is transitory nor eternal.

Neither comes nor goes.

Neither is difference nor identity.

And is quiescent of conceptual elaboration.

Showing the peace (of nirvana).

When the relative is classified, there is an erroneous relative

in which appearances are not causally effective such as the

(reflection of the) moon in water, and there is a correct

relative in which appearances are causall y effective, such as
72

the moon in the sky .	 It says in the Anaisrsis	 Two Truths

g Madhwamaka (T. 3881):

Since they are similarly apparent.

But respectively causally effective and ineffective,

The classification of the correct

And erroneous relative has been made.

Indeed, on analysis, both the correct and the erroneous are the

same in the fact that they appear. On further investigation, they
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are also the same because they do not actually exist as such.

Therefore all phenomenal existence, sams&ra and nirvina, abide in

sameness from the present moment, without classification.

The ultimate, on the other hand, is beyond the intellect and thus

its essence cannot be classified. However, if tentatively class-

if led by the intellect, the fundamental ultimate realit y refers

to all things as bein g empty of Inherent or independent
73

existence. There is a sütra which sa"s:

Subhti, it is as for example space is neither filled nor

diminished when someone praises It or someone does not

praise it. Similarly , the genuine real nature is indivisible

whether the essence of the tath&gatas' doctrines is

expressed as the nature of ultimate uni que quiescence, or

whether it is revealed by other eternalist Darivrâiika to

be a constant, endurin g phenomenon.

When the yogin who meditates on this real nature cultivates the

intelligence free from conceptual elaboration, it Is called the

ultimate truth to which synonyms are applied.	 It gays in the

Anal'sls	 I	 Truths Q.L g Madh'amaka (T. 3881):

Although creation and so forth are refuted,

This (refutation) is claimed to be in harmony with genuine reality.

The ultimate is symbolised as non-creation

And a quiescence of all conce ptual elaboration.

Actually this method is explained to be characteristic of

relative truth because it is an ob j ect of the intellect, and

merely designates the ultimate truth.
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The fifth is the vehicle of secret mantras which com prises both

outer and inner aspects.

The outer aspect is threefold, among which the Kri y&tantra has

both (verbal definition and classification): The verbal

definition is that the tantra of action (Tib. bwa-ba'i r27ud),

Kriy& (in Sanskrit). is so-called because it emphatically teaches

ablution and cleanliness. When classified, it has three aspects:

As to the ground, it is established that once all thin gs have

been realised to be without independent existence, the deit y or

being of pristine cognition (iñnasattva) is beheld as a king,
75

from whom the accomplishment is then derived. 	 On the path, the

deity is visually created, and then offerin gs are made, with

reliance on the austere and pure nature of their reality and so

forth. The result is that the enlightenment of the buddhas is
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held to be obtained after sixteen human lives. 	 It says in the

All-AccpmDlishin King (T. 828):

According to Kriy&tantra, oneself and the deit y are as

servant and master;

One is held to be liberated through the laboura of sixteen

human lifetimes.

The CaryItantra or Ubhayatantra is also twofold: The verbal

definition is that it is called ubhawa (in Sanskrit), "the

vehicle of both", because in conduct (car,â) it conforms to

Kriy&tantra, and in meditation to Yogatantra. When classified,

there are three aspects of Caryâtantra:	 As to the ground, it is

understood that accomplishment derives from discriminative aware-

ness without independent existence, and from skillful means which
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holds oneself and the deit y to be equal, as the being of commit-

ment (samai,asattva) and the bein g of pristine cognition Uñ&na-
77

sattva) respectively.	 According to the path, one meditates in

that manner and performs acts of cleanliness as in Kriy&tantra.

with the result that one is held to be liberated within seven
78

human lifetimes.	 The previous text says:

Accordin g to Ubhayatantra. oneself and the deity are both seen

to be equals;

Hoping for accomplishment to be conferred, as if by a friend,

The result of liberation within seven human lifetimes is held.

The Yogatantra is also twofold: The verbal definition is that

(the Sanskrit) term 'oa refers chiefl y to mental meditation,

while the view and conduct are both held to assist it. When

classified, there are three aspects of Yogatantra: As to the

ground, it is established that discriminative awareness without

independent existence and the being of pristine cognition in

which oneself radiates as the deity abide, in the manner of water

that is poured into water. The path is meditation accordin g to

that view,	 assisted by the habitual conduct of cleanliness, so

that in the result, one is held to be liberated within three

human lifetimes on the level of 	 the Bounteous Array
79

(Ghanavy ha).	 The previous text says:

One who desires the Bounteous Array of Yogatantra

Desires liberation within three human lifetimes.
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The inner (vehicles of the) secret inantras also are threefold.

Among them, the father tantras of Mahàyoga are (explained) in two

aspects: The verbal definition is that, derived from (the

Sanskrit) term mahâ'oa, (Tib.rnal-'b,or ehen-o p ), the Mahâyoga

or Great Yoga refers to (the vehicle) in which one is held to be

liberated chiefly by the creation stage where there is a union

('oa) of skillful means and discriminative awareness, and b y the
80

practices of vital energy.

When classified, there are three aspects of Mah&yoga: The ground

comprises the mandala of the deit y and the action of vital

energy because these are primordially pure. 	 The path is

meditation on these, and, as to the result, one is held to be
81

liberated within this very lifetime. 	 It says in the D1slai Q1

Pristine Conition (i'e-shes rol-Da):

By activating the vital energy of pristine cognition
82

And perfecting the "milking of space",

Which depend on the stages of creation and perfection,

One will be well liberated in a single lifetime.

The mother tantras of discriminative awareness (i.e. Anuyoga) are

also (explained) in two parts: The verbal definition is that,

derived from (the Sanskrit) term anuoza, (the Tibetan) rIes-su

rnal-'bi'or or Subsequent Yoga indicates that one upholds the

perfection stage of discriminative awareness, where the expanse

and pristine cognition are without duality. When classified,

there are three aspects of Anuyoga:	 The ground is the nature of

the primordially pure deit y in whom the expanse and pristine
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cognition are without dualit y . The path is meditation thereon.

and the result is that within this lifetime, the buddha-body of
83

supreme bliss is actuali ged.	 It says in the Tantra QL t.b.

Suoreme Seminal Point (thi2-le mho2-i revud):

Whoever meditates on the mind-as-such or inner radiance.

Without dichotomy of the expanse and pristine cognition,

Which is the supreme bliss

Will attain the result of perfect buddhahood

In this lifetime.

The non-dual tantras (i.e. Atiyoga) are also (explained) in two

aspects:	 The verbal definition is that, derived from (the

Sanakrit) term	 (the Tibetan) shin-tu rnal-'bior or Highest

Yoga indicates that everything is primordial buddhahood because

the uncreated essential nature or nucleus of all thin gs is

penetrated. When classified, there are three aspects of Atiyoga:

The ground is that all things of phenomenal existence, sams&ra

and nirv&na, are the nature of primordial buddhahood. The path is

that, without duality of creation and perfection (stages).

acceptance & rej ection, hope & doubt are transcended. The result

is that one conclusively abides from the present moment on the

spontaneous perfect level of Samantabhadra. In this vehicle all

(the others) are themselves perfected.	 The SuDolementarY

Magical fl	 (NGB. Vol. i1&) says:

In intrinsic awareness, the king

Who realises the truth of sameness,

And in these great skillful means
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Which realise the Unsurpassed truth,

All the inconceivable vehicles to liberation

Are gathered without exception,

Just as all rivers flow into great oceans.

Through these topics the overview (of the instruction by

knowledge conveyed in speech) has been explained.

As for the interlinear commentary (on instruction by knowledge

conveyed In speech, 152.5-155.6), it has three parts, namely: the

divisions of the vehicle; the antidotes as which these are

taught; and an exegesis of the meanin g of these (vehicles).

The first (comments on Ch. 3, 6):

All (thams-cad) these excellent pronouncements of the emanationa].

body are indeed (kvan) revealed within five vehicles to act as

follows ('di-ita-ste); By the power of their instruction ('dul-

ba'i dban-ia) which is given to sentient bein gs, there is the

vehicle of the gods () of the formless, form and desire realms

which teaches the ten virtues, and the vehicle of humans (-danz

mi'i the-Da-dan2) which itself concerns the ten virtues. There

is the vehicle of pious attendants (nwan-thos-kii the-Da-danz)

which actualises the status of an arhat by meditation on

doctrines which refer objectively to the nature of the Sour

truths through renunciation and acceptance, and on the thirt y-

seven attributes (of enlightenment). There is the vehicle of

self-centred buddhas (rank bwan-chub-k.vi the-Da-dan) which

progresses to the level with supreme bliss of purpose by

meditation on dependent origination and the five paths. There is
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the vehicle of bodhiaattvas (bwane-chub sems-dDa'i thee-Da-dan)

which actualises buddhahood through the two kinds of selflessness

and the ten transcendental perfections; and there is the uneur-

passsd vehicle (bla-na med-Da'i the2) of secret mantras which

liberates in this lifetime by knowing all things to be the three
85

mandalas,	 and by meditation on the profound path. Through

(-oaH) these vehicles...

The second (the antidotes as which these vehicles are taught

comments on Ch. 3. 7):

As an antidote for the eighty-four thousand conflicting emotions

(niron-mons-Da ston-Dhra brewad-cu rtsa-bzhj'i nen-Dor).

twenty-one thousand of which each comprise the conflicting

emotions of desire, hatred, delusion, and their equal combination

and which are created by conceptual thoughts of ignoranc.

ri2-Da'i rnam-oar rto-Da) in the minds of living bein gs, those

teachers who emanate from the naturally present pristine

cognition in conformity with the perception of those to be

trained have taught (wsuris-so) previously, axe teachin g (isunz-

g) even at the present moment in the worlds of the infinite

limitless ten directions, and will teach (2unw-bar 'evur-ro) in

the future th. eighty-foul' thousand (stonw-Dhrae br2rad-cu rtsa-

bzhi) approaches of the doctrines (chos)-- twenty-one thousand of

which belong to each of the three pitakas of the Vinaya, Stra,

and Abhidharma. and to the Pitaka of the Mantras where (their

distinctive features) are in equal combination.
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The third (the exegesis of the meaning of these vehicles.

comments on Ch. 3, 8):

As for all these (de-da thain-cad) doctrinal categories taught

within the five vehicles too (kvAn2), they belong to or concern

respectively: the vehicle of pious attendants who, surpassing the

intelligence of ordinary beings who uphold (the existence of)

gross external objects, know indivisible atomic particles to be

the ultimate truth -- i.e. they acknowledge a dichoto y of (

D&'i) the obj ect (bzun-ba) without (compounded) self, and (dane)

an inner mind or series of indivisible time moments, also without

(compounded) self. In this way they apply an antidote for the

apprehension by a subject ('dzin) of the components as a self (or

inherently existing entity).

Then there is the vehicle of self-centred buddhas who know that

the outer (Dhii) dependent origination is false becauBe objects

of external appearance do not ultimately exist even as indivisib-

le atomic particles, but are relatively understood to resemble a

reflected image arising in a pool of water, and who know that,

when there is ignorance, (sams&ra) emerges from habitual tenden-

cies as far as old age and death but that when i gnorance is

reversed the cycle of sams&ra is also reversed as far as old age

and death. They thus realise that the self hood of the individual

and the selfhood of phenomena which externall y appear are non-

existent. So it is that, they meditate on inner dependent

origination (nan-i rten-ein 'brel-b&r 'biiunz-ba) and a pp ly an

antidote for the apprehension of selfhood in external objects,
86

which comprise half of phenomena.
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Then there is the vehicle of bodhisattvas who actualise the two

kinds of selflessness. They are held to be superior because the

bodhisattva establishes, in addition to the previous one-and-a-

half parts of selflessness (realised by self-centred buddhas),

that the intellect or antidote which is the subject of that

meditation, i.e. this mental apprehension ( ' dzin-Da) of inner

phenomena as a self, is itself (exagerated ('dos-Da)] from

( ga), or an ob j ect of. bewilderment ('khrul-a), and he has the
87

realisatiori (rtOr-Da)	 that it too is non-existent.

The vehicle of gods and humans reveals the productive nature of

(chud mi-za-ba-dan2) causal deeds (J..a), positive and negative,

and of the results of deeds (las-k,1 'bras-bu). which individual-

ly ri pen. Accordingly, it says in the Hundred Parables on Deeds

(T. 340):

Deeds are productive even over a hundred aeons.

Once the (appropriate) provisions and time have been obtained,

Their results will ripen in corporeal beings.

This surpasses the tenet of the Outsiders that deeds are without
88

results.
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Further, on the necessity of attainin g liberation dependent on

the vehicle of gods and humans, the Jewel Garland (T. 4158) says:

If the doctrinal tradition of human bein gs is well practised,

Progress to the god realms is not remote;

If the doctrinal tradition of the gods is well practised,

Liberation is' gradually approached.

And (in the Collection j Meaningful Exreasions, T. 213):

The correct view for a mundane being

Is to possess that which is great;

ven in a thousand lifetimes

One will not turn to evil existences.

And then the supreme vehicle of the unsurpassed secret mantras is

the conclusion (mthar-thu-o) or realisation revealing (stan-

Da'i) the abiding nature, which is uncovered (m1-os) with

respect to body, will not be covered (os-ar mi-'zvur) with

respect to speech, and cannot be covered (os-su med-par) with

respect to mind by those deeds or the results of deeds (las-dane

las-kyi 'bras-bus). There are no ordinary appearances because the

three media (of body , speech and mind) are known to be the three

primordial mandalas (of buddha-body, speech and mind).
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ii Particular exegesis of the Nature of Living Bein gs Who are the

Ob3ect of these Instructions and of their Doctrines (155.6-

167.1):

The two topics (discussed in this Bection) res pectively demon-

strate that the nature of aarns&ra is realit y and that the nature

of the doctrine is inexpressible.

The former, on the nature of living beings who are the ob j ect of

these instructions (156.1-160.3), has six sections, namely: the

background motivation; the appearance of samsára through

ignorance; the teaching that from the very moment of this

appearance its nature is reality; the teachin g that •bewildering

appearances are the miraculous display of mind; the baseless and

groundless nature of bewildering ideas; and the teachin g that

conceptual thought is the dis play of pristine cognition.

The first, (the background motivatation, comments on Ch. 3, 9):

Once the miracle of the four kinds of instruction had been

revealed, then (de-nas) all the (thams-cad-k'is) self-manifesting

tath&gatas	 (de-bzhin £she2s-D&)	 uttered this aeaningful

expression (ched-du brod-oa gj brtod-do).

The second (the appearance of sams&ra through ignorance, comments

on Ch. 3, 10):

All the phenoena of undane bewildersent ('ii-rten 'khrul-oa'i

ohos) subsumed in the container-world and its sentient contents.

which appear as the impure outer and inner phenomena, as &ny as

they are (ii-sn.'ad), are like a dream. The essence or abiding
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nature where buddhahood is primordially attained is oppressed by

ignorance (ma-riz) with its darkest sleep. Conditioned through

the subject-object dichotomy of (-Da'i ezun-'dzin-ris)

dualistic ideas (rto), the diverse outer (ohwi) objects which

are flesh-coloured (dk&r-dmar) and the immeasurable inner (pari)

forms of livin g beings appear. Sentient beings revolve ('khor)

like the wheels of a chariot in a duality of (nwis-su) outer and

inner dependent origination (rten-'brel), through which resultant

bewildering appearances emerge from the cause of bewilderment.

And these produce ('.'ur) the experiences of (nwon-bar) diverse

happiness and suffering (bde-duz) which are the particular

attributes of disharmonious (mi-mthun) objects and appearances,

along with the perpetual appearance (of these bein gs) which

continues from one citadel of sams&ra to another.

The third, (teaching that from the very moment of this appearance

its nature is reality , comments on Ch. 3. 11):

Although it appears as such, the nature (ran2-bzhin) of this

sains&ra does not degenerate from (lM nvAm-Da the reality

(nvid), sameness or great perfection of primordial liberation.

This is because its nature is indeed em ptiness. Accordingly it

also says in the Kin2 .f ContemDlation (T. 127):

The conquerors' BOfl destroys objective form.

All existences that there are are primordially empty.

Those who uphold the extreme of ephemeral emptiness

And those who are puerile sophists cannot dispute this.

From the very moment when sams&ra appears, it does not actually

exist but is the abiding nature of genuine reality (van-da). It
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does appear to be dualistic in a (enMia-su) mere relative or

illusory manner (seiu-ma'i tehul), but when analysed does not

differentiate between (ezhan-med-de) the possessor (bda2) or

subject of same&ra and th. possessed (danz bda-. 2i) objects of

samsêra and nirv&na, just as the the appearances in a dream and

the dreamer's own mind are not dualistically differentiated.

Mind-as-such is perceived in that manner. It sa ys accordin gly in

the SQtra L Lt.b Descent .Q Lsnk& (T. 107):

Mind-as-such, where there is no object,

Is mistakenly seen as an external object.

Through habitual tendencies, the a gitated mind

Actually comes into appearance.

However, when aamsr'a appears it itself (ni'id) is the unique

(sci) primordial mode (tehul) in the pure (rnam-dae) end self-

manifesting expanse (dbMines), the pure reality. Thus the

intention of the spontaneous perfect buddha-bod y of reality is

one of unique (cie-2o) equilibrium in its great primordial

pervaBion of all samaâra and nirv&na. It says in the Root Stanzas

g Madhi'amaka entitled Discriminative Awareness (T. 3824):

There is not the slightest difference

Between aams&ra and nirv&na.

The distinctions between these two

Do not even minutely exist.

And in the Ornament g. Pmerent Realisation (T. 3786):

There is sameness with respect to existence and quiescence.
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The fourth, (teachin g that bewildering appearances are the

miraculous display of mind, comments on Ch. 3, 12):

Concerning the differences between oneself and extraneous

phenomena (zhan-rnants-ni) which are intellectuall y appraised by,

and associated with, the apprehension of the possessor and the

possessed (bda-dan bda2-2i): these are one's own mere

•zron.ous thoughts themselves (lo-Dar rtow-Da tsam-nrid), and

apart from (]..&a) that, do not actually exist. When the nature of

these erroneous thoughts is investigated, they indeed have

neither (rod-ma--.'in} subtlety nor (Dhra-zhin) phenomena endowed

with subtlety; nor do they have the profundity (zab-Da'an) of

real attributes, which are distinct from those phenomena. This is

because erroneous thought itself abides as reality. This is also

stated by the master Padmasambhava in his Buddhasam&Y02a

Commntar.' ( gans-riias mn.'a.m-gbyor)

If thought is known to be reality.

There is no basis for meditation

Apart from the expanse of reality.

And consistently, in his Creation	 Perfection Stazes (bskved-

rdzo2s) it also says:

Thought is an impediment.

The impediment emerges from one's own mind.

If the primordial mind-as-such is known,

The so-called impediment does not extraneousl y exist.
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These appearances within the subject-object dichotomy of sanisàra

are an interaction between the (Soirod) ob j ect, or dream-like

apparitional nature of (mid) erroneous thoughts (lo2-rto), and

(jo) the subj ect-- one's own erroneous thoughts theBelves

(nrid). But (-Das), although these do appear as bewilderment,

actually there is no extraneous wavering (zhan-du £Yo-ba ci-wan

m.d) from mind-as-such, the rca]. abidin g nature, just as the

fluctuations of the four elements do not diverge from the

disposition of space, or as thoughts of refutation and proof do

not stray from the disposition of mind-as-such. The All-

Aeeomolishin King (T. 828) says:

Whatever appears is one in its real nature.

In this respect, there is no-one who contrives it.

From this kin g of uncontrived sameness.

The intention of non-conceptual buddha-body

Is spontaneously present.

The fifth, (the baseless and groundless nature of bewildering

ideas, comments on Ch. 3, 13):

Despite the continuity (rvun-nvid kl'an2) of those erroneous

thoughts (lo-rtoz), appearing as the bewilderin g subject-object

dichotomy, in terms of cause (rw'u) and the result ('bras)

produced thereby, which seem to be related in a temporal

succession of past and subsequent moments, it is non-existent

when investigated. The essence of awareness abides in the

originally pure abiding nature, the baaeless and groundless (zhi

rtsa-med) expanse (dbins) of reality ; but when it arises as the

diversity (of thought), it has no continuity and indeed has the
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nature of a serie, of distinct indivisible time omnts (akad-

ciz-a). Furthermore, there is no past indivisible time moment

which has ceased, no future indivisible time moment which is

found; and, when even a present indivisible time moment is

investigated, it does not exist outwardly 1 inwardly, or in

between. Indeed, there are no such things as indivisible time

moments. They are awareness, the natur (tshui) which abides as

the essence of the primordially pure (rnam-sr d&-Da'i) sky-like

expanse (dbvin2B) of reality itself (n.id). It says in the Pagoda

.f Precious Gems (T. 45-93):

K&yapa. wherever this mind is sought, it is not sub-

sequently seen to be genuinely internal. It is not sub-

sequently Been to be genuinely external; nor is it even

subsequently seen to be genuinely in between. It is like the

sky.

The sixth, (teaching that thought is the display of pristine

cognition, comments on Ch. 3, 14):

The display of subjective intelligence diversel y arises in

relation to this (rnrid-l&) originally pure reality , which is the

essence of all appearance and mind and the object in which

primordial buddhahood is attained. Al]. these transformations

(db&n-s,ur-n,id) are themselves the self-manifesting pristine

cognition which occur (1a-sD,od) in relation to pristine

cognition itself. Thus (Dh,ir), the apprehension of self (bdas-

dane) and others (ezhan), and the (dane) entire continuity of

thought (rtoe-oa'i reiun) which arises as refutation, proof and

the five poisons are a display of pristine cognition. According
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to the primordially pure unsurpassed vehicle (rnam-da big-med

the2-Da'i), they are supreae attributes (maho). It says in the

All-Accomolishin King (T. 828):

Hatred, desire and delusion too

Emerge from the path of great enlightenment.
89

The five modes of malpractice too

Are said to be ornaments of realit y 's expanse.

And:

According to the unconceived unrefined doctrine.

Pristine cognition is born from conceptual thought.

And:

Know that all recollections, awareness, and thoughts whatever

Are objects of the uncontrived all-acomplishing reality.

The latter (see p . 523) teaches that the nature of the doctrines

is inexpressible (160.3.-167.1). It has six sections, namely : it

teaches that the unsurpassed vehicle is the result disillusioned

with the four vehicles; it teaches that all things are a

miraculous display without independent existence; it teaches

that, although the teacher and teaching do not change, they

instruct each according to his or her needs for the sake of those

to be trained; it teaches that the natural Secret Nucleus is the

emanational basis of all vehicles; it teaches that this itself is

the general commentary on all the stras and tantras; and it

teaches that all things apart from their mere names, words and

labels are non-existent in the abiding nature.
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The first. (teachin g that the unsurpassed vehicle is the result

disillusioned with the four vehicles, comments on Ch. 3, 15):

Then one becomes disillusioned (nes-'bi'un-la) with the four
90

vehicles (the-oa bzhis) which have previously been taught

because, among other reasons, they have their respective aspects

of disharmony or suffering in sams&ra and are lesser vehicles.

After becomin g disillusioned with them, one abides (nas) on the

buddha-level, i.e. in the result ('bra-bur) of the sin gle (ci-

Li) unsurpassed vehicle (th2-i,a). where the natural Great

Perfection is encountered. This is the nature in which reality,

transcending acceptance, rejection, effort and attainment. Is
91

realised.	 It says in the All-Accomclishin KIr (T. 828):

Nine natural vehicles of the Teacher

Indeed form the path which progresses to natural Great

Perfection.

But once this reality without acceptance or rejection

has been realised.

Its nature is spontaneously present, just as it is,

Spreading all-pervasively, without coming or going.

The aecond, (teaching that all thin gs are a miraculous display

without independent existence, comments on Ch. 3, 16):

When the phenomena of apparitional existence, sams&ra and

nirv&na, have been well investigated (rab-brtas-na) with aware-

ness by a yogin who has genuine realisation (wan-da2 rto2s-Das)

of the meaning of the abidin g nature, one should know that every-

thing becomes present (cir-wan ' grub). arising as a conditional
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or apparitional mode from that (a) disposition of the abiding

mode, where there is no independent existence (ran-bzhin-med).

in the manner, for example, of a miraculous apparition in the

sky , a magical dis play, or a reflected image. It says in the Kin2

Q ContemDlation (T. 127):

Just as swirls of clouds Instantl y emerge

Prom a totally cloudless atmosphere

And then disintegrate so that

There is no swirl of clouds,

One should similarly know that all phenomena

Are seen to emerge from this ori ginal (nature).

Just as in the midst of a multitude of people

Magicians emanate forms,

Projecting various horse- and ox-drawn carts,

But these are indeed false and do not appear at all,

One should similarly know all things.

Just as the moon arises in a clear sky

And its reflection appears on a clear ocean

But the moon of water is an empty and coreless formation.

One should similarly know all things.

Just as when exposed to the summer sun 	 -

Creatures are tormented by thirst

And travellers perceive a mirage

In which a mass of water moves

But when investigated there is no water at all,

One should similarly know all things.
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And in the Sfttra Reauested 3 Druma (T. 157):

Just as the roundness of one's complexion

Appears on the surfaces of a mirror

But does not independently exist as such.

One should know all things, Druma.

Therefore, one should know that all things appear without

independent existence,	 and from the very moment of their

appearance they are a miraculous dis play, in no way substantially

existing.

The third, (teaching that although the teachers and teachin gs do

not change, for the sake of those to be trained they instruct

each according to his or her needs, comments on Ch. 3, 1.7):

Tb. buddh*s (ans-rv&s) in whom the two kinds of benefit are

spontaneously present and who have progressed to the conclusive

goal, such as Samantabhadra,, reside at all times without con-

j unction or disjunction with respect to the three buddha-bodies.

Thus, they do not pass into final nirv&na (m,a-nean rons mi.

'da'). All their doctrines (ehos) of excellent teachin g also do

not decline (kran nub-Dar mi-'vur-te) because they abide in a

nature which does not change throughout the three times. Accord-

ingly the SQtra f SuDreme Golden L1ht (T. 556-7) says:

The buddhas do not pass into final nirv&na.

Their doctrines also do not decline.

The nature of the three buddha-bodies abides constantly and

continuoully, as is stated in the Sfttra Three Buddha-

Bodies (T. 283):
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The body of reality is the constancy of the essence itself.

The body of perfect rapture is the constancy of its continuum.

And the emanational bod y is the constancy of its uninterrupted

nature.

And in the SuDreme Continuum	 the Greater Vehicle (T. 40211):

Because the lord of the doctrine.

Subduer of the demon of death.

Is without independent existence.

He is constantly the protector of the world.

And in the Introduction to g Madhxemak& (T. 386i):
92

The fields and bodies are radiant like the Wishing-tree;

They are non-conceptual in the manner of the Wish-fulfilling Gem.

They constantly remain to engage in the world

Until living beings have been liberated.

Now the maj ority of texts hold the body of reality and the body

of perfect rapture to be constant; and as for the emanatlonal

body , they hold it to be constant only in terms of its reality.

which transcends the dichotomy of permanence and impermanence.

This is because its appearances which manifest before living

beings in the manner of the moon reflected in water do not exist

with independent characteristics in the presence of those to be

trained. In this way, the three buddha-bodies are without con-

junction or disjunction and do not essentially change. However,

spontaneously present emanations do come forth from that

disposition in the manner of (S&kyamuni who performed) twelve

deeds.
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In order to instruct the ('dul-ba'i Dhvlr) sentient beings who

are ignorant (ma-ne) of the abiding nature through acts of
•	 93
maturation (smin-mdzad) and liberation, 	 the emanational bodies

emerge ( byune) in conformity with individual perception, and then

(nAa). after performing acts of benefit, demonstrate the passing

into nirv&na (nwa-nean 'da'-ba.r ston). It says in the Suoreme

Continuum	 g Greater Vehicle (T. 4024):

Emerging as the seed (of enlightenment)

Within those to be instructed,

As the skillful means which grant instruction,

As the actual trainin g of the seed

Within those to be instructed.

In the (appropriate) places and at (appropriate) times,

The pervasive lord emanates constantly and spontaneously.

And according to the SGtra .f SuDreme Golden Lieht (T. 556-7):

The buddhas, inconceivable transcendent lords,

Tath&gatas and constant buddha-bodies

Reveal the diverse forms of their array

In order to benefit sentient beings.

The fourth, (teaching that the natural Secret Nualcue is the

emanational basis of all vehicles, comments on Ch. 3, 18):

The Vinaya ('dul-ba) chiefly reveals the training of superior

moral discipline. It says in the Ornament 	 Sl3tras f tbg

Greater Vehicle (T. 4020):
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It is the Vinaya

Because it sets forth downfalla,

The source of negativity.

Its possession and renunciation,

Individuals, the transgression of vows,

And the classification and ascertainment of vows.

The SQtz'as (mdo-ade) chiefly reveal the training of superior

mind. The same text says:

Because they describe situations and characteristics,

And the meaning of the doctrine

They are the Stras.

The Abhidharma (chos-mnzon-dan) pitaka chiefly reveals the

training of superior discriminative awareness. The same text

says:

Because it is manifest or clear.

Because it is repetitive.

Because of its overpowering realisation.

It is the Abhidharma.

The Kriy&tantra chiefly reveals the coitments (dam-tshiz) of

body and speech such as ablutions and cleanliness. The Ubhaya-

tantra concerns attainment (srub-oa-dan) of buddhahood through

the performance of conduct, as in Kriy&tantra. and of the view,

as in Yogatantra. Yogatantra concerns supreme accomplishment

(wrub-Da-dan2) because it chiefly reveals mental meditation, with

the mere assistance of physical and verbal conduct. The tantras

of buddha-body (sku-dane) such as the Black Yamârl (T. 11 69, 473)
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chiefly reveal the creation stage of skillful means. The tantras

of buddha-speech ( gun) such as the Suorme Horse (T. 839)

chiefly reveal the perfection stage of discriminative awareness;

and (dane) the tantras of (-ki,i r21rud) buddha-mind (thu gs) such

as the Guh'askm1a (T. LL2-3) and the Glorious rhruka (T. 8O)

chiefly reveal the non-dual nature. All these, which are renowned

(L&b ras-Da) as genuine doctrines throu ghout (rnams-su) the

immeasurable buddhafields of the ten directions (Dh3ros-bcu),

emanate from (isa 'Dhros) the Secret Nucleus (sun-b&'i srLvin2-

), the abiding mode or nature of the Great Perfection. This is

because the conclusion of all philosophical systems and essential
9

meanings is gathered in the Great Perfection. 	 The All-Aceomo-

lishin Kin (T. 828) accordingly says:

Generalities are gathered.

Particulars are gathered,

Everything is gathered.

They are gathered in the natural Great Perfection.

This is the very nucleus of all

In which there is nothin g that is not gathered.

The fifth. (teaching that this text itself is the general

commentary on all the sOtras and tantras, comments on Ch. 3, 19):

This natural Secret Nucleus (ran-bzhin san-ba'i snlrin2-Do !..gj)

itself, the abiding nature of all things, is the emanational

basis and therefore indeed the source ('b.vurie-enas) of all (Jm)

the three pitakas (sde-snod) and (dsne) of all (kun-ei'i) the six

classes of tantras (rsirud). Because it is a gathering of the
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meaningful nucleus, it abides as the ground that is definitively

established (t&n-la nes-Dar 'bebs) and as the ob j ect to be so

established. This (text) itself is in fact the establishment of

everything. It says In the All-Accomolishiri King (T. 828):

The nature of all the pitakas and all the tantras

Is gathered in this nucleus.

It is the general commentary

On all the sOtras and tantras.

The sixth. (teaching that all things apart from their mere names.

words and labels, are non-existent In the abiding nature,

comments on Ch. 3, 20):

All the teachings in which these five vehicles are established

and the phenomena (ehos-rnams) subsumed in apparitional existen-

ce, sams&ra and nirv&na, which are the ob j ect to be established

are actually non-existent. Thus, they LiC merely names which have

been applied (min2-du bta2s-ba tsam). There is a sUtra which
95

says:

SubhOti. all things are mere symbols, mere labels. The y are

not absolute, according to the essential nature.

Who then applies these labels? The teachers (stan-DaB) of the

gods and human beings, i.e. the buddhas, invent them, corres-

ponding (mthun-Dhvos-Ru) provisionally to the meaning (don-dane)

of relative truth with its mere unimpeded appearances. They apply

names and words (min-d pn tshig -tu bta2a) such as saine&ra.

nirv&na. components, sensory bases and activity fields, and then

giv, teaching (-nas bstan). Their purpose is that the real
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abiding nature should be intellectuall y understood. In this way,

names and words are applied, but at the very time at which they

are taught (ston-oa'i), the names and words (min-tshi-ip) are

without substantiality (dnos-Do m).

One should know that although all things are given names and

words by the intellect, they are themselves indivisible from

space and therefore naturall y non-existent as names and concepts.

The Sfltra	 .tb King .f ContemDlatlon (T. 127) accordingly says:

Just as when children are born to some people

They are given different names.

But if one were to search for these (names)

Inside, outside, or everywhere,

They do not exist,

All things should be similarly known.

So (-ces) they meaningfully said (br1od-do) that all doctrines

and phenomena are inexpressible.

iii A Synopsis of Sams&ra and Nirv&na which are Self-Manifesta-

tions of Mind and Pristine Cognition (167.1-169.*):

The third part (of this exegesis, see p. L93) is a s ynopsis of

sams&ra and nirvana as self-manifestations of mind and pristine

cognition. It includes a description of the cause of this self-

manifestation and the actual way in which it occurs.
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The former (comments on Ch. 3, 21):

Once the nature of all doctrines had been described, then

fl.e.) there emerged this (. gj ) secret description (s&n-ba-rwid)

of these (de-da-ni,id-ki'i) mandalas (dkPil-'khor) of the tath&-

gata (de-bzhin £ahes-Da), where skillful means and discrimina-

tive awareness are non-dual (n,is-su md-Da'i), revealin g the

self-manifest nature of mind and pristine co gnition. It came

forth (ohi'un-no) as follows from the indestructible (rdo-rIe-

1a) buddha-body, speech, mind, attributes and activities (sku-

dane sun-dan thu yon-tan 'Dhrin-las )

The latter (the actual revelation) has two sections: 	 It reveals

the bewildering appearances of sentient beings to be the self-

manifest nature of the mind; and it reveals the appearances of

the buddhafielda to be the self-manifest nature of pristine

cognition.

The first (comments on Ch. 3, 22):

0! (a-ho) is exclaimed to indicate astonishment at the self-

manifesting nature of everything . The five components and all the

retributions (nes-dmis) caused by them, which are or have

become, the basis (rtsa'i) of the three realms of existence

(end) and the diverse bewildering appearances within the

situations of sams&ra, have emanated from (las-'Dhros) e gotis-

tical and possessive thoughts (bda-tu rto). With respect to the

different perceptions of the six classes (rz'ud-dru) of living

beings such as the gods: durin g bewilderment in sams&ra, there

occur birth (skire), death resulting from the cessation ('2am) of

the life-force, diverse and distinct bodies (lus-danz), diverse
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raptures (lons-sDirod-dan) such as (the taste of) nectar and

sugar-cane, diverse appearances of different lands SUCh as the

abodes (nas-dan) of the gods, the cycle of bewilderRent which

is the suffering (sdu-bsnal 'khrul-'khor) of change and decay

at death, and 50 forth. The words and so forth (la-sows-a) here

include within them the perceptions of happiness and neutrality

which appear to diverse flesh-coloured beings. All these are

nothing at all (ci-wan m) like distinct external objects.

other than (-las zhan-du) the nature (nwid) of erroneous thought

(lo-rtos), created by the ignorance of these living beings and

their propensities, which are dream-like self-manifestations of

the bewildered mind. Accordingly it also says in the Sütra Which

Establishes Recollection (T. 287):

The diverse bodies, raptures, and perceptions

Of happiness and suffering

Are emanated by mind and made by mind.

They are not extraneous at all, apart from mind,

Just as, for example, are dreams.

The second (revealing the self-manifest nature of pristine

cognition, comments on Ch. 3, 23):

The buddha-mind (thugs) is the naturally present pristine

cognition, which possesses the emptiness (stonz-Da-nvid) endowed
96

with all supreme forms of phenomena, 	 and which is the nature of

the primordial buddhahood of aarnsâra and nirvana, primordial

knowledge (,e-mkh,en) and individual intrinsic awareness (ranz-

jg ). It overpowers (dban-bs.'ur) (erroneous thought) through

recollection (dran) of its pristine cognition, without (med-ar)
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the duality of external ob j ects or extraneous ob jective reference

(dmies-by&) to the phenomena which appear before it, and the

internal mind or self of subjective reference (dmis-bved).

Because this overpowering reality is superior to others, it is

devoid of individual characteristics and is present in none (med-

g.e) other (zhan-na) direction than (Lag) the self-manifest

nature of the pristine cognition of buddhahood. It, in fact.

includes the wondrous (no-mtshar) and marvellous three buddha-

bodies (alii.t), their speech (sun) of great pristine cognition

which appears as the vehicles, the buddha-mind with its two kinds
97

of knowledge,	 the immeasurable enli ghtened attributes ( yon-

tan), the spontaneously accom plished enli ghtened activit y, and

the inconceivable buddhafields (zhin-khams). 	 This pristine

cognition is itself accordingly (niid de-ltar an inconceiv-

able appearance of buddha-bod y , fields, activities, and so forth.

As is said in the Marvellous King (NGB. Vol. 2):

Pristine cognition itself appears

As the buddha-bodies, pristine cognition. buddhafields,

Attributes and activities of pristine cognition,

As many as they are.

It is not extraneous but spontaneously present.

All things are therefore not extraneous, apart from bein g arrayed

in this great self-manifesting nature. Such (zhes) were the words

(tshi) of the secret (san-b p 'i) tantra of natural indestruct-

ible reality (rdo-rje) which emerged (tu'o).
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iii Synopsis of the Chapter (169.4-170.1)

The third part (see p. 492) is a s ynopsis or conclusion of this

chapter (which comments on Ch. 3, 24):

Through these words (zhes brtod-o&s), the central deity, the

original tath&gata himself (de-bhin sheR-Da n yid-kria). knew

that (mkhien-to) the teachings given in many vehicles by count-

iess emanations of the aix sages (thub-Da dru2-i sDrul-oa

£ranws-med-a). who appear or emanate from this great

spirituality , and the teachings spoken by all the tath&gataa

(d&n de-bzhin she2s-Da thama-ead-ki1s sunz-ba) of the self-

manifesting array , are also (wari) gathered in these (d-da-du

'dus-oar) verses, which reveal the inexpressible nature, the

self-manifestation of mind and pristine cognition.

This completes () the exegesis of the third chapter (le'u 	 g

sum-Da) from (laa) the natural Secret Nucleus (san-ba'i

Rrn/in-DO) Definitive With Res pect To The (n2e-Da) inexpressible

seal (de-kho-na-nid), which establishes (stan-la hab-Da) all

dharmas (chas thama-cad) of sama&ra and nirv&na to appear, but to

be the originally pure reality, essentially without independent

existence.
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